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Abstract 

In 1890, the Canadian publishing industry was host to a lively selection of periodicals, fiom 
major market daily papers and rural weeklies, to a wide array of magazines serving religious, 
agriculturai, and industrial constituencies. In these periodicals, advertising played only a rninor 
part, and it was placed primarily by local merchants and shopkeepers. In 1930, this picture had 
radically changed. The industry was dominated by the country's rnetropolitan dailies, theu 
weekend editions, and one consumer magazine. Their pages were Nled with the advertisements 
of companies with national, if not international, profles. 

There were two forces behind this change. Fi, the population and the economy entered 
a dynamic period of growth in the late 1890s which fostered investment in both publishing houses 
and the manufacture of consumer items. Second, a select group of white-collar workers within 
the publishing industry recugnized the opportunity that Iay in encouraging and managing the flow 
of advertisements between advertisers and publishers. These were the advertising agents. 

Though their work was littIe appreciated by anyone in the nineteenth century, agents and 
their counterparts handling advertising for publishers and major advertisers strove to attain the 

same status and rewards as recognized professionals. To do so, they adopted the new tools of the 
emerging sociai sciences - in particular applied psychology and economics - and cultivated their 
own new field of expertise. Among Canadian adworkers, those in Toronto took a leading role in 

these developments, a role manifest in their trade papers, clubs, and trade associations. 
This attempt at professionalization encouraged a new logic for advertising. This logic 

rationalisecl the expenditure of advertising appropriations by attempting to minimize the risk of 
failure through increased research and planning. Campaign strategies and media-buying practices 
were reoriented around the pursuit of the largest, most prosperous social groups available. 
Whenever possible, media buyers used as few media as possible. In the process, however, the 
'objective' nature of the tools adopted fiom social sciences had a tendency to lead ail adworkers 
to the same conclusions regarding markets and media. As a result, existing media which semed 
marginal or las-than-prosperous social groups were forced to adapt to the new logic of 
advertking, or fail by the wayside. The very characteristics which had once made the periodical 
industry rich and diverse was increasingly seen as a handicap in the eyes of adworkers. 
Ironically, one set of periodicals largely overlwked by adworkers - the agriculmral papers - 
had, perhaps, adapted the new tools to the Canadian market better than the consumer magazines. 
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Introduction 

Advertking is everywhere. It pervades almost every medium of expression avaiiable to us. On bus 

shelters and bülboards, in buses, taxis, and subway cars, on t-shirts and hapsacks, in the mail and 

on blimps, before and during movies, and above public urinals, businesses reach out to the consuming 

public. Many people consider themselves oblivious to its c h a m ;  two generations of adults raised 

on a steady diet of television believe they are too sawy to be open to itp d l .  And yet. advertisers 

would not seem to agree. Billions of dollars are spent each year in Canada alone by companies 

seeking to bend the ear of the audience. 

This is not a new phenornenon. At the tum of the century, advertising was no less cornmon. 

Anyone walking the streets of Canada's larger cities would have seen hoardings, sandwich boards, 

handbills, vade cards, posters, shop windows, and Street car advertisiog, not tu mention the ads that 

appeared on the pages of their favourite newspapers and magazines. Most of these forms were 

widely used even in smalIer cities and towns. 

Then as now, the advertising industry was compose- of three basic groups: media outlets, 

advertisers, and advertising agencies. Traditionally, media outlets meant newspapers, periodicals, 

and prime spaces such as bülboards, public transit cards, and the lilre. Since 1920, this list has 

grown to include radio and television broadcasters and web sites on the intemet. By advertisers we 

can understand any individual, company, or organization that pays media owners for space or tirne 

to publicire their products. services, or cause. Although the vast majority of advertisers are 

commercial businesses, some advertising is conducted by noo-profit organizations. The third group, 
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advertising agencies, operate as intermediaries between media outlets and advertisers. Agencies serve 

advertisers by recommending and designing campaigns. Such service may include anything from 

copywriting to package design to market surveys. However, agencies got their start by cuntracting 

space or tirne frorn media outlets on behalf of their clients, and this remains the core function of most 

agencies. 

Beyond these three groups, the industry has also employed people in numerous other 

occupations, but these have never assurned a permanent, stmctural position within the industry. 

Artists, writers, photographers, typesetters, contract printers and others may work for any of the main 

three groups, but advertising is neither the only nor necessarily the primary source of their incorne. 

For the sake of simplicity, it seerns appropriate to use the word 'adworker' in reference to 

everyone engaged in the advertising trade. While agency executives and publishers might have 

resented this description, it will serve a purpose here. On an immeùiate level, it offers a means to 

refer to the employees of publishing houses, agencies, and corporate advertising departments in one 

short tenn; it avoids the pitfalls of the gender-specific terms 'adman' or 'adwornan.' But on a deeper 

level, it should remind us that the people engaged in the advenising trade were labouring at their 

daily jobs. They were not star characters of novels and movies or other works of fiction, such as 

Frederic Wakeman's 7he Hucksters (1946), which painted hem in romantic - if frequendy garish - 

- suokes. Rather, they were salesmen and clerks, statisticians and typesetters, freelance writers and 

secretaries, whose weekly paycheques al1 came from the same source: the manipulation of white space 

into meaningful, persuasive, commercial intelligence. 

It is one thing to narne the media and people involved in the advertising industry, quite 

another to define what exactly advenising is. Given that different media use different techniques to 

achieve the same goals, practitioners in 1900 had a dificult time putting their finger on the exact 

nature of their business. Not surprisingly, it was agents who were in the thick of this debate. In 
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their roles as solicitors, agents sought out retailers and rnanufacturers who were not advertising and 

attempted to bring them into the fold. Many such businessmen believed that advextising was money 

poorly invested. The re tum were dificult to trace. Agents eager to airn reluctant prospects into 

satisfied clients were wmpelled to justiw the expense, and in so doing they inadvertentiy began to 

theorize the practice of advertising itself. 

One of these agents was Albert Lasker, who in 1900 was a young and newly hired ernployee 

at the Lord & Thomas Advertising Agency of Chicago, Illinois. According to legend, Lasker made 

it his goal to uncover the secret of advertising, the essence of the successful ad that made it 

memorable and effective. His first belief was that advertising was news, no different fiom any other 

kind of information found in the papers. Effective advertising had to report the news about the 

product for sale.' Certainly, this had been the traditional role of advertising. As late as 1900, ads 

still appeared which merely reportai that a certain retailer had new goods in stock, or that a 

manufacturer had created a new product which the reader might find useful. This conception of 

advertising was reinforced by publishers who adopted such names for their papers as the London 

Adwrriser or the Commercial World, in contrat to the more politically oriented Whigs, SenfîneIs, 

and Advocares. 

However, Lasker's opinion was soon changed by another agent, John E. Kennedy. Kennedy 

arrivai in Chicago in 1904 after a very successful ten years selIing men's clothing in Montreal. 

Hearing of Lasker's quest, Kennedy arranged to meet the younger man and share the great mystery . 

Lasker was not disappointed. Advertising, Kennedy confided, was 'salesmanship in print.' A 

copywriter had to do more than simply describe the goods for sale or make daims about their value. 

The copywriter had to recreate in cold type the sense of friendly persuasion that a saiesmen might 

1. Albert D. Lasker, 2 7 ~  tarker Srory, As He Told Ir, ed. S.R. Bernstein (Lincolnwood, ilIinois: 
NTC Business Books, 1987) 13-15 
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use in a personal encounter, Twenty years later, Lasker - by then president of Lord & Thomas - 
told his staff that this revelation had cbanged 'the whole complexion of advertising for al1 Arneri~a.'~ 

Perhaps. Conceptions of advertising did change after 1900, but it would be more accurate 

to suggest that Kennedy's idea was only one of many attempts to defme the nature of the business. 

CertainIy newspapers, magazines, and industry trade papers had long since begun to educate their 

readers in the advantages of advertising for al1 concemed. In the same year that Lasker met 

Kennedy, two books were written on this very topic: one by an agency team and another by a 

psychologist keedy interested in advertising. 

Ernest Elmo Calkins and Ralph Holden had a successful shop in New York City. In 1905, 

they published a tract caIIed Modern Advenking to publicize their shop's approach. Like Kennedy, 

Calkins and Holden believed that advertising had to be more than sirnply news about a produa. They 

claimed that 'advertising is that subtle, indefinable, but powerful force whereby the advertiser creates 

a demand for a given article in the rninds of a great many people or amuses the demand that is 

already in latent fom." This indefinable force seemed to describe something beyond mere 

salesmanship, beyond rnere persuasion. It implied sorne power latent in the written word that 

overcame sales resistance by appeaiing to the inner drives or desires of readers. 

Throughout his weer, Calkins upheld the artist as the archetype of the advertising 

counsellor. Only those with an artist's intuition could know the public mind and craft advertisements 

appealing to this subtle force.' It should not be surprising, then, that his book did not make 

reference to one published the year previously by Walter Dill Scott. Scott, an academic psychologist, 

had given a name to this 'indefinable force,' and the name he gave it was the power of suggestion. 

2. Ibid, 19 
3. E.E. Calkins and R. Holden, Modem Adverrising (New York: Appleton, I905), 4 
4. On Calkins, see Michele H. Bogart, Advertising, Anists, and the Borders of A r t  (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1995). 
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Scott's thesis was rooted in the findings of empincal psychology, particularly those concemed with 

the association of ideas in the human mind and the ability to guide rhese associations through 

suggestion. The best advertisement., he reasoned, were those which fostered in the mind of the 

reader pleasant associations between a given product and a desued end, to the exclusion of simiiar 

products. Then, when the reader decided to pursue that end, tbat specific produa would corne to 

mind as a means of achieving it. It would not be a matter of art, but of simple human psychology 

to determine the ends with which any one product should be associated? 

Information, persuasion, suggestion, a force acting according to scienti fie laws: by 1905, the 

advertising trade had begun to accept these views of i t .  work, and thernselves as a special 4ite with 

the power to shape public opinion. Henry Foster Adams, a business professor at New York 

University, t i d  these strands together in 1920 when he wrote that advertising was 'the endeavour of 

an individual or a group to persuade others, without personal solicitation and by means of a paid 

medium, to perform some specific act which will result in pecuniary advantage to the individual or 

group which is making the endea~our. '~ This definition has remained at the core of advertising 

theary ever since. A recent university textbook could have had Kennedy, Calkins, and Scoti in mind 

when it described advertishg as 'a persuasive fonn of marketing communications designed to 

stimulate positive response (usually purchase) by a defined target market." 

Although many different types of media carried advertising, o d y  newspapers and magazines 

provided something more than a mere delivery system. Advertising had always been a pan of the 

press, but it had been peripheral to the primary function of newspapers and magazines: the delivery 

of news and opinion. nie  audience for hoardings and handbills did not have to pay for the privilege 

of reading the commercial messages they contained. Newspapen had made their living by collecting 

5. Walter Di11 Scott, 7he &ory of Advenising (Boston: Smdl, Maynard, 1904). ch.3, 4 
6. Henry Foster Adams, Advenising and Zts Mental Laws (New York: MacMillan, 19201, 4 
7. Keith J. Tuckwell, Canadian Advenising in Action (Swborough: Prentice-Hall, 1988), 3 
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news relevant to their audience, and then charged that audience for the service. Advenising, when 

it was carried, was a source of bonus revenue to the papers. Before IW, ads ran at the request of 

the advertiser, who approached the publisber for space. Certain Iiterary magazines in the United 

States were infamous for their refusal to carry any advertisements whatsoever. Only after the 

introduction of faster machines in the printing aades - costly machines which required publishers 

to have access to greater sources of capital - did publishers begin to think more senously about 

cultivating their adveaisers as a steady source of incorne. Only then did they begin to solicit business 

actively from advertisers. During the period under examination, this state of affairs changed once 

again. Betweeu 1890 and 1930, publishers in Canada leamed to fully embrace the advertiser as a 

partner in the publishing indusvy. Funher, the balance between the readership that publishers had 

hitherto served and the advertisers tbey now couned began to tip in the latter's favourl 

This shift is historicaIIy significant, as Iürgen Habermas argues in Z k  Srrumal 

Transfomaiion of the Public S ' r e  (1991)? 'The public sphere' was an idealized notion of public 

debate that emerged within enlightened European societies of the seventeenth century. Since the 

rising merchant classes were excluded from the traditional seats of power in feudai societies, the idea 

of public opinion became a powerful rhetorical tool available to advance their interests. 'Public 

opinion' was the collective reason of a fke and informed citizenry, in opposition to the arbitrary will 

of an absoIute sovereigu. Although this idea of public opinion grew out of the informal discussions 

found in coffee houses and salons, it became institutionalized in the pages of the press. In print, the 

otherwise locai opinions of cornmoners could participate in national debates. Upon this ideological 

foundation, the press built its reputation as a watchdog over the actions of the goveniment. To be 

- -- - 

8. H.A. b i s ,  'The Newspaper in Economic Development,' Journal of Economic Hisrory, 
2:SuppIement (December 1942): 1-33 

9. Jiirgeo Habermas, nie Srninurd Tranrfornzafion of the Public Sphere, trans. T. Burger 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT, 199 1) 



effective, absolute fieedom from that govenunent was necessary. 

With the collapse of feudal monarchies and the ascension of demoaatic assernblies, the press 

still had a role to play. Editors continued to report and critique public policy, but usually in alliance 

with one party contending for the reins ofpower. No less than before. the f iedom of the press was 

held as a sacred right to ensure that ail policy maners were given their proper scrutiny in the public 

eye. Frequently, publishers would empbasize this role in the mastheads of their papers, with names 

such as the Free Press, nie Speaator, or rite Irttelligencer. An alternative was to name theif paper 

for that mythic citizen for whom they wrote, sucb as nie Novarcotim, L'Elecreur, or Le Canadien. 

Under either system, the crucial element was the same: the papers existed for the distribution of news 

and ideas to an audience willing to pay for them. Again, it was not a revolution in state systerns, but 

in production that fostered a change m the structure of publishing. Rotary presses made it possible 

to print thousands of pages more per day than ever bcfore imaginai. As historian Richard O h m m  

bas argued, this in itself did not cause the change in publishing, aIthough it was the material condition 

that made it possible.1° But over t h e ,  as publishers realized that the returns fiom advertising were 

limited only by the number of pages at their disposal, their attention was turned - first to the 

increased profits to be had from advertking, and second, to the need to satisfy those who contributed 

most to the upkeep of their businesses. By 1900, publishers of mass market papers had begun to 

reaiize that their primary market was no longer readers seeking information. Rather, it was the 

advertisers, who sought media sympathetic to their corporate goals. If before the news and 

information had been the commodity of publishing, now it was the readership itself.ll 

This shift was simply a rational development within the publishing industry. Publishers too 

were businessmen, and there was no necessary contradiction between running their papers and 

10. Richard Ohmann, Selling Culhue: Magazines, Markets. and Uass at the Turn of the Cemry 
(New York: Verso, 1996), 3 1-47 

11. b i s ,  22-30; Habermas, 181-210 
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pleasing their advertisers. To them, the opposite was in fact m e .  The massive circulation figures 

adieved by the most popular papes and magazines were buiit upon editorial content that readers 

aijoyed and found useful. Presurnably, readen would not have bought papers at ail if they did not 

fbd them so. 

Nor was this change monolithic, which Habermas at tirnes suggests. It did not become 

Vnpossible to publish papers which did not have mass appeal or the approval of advertisers. 

However, it did become more difficult. By defuiition, a publication with l a s  than mass appeal had 

a srnaller audience upon which to draw for subscriber suppon. Due to its srnailer circulation, it 

would ais0 command less advertising revenue. As such, publications catering to niche markets, or 

even large markets less sizable than the 'mass' general audience pictured by advertisers and agencies, 

had a dificult time competing on the same t e m .  Higher-grade papers and inks, top-notch editors, 

name writers, artists, and photographers - al1 of t hûe  were the tools of the mass magazines. By 

contrast, traditional magazine genres, and those that served particular interests, suffered by 

cornparison when they became incapable of affording them. As new media becarne available to 

advertisers, the same pattern repeated itself. 

As such, the story of advertising in the print media is the crucial story of advertising. Many 

of the techniques adopted by agents in print advertising after 1900 had been used in trade cards and 

posters before 1900. However, uade cards, posters, and billboards were not enmeshed within media 

offering ostensibly objective news-reporting and trusted editorial opinions on behalf of the reader. 

While trade cards and posters could access the public sphere, they did not alter its structure. For 

these reasons, Raymond Williams has dubbed advertising 'the magic system,' a term which invokes 

both sides of advertising's social role. Advertising is 'magic' in so far as it endows materiai objects 

with identifications and associations which they otherwise would not have. On this point, Williams 

says no more than K e ~ e d y ,  Calkins, and Scott. However, advertising is also a system, in that it 
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provides fmmcial support to culturai producers in the public sphere. It provides the structure to 

publishing. broadcasting, and other electronic media. Hace ,  advertking's role in society is both 

culhirai and structural. l2 

Scholars bave examined these roles individually and in combination. The earl iest critiques 

of advertising tended to draw upon both. As modem cop ywriting and illustration techniques became 

widespread after World War 1, they were soon met by a wave of criticism - both popular and 

academic. Most damning were those that came from econornists, who were critical not of the 

relationship between advertisers and media but of that between advertisers and consumers. Stuart 

Chase and F.J. Schlink published one of the best-known scholarly attacks h 1927. In Yow Money 's 

Worth, the authors drew upon several lines of criticism then c~mxnon.~ Rimary among these was 

the notion that advertising added umecessarily to the cost of consumer goods. Essentially, the 

argument went as foIlows: if demand for a product was genuine, then consumers would seek it out. 

If consumers sought it out, the product would not have to be advertised. This line of thinking l e .  

u, two conclusions. First. for those staple goods which found a ready market whether they were 

advertised or not, advertising represented an irrational business practice which forced the public to 

bear an unnecessary cost on top of the authentic costs of production. Second, where advertising wa 

used to draw attention to non-staple items, it distorted the naniral (and hence 'proper') dernands of 

the marketplace. Fundamental to this second conclusion was the fact that Chase and SchIink did not 

challenge the industry's self-image; they too believed that advertising had the power to influence 

consumer behaviour. But working fiom this supposition, they argued that businesses which adopted 

12. Raymond Williams, 'Advertising: The Magic System,' Problems in MateridiSm and CLlture 
(Landon: Verso, 1980), 327-335; see also William Leiss, Stephen Kline, and Sut Jhally, Socid 
Communication h Advenising: Personr. Proditm. & Images of Well-Beiing roronto: Methuen, 
1986), 270-280 

13. Stuart Chase and F.J. Schlink, Your Money's Wonh (New York: MacMillan, 1927); on the 
same theme, see also Stuart Chase, nie Tragedy of W m e  (New York: Macmillan, 1931) and F.J. 
Schlink and A. Kallett, lOO,CCO.WO Guima Pigs (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1933). 
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advertising as a part of their corporate marketing strategies were acting in an ethically dubious 

Fasbion. Similar conclusions were later drawn by A.S.J. Baster in England and John Kenneth 

Galbraith in the United States." 

Arguments such as these found an easy fit with a popular belief that 'advertising agent' was 

merely a modern term for 'snake-oil salesmen.' Although such critics tended to slam the entire 

industry, they did in fact recognize that new produas and ideas were well-served by advertising's 

ability to disseminate information quickly and efficiently. Rather than eliminate advertising, these 

critics sought to refonn it. In Jackson Lean's terms, they wanted the industry to adhere to an ideal 

f o m  of communication which he dubs 'plain speech' - advertising which described the product, the 

price, and the nearest retailer without the bombast. In essence, they wanted Lasker's information 

without Williams's magic.15 

More critical were the second wave of economists and socioIogists who questioned the 

eomection between advertising and the role of media as modes of public communication. While 

these writers did not ignore the importance of specitic advertising messages, their prime concem was 

for the financial structure of modem media outlets. Perhaps inspirai by the propaganda efforts of 

various governments during the 1930s, perhaps by the general questioning of corporate power that 

occurred during the Depression, scholars such as Harold Innis in Canada, Paul Lazarsfeld in the 

United States, and the Frankfirt School in Germany (such writers as Max Horkheimer and Theodor 

Adorno), made explicit the growing links behveen corporate power and the free flow of information 

in the western democracies. Habermas's study of the public sphere reveals an awareness of al1 of 

these, and his approach is unusual only for its theoretical rather than empirical orientation. That said, 

14. A.S.J. Baster, Advenising Reconsidered (London: King & Son, 1935); John Kenneth 
Galbraith, nie Aflrcent Sociezy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1958) 

15. Jackson Lears, F&Zes of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advenising in Amerka (New 
York: Basic, 1994), 53 
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Habermas and the Frankfurt SchooI take a decidedly different tack in their conclusions. Where Innis 

and the Americans admitted that advertising posed a great danger to the fiee fiow of idormation, they 

accepteci this as the price of a society that guaranteed personal liberties. Habermas saw the 

domination of the public sphere by advertisingdependent media as an historical Mure of the 

capital ist system. 

Where these thinkers saw advertising as structure, acadernics and other cultural commentators 

after 1970 began to dissect actual advertisements for their ideologicd content. In so doing, they have 

tried to reveai the significance of particular ads by examining the iconography and associations used 

to construct them. The classic text in this regard is Judith Williamson's Decoding Advem*sements 

(1978).16 In Canada, scholars have studied campaigns as diverse as Eaton's advertising to 

immigrants in the 1950s, the Canadian Pacific Railway's early tourist advertising, or the images of 

women in consumer magazines." However, as sociologists William Leiss, Stephen Kline, and Sut 

hally have pointed out, the pitfalls of content anaiysis are many, and have sparked debates over the 

seiection of samples and the proper means of decoding them.lg Whether or not any one method 

provides a 'me' or politically 'useful' reading is outside the interests of this study. The reading of 

any one advertisement, campaign, or group of campaigns, reveals more about the specific advertisers, 

agencies, and media involved than it does about advertising in general, let done about the intended 

audience. Treating advertising as text cann~t  reveal the structure and workings of the industry itself 

since it only examines the role of specific signifiers to specific groups of authors and readers at a 

16. Judith Williamson, Decoding Adversisemerus (London: Marion Boy us ,  1978) 
17. Cynthia Wright, 'From Spectacle to Shopper: Eaton's and the Making of the Immigrant 

Consumer Market in Posnvar Toronto,' paper presented to the Canadian Historical Association, 
Calgary, June 1994; E.J. Hart, ïïz Selling of & d a :  ïhe CPR and the Beginnings of Canadian 
Tourism (Banff, Alberta: Altitude, 1983); M. Susan Bland, 'Henrietta the Homemaker and Rosie the 
Riveter: Images of Women in Advertising in Maclean's Magazine, 1939-1950,' Chnadian Working 
Uuss Uistory, ed. L.S. MacDowell and 1. Radforth (Toronto: Canadian Scholars' Press, 1992), 595- 
622 

18. Leiss et ai,, 169-174 
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specific point in t h e .  Each carnpaign can be no more than a microstudy of the industry as a whole. 

'Ibat said, this approach has been used since the 1960s by scholars and activists who have rejected 

the portrayal of women, visible minorities, and violence in advertising. More recently, 

environmentalists have critiqued the cuit of consurnption championed by consumer advertising. 

Adbusters, a Vancouver-bas& magazine founded in 1992, has incorporated al1 of these viewpoints 

in its editorial programme, and rnuch of its content relies on this form of analysis. 

A number of American historians have tried to get behind the ads, to explore the intellectuai 

world of their creators. This approach has focused attention upon the advertising agencies and related 

occupations, and it has been extremely iiluminating. Daniel Pope, Stephen Fox, and Roland 

Marchand, arnong others, bave drawn upon a wealth of primary sources to uncover the peuple who 

made the ads.19 More than any other group, it was the men and women who worked in the agencies 

that proselytized on behalf of advertising. The primary interest of the advertisers lay with their 

products and their mills; the primary interest of the publishers lay with their papers and their presses. 

It was the agents' job alone to think about advertising, day in and day out, from the perspective of 

manufacturers, publishers, and readers. It was the agents who becarne advertising's chief theorists. 

The danger with this approach is to credit agents with more power than they possessed. While they 

may have been 'heralds of modemity' - in so far as they introduced the world to the astonishing 

products created by modem science - they were not themselves responsible for these products. Nor 

were they the only spokesmen for modernity; the mores of the time were far more consciously probed 

in the sermons, fiction, and editorials of traditionai writers. 

Advertising is not created by auteurs. Advertising is created by cornmittees. From the fkst 

idea for a campaip to the printed page, an advertisement passes through many bands. With each 

19. Daniel Pope, î k  Muking of Modem Advenising (New York: Basic, 1983); Stephen Fox, 
rite Mirror Makers (New York: Morrow, 1984); Roland Marchand, Advenising the American Drem: 
Making Way for Modernity,1920-1940 (Berkeley: University of California, 1986) 
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set of hands cornes a different perspective, with a different goal in mind. This point was made 

abundantly clear by workers in the fine arts. Artists who clung to romantic values and jealously 

guarded the ir independence of vision scomed their cornmerciai counterparts, and consistenti y argued 

thaî commercial art represented something lower in the hierarchy of creative expression? But the 

question of what constitutes art, and advertising's place in that definition, is not important here. 

What is important is the fact that agents were fashioning intellectuai goods with a very practical 

purpose, and these intellectual goods were fashioned at the request of specific clients. Even when 

anned with the Iatest statistical samplings of their client's target market, agents found that their idea 

of an effective campaign could be shot 

That said, any researcher who intended to examine advertisers would be greatly disappointed. 

Apart from actual advertisernents, manufacturers and retailers (with some notable exceptions) have 

been ruthles when disposing of records connecte. to marketing. What remains in Canada are the 

trade joumais, directories, government materials, and other publishe. records which tend to document 

the industry as a whole rather than particular advertisers, agents, or media. However, the story that 

emerga fiom these records reveals severai sectors of an industry consciously working towards 

common goals. Publishers who in the mid-nineteenth century fought one another riding by riding, 

by the end of the century were co~perat ing on industry matters. There were several reasons for this 

change, but the major impetus was an effort to stabilize, then increase, the revenues available from 

advertising. Met by a newly disciplined press, advertising agents were forced to organize thernselves 

to plead their case with the publishers. This in turn prompted the major advertisers to meet together, 

to ensure that their interests were not entirely frozen out by the other two. By 1915, every major 

20. Richard Surrey [B. Brooker], 'Getting Your Sales Ideas across to the Artist,' Marketing, 
23:7 (3 October 1925). 195; Angela E. Davis, A Social Hisrory of Labour in the Canaàian Graphic 
Arts Industry to the 1940s (Montreai: McGillQueen's UP, 1995); Bogart, 125-170 

21. Olaf P. Rechnitzer, 'Is the Adveniser a Good Judge of His Own Copy?' Marketing, 24:2 
(23 January 1926), 42, 50 
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sector of the publishing industry (save the readers) was actively engaged in negotiations over inter- 

organizational agreements which were iatended to set standards of conduct between them. During 

the 1910s, the generai public heard tell of advertishg conventions tnimpeting the virtues of 'Truth 

in Advertking.' Behind the scenes, these same men were drafting memoranda that forced them to 

be honest with one another. 

Like any agreement, those of the advertising industry attempted to establish a fiarnework for 

their operations that would recognize the cornpeting demands of each sector. In the debates 

surrounding each draft of these agreements can be found a host of arguments presenting the views 

of many different members of the industry. Again, what ernerges are the values and goals of those 

engaged in the advertising world; the agreements enshrined the product of their negotiations. 

in these debates, it is important not to lose sight of individuals. Modem advertising, and the 

institutions which shaped it, were not products of impersonal market forces, but the product of living, 

breathing human beings with needs and aspirations of their own. If the institutions give us a sense 

of the industry as a whole and how it functioned in Canada, a knowledge of the individuals who 

participated in the industry can give us a fuller picture of the trends and concerns that animated the 

industry councils. Richard Ohmann, in his study of American magazines, SeZZing Culture (1996), 

has made this point abundandy clear? Ohmann begins by sketching a picaire of the American 

economy prior to 1890. The consolidation of northem industrial capital afier the Civil War had led 

to the growth of a large class of educated, white-collar workers who sought some means to 

differentiate themselves from the ranlrs of the urban working class? The new consumer magazines 

of the 1890s developed editorial voices and content which provided welcome counsel: beyond the 

22. Richard Ohmann, Selling Culture: Magazines, Markets, and Clms at the Turn of the C e ~ < r y  
(New York: Verso, 1996) 

23. On this point, Ohmann follows Stuart Blumin, ïk Emergence of the Middle Uass; Social 
Erperience in the Amerkm Ce, 1760-1900 (New York: Cambridge UP, 1989) 



amal advice columns writîen by 'experts' in various fields, there were authoritative editorials, up-to- 

the-minute articles on new trends and fashions, believabIe fiction revealing how characters not udike 

the readers were successfully adapting to the new society, and the ubiquitous ads describing products 

that could bring these selfsame IifestyIes into the reader's own home. 

The members of the press and the advertising industry were part of this emerging white-collar 

culture. They too sought ways of fashioning a meaninml social identity for themselves in the new 

economy. But unlike other workers, their own Iivelihood involved the production of texts which 

were intended to guide others through the maze of new socid relations. To borrow Habermas's 

terminology, they were workers with an economic stake in the operations of the public sphere. As 

such, the information they conveyed was never simply informative. It was always conditioned by 

the needs of advertisers. Although this may seem obvious in the case of the advertising agents, it 

was no l e s  m e  of the editors and writers who had successful careen in the magazine industry? 

In Canada, this new breed of consumer magazines did not catch on with native publishers 

until fifieen years later. Canadian magazines existed, but hewed to a very traditional set of genres: 

agricultural papen aimed at fmers,  industrial trade papers, organs for each of the major religious 

faiths, children's periodicals, scholarl y journals, and literary magazines. South of the border, the 

consumer magazines of the twentieth century bad evolved out of the literary and domestic magazines, 

particularly those that had had a strong editorial personality and also carried articles of top id  

interest. Canadian publishers did not hesitate for a lack of readership. When Mumey's, 

LosmopoZitan, and the Ladies' Home J o u d  began publishing, they found an immediate audience 

in Canada. Certaialy there were Canadians seeking the good life in the same way that Americans 

24. This point has been forcefully argued by Jemifer Scanion and Ellen Gantey; see Scanlon, 
Inarticulate Longings: nie M e s '  Home JouTi1L11' Gender, mut the Promises of Consumer Culsure 
(New York: Routledge, 1995); Garvey, 7he Adman in the Parlour: Magazines and the Gendering 
of Consumer Culture, 1880s to 1910s (New York: Oxford UP, 1996) 
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were. As individuais, English Canadians shared the same language, family patterns, weers, faiths, 

hopes, and aspirations as their Americaa cousins. Not surprisingly, the circulation of these new 

magazines soon eclipsed thaî of any established magazine in Canada, just as they had in the United 

States. However, even if a Canadian magazine had wanted to make itself over into something 

comparable, it Iacked one crucial element that had allowed the others to blossom from srnaIl- 

circulation, regional magazines into millionselling national ones: advertisen. 

Frank Munsey's magazine is particularly instructive in this regard. In 1893, there were 

several literary magazines on the American market, including Harper's, Atlantic, and Scribner's. 

Each of these was sold for 2 5 ~  a copy. To boost his readership, Munsey gambled that more people 

would buy his magazine than the others if iîs price was lower, and so he set the cover price at 1%. 

This price was not sufficient to cover the uxt of producing the magazine. By counting on a high 

level of newsstand sales, Munsey hoped to convert his circulation figures into greater advertising 

revenue. In effect, he shified the cost of production from the readers to the advertisers, hoping that 

the advertisers would be willing to pay more for space in exchange for a greater readership for their 

advertising. It worked. The low cover price, combined with first-rate articles and fiction, attracted 

a readership that outdistanced most of his cornpetitors. Mumey 's was mon joined by McClure's and 

CosmopoZitm, and the cornpetition among these three reduced cover prices to 10C. Over the next 

decade, each title was selling over M0,ûûû copies per issue, and M w e y ' s  frequentiy carried 

something in the range of 200 pages of advertking per issue. 

Canadian publishers could not have lowered their cover prices in a similar fashion. In the 

1890s. there was no comparable pool of advertisers ready to support such a venture. Outside of the 

railways and a handful of key manufacturers, there were no advertisers with a national presence. Of 

those that had one, many did not produce consumer items, but machinery and supplies intended for 

other businesses - such as hamsters, cash registers, or typewriters. And when the major retailers 
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began to expand, they did so through mailader catalogues. A parallei observation aould be made 

by looking at the agency situation. in 1900, there were no more than five agencies in Montrd  and 

Toronto handling national accounts. Nor wouId American companies have advertised in Canadian 

magazines, since the American magazines they were already using had a wide distribution in Canada. 

It would be anothzr fifteen years before consumer magazines appeared in Canada When they 

did, they were consciousiy modeled on their American predecessors. The most wtable was 

Busymcul 's Magazine, since changed to Madean 's, which adopted the market niche and stance of the 

Saturday Evening Post. Cyrus Curtis, publisher of the Post, designed it to be a men's counterpart 

to his aiready successful Ladies' Home Journal. In particular, he had an audience of gioung, urban, 

white collar workers in mind - a solidly respectable readership. When John Bayne Mdean  bought 

Business Magazine fiom a rival publisher in 1905, he targeted the same audience, and quickly 

changed the name to Buyman's to draw attention to this fact. 

This situation was not a problem for Canadian newspapers. Geared as they wae to regional 

markets, the papers were well positioned to serve regional rnanufacturers and local regilers. They 

were also attractive to American advertisers entering Canada in lirnited areas. For a t h e ,  it could 

be argued that the place of a Canadian consumer magazine was taken by the weekly, or Sahirday, 

editions of Canada's major dailies - papers such as the Montreal Fmily  Nerdd & Waeky Star, or 

the Toronto WeeWy S m .  

Historians have not paid much attention to advertising in Canada. The standad history has 

for fifty years been H.E. Stephenson and Carlton McNaught's nie Story of Adverlisizq in Canada, 

published in 1940.* This book remains a fascinating study. The book was designed to mark the 

fiftieth anniversary of the oldest agency in Canada, for whom the authors worked, but me discussion 

25. H.E. Stephenson and C. McNaught, nie Srory of Advenising M Concldo (Toronto: Ryerson, 
1940) 



of changing trends in consumption patterns offers a valuable perspective drawn from their own long 

experience in the industry. At urnes, however, their analysis remains limited by this same 

perspective; references to specific persondities and events tend to document their own firm's 

successes, and advertising agencies are credited with the entire revoIution in marketing practices afier 

1900. 

A similar situation holds with the history of the press in Canada. A History of JoW7101ism 

in Canada, published by the Canadian Press Association (volume 1) and W.A. Craick (II), could be 

taken as a mirror image of Stephenson and McNaught's study. These too came fiom the pens of 

participants, although they focus entirely upon the organitations involved without probing the 

underlying forces affecthg their members.' Paul Rutherford's A Victorian Authoriry (1984) - now 

sadly out of print - provides an exceIlent snapshot of newspaper advertising, but bis narrative ends 

at 1900." Jean de Bonville and Minko Sotiron have examuied the transformation of the press in 

Canada up to 1914, but do so fiom the point of view of its overt political cunsequences; neither book 

gives more than cursory ueatment to the agencies and the changing nature of the advertising trade 

itself? Noel Barbour and Fraser Sutherland have added personality profiles of the magazines and 

their staffs." No major work has Iooked at advenisers before 1930, apart from content analyses 

of actual advertisernents. The ody  attempt to draw each of these strands together during the period 

26. 3.R- Bone et al., A History of Canadian Jounialism floronto: Canadian Press Association, 
1908); W.A. Craick, A History of Canudian Journalisrn II: Lasr Years of the ChlUZdian Press 
Association, 1908-1919 floronto: Ontario, 1959) 

27. Pau1 Rutherford, A Victorian Aurhorizy: the daily press in laie nineteenth-cemry C a d a  
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1982), ch.3. His more recent works have looked at television and 
advertising since 1950; see When Television was Young (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1990), and 
??ze New Icons? (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1995). 

28. Jean de Bonville, ta Presse Québkcoise de 188.4 d 1914: Genèse d'un médicz de masse 
(Québec: Université Laval, 1988); Minko Sotiron, From Politics to Profits: ïhe Cormner~ializ~on 
of Canadian Daily Newspapers, MPO-1920 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1997) 

29. Noel Barbour, îhose Amazing People! ï k  Story of the Gmaàiafi Magazine Indusny. 177& 
1%7 (Toronto: Crucible, 1982); Fraser Sutherland, 7he Moruhly Epic: A Hisroty of Canadian 
Magazines, 1 789- 1989 (Markham, Ontario: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1989) 
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under review can be found in Leiss, Kline, and Jhally, who provide an excellent sociological 

overview of the industry through this period. However, they describe few personalities or events, 

and their study assumes that advertising developed similariy on both sides of the forty-&th parailel. 

This saidy shall try to offer a more synthetic approacfi to the development of the modern 

periodical publishing industry in Canada between 1900 and 1930. There are two major themes. 

First, at its core, lies the 'professionalization' of the advertising trade. 'Professionalization' is used 

here with caution; the rise of professionalism as it has been described by M.S. Larson and Harold 

Perkin provides a useful mode1 to describe the changes which occurred within the agencies fkom 1890 

to 1930, but the advertking trade never became a 'profession' in the strict sense of that tem? 

Professionalism can be seen as a set of institutional structures created by those working in a specific 

field of enterprise. For example, those working in recognized professions such as medicine or the 

law have created unifying organizations, learned journds, educational programmes, and barriers to 

entry that prevent the unqualified or undesirables (as defined by those within the profession) from 

engaging in 'legitimate' participation. However, there exists a set of ideological prernises upon which 

these institutional structures are built. The 'professional ideal,' according to Perkin, rests upon the 

inherent value of 'human capital' in place of material wealth; professionals, through trained expertise 

in a lirnited field of human understanding, carry within them 'socio-ideological, cultural, inteilectual, 

or spirihial power' which - if acknowledged by their fellow citizens - confers upon professionals 

s t a w  and social power? In the case of the advertising trade, a small group of salesmen on the 

fiinges of a multimillion dollar industry succwfully won positions as 'experts' regarding in inner 

workings. m i l e  they may have attained a level of respect and recognition as managers within that 

30. Margali Sarfatti Larson, The Rise of hfessionalism: A Sociological Analysa (Berkeley, 
California: University of California, 1977); Harold Perkin, Ihe Rise of Profesional Sociefy: England 
Since 1880 (London: Routledge, 1989) 

3 1. Perkin, 2-9 
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industry, they never established educauonal standards for their trade, nor did they successfuIly restrict 

entry into it. Nonetheless, they embraced the professional ideal wholeheartedly. Theirs was not the 

capital of presses, plants, and paper, but of ideas, imagery, and intuition. The strength of an 

advertking agency was the creaîive capacity of the men who ran it, both its saiesmen and its creative 

staff. 

A study of this professionalization movement brings to light the contemporary transformation 

of the publishing industry itself. This is the second theme. The agencies were at the cutting edge 

of a number of trends that found their cornmon ends in the creation of rnass market periodicals. 

Publishers were seeking new revenue streams to cover the rising costs of production, advertisers were 

seeking iniproved means of communicating with the buying public, and the public was developing 

a growing taste for inexpensive, leisure-time reading. Ageocies capitalized on these trends by 

recruiting and developing manufacturers into constant advertisers; this in turn increased revenues for 

periodicals and gave editors the resources they needed to produce newspapers and magazines thaî 

appealed ta ever-widening audiences. It was this dynamic set of reIationships that called into 

existence the various associations and agreements goveming the industry. 

Chapter One shall set the stage by describing the various sedors of the industry that are 

important to the story - the publishers, advertisers, and agents - as they were at the end of the 

nineteenth century. This was an industry that had grown in an ad hoc fashion in Canada, and in the 

1890s the agents were viewed by the publishers wit .  great suspicion, as opportunists interfering 

where they did not belong and where they were not welcome. Chapter Two shall discuss the men 

and women who worked in these agencies, and examine the rationale they crafted for their 

occupation. Toronto adworkers were pivotal in this regard, for Toronto was the location of the 

publications, clubs, and trade associations that would set the temper of the Canadian trade. Chapter 

Three, in three parts, shall demonstrate how both groups came together with the advertisers to 
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reconfigure the publishing industry in the twenty years after the tum of the century- In large part, 

this was done through agreements signed by their representative organizations. What they created 

was a structurai framework that systematized the previously ad hoc fundons of the various sectors 

in relation to one another. 

Chapter Four will look at the pivotal role played by copywriting in the re-vamped advertising 

industry. Through the incorporation of academic psychology, copywriters began to systernatize the 

content of the industry just as the agreements had done for its business structure. After 1900, three 

distinct approaches to advertising emerged, whose advocates could be termed the sdesman, the artist, 

and the psychologist. AIthough al1 three remained prominent at different f m ,  a fourth advocate 

emerged in the 19 10s who eventually took precedence over them ail, the market analyst. Where the 

first three had focused upon individual ads and readers, the market anal yst looked at campaigns and 

mass readership. Seen as a 'mass,' readership behaved in accordance to predictable laws, and the 

market analyst sought to increase the probability of response fiom campaigns by targeting only the 

most suitable prospects with pre-tested copy appeals. The impact of these theories will be traced in 

Chapter Six, where the development of Canadian consumer magazines will be examhed in greater 

detail. 

Once Canadian magazine publishers began to compete against their American counterpa. 

with consumer magazines, they were pushed out of the trade organization they had previousIy shared 

with newspaper publishers, who feared that their share of national advertising budgets would dirninish 

proportionately. This was hardly a setback. The magazines persevered and established a general 

audience for themselves in Canada. Seuing ont0 bis  market share, the agencies guidai by market 

analyses began to abandon their traditionai media oudets, such as agriculhirai, labour, and 

denominationai papers, in favour of l e s  controversial magazines such as MacLeaz's and C r u r a d i h  

h4~guzin.e. The same pattern would be repeated in radio broadcasting, when agencies begaa to select 
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programmes for sponsorship. 

Ultimately, the portrayai of Canadian society in these media - primarily the consumer 

magazines, but also the newspapers and radio stations that learned from them - became increasingIy 

homogenized to fit an anglophone, liberal Christian, middle class. Stewart Blumin argues that 

middle-class identifications fonned around white collar workers who developed cornmon patterns of 

social interaction and material consumption." Advertising participated in the consmiction of this 

identification. Consistent consumption patterns were integral to the demographic categories 

formulateci by agencies; they were also crucial to media outlets, which used them to establish market 

niches around which they wuld constmct editorial content. But advertising played upon the anxieties 

of readers by suggesting that specific products would help them to achieve the status or acceptance 

they desired. It worked its magic to articulate and reinforce the relationships between lifestyle, 

status, and material possessions. 

32. Stuart BI umin, nie Emergence of the Middle Ctass: Social Eiperience in the Amencan C a ,  
1760-IP00 (New York: Cambridge UP, 1989) 



Chapter 1 : 
Newspapers, Advertising, & the Rise of the Agency, 
1850-1900 

Advertising: 'the crucible in which brains 
cm be transmuted into gold.' 

Mediil McCormack, 1908' 

James Poole was probably a typical mid-nineteenth-century Canadian publisher. In 1860, in the rurai 

eountryside of eastem Ontario, Poole owned and operated the Carleton Place Herold, a four page 

weekly paper upholding the Liberai cause.' It carried bis reports of local people and events, stories 

from around the world brought in by telegraph, and - on every single page including the front - 

advertisements. He had a good varizty of ads. Local people with produce to sell, personal ads, out- 

of-tom financial houses offering investments and insurance, and railways and steamship operators 

ruming their rnonthly schedules dl found a spot in his pages. But the most frequent by far were 

local retailers and artisans notifying readers of recently acquired goods.' The out4f-town advertisers 

might corne and go, but the bread and butter of Poole's advenising were the shops within his own 

community . 

Why was Poole typical? Because in the early 1860s, there were some 150 other weekly 

Papen in villages and small toms across the province, and another 79 throughout British North 

America. There were also some 23 dailies.' None of hem, weeklies and dailies alike, had 

1. Prinrer & Puùlisher, 17:3 (March 1908), 36 
2. William Meikie, îb Canadian Newspaper Directory (Toronto: Blackburn's, 1858), 26 
3. Cadeton Place Herdd, 28 August 1856 
4. A. McKim & Company, Canadian Newspaper Directory 1 ed. (Montreai: McKim, l892), 59 
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circulations over 1,000 readers.~oumalists like Poole were more than simple publishers, they were 

editors, business managers, and pressmen al1 rolled into one. Newspapering was more than a career 

for souk such as these with ink in their blood; it was a way of life, like farming or the dergyl 

Forty years later, rurd journalism would fmd itself the backward cousin of the inban press. 

Between 1860 and 1900, a series of social and economic changes catapulted the tiny Canadian 

econorny into the world market. As the European demand for wheat and the American demand for 

pulpwood and minerals grew, Canada became a favoured destination for hundreds of thousands of 

immigrants from Britain and continental Europe. In their wake came a host of rnanufacturing 

concerm to provide consumer goods to the growing working-class population migrating h m  farms 

to the resource hinterland and the industrializing cities. With the consumer goods came an ever- 

increasing volume of advertising. 

There were two groups encouraging this growth in advertising: publishers and advertising 

agents. In particular, urban publishers who served large circulations craved faster presses tn get their 

papers out on time. The capital required to purchase these presses could be met, in part, by 

increasing their volume of advertising on a daily basis. As such, advertising became an increasingly 

integrai part of their industry, and they dedicated ever more resources to its cultivation among local 

and out-of-town businesses. Their enthusiasm for advertising was rnatched by the advertising agents. 

While the publishers were developing a latent econornic potentiai within their own businesses, 

however, the agents were essentially outsiders, poaching on the publishers' trade. Many had 

fonnerly been salesmen in the publishers' employ. As freelance agents, they would still be selling 

publishers' white space, but now they would accrue a portion of the profits from this trade to their 

5. Meikle, Append Ur A; see aiso Paul Rutherford, A Victorian Awhority: nie Daily Press in Lote 
Nineteenth-Centwy Canada Poronto: University of Toronto, 1982), 37 

6. A rather acid appraisal of this outlook appears in Mack [Joseph Clark], 'The C o u q  Editor,' 
Saiurday Nighî, 6: 13 (1 8 February 1893), 9 
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own account. 

By 1900, a new structure, planned and foreseen by no one, was emerging fkom within the 

periodicai pubiishing indu-. Through trial and error, the newspapers slowly adapteù to the 

ernerging capitalist efonomy, and left behind tbe nineteenth-cenniry world of personal journalism. 

The cornpetition among papers for more raiders prompted investments in newer technologies, and 

the cost of these technologies necessitatecl ever-greater revenues; this in turn opened the papers to 

greater volumes of advertising. What was once a secondary source of income fast k a m e  the 

primary source. When it did, a new kind of business entered the publishing industry, ostensibly to 

manage the increased flow of advertising on the publishers' behalf. These were the advertising 

agencies. 

Periodical Publishing before 1890 

Before 1890, Canadian publishers were a remarkably independent lot. There were a wide variety of 

printing houses in Canada, producing newspapers, magazines, religious tracts, books, and sundry 

printed items. Despite the comrnonalities in their uades, they were in no way united as an industry, 

nor were they even inclined to think of themselves as a single industry. Instead, each branch hewed 

to its own course in the cornmerciai world, and was served by its own trade associations and trade 

journals.' 

Even within the patticular branches, there were few national organizations to unite members 

of a trade from every province. The newspapers are a perfect case in point. The Canadian Press 

Association, founded in 1858, gathered together the publishers of daily and weekiy newspapers, 

magazines, and trade papers, but only those published in the English language in Ontario. Outside 

7. George L. Parker, ï7ze Reginnings of the Book Trade in Canada uoronto: University of 
Toronto, 1985), Ch.4 
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of this ara, publishers couid join the Eastern Townships Press Association (1879). Le Presse 

Associée de la hovince de Québec (1882), or the Maritime Press Association (1888).' These groups 

did not find cornmon cause until the 19 10s. 

Within each association, there were also felt differences between the publishers of weekly and 

daily newspapers. Weeklies tended to be the poorer cousins of the big-city daiiies, located as they 

were in smaller toms and rural townships. It was not uncommon for publishers to establish a weekly 

with the intention of building it into a daiiy paper. In the mid-18#s, success in this line required 

the prescience to locate in a town on the grow. Where population remained thin and businesses 

scant, few publishers could tum a substantial profit fiom a srnail circulation and few local sources 

of advertising. Chances were that everyone within reach of the paper would be farniliar with their 

local merchants and crahmen without having to see a notice in the paper. Those merchants who did 

advertise might have done so as rnuch fiom a felt duty to keep the local paper ruming as a desire to 

place their goods before the public. Such a duty might have been prompted by an obligation to 

support a partizan organ, or perhaps simply to maintain a voice for their co~nmunity.~ 

Despite these shaky prospects, there was never a shortage of men willing to invest in the 

newspaper field. Reliable statistics on newspapers fust appeared in 1864. By then, most of Canada's 

larger centres had acquired sturdy dailies, but the weeldy was still the common format. That year, 

there were 298 periodicds in British North America, of which 226 were weeklies and another 43 

semiweekty or triweekiy. By 1891, the number of weeklies had more than doublai; 580 weeklies 

and 24 semi/triweeklies served Canada and Newfoundland, while the total number of periodicals had 

expanded to 837.1° 

8. Chudion Newspaper Directory 1 ed. (1 892), 13- 14 
9. 'Increasing the Value of the Advertising Colurnns,' Primer & Publisher, 1 9 5  (May 1910), 

24-25; 1.1. Little, 'Popular Voices in Print: The Local Newspaper Correspondents of an Extended 
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Before 1850, most weekly publishers opened shop in the expectation that costs could be met 

primarily from the sale of the paper to readers, either by annual subscriptions or individud copies 

on the street." A srnail operation, with perhaps two men, could probably make enough to pay each 

of hem a smdl cornpetence. The division of labour would not be sophisticated. tikely, the 

publisher, editor, and business manager would be one man, the cornpositor and pressman another. 

Both would &are owaership of the business. The latter man would frequently be assisted by an 

apprentice or joumeyman printer, and until mid-century they too could someday hope to invest in a 

paper or job-printing plant of their o w d 2  It was not until more modem, more mechanized presses 

appeared at mid-century that greater revenue was needed to improve the plant and pay for operations. 

Then, the expertise wielded by the business manager in attracting greater revenue began to supersede 

in stanis the technical skills of his manuai a-worker.13 Printers resisted their marginalization 

through powerfùl trade unions." Nonetheless, the importance of business managers grew over t h e  

to rival that of the editors them~elves.'~ 

The dailies were the fist to install the new presses. If they were locateà in the larger, faster- 

growing towns, then chances were they had the circulation to support such an investrnent. As dailies, 

they would also benefit fiom the speedier print a n s ,  which allowed papers to be printed while the 

news was still hot and it was possible to scoop the cornpetition. In smaller t o m ,  where there were 

fewer readers and the paper only appeared once or twice a week, current and future revenue was 

11. Rutherford, 97 
12. Sally F. Zerker, ï k  Rise and Fall of the Toronto Typographical Union, 1832-1972: A Case 

Srudy of Foreign Domination Goronto: University of Toronto, 1972) 
13. Rutherford, 96; Minko Sotiron, F w n  Politics to Profits: 17ie Commercialization of Cartadian 

Daily Newspapers, l8ml92O (Montreal: McGilI-Queen's, 1997), 23-38 
14. Zerker, passim.; Jean de Bonville, La Presse Québécoise de 1884 b 1914: Genèse d'un 

media de merse (Quebec City: Universitd Laval, 1988), 88-155 
15. Between 1900 and 1910, the trade papers of the MacLean Publishing Company rihially listed 

the names of their business managers, but rarely their editors, on their title pages; see a h  Stewart 
Lyon, 'Shail the Editor or the Business Manager Reign?' Primer & Publisher, 257 (July 19 16), 17- 
20. 
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insufficiently promising to justify an investment in a modern press. Moreover, the urgency of the 

news was not as pronounced, and more traditional technology sufficed. 

The daily Fort William Tms-Journal is a case in point. It did not replace its hand press 

until 1899. At that time, the McKim Advertising Agency estirnated its circulation was in the range 

of 250. If this number was accurate, the advantage of the new technology was questionable. Tbe 

hand press could print the entire paper - four pages, 250 copies - in roughly two and a half hours; 

the new steam-powered press couid finish the sarne run in one half hour.16 Either way, the paper 

could easily be finished ovemight for morning delivery. However, the increased speed of the new 

machine would have been decidedly advantageous if the publisher had wanted to expand the paper 

to eight or twelve pages. With increased trafic between southem Ontario and the Prairies, the port 

city of Fort William could expect a prosperous future, especially as the eastem terminus for the 

Canadian Northern Railway. The Tms-Journal was probably making its investment with that future 

in mind. It was a safe gambIe. Six years later, McKim estimated that its circulation had grown to 

1,000.*' For those papers whose circulation and size were already large, this advantage had long 

since been exploited. 

Those weekly publishers who were not perched on a new period of growth in the 1890s found 

ways to maintain their financial solvency. One method - using 'bilerplates' or 'ready-prints' - 

reduced the cost of news collection and plate-rnaking by having it done elsewhere. Boilerplates were 

pre-set plates of editoriai content crafied by print shops and some of the larger metropolitan dailies, 

who sold them to other papers. These usuaily contained undated material such as human interest 

stories, fiction, or poetry diat could be run whenever it was required to fil1 a page." Ready-prints, 

16. CoMdian Newspaper Directory 2ed. ( 1  899), 238; E. Pane and R. Bahr, Machine Bites Dog: 
A Study of Technology and Work in the Ontario Newspaper Industty (Toronto: Southern Ontario 
Newspaper Group, 1994), 24 

1 7. Canadian Newspaper Directory 4ed. ( 1  gOS), 252 
18. Rutherford, 66 



also called 'patent insides,' were full newspaper sheets that publishers could buy with both editorial 

and advertising content pre-printed on one side. When folded, the pre-printed side would becorne 

pages 2 and 3 of a four-page weekly paper. That would l ave  only the fiont page and the back to 

be filled with the paper's masthead, local news, and adverti~ing.'~ 

Party politics also played a significant role in the survivai of papers, both weekly and daily. 

In the 1800s, most papers were established to advance the fortunes of either the local Conservatives 

or the local Liberds, and men moved between w e e r s  in journdism and politics with great 

regularity? The most notable in this regard was Sir Mackenzie Bowell, publisher of the Belleville 

Intelligencer and a long-standing member of the Press Association, who served as a member of the 

federal cabinet and became prime minister in 1894. Late in the century, the Liberal and Conservative 

newspapers were joined by others supporting politically active farm and labour organizations. 

Occasionally, when rifts formed among local partizans, a new paper emerged to champion one party 

faction against another. W.F. Maclean, a maverick Conservative and Member of Parliament, 

established the populist Toronto World in 1880. In so doing, he placed himself in open cornpetition 

with the high Tory Mail and the Toronto-tirst imperialism of John Ross Robertson's TelegrarzZ1 

There were three sources of partizan support for newspapers. The first of these stemmed 

from the ownership of the papers themselves. The roIe of partizan backers intensified after 1850, 

in large part due to the increased capital required to purchase the new presses, and the buildings to 

house them. Up to that point, it was entirely possible for men such as William Lyon Mackenzie or 

George Brown to start a paper on their own resources or with limited financing. Combining the 

19. E.E. Cdkins and R. Holden, Modem Adwnising [19O5] (New York: Garland, 1985), 82-83; 
see also J.J. Gibbons's comments in Primer & PubZishe, 18:4 (April 1909), 22. 

20. This point becornes evident when reading any biography of a newspapeman in Canada. See 
especiail y A.H.U. Colquhoun, Press, Politics, and People: 7he Life a& i a e r s  of Sir John W i s o n  
Poronto: Macmillan, 1935), 1 1-12. 

21. Rutherford, 53-54, 59-60 
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owner and editor in one man allowed them to express their opinions as they saw fit - which both 

men readily did. Then, theù ability to win influence in party councils would have been proportionate 

to their Uinuence with readers. By the 1870s, this relationship was graduaily reversing. The capital 

required to establish a new paper or acquire an existing one was beyond the means of rnost men 

trained in the field of j oun ia i i~m.~  Josiah Blackburn bought the CàllQdian Free Press in London, 

Canada West, on his own for $500 in 1850. To expand the weekly into a daily, he entered into a 

partnership with his brother Stephen in 1853, Twenty years later the paper was reurganized into a 

limited company. This time, Blackburn was only one of five shareholders, but the stock issued gave 

his company a paper value of $60,ûûû.0 

Under these circumstances, investors looking at the publishing field had the financial clout 

to ensure that an editor remained faithful to the party line. This was particuiariy m e  where the 

editor was not a stock-holder. However, many owners saw the benefit of allowing their editors a 

certain degree of autonomy. This approach gave greater credit to readers, for it presumed that they 

would not long respect a paper which went out of its way to boost a particular party at the expense 

of constructive commentary. Notable examplâ of this breed might include Sir Clifford Sifton, who 

owned the Winnipeg Free Press. Sifton's views on reciprocity with the United States were 

notoriously opposed to those of his editor, John W. Dafoe." Similarly, J.E. Atkinson refusai to 

join the Toronto Star unless its backers promised to give him his editoriai freedom." In both cases, 

however, the owners were hiring men whose party affiliations and political principles were never in 

doubt. Ultimately, beyond their initial investment, continu4 support would generally depend on the 

maintenance of a favourable editorial policy and the depth of the backers' pockets. 

22. Sotiron, 23-38; Sir John Willison, Reminiscences Polin'cd and Personal floronto: 
McCIeIland & Stewart, 1919)' 13 1-132 
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Second, a paper could likely depend on local businessmen of the same political sîripe to place 

advertising on a regular basis. This form of support was more tenuous than that of backers, if for 

no other reason than advertisers did not have a financial stake in the viability of the paper itself. The 

main consideration would be the paper's circulation. If the paper had cornpetitive numbers, there was 

no problem. If it feli too far behind its rival's number, however, partizan advertisers would have to 

assess their priorities: economic self-interest or loydty to the cause. Restless advertisers might well 

turn to the cornpetitor regardless of its politics. m e r  problems might occur when advertisers 

disagreed with specific editoriai stands taken by the paper. What played well with the readership may 

not have b e n  popular with advertisers. Conversely, editors found it a difficult task to build up 

circulation while defending an unpopular set of policies adopted by the party. The Toronto Empire 

was absorbed by the Mail after several unsuccessfûl years spent parroting the Conservative line. 

Even a thoughtfbl Tory such as Hector Charlesworth thought the Empire provided a clear example 

of the pitfalls of having owners too involved in editorial policy? 

The third form of partizan support was the least reliable. If the right party were in power, 

patronage could be sought in the form of govement  advertising notices or printing contracts. 

However, there was only so much govemment advertising to be done, while there was at least one 

paper in every hamiet in Canada insisting on official support. Nonetheless, this kind of assistance, 

however limited, kept many a paper dive, when local commercial advertising was scarce. 

After reader subscriptions, local advertising, and party affitiations, newspapers found their 

1 s t  bit of financing from out-of-town commercial advertisers. Ultimately, it became the rnost 

important part of the publishen' revenue. At mid-cenhiry, however, it was by far the most 

neglected. Nothing could have exprwsed their ambivalence more than the name that publishers gave 

to it: 'foreign advertising.' In most cases, it actually was 'foreign,' since it was placed by American 

26. Hector Charlesworth, More C a m  Chronicles ('ïoronto: Macmillan, 1928), 175 



or British manufacturas. As an expression, 'foreign' did not begin to wane until the volume of 

Canadian national advertising increased after 1900. Even then, the head of Canada's largest agency 

was still desaibing it thus in the 19 los? 

Before 1900, Boreign advertising was placed by manufachirers located outside the immediate 

region in which the paper was published. For example, McClary's Manufacniring, renowned for 

theû black iron wood stoves, advenised not just in London, Ontario, but across the province and 

anywhere else their p d s  were sold. Railway lines and steamship companies publicized their 

schedules. Cireuses, meatre companies, and musical shows advertised weeks before they arrivai to 

drum up excitement. But far more cornmon than any of these were the patent medicines makers? 

More than aay other trade, the patent medicine makers are given credit for pioneering the 

field of national distribution and foreign advertising in Nonh America.= Inexpensive to produce, 

package, and transport, patent medicines were initially sold by itinerant pedlars whc travelled through 

the small tom and rural countryside of the United States and Canada. The sophisticated pedlars 

learned that the patience of their prospective customers could be profitably Iengthened by the offer 

of fiee entertainment. What they developed was something of a cross between vaudeville and a 

travelling circus - a mixture of comedy, music, acrobatics, and fieaks presented fiom their wagons 

or tents. The master of ceremonies would then use the breaks behveen acts to introduce a Iively sales 

pitch for the company's medicine. Ideaily, the most skilled orators could make the s a i s  pitch itself 

27. 'Talk on Foreign Advenising,' Primer & PubIisher, 2:3 (March 1893), 8; Primer & 
Publisher, 13:ll (November 1904). 8; Ansom McKim, 'Advertising Agencies-Whose Agents Are 
They?' Primer & Publisher, 24: 1 1 (November 19 15), 17-19 

28. 'The Advertising Arena-Patent Meclicines,' Printer d Publisher, 8:7 (July 1899), 4-5; 
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into a featured part of the show. These travelling shows found the same audiences that P.T. Bmum 

found: sometimes earnest, sometimes credulous, but almost always willing to be humbugged in the 

name of entertainment, or the off-chance that the concoction proffered actuaily worked. There were 

charlatans. Just as mly ,  however, the popularity and respect that the better shows earned could be 

attestai to by the fact that they were wetcomed back into communities for repeat performan~es.~ 

The shift from travelling shows to advertising in newspapers seems inevitable in retrospect. 

When a show left town, sales there would stop. If a local merchant could be found who was willing 

a carry some in stock, then sales could be fostered the year round? Without the show, however, 

the profle of the medicine would have to be maintained in sume other way. Since they already used 

newspaper advertising to publicize their shows, the medicine makers embraced it as a medium of pure 

sdesmanship." In the tradition of their outlandish shows, the advertising of patent medicines was 

garishly typed, boldly set, came illustrated with eye-catching cuts, and always promised the moon. 

Until the 1890s, they were the single largest group of foreign advertisen in the United States and 

Canada. One such manufacturer in Canada, George T. Fulford, had spent â 1,000,000 in fifteen years 

advertising 'Dr William's Pink Pills for Pale People? His success - Fulford was appointed to the 

Canadian Senate - and that of others like him Led to the gradual adoption of these techniques by other 

industries. The first to do so were food and clothing manufacnirers, but by 1920 almost every branch 

of modem commerce would follow suit? 

James Poole saved a raft of letters requesting advertising placements in his paper between 

30. Thomas Kelley, Jr, ïhe Fdulous Kelley Canada's King of the Medicine Men (Don MUS, 
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1856 and 1864.* These letters provide a valuable glimpse of the newspaper's clients and the 

services they requested. Many were simply handwritten letters asking that a prepared statement be 

run in the paper. If the letter came fiom an individual, payrnent was generally enclosed; if it came 

from a business, more ofien than not the client asked to be billed. 1t is interesthg to note that, 

simply by reading their letters, one would not immeâiately perceive any difference between the short 

amouncements placed by individuals and those by businesses. However, it seems likely that al1 

parties would have understood the conventions of the day for newspaper advertking. Most ads would 

have been typeset and placed in the paper much like the classified ads of the twentieth century. O d y  

those advertisers who specifîcally asked for larger space or 'conspimous placement' would have b e n  

treated differently. That said, few clients asked for these services. William Virgin was perhaps more 

casud than most, but not untypical when he wrote the following: 

... you wouid oblige me by advertising the following in whatever 

fonn you see proper. A black and white hound with red ears strayed 

to my place yesterday[.] [Alny party claiming him can have him by 

paying the advertisement. 1 think one insertion should do. . .. 

EncIosed is 219 for advertisement." 

Here, Poole could write, set, and place the ad entirely at his own discretion. More commonly, 

clients would have a prepared statement already written, in which case the printer would only have 

to set and place it. In a minority of the letters, there is some suggestion that the ciient aiso had an 

idea of how the ad should be laid out. These invariably came from commercial houses. The dry 

goods store of J. & J. Wylie sent in a handwritten letter whose prepared copy was drafted in a very 

stylized fashion (Illustration. 1.1 ; III. 1.2). 

35. National Archives of Canada (NAC), MG24 Kg, James Poole papers, vols. 1-2 
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The Wylies' advertisement as it appeared each week, fiom June to September, 1856. 

From Carleton Place Herdd, 28 August 1856. 
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Given this arrangement, rhe printer could still play with the size of the type and the justification of 

the lines; for example, each line could have been either centred or begun at the left of the column. 

The Wylies, however, submitted this to replace a previous insertion. Likely they knew how the 

Herdd would set it. Similady, Robert Watson of the Brockville & Ottawa Railway asked that his 

wpy be inserted in the 'shape of handbills.' 'Ihe handbill format would have diaated a certain look 

to the tinûhed ad? Notably, the only ads which came prewritten and printed in proof form came 

from foreign advertisers, such as the Provincial Insurance Company of Toronto. its ietter asked that 

Poole recreate the ad proof as closely as possible. Over the next four decades, the casual requests 

of local retailers such as the Wylies would be almost entirely replaced by the more exacting demands 

of 'foreign' cornpanies from out of town. Such demand signalled the fact that some businessmen 

were beginning take their advertising more seriousIy than they had in the past. 

'A Nation Transformed' 

l l a t  foreign advertising became the most important source of income for newspapers and the impetus 

behind the flowering of magazines is a key premise of this thesis. Behind this growth, setting the 

stage, were a series of important changes restructuring the Canadian economy beiween 1880 and 

1914. It would be easy enough to recount the usual list of international trends and goverment 

policies that prompted these shifts in Canada. However, Our interest here is not so much how these 

changes altered the country, as how these changes created a favourable environment for the 

development of the advertising trade. 

One of the pivotal dates üiken for the transformation in the Canadian economy is usually the 

37. Richard Ohmann discusses this notion of shared codes in the context of copywriters and 
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completion of the transcontinental railway in 1886. With bis, the first cornmercially-viable link for 

moving goods between al1 parts of the country was opened. However, this Iink in itself did not 

geatly increase the volume of intemal trade? The British North Amencan colonies had developed 

extensive trade links within the Empire and with the United States long before Confederation, and 

the internai trade of each had been serviced by ever-expanding networks of roads, canais, and 

regional railway lines.' In the case of British Columbia, most foodsniffs would not have survived 

the trip acrou the prairies in the days before tin cans or refrigeration cars. Even with the railway, 

manufactured goods were more economically purchased from local producers or south of the border. 

Where the Intercolonial and Canadian Pacific Raiiways were useful, then, was in theu ability to 

transport raw materials to port, raw materials such as timber and wheat that improved Canada's poor 

balance of trade and atuacted foreign investment. 

It was the raiiway's success at moving these cornmodities that provided the necessary 

infrastructure for m a s  immigration to Canada. Europeans left their homelands for a variety of 

reasons, but Canada oniy became a favoured destination when it offered them a reasonable chance 

to win a better life than they had, on the basis of what some economists have called 'the subjective 

caiculation of the net expected return to the individual from migrating.'" One such 'net expected 

result' was prompted by the building of the Pacific railway itself. Once Sir John A. Macdonald's 

Conservative government made the cornmitment to finish the link with British Columbia, in 1880, 

it invested close to one hundred million dollars in cash, credit, and land in the project. The promise 

of construction jobs may have accounted for the influx of 100,000 immigrants to Canada each year 
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from 1882 to 1884.u This more han doubled the average number for the ten years previous, which 

s t d  at 39,067. As construction began to wind down, this flow began to recede, but still it remained 

higher than before. Between 1885 and 1902, an average of 51,948 migrants were attracted to Canada 

each y e a P  

It was one thing to draw settlers, but quite another to get them to senle. Despite the high 

number of immigrants, the country lost more people than it gained until the 19005, mainly to the 

United States.' While the railway helped to make the Prairies a potential destination for settiers, 

poor land policies discouraged many ftom pursuing îhis option, and these policies would not be 

aitered until after 1897." 

After the railway, the Conservative Party's second great policy plank was the proteaive tariff 

placed on manufachird goods. In an attempt to win the emerging urban labour vote, Macdonald 

sought means to stimulate investment in Canada's manufacturing sector in the hopes that more 

factories would create more jobs. To do so, he allied himself with the Canadian Manufacturing 

Association, a lobby group funded in the main by industrial capital in Ontario. The CMA had long 

arguai that a tariff would impede the flow of foreign-produced consumer goods into Canada, and 

allow Canadian-made products to compete on the basis of equd prices. In Nrn, this would provide 

the manufacturers with a stable, protected market within which they could invest in irnprovements 

and new plants.* Whether the investments made were soft or sound is subject to debate, but 
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Macdonald's chief goal was achieved. Hundreds of plants opened in the Maritimes, Quebec, and 

Ontario to take advantage of the arrangement. From 1871 to 1901, the aggregate value of capital 

invested in Canadian manufacturing rose more than five tMes over, from $78,000,000 to 

$481,000,000.f7 Most of the manufacturers located in Ontario." In their wake, thousands of 

Canadians migrated into the industridizing urban centres, and for good reason. The number of jobs 

increased with the Pace of investment, and the annuai value of wages during this time increased from 

$41,000,000 to $1 13,ûûû,000.'9 Between 1891 and 1901, while the rural population of Canada 

grew by roughly 60,000, its cities and towns grew by some 500,000.m 

After 1900, then, the economy finally began to resernble the transcontinental marketplace 

envisioned by Sir John A. Macdonald. An extensive transportation system was in place, and still 

expanding. The population was increasing at a promising rate. Manufacturers had begun to produce 

consumer goods which previously had been imported from the United States and eisewhere. The 

capstone would corne a decade later when Canadian wheat became a precious commodity in Europe 

and comrnanded increasingly high prices. 

In the meantirne, it was the expansion of manufacturing and the urban population which 

proved crucial to the development of the advertising trade. Factories which provided steady jobs also 

provided regular paycheques throughout the year, unlike farms with their peak and off seasons. 

Another difference: urban dwellers tended to be more dependent on store-bought goods for food, 

clothing, cleansers, home fumishings, and a wide range of other desirables. Taken together, a 

regular fiow of disposable incorne and dependence on local merchants for the necessities of life led 
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to a favourable market for those who both made and sold these goods. 

The interrelationship between a wage-earning urban popuIation and the trade in consumer 

goods was crucial to the success of Timothy Eaton. Eaton was Toronto's top dry g d s  merchant, 

who opened in 1869. By purchasing goods in massive quantities, he found that he could profitably 

undersell his rivals carrying similar lines. The key was to sel1 these goods as quickIy as possible in 

order to pay his creditors on t h e .  Rapid turnover required more than a solid core of repeat 

customers. It required a massive and constant stream of customers passing through the store on a 

daily basis. Eaton relied upon the working class of Toronto, and to reach them he invested heavily 

in daily newspaper advertising." His success, coupled with that of bis arch rival, Robert Simpson, 

was matched by similar stores in other cities. It is doubtful if this strategy would have worked 

anywhere, however, if there were not suficient numbers of wage earners taking home paycheques 

on a weekly basis. Rural dry goods stores, so often forced to wait months to collect on fmers'  

debts, could not replicate Eaton's s u c c e ~ s . ~  Eaton himself had left behind a lacklustre business in 

St Mary's, Ontario, to try his hand in the city. Advertisers stepped up their efforts when they 

realized that there was a sizable audience of consumers ready to hear their messages. 

The Press Transformedl 

Canadian publishers were very much attuned to developments in the national and regional economies. 

The establishment of new papers and the improvement of existing ones could be used as a barorneter 

to mesure the confidence of locals in the future growth of their towns. The Fort William Tms- 
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Journal is a suitable case in point, but so too is the experience of the Prairie West. There, the 

number of dailies and weeLlies each tripled between 1891 and 1904? 

Nonetheless, while their industrial counterparts were forming trade associations, establishing 

standards, and drifüng into the merger movement, publisbers remained decidedly individualisti~.~ 

Their day-today operations often involved ruthless cornpetition with crosstown rivals, and they were 

relatively isolated from the experiences of publishers elsewhere. Trade associations existed, but 

operated more as social clubs than as business organizations. Weekly papers in particular suffered 

for this situation, especially where the combination of publisher and editor in one man was still the 

nile.u The experience of Joseph T. Clark, who bought the Pickering News in 1888, was much like 

that of Iosiah Blackburn in London almost forty years before. Together with his brother James, 

Clark owned, wrote, set, and printed the paper himself." Few publishers could imagine their trade 

reduced to an impersonal process reaganized just like steel, cigarettes, or cotton to fit within the 

system of m a s  production. A newspaper was not simply a standardized product, but an expression 

of the editor himself and a reflection of the cornmunity he served." It may have been possible for 

Max A itken to rationalize several cernent manufacturers into a single corporation, but newspapers 

were far too intimate and local to surrender to the same impulse towards consolidation? 

In their business practices the publishers also evaded any kind of standardization. The 

frequency of publication and the number of pages per issue that each paper printed would be entirely 
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dependent on the paper's levels of revenue. The more subscriptions and advertising a paper enjoyed, 

the more pages it could afford to run. When George Brown expanded the Globe from a weekiy to 

a triweekiy in 1849, it was not because there was an increase in newsworthy events in Toronto. Xe 

was satisfying an increased dernand for advertising space? As ad content increased, editors 

increased their pages to accommodate it. They then increased their editorial content to maintain a 

respectable ratio of news to ads. Boilerplates and ready-prints offered two ways to do bis. 'Ihe 

development of telegraph news service at rnid-century provided another. Up-todate news of foreign 

lands brought in by wire was both exotic for readers and cheaper than hiring more  reporter^.^ 

Similady, fiction, poetry, and illustrations could also fil1 editoriai space quite capably. 

Just as the frequency and the page nurnber of each paper could Vary, the page size and 

column width of each paper could also vary. For local advertisen this would not have been a 

problem, since al1 of their typesetting was usually done by the paper itself. Note for instance James 

Poole's work for the Wylies. Altematively, if the town was large enough to support a job printing 

plant, an advertiser could get its ad made to order in plate form before sending it to the paper. 

Foreign advertisers who used several papers and wanted a consistent 'look' for their advertising relied 

on print shops. However, the lack of standardkation among papers increased the cost of plate- 

making dramatically; each new column size required its own setting. 

The rate paid by the advertiser for the space in the paper was completely open to negotiation 

between the two parties. This muid Vary according to the size of the ad. the frequency of its 

59. J.M.S. Careless, Brown of the Globe vol.1. voronto: Macmillan, 1959), 100. Peter G. 
Goheen argues that increased news reporting spurred larger papers. but the evidence he marshalls is 
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publishers would have Uicreased their pages without the promise of greater returns. Goheen, 'The 
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Geography, 16:2 (1990), 177-196. 
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insertion, and the circulation of the paper. One correspondent who wrote to James Poole avoideâ 

al1 of these questions and simply tnisted him to use his b a t  judgment, asking: 'Please advertise the 

following to the arnount of one dollar ...? The value of a publisher's white space was a cornplex 

issue. Publishers could have as many as four rates: one for local business, a second for foreign 

business, a third for govemen t  notices, and a fourth, rarely acknowledged but generally accepted, 

for family and friends. To cal1 these 'rates' may be very misleading. More often than not, they were 

guidelines within which a paper's advertising 'solicitor' would operateea 

One group of entrepreneurs saw a tremendous opporhmity in this chaos slowly emerging 

within the publishing industry: the advertising agents. So long as the papers continuecl to remain 

proudly independent, particularly with regard to the size of their pages and the value of their rates, 

t'iere existed a niche for someone who could assist advertisers in the placement of their notices. And 

this is the opportunity that the agents seized. 

The Agent as Opportunist 

'Agents' brokering white space had worked the publishing field for decades before 1900. For much 

of that time they served solely as middlemen between those interesteci in advertising theu shops or 

wares, and those who had blank space they wanted to fill. For merchants and manufacturers, this 

was a very convenient service. Each town in Canada had at least one weekly paper, with its own 

idiosyncratic line rates and billing practices. To place an ad in a single paper, one would have to 

know of its existence, inquire after its rates and schedules, draught a contract, make the plates (if one 

had them made oneself), send them, check that the ad actually ran as instnrcted on the date arranged, 

61. James Poole papers, v.2, fJanuaryll864, W. Riddell to J. Poole, December 1864 
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and then pay the bill. Any firm seeking distribution outside of its immediate locale would have to 

repeat this process with as many papers as it saw fit. 

Enter the newspaper's solicitor. Given the wide range of chores that editorlpublishers had 

to perform, it is not surprising that they had linle time to seek out advertisers. Revenue was based 

primarily on reader subscriptions, and when advertisers did approach them with a proposition for 

space it was treated as bonus income. When the retums fiom advertising became more lucrative, 

however, and rival papers began to compete for them, astute publishers began to hire representatives 

to secure business. Here too, the daily papers were ahead of the weeklies. In the 1850s, only dailies 

could generate sufficient revenue fiom the sale of advertising space to cover the salary of the 

salesman. Representatives offered the advertisers a certain degree of convenience, since they 

removed the need to seek out suitable papers for their publicity. On the other hand, a thriving 

business might be deluged with representatives fiom several papers, each making an emes t  daim 

for his own sheet. The selling point of any paper over its rivais might be the low price of iü  line 

rates or its high circulation. Shrewd advertisers would calculate the value of a paper's rates against 

circulation. Potentiai advertisers were also wel1 advised to check for themselves the quality and 

distribution of the papers being pushed. 

A thoughtful entrepreneur might see in this state of @airs an opportunity, and Volney B. 

Palmer did just that. Palmer set up shop as an independent solicitor in Philadelphia sometime around 

1841. As an independent solicitor, Palmer placed ads in any paper for any company that hired him. 

Like any other salesman, he would take a commission on the total rate charged by each paper for the 

advertising he secured. Palmer's rate was 25%. He would take the paper's bill, submit it to the 

advertiser, then band over the advertiser's payment, minus his 2596 commission, to the paper. This 

was a logical development from the existing systern. It was the papers that had the goods for sale, 



and it was on their behalf that the soiicitors operated." 

Like al1 success stories, Palmer inspired imitaton. The first in the United States was one of 

bis own employees, S.M. Pettingill, who broke away to form his own agency. In Canada, the 

earliest agent on record was Robert Moore.' Formerly in the employ of Montreal's Cormrzerciid 

Mklriser, Moore opened shop as an independent solicitor in 1860, under a shingle bearing the 

impressive-sounding name of 'The British American Advertising and Circular Delivery Agency.' 

For the advertiser, agency service was a great cunvenience. With one agent handling the 

placement of al1 of its ads, the advertiser would no longer have to deai directIy with the papers. Al1 

solicitations could be referred to its agency. As Moore told one potential client, '1 can do your 

advertising on very reasonable terms, and save you much trouble, time and expense, besides checking 

any irregularities in the insertions .. . . From my knowledge of the business, 1 can work for you better 

than you can do for yourself ...? Moreover, the agent's senrices were nominaily 'free.' An 

advertiser would pay oniy the rate established by the paper itself, and the paper would then give the 

agent a commission based on the volume of business placed. Doubtiess, 'invisible' might be more 

accurate than 'free.' It is unlikely that publishers did not raise their rates to compensate for the 

revenue 10s t .~  Line rates for many publisbers were never fixed in Stone, so that preferred rates 

could be given to loyal clients, and the sales staff could have some flexibility and margin for personai 

gain. When the Toronto Colonist gave Moore a list of their rates outright, he comrnented haî this 

would be a great convenience. It would allow him to plan campaigns and quote rates to his clients 
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without a lot of haggling over prices." 

Moore charged papers the same rate that Palmer had: 25%. How this rate was establisheù 

is not clear. Presumably, this had been the rate the papers paid their own representatives on staff. 

When John Ross Robertson began selling ad space for the Toronto Leader in 1863, this was his rate 

of commission. Hugh C. MacLean eamed the same rate as a solicitor for the family firm in 1889." 

The 25% rate began to suffer oniy under the onslaught of modem business techniques and calls for 

greater efficiency. 

Due to the lack of records kept by agencies from any time period, it is difficult to know 

exactly how a typical contract would be framed between a dient and an agency. Fomiaately, Moore 

preserved a letter of agreement between himself and a publisher, and it is worth printing it here in 

its entirety: 

Receive herewith, Advertisements of the Life Association of Scotland, in three 

different forms - for insertion in the following manner - No. 1, to be inserted in 

Monday next, and ai1 next week, when it is to be taken out, and No. 2, put in its 

place the following week; to be succeeded by No. 3, in the same way, the week 

afterwards. Then to commence again with No. 1, and to continue in the same 

succession, till 5th Aprii next inclusive, when the Advertisement is to be taken out 

entirely, - Insertion in the WeekIy Edition to be made in the same mannec- An 

Editorial notice, which will be sent you, to be also inserted, and copies of the Papen 

to be delivered at this office, and to the Life Association. The Advertisement must 

be in the columns of the Editorial page, and nowhere else, or no payment will be 
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made.- Your charge for advertking is to be . Charge to this office? 

This contract provides a window into the custorns of the mid-nineteenth century agent, and several 

practices evident bere became standard in the future. The blank in the letterbook copy suggests that 

this was a standard fom, the specifics to be changed to suit the publisher. And again, such contracts 

would have evolved wder the in-house solicitation system; al1 the agent did was introduce a 

rniddleman. Note here that the ads were provided by the agency already wrinen and engraved; 

provisions were made separately for the daily and weekly editions of the paper; the ad's placement 

on the page was specified; and copies of the paper were to be sent to the agency and client. It was 

custornary for the publisher to send a copy of that day's paper to the advertiser to show them that the 

contract had been fulfilled. If a business hired an agency to conduct its advertising, this bit of 

housekeeping fell to the agency. Also, the agency contracted the paper to mn an 'Editorial notice,' 

in essence a puff piece rnasquerading as an article written by a member of the paper's staff or perhaps 

the advertiser itself. 

Whether or not Moore was the first to offer agency service in Canada, the novelty of his 

operation remains evident from the problems he faced. One business manager wrote to ask if 

Moore's commission was to be added to the paper's bill for its space; another wondered if Moore 

expected a 'discount' for the cIient on top of his own 2596 commission. As Moore pointed out rather 

icily to a Mr ïhornson of the Toronto Colonisr, 

You seem to be under a mistake with regard to the discount.- As 1 have been 

appointed advertising agent for the Life Association, the sole management of 

advertisements rests with me, and there can be no double discount. The only 

deduaion wiil be 251.- If therefore you will agree to insert these according to 

printed instructions for the sum of $55. Iess îS%, please do so, but if not be kind 

pppp-- . - 

69. BAA Letterbook, R. Moore to the Montreal Herald, 18 February 1860 



enough to return thern? 

In another case, a publisher frustratecl with a delay in payment wrote directly to the client. This 

action infuriated Moore, who responded, 'Mr Grant has nothing to do with my business, and you had 

no right to write him regarding me.- ... It was a piece of pure impertinence on your part to write to 

a third party regarding a matter which was personal to you & rny~elf.-'~ The roles of each player 

in the transaction were made perfectly clear. Moore considered each component of the agency's 

dealings to be a discrete transaction. It took him a great deai of work to educate publishen to 

understand the nature of the services he was providing. 

Not al1 publishers found this arrangement troublesome. G.J. Barthe of La Giwne de Sorel 

did not simply accept Moore's contracts, he asked him to be a free-Iance solicitor for the paper. One 

wonders if other small town papers, some distance from commercial centres and hence l e s  accessible 

to advertisers, did not do the same. Never one to let an opportunity to pas,  Moore accepted the 

offer, and then offered to collect Barthe's bills as welLR 

Soon after he opened shop, Moore approached two other men to act as his agents in cities 

south of the border, John Styles of Boston, Massachusetts, and S.M. Pettingill, then in New York, 

New York. In retuni, Moore offered to supply thzm with his services for the city of Montreal, in 

the hopes that these partnerships would be 'mutually beneficial.' Basicdly, each would be able to 

offer his clients a more extensive and international circulation for the placement of their ads." 

Styles accepted Moore's invitation, but w record of Pettingill's answer is available. That said, 

Peüingill had offered his clients service in British No& America in the 1850s." 
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For clients, Moore offered other services beyond print advertising. The most conspicuous 

of these was postering - the display of show cards. When soliciting business, he claimed to have 

exclusive right to prime locations in steamers, railway cars, and train stations, as well as the best 

'dead waIls and boardings in the City,' where show cards could be displayed to great advantage. For 

those wbo are privy to his letterbook, it is also evident that he did not have any such thing. On the 

very same day that he wrote John Styles of Boston, informing him that he had agreements with 

various railway companies to display show cards, he wrote the Grand Trunic Railway requesting this 

same opportunity. Another service provided to clients was the distribution of circulars. For delivery, 

he charged $10.00 per one thousand sheets; to address them before delivery he charged an extra 

$2.50 per thousand. Considering that circular delivery was part of his agency's name, one wonders 

to what extent this service was key to his business." 

Soliciting clients, placing ads, collecting bills, displaying show cards, delivering circulars, 

networking with other agents, and Iater publishing business directories: at mid-century, Robert Moore 

was a jackai-dl-uades, a hustier in business services. His letters even reveal the kind of practices 

that would later tu the entire industry: haggling over the specifics of contracts to delay payment, 

atternpts to buy editorial columns as well as advertising space, and outright lying to his partners? 

Moore placed ads for at least two different companies before his letterbook ended in 1864. 

The following year, a uemendous change overtook this emerging industry, and again the 

leadership was in the United States. in 1865, George P. Rowell established an agency in Boston with 

a new ~ i s t .  As more agencies had entered the garne, the 2596 commission sought by Palmer slowly 

eroded. In the heat of cornpetition, many agents were willing to surrender to the advertisers part of 

their commission to lower the price of their service. As time went on, the margin of profit for such 

75. BAA Letterbook, R. Moore to I. Styles, 22 Febmary 1860 
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agencies steadiiy shrank. Rowell found a way to b a t  this system by hirning it on its head. Rather 

than w i ~ i n g  an advertiser's account first, and then placing its ads, Rowell contracted large amounts 

of space in one hundred New England papers, and then sold this list in rom to advertisers. By 

purchashg space in bulk, he becarne in essence a wholwaier, though he was more comrnonly referred 

to as a 'space jobber.' He knew that he had the cheapest rates available for those papers, and he 

could attract advertisers on that basis. Like f almer before him, his success mon spawned imitators, 

who speciaiized in the papers of other regions or in other types of periodicais. Such agents inciuded 

J.  Walter Thompson, who contracted space in several general magazines, and Lord & Thomas, who 

did the same with religious periodicds. Thompson took the new system a step further by becoming 

the sole representative for the publications on his Iist. He initially controlled the highly successful 

magazines owned by C y m  Curtis. Until the 1890s any advertiser who wished to appear in the 

M i e s  Home Jountal had to place its ads through him. The commission became inelevant withh 

this system. The agents' profits were made from the male value of white space? 

Papers not included on a major Iist had a difficult time soliciting advertising. To combat this, 

many papers maintained their own representatives - now called 'special representarives' to set them 

apart fiom agents - to knock on advertisers' doors. As the number and influence of these speciai 

representatives grew, advertisers began to rail against the 'closed' contracts of the space jobbers. The 

papers on an agency list were not selected with the adveniser's produa in mind. Rather, they were 

merely the papers with whom the agency had contracts. A.J. Ayer, the president of N.W. Ayer & 

Son, exploited this resentrnent with the introduction of an 'open' contract in 1875. Each advertiser 

would be offered a judicious selection of media sensitive to its product and distribution network. In 

SQ doing, Ayer introduced the concept of advertiser-orientai service into the agency's operatiom. 
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The agency would not simply be a publishers' representative, nor a wholesaler, but an objective 

advisor to the advertiser in the purchase of advertising space. To pay for this service, Ayer re- 

adopted the commission system." Despite the allure of service, no agency would have survived had 

it relied on that done to amas clients. Advertisers still sought cheap rates, and the agencies which 

offered them won the contracts." Ihe constant drive for lower rates led to severai problems in the 

publishing indusay on botb sides of the border afier 1890. 

In Canada, there is insufficient evidence to sbte which mode1 the agencies followed, be it 

Rowell's wholesale agent, Thompson's closed contract, or Ayer's open one, Robert Moore, for one, 

convacted space from newspapers for each new client. Unfortunately, no other agency records have 

been preserved from this time period. That said, it might be suggested that the space jobbers never 

held sway to the same extent here as they did in the United States. Before 1890, few cornpimies apart 

from the patent medicine makers advertised outside of their immediate locales. There were two 

rasons for this: first, advertising was traditionally the forte of retailers, and most manufacturers were 

happy to leave this expense to them. Secund, Canadian manufacturers did not produce tradernarked 

goods in great quantities until the late 1890s. Without recognizable trademarks, rnost goods could 

not be advertised e f f ec t i~e ly .~  As such, it would have been a tremendous gamble for any agent 

without a slate of clients aiready lin& up. It is telling that one of Robert Moore's clients was a 

Scottish fim. It is also telling that his agency lasted a rnere three years. 

The Agent as Corporate Consuibnt 

Ansom McKim had a betîer go of it than did Robert Moore. But to describe his beginning, it is 
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necessary to describe the circumstances which gave him his opening in the business. In 1872, Sir 

John A. Macdonald surveyed the newspaper field in Toronto and decided that the local Tory organ, 

7he Leder, was no match for George Brown's intellectuaily formidable Globe. To remedy this, 

Macdonald drew together a group of backers to m a t e  a new paper." So was born the Toronto 

Maü, which quickiy drew off Conservative suppon and put the kader out of business. That said, 

it was not an immediate financial success itself. It was sold in 1877 to its chief creditor, John 

Riordan, owner of a St Catharines paper company. Riordan then set out to recreate the Mai2 with 

an impressive new building, new presses, new type, and an editorial policy that made it a paper of 

record to rival the With these changes accomplished, the paper then did something which 

no one could have foreseen: the paper's enigmatic editor, Edmund Farrer, declared independence 

from the Conservative Party with Riordan's blessing. Other newspapermen grudgingly acknowledged 

that the paper's period of 'splendid isolation' represented the best journalism of the day.* Readers 

apparently agreed. By 1892 it had the largest circulation of any paper in Toronto, and was second 

only to the Montreal Star across the country." 

T.W. Dyas was the paper's advertising manager. While Riordan was intent on expanding 

the paper's plant and influence, it fell to Dyas to make the paper protitable through its advertising 

coIurnns. Since al1 of the Toronto papers competed for local advertisers, one of the chief means tu 

increase revenue was to employ travelling salesmen to cultivate advertisers outside of the city. 

Looking south, however, Dyas noted with favour that American 

representatives' to open permanent offices in major rnanufacturing 

papers were hiring 'special 

and commercial centres. In 
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essence, such an office would function as a branch of the paper's advenising department and offer 

a continuous link to 'foreign' businesses. Dyas thought tbis a good idea, and in 1878 he opened an 

office in Montreai. It was staffed by a young man, then 26, who had worked at the Mail for six 

years: Ansom McKim. 

Hued as a special representative, McKim gradually transformai the office into an independent 

advertising agency. When he arrivai in Montreal, he discovered he had been preceded by a rival 

from the Globe. Neither man found many opportunities in the city, and McKim at time went weeb  

without landing a new contract.* His fortunes changed when he decided to reorganize his 

operations dong the lines of an agency like Moore or Pettingill's. Several advertisers wanted to place 

notices in Ontario centres outside of Toronto. If McKim could arrange contracts for several papers 

at once, he would gain a decided advantage for the Mail irself. Tbe Maïi agreed to this arrangement, 

and other papers willing to corne into the plan were soon found. In exchange for this service, the 

agency took a commission from each paper on the total number of linû bought by the client, much 

as Moore had done. By 1889, the other publishers were convinced of the value of this operation, 

but had grown tired of surrendering a commission to the Mail. With their encouragement, McKim 

left the Md's employ to work for himself, and became an independent so1icitor.16 

Incidentally, McKim's initial success in Montreal inspired Dyas to open a similar office in 

Toronto. McKirn was not only selling the Mail, he was selling a service. There was no reason to 

believe that advertisers in Ontario would not appreciate this service as well. Radier than creating 

another special representative, however, Dyas took the next logical step and opened an 'independent' 

advertising agency in 1882; the Mail Advertising Agency pre-empted McKim by seven years. 

Although still connected to the Mail, and staffed by one of the paper's former solicitors, it too placed 

- 
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ads in any number of Ontario papers, and sent agents throughout British North America looking for 

CI ients. " 
The success of McKimTs bureau is usudly credited to his own daring and imagination, but 

it should not be forgotten that his agency grew out of one of the most respected papers of his day. 

Where a man such as Moore had stmck out on his own, McKim began with the prestige and credit 

of the Mail behind him, a pubiisher who was willing to take chances, and a capable mentor in Dyas. 

Only aAer eleven yean at the Muii, and with the backing of several papers, did McKim sever this 

connection. However, the success of his agency, and those of men Iike Pettingill, Ayer, and 

Thompson in the United States, inspirai other men to go into the agency business. Not surprisingly, 

without the sarne beneficial conditions that McKim had enjoyed, few succeeded in Canada. City 

directories for Montreal and Toronto listed agencies throughout the 1870s and 1880s; there were 

usually four or five in each city in any given year, and few made more than a single appearan~e.~ 

After 1890, however, when the economy picked up s t e m  and the volume of advertising increased, 

agencies began to appear in most of the regions with rapidly developing mercantile and industrial 

centres - citia such as Halifax, ûttawa, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Vancouver. 

The Agent as SrnaIl Businesman 

Agents such as Moore and McKirn were essentiaily middlemen within the publishing industry. They 

were brokers who ~ ~ ~ e c t e d  publishers with advertisers, and advertisers with publishers. That much 

was clear, but the ama l  workings of this three-way relationship could become extremely complex, 

as Robert Moore quickiy discovered. They becarne more complex by 1900. The growing volume 

of advertising, and new types of agency service, transformed the typicai agency fiom a smail office 
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operation into a modem, departmentdimi company empIoying dozens of staff. After 1900, these 

trends prompted a reassessrnent of the agents' role to determine who their chief client was: the 

publisher or the advertiser? A sensible observer might Say both. George Rowell stated pragmatidly 

that be worked for himself.w Nonetheless, someone had to pay the agent; the answer to the 

question at hand would detemine who was responsible for the agency's commission. Disputants 

focused on the service provided by the agencies, and whom it benefitted most. 

Following Ansom McKim, Canadian agents positioned themselves within the industry as the 

servants of the press. 'First and foremost and al1 the time,' McKirn's newspaper directory declared, 

'it is the business of an advertising agency to promote and facilitate newspaper advertising? It 

was their job to solicit supralocd advertisers for the papers. Insofar as the agency systern had 

evolved out of the advertising departments of actual newspapers, this must have seemed self-evident. 

The paper's own advertising staff would be paid commission on al1 new business secured, The 

agencies would be paid commission on every contract placed, whether new or not. This could be 

justified because the solicitation process was undertaken at the agency's expense. Long before any 

ad was placed, before any bill was subrnitted to a paper, the agency was out hustling clients on its 

own time and acco~nt .~ '  Toronto agent I.I. Gibbons boasted that, in his own shop: 

A corps of intelligent and high-saiaried solicitors are constantly working on the non- 

advertising manufacturers and others, persuading them to become regular advenisers, 

offering experienced direction to their carnpaigns, and doing everything in their 

power to induce thern to take up newspaper a d ~ e n i s i n g . ~  

- - -  

89. Young, 38-39 
90. 'The Business of the Modem Newspaper Advertising Agency,' Canadian Newspaper 

Direnory 2ed. (1899), 26; see also 'The Systern and Equipment of the Modem Newspaper 
Advertising Agency,' Çanadiun Newspoper Direnory 3ed. (190 l), 25-26. 

91. W.A. C[raick], 'Brief Interviews with Advertising Men,' Pnnter & Publisher, 11:9 
(September 1902), 18-19 

92. J.J. Gibbons, 'The Agent's Standpoint,' Primer & PubIisher, 14:4 (April 1905), 20-2 1 



Few newspapen had anything comparable to aetract new business. 

Of course, no matter how much tirne and effort an agent put into this process, there was 

always the possibility that nothing would corne of it. At times, business could simply be slow. At 

one point in the fdl of 1898, Mc- and Desbarats were placing only one contract apiece." At 

other thes,  agencies would simply have to deal with the realities of the marketplace: a competing 

agency could get the acwunt. A.R. Coffm, an executive with a Nova Scotia printing house, painted 

a third possible scenario: 

A general advertiser who, in these days, wishes to start in advertising with a fair 

amount of success has a cornplete advertising campaign laid out for him, by an 

agency, which must include al1 detail .... Then after al1 the whole proposition may 

be laid on the shelf for another year, or it has been known that the advertiser would 

not Say thanic you to the agency but get a clerk in his office to put into effect the 

agency's scheme and hold up the papers for the agency's commission." 

Coffîn knew of one more than one manufacturer who had tried this last trick, though he 

understandably did not narne them. 

Once a client was under contract, the agency was responsible for the placement of its ads. 

An extensive knowledge of the periodical market was required to do this job effectively, and this 

became the responsibility of 'media departments.' The staff in such departments would be divided 

into three main groups: researchers, space-buyers, and checkers. The researchers' primary task was 

to h o w  everything about every periodical in the country: where it was published and by whom, its 

tone and reputasion, what market it served, its circulation, its political or religious affiliations, 

whether or not it carried advertising, and its line rates if it did? Space-buyers would then use this 

93. 'The Advertising Situation,' Primer & PubIisher, 7: 10 (October 1898), 3 
94. 'The Advertising Agency,' Primer & Publisher, I5:3 (March 1906), 13 
95. 'The Business . ..,' C a d i a n  Newspaper Directory 2 4 .  (18991, 26 
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information to maximize the value of each advertiser's appropriation. In essence, this entailed 

reaching the most readers with the highest potential interest in the product or service, at the lowest 

possible expense. Once the ad was nin, it was then the checkers' task to ensure that everything 

appeared according to contract. In the United States, agencies such as Ayer and Rowell demonstrated 

their expertise in the handling of media by publishing directofies of American newspapers. Canadian 

agencies followed suit. McKirn Limited published its fust directory in 1892, and evenhially sharzd 

tbe market with similar volumes issued by Desbarats Advertising, Canadian Advertising, and W.A. 

Lydiatt. McKim's book was modelled on Rowell's; Lydian had worked for Rowell himself. 

The most difficult piece of information to obtain was invariably the paper's circulation figure. 

Most companies wanted their advertising placed in papers that would reach as many readers as 

possible. In cities or regions where there was more than one paper, this generally rneant they would 

o d y  select the paper with the highest circulation. Cornpetition among publishers for lucrative 

advertising contracts led them into a cycle of bdlooning estimates and mutuai recriminations. 

Gibbons related the following experience while speaking before the Canadian Press Association: 

1 went into one newspaper office in Ontario and inquired about their circulation. One 

partner told me 1,200, while the other a few hours later told me they were printing 

600 and seemed to think they were making splendid progress. In another town the 

peuple said the local paper had a circulation of 300; the pressman after thinking it 

over placed the circulation at 600, whiIe the publisher assured me on his word of 

honour that the circulation was 900? 

Caught in the middle, agencies ofien had to drafi their own estimates. Sornetimes, as Gibbons's 

comments suggest, this was done simply by chatting with the locals and getting a sense for the 

paper's popularity. The agents' calls for verified numbers were resisted by most publishers, and it 

96. J. J. Gibbons in Pinter & Publisher, 13: 12 (December 1904): 12-13 
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t ~ k  the combined efforts of Canada's top advenisers to change their minds. That would not happen 

until the 1910s. 

Space rates provided a second bone of contention between publishers and agents. Many 

publishers had rate cards which they issued once a year for the benefit of theu patrons; bey  did not 

sîrictly follow their stated rates. Here, competing publishers entered a dangerous spiral of price- 

aitting to attract agencies looking for a good deal. Agents exploited this tendency to the fullest. 

Md, it was a taiking point in their solicitations. An article in McKim's directory was 

exceptionaily frank when it stated that a good agency 'must know the rock bottom rates ... of every 

publication.'" Clients expected no less, and the agencies were expected to compete for their 

business. The Sun Life Assurance Company wanted to run a brief carnpaign in 191 1. It requested 

estimates fiom two different agencies, for the exact same ad in the exact same list of papers. One 

reporteci that it could do it for $2,330.65, the other for $2,011.17. Naturally, it bired the second 

agency 

Taken together, solicitation and space buying were the two main services provided by 

agencies before the turn of the cenhiry. That said, they did provide a number of other wnveniences 

for their clients. These had rernained basically the same since the days of Robert Moore: having 

plates made, sending them out, checking the insertions after publication, and paying the bills. 

Most agencies did not have the facilities to create plates themselves. This task would be 

h e d  out to job printing plants, and a separate bill would be submitted to the advertiser for their 

cos. The 1880s witnessed the flowering of these firms in Canada, and Toronto became home to 

several. Among the better known may be counted Toronto Lithography, Copp Clark, Brigden's, and 

the legendary Grip Limited. Firms of this calibre maintaineû the skilled labour and equipment 

-- - -- 

97. 'The Business ...,' C a d i a n  Newspaper Directory 2ed. (1899)' 26 
98. Sun Life Corporate Archives (SLA), Acc.00480, b.84, f.'Early Advertising Ideas,' 

Lawrence C. Cluxton, 23 February 19 1 1 ; Desbarats Advenising Agency , 23 February 19 1 1 



necessary to produce a broad range of printed goods, fiom tickets and handbills to full-sue posters. 

Agencies contracteci them for many of these goods, but the most comrnon items sought were 

plates? 

Given the range of expertise at their command, the print shops were well-positioned to enter 

the agency business thernselves . Since they were already illustrating and s e thg  advertisements, it 

was only logical to place them as well. One shop that did so was the Central Press Agency, under 

the management of Frederick Diver. Founded in 1878, this shop enjoyed a lengthy partnership with 

the Toronto World after that paper began in 1880.1m Through the 1890s, Diver expanded into the 

production of ready-prints for severai weekly papers. These sheets carried a bigh volume of 'foreign' 

advertising, and brought Diver into contact with a number of Canadian and American advertisers. 

About 1897, he capitalized on this business by entering the general agency field, and began placing 

his client's announcernents in papers beyond his own list of weeklies. Salada Tea was an early 

account, 'O1 

Copywriting and illustration were not a part of the typical agency's repertoire prior to 1900. 

The two core occupations within the agency were the solicitors and the space-buyers; the first were 

essentiaily in sales, the latter were essentially in purchasing. Neither were trained writers. When 

solicitors brought a new client into the fold, it was generally assumai that the client knew best what 

he or she wanted to Say. An agency simply offered to place the advenising in an efficient manner. 

99. Canadim Newspaper Directory 3ed. (1901), 23-24; Angela E. Davis, 'Art and Work: 
Frederick Brigden and the History of the Canadian Illustrated Press,' J o u r ~ I  of Canadian Srdies, 
21:2 (Sumer  1992), 22-36; Angela E. Davis, A n  and Work A Social Histury of Lobour N, the 
Gmnadian Graphic Arts Indutry to the 1940s (Montreal: McGill-Queen's UP, 1995) 

100. Thomas L. Walkom writes that Central Press began as the job printing department of the 
World, but the print shop's advertising place iü origins prior to those of the paper. Advertisement, 
Economic Advenising, 3:8 (Aupst 1910), 18; Walkorn, 'The Daily Newspaper Industry in Ontario's 
Developing Capitaiistic Economy: Toronto and ûttawa, 187 1-19 1 1' (University of Toronto: 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1983), 39-40 

101. CPA records, v.2, Recognition Cornmittee, 'Minute Book 1910-1919,' 21 June 1910; 
Bertram Brooker, 'Forty Years of Canadian Advertking,' Marketing, 21:3 (9 Aupst  1924), 68 
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However, some agents would prepare copy and select illustrations if the client so desired. With 

wpy, the agent would likely wnte it bimself. With illustrations, he would likely turn once again to 

the expertise of a p ~ t  &op, the primary source of employrnent for commercial artlsa.lm 

A demand for expert copywriting Ied some aspiring authors to freeIance in this Iine of work. 

Freelance copywriters would occasionally work with agencies, but most often they were hired by 

advertisers who wanted their notices to sound more pdished than the runaf-miil work that appeared 

in most papers. Sometimes fieelancers would offer to place business as well as write copy, but more 

often than not they sirnply wrote for advertisers who placed their business d i r e d m  

The story of Wilson P. MacDonald is interesting in this light. In the 1920s, MacDonaid was 

renowned for a brand of romantic poetry that critics scorned but hundreds of adoring fans embraced. 

While developing his crafi, he emed his keep as a freelance copywriter. Macdonald travelled 

through much of Canada and the United States between 1900 and 191 8, stopping in each town for 

two or three months at a time. Ke rarely stayed longer. He carried with him a stock of pre-written 

advenisements which he resold in every new town. When bis stock was near empty, he would pack 

up and move to the next town. A bachelor living in hotels or  boarding houses, Macdonald never had 

a secretary, let alone a full-service agency under his care. lW 

The agency scene changed appreciably afier 1899, thanks to J.J. Gibbons. Gibbons created 

the first copy and art department. to be found in any agency in Canada. This simply meant that he 

employed staff whose sole responsibility was the preparation of copy and illustrations. While he was 

not the fust to offer these services to advertisers, he was the first to offer them, bundled witb 

102. Canadiun Nauspaper Director- 2ed. (1 8W), 29; W. A. C[raick], 'Brief Interviews with 
Advertising Men,' Primer & Pdlisher, 1 1 :9 (Septernber 1902), 18- 19; A.Y. Jackson, A M e r ' s  
C D u w  floronto: Clarke, Irwin, 1958), 26-27; Ioan Murray, 'The World of Tom Thomson,' 
lowrurl of C a d i a n  Studies, 26:3 (Fall 199 1), 5-5 1 

103. Stephenson and McNaught, 102-105 
104. NAC, MG30 D279, Wilson MacDonald papers, v.10, f.10-1, 'Notes on W.M.'s Life;' 

Cheryl MacDonald, 'A Shakespeare for Canada,' Beaver, 67:2 (1987), 4-8 
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solicitations and space-buying, al1 under one roof. In so doing, he gained much greater eonaol over 

the h a 1  product, and eohanced his agency's usefulness to the client. Not surprisingly, he had an 

immediate impact on the agency scene, and soon won tbe Canadian business of Lever Brothers. Until 

then, Lever had worked exc1usiveIy with McKim, and this shift in aIlegiance would be a portent of 

things to come.Io Every agency which sought to expand its stable of clients with prestigious, 

national accounts was cornpelled to adopt the same practices as Gibbons. The Desbarats Advertising 

Agency admitted as much in 1912: 

In Our own advertising business, changes have been the order of the day. 

The more or Iess perfunctory service bas given way to a really highly 

specialized one, and we look back to the times that we thought we were giving Our 

customers good service much in the same way perhaps as we will be looking back 

in another ten years on our efforts today.lm 

By 1915. McKim too was forced to follow suit." 

The increasing costs incurred by these new services led to a desire for greater security among 

agency owners. A full service agency would have a lot of capital tied up in personnel and plant. 

By 1904, only two agencies were listed in R.G. Dun & Company's credit reference book for 

Canada.' Desbarats, which had not yet developed into a full-service agency, was Iisted with 

$10,000-20,000 in capital assets. By contrat, Frederick Diver's print shop c m  agency was listed 

105. Bertram Brooker. 'Forty Years of Canadian Advenising, ' Marketing 2 1 : 10 (15 November 
1924). 272, 274; 'Peuple Who Do Things,' Satwday Mg&, 5 1 : 10 (1 1 January 1936). 16 

106. Desbarats Advertising Agency , ?he Desbanus Nèwspaper Directory 2ed. (Montreal : 
Desbarats, 1912). 4 

107. W i a n  Newspqer Directory 3ed. (1901), 23; McKim, 'Advertising Agents ...,' 18; 
Stephenson and McNaught, 99-109 

108. Dun's manuscript credit records for Canada cover the period from 1840 to 1880; no 
agenciû appear in these records. See Harvard University School of Business Administration, Baker 
Library. R.G. Dun & Company collection; eupies held by National Archives of Canada. 
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at f35,000-50,000.1DD Fifteen years later, the Montreal head offices of McKim Limited and the 

Canadian Advertising Agency both rated $35,OOe50,000, whiIe the Toronto branch of McConneIl 

& Fergusson, a full-service agency based in London, Ontario, was listed at $75,ûûû-125,000.110 

Freelancers could not Say the same. Gibbons had very linle patience with men such as Wilson P. 

MacDonald. MacDonald's entire approach to the vade was antithetical to its long-tem interests. 

Whether or not bis clients succeeded might have made no difference to him; he would be off to the 

next t o m  regardless. Fuaher, with no capitai investment in the trade, he could afford to undercut 

the commission charged by other agencies and siphon off their business. As a result, he and others 

who appeared tapped the system for its weaith while conuibuting nothing of Iasting value were 

thoroughly scorned by the full-service agencies. Gibbons decried these 'men that had no oftice other 

than their hats.'ll1 McKim argued that fieelancers were not tnie agents, and the third edition of 

his directory detailed the functions of the 'legitimate advertising agency, possessing large capitai, 

thorough equipment, and a staff of trained emp1oyees.'ll2 

Publishers were not inclined to feel sympathetic to these complaints. The new services that 

Gibbons had introduced were intended to benefit the advertiser, not the publisher. Nonetheless, it 

was the latter who paid the agent's way. It appeared to the publishers that the rationde for the 

commission system was slowiy eroding. As the date of agency services had developed, for al1 intents 

and purposes the advertiser had become the agency's chief client. It was a trend that generated much 

controversy within the Canadian industry, a controversy that will be explorai in greater detail in the 

following chapter. For the tirne being, though, the commission system remained intact. 

109. R.G. Dun & Company, 2 7 ~  Mercantile Agency Reference Book (Toronto: Dun, 1904). 265, 
423 

110. R.G. Dun & Company, llze MercanriIe Agency Reference Book uoronto: Dun, 1919), 31 1, 
507, 512, 526 

11 1. J.J. Gibbons, 'The Arrangement between the Agents and Publishers,' Primer & Publisher, 
17:2 (February 1908), 32f-32g 

1 12. Canadian Newspaper Directory 3ed. (1 90 1 ), 2 1-22 



Toronto Takes the Lead 

Toronto emerged as the leading city in the Canadian advertising made between 1900 and 1914. 

Montred remained the centre of Canadian banking throughout the period of this study, but Quebec 

as a wbole lost ground to southem Ontario as a rnanufacniring and distribution centre."' 

hrblishing couid be counted among these manufacturing concerns, and in 1926, the Dominion Bureau 

of Staiistics stated unequivocaily that the 'printing and publishing industry in Canada is centrd in 

Ontario;' 40% of the country's establishments in this line were located there? Toronto, as the 

regiond hub of Ontario's economy, was the one city that benefitted most. There were a nurnber of 

factors that assisted in Ontario's ascendency. The ready accessibility of its industrial centres to water 

and rail transportation gave its manufacturers a decideû advantage in reaching both the domestic 

market and large sections of the United States. AAer 1890, the developrnent of mineral deposits in 

'New Ontario' and hydro-electric power in southem Ontario provided the impetus for a marked shift 

in the balance of the province's economy, from agriculture to man~facturing."~ The Industrial 

Census of 1880 reported b a t  the total value of production in Montreal was almost $53,000,000; 

Toronto, by contrast, claimed only $20,000,000. Thirty years later, these rankings were reverse.: 

Toronto accounted for $154,000,000 to Montreal's $116,0ûû,000."6 Hence, there were 

manufacturers producing consumer goods, a rapidly growing urban population, and relatively steady 

industrial wages could be found in Toronto. By locating there rather than Montreal, a new 

advertising agency had several advantages: it was closer to businesses headquartered in Ontario, it 

was closer to the 500-odd papers serving the province's growing population, and it would not have 

1 13. BucMey, 10-1 1; Easterbrook and Aitken, 515-557 
1 14. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Paper-Using Industries in Canada, 1926-1927 

(Ottawa: King's Printer, 1930), 17 
115. Man and Paterson, 108-1 16,355-362; H.V. Nelles, nie Politics of DewZopmeru: Forests, 

Mines, & Hydro-Electric Power in Ontaro. 18494941 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1974), 48-107 
116. Bonville, 26-27 
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to cornpete directi y against the well-establ ished McKirn (see Table 1.1) .Il7 

Whiîe these considerations may have provided sound economic rasons for anglophone agents 

to locate in Toronto, they do not explain the dearth of francophone agents in Quebec. If any 

advertising agency was going to challenge McKirn, one might have thought that the elder agency's 

understanding of the francophone market was a weak point to be exploited. Udike goods and 

services. advertising is dependent upon language and recognizable cuiturai icons to make iu point. 

Advertising in Quebec had to be written and placed in each language to reach both the English- and 

French-speaking populations effeaively.ll' Since most agency men at this tirne received their 

training fiom the newspapers, and few moved between the French- and English-language press, their 

experience tended to be in one language or the other. Nonetheless, few French Canadians entered 

the agency field. At the tum of the century, only 3 of 23 agencies listed in the Monueai City 

Directory were connecteci to French s u r ~ a m e s . ~ ~ ~  

Notably, the first francophone to establish an agency in Quebec had worked in English and 

French, Eduoard Desbarats. Desbarats was from a family of noted Quebec printers." After a 

brief stint soliciting for a farni1y paper, me Dominion nlustrated News, he joined Ansom McKirn's 

office in 1889. For two years, Desbarats ieanied the vade and refined his skills, after which time 

he established a rival agency in Montreal: the Desbarats Advertising Agency, Limited. Despite 

McKim's prestige and the depth of his client list (100 in 1899), Desbaraîs's agency developed into 

117. See also Donald H. Thain, 'Advertising Agencies in Canada,' Motken'ng in Ciuzuda, eds. 
E.J. Fox and D.S.R. Leighton (Homewood, Illinois: Irwin, 1958), 171-191 

1 18. Frederick Elkin, Rebels and CoIIeogues: Advenising and Social G a n g e  in French Cancrda 
(Montreal: McGiI1-Queen's, 1973), 17-33 

119. Montreal CIasijied Business Direnory (Montreal: Lovell. 1900), 73. Gerald Tulchinsky 
has noted the same phenomena occured generally among Monueal's commercial agents in the mid- 
1800s; see Tulchinsky, 27ze River Barons, 15- 16. 

120. 'Georges Edward Desbarats,' Montreal: From 1535to 1914 (Montreal: Clarke, 1914), 469- 
473 



Table 1.1 

Number of Newspapers in Canada and Newfoundland, 
by Province, 189 1-1930 

I 1 

wcekly 31 37 33 32 32 33 30 30 27 26 

h i l y  25 17 14 18 23 19 18 19 18 19 

weekiy 115 114 115 116 109 104 103 106 105 133 

&ily 42 55 53 56 54 49 46 41 42 42 

weekly 392 464 457 488 449 383 499 386 347 344 

weekiy 

* Papers located by author according to political divisions created in 1905. 

Numbers for weekiies include semiweekl ies and triweekl ies. 
Data h m  A. M c K h  & Company, me Gmudian N'per Directory 1-24eds. 

(Montreal: McKim, 11 892-193 11). 



a major conceni, and had clients such as Sun Life Assurance within ten yean."' He was a charter 

member of the agent's trade association and late in life was recognized within the Toronto advertising 

cowunity as a pioneer in the Canadian trade.lP 

Fourteen years would pass before another agency was successfully launched by a 

francophone. In 1906, ~rançois-Émile Fontaine opened the Canadian Advertising Ageocy. Among 

certain members of the trade in Quebec, Fontaine is cunsidered the first French Canadian agent, in 

part because his shop was the f i s i  to be staffed entirely of fran~ophones.~~ He began his career 

in advertising as a solicitor at Montreal's Le Monde in the early 1890s. Le Monde was the first 

French-language daily to consciously adopt the populist editoriai style developed in the English- 

language press.'" Perhaps, then, it is not surprising that it took a leading role in the development 

of newspaper advertising among francophones. Its advertising manager, and Fontaine's mentor, was 

Alfred Lionnais. Fontaine greatly addred Lionnais, and considered him 'le premier Canadien 

français 2 s'occuper serieusement de p ~ b l i c i t ~ . ' ' ~  The reason for his success was spelled out: 

Elève du College Ste-Marie de Montréal, M. Lionnais parlait fort bien les deux 

langues: c'était une distinction 2 cette époque. Affable, courtois, spirituel, M. 

Lionnais avait ses entrées partout, même dans les maisons d'affaires anglaises, moins 

accueillantes en ce temps-la aux Canadiens français qu'elles le sont aujo~rd'hui.~" 

It was a lesson that Fontaine took to heart. Like Desbarats, Fontaine adopted an English name for 

12 1. CaMdian Newspaper Direaory 2ed. (1 8W), 36-37; SLA, Sun Life of Canada, ' Advertising 
Register 1901-1911,' 15 

122. The CAAA became the Institute of Canadian Advenising in 1965; on Desbarats, see 
'Who's Who in Advertising, ' Carzcrdian Adverrishg Dara, 4% (June 193 l), 22. 

123. Maurice Watier, La Publicité (Montreal: Pauline, 1989, 65. Fontaine himself 
acknowledged that Desbarats was the first; see FA. Fontaine, 'Les Débuts des Canadiens Français 
dans la Publicité,' LI a d  d'Or, 1 :9 (Novembre 1926), 242. 

1 24. Rutherford, 64-65 
125. Fontaine, 242 
126. Ibid., 242 
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his business. It did not become l'Agence C a I a d i e ~ e  de Publicite, Limite, until 1962.'n In the 

meantirne, he quickly built up a client list of anglophone and francophone businesses, while 

specializing in French-language media? 

The decision to retain an English name for a francophone agency points up the problem 

involved in ruming a French-language shop in Canada. But if the prejudices of the anglophone 

business community provided one obstacle, the francophone wmmunity provided m e  of its own. 

To prepare a campaign in English could be costly, but potentially lucrative considering the number 

of papers paying commission in Canada. An agency working in French would have the same costs 

but never the same number of papers in which to place its advertising. In 1864, Canada West 

boasted 169 papers, while Canada East had 52.1a This spread remained relatively consistent over 

time. When Desbarats opened shop, Ontario had 434 papers to Quebec's 140. Of this 140, only 90 

served the province's francophone communities, and only 17 were dailies.lS This latter nurnber 

dropped precipitously by 1898, and remained low into the twentieth century (Table 1.2). To make 

matters worse, the French-language papers did not inspire confidence. Althouph fewer papers could 

have meant l e s  cornpetition, it was not to be. French-tanpage dailies clustered in the larger cities, 

and most found it dificult to survive.13' Among those published in the 1880s, only five were still 

operating forty yean later? In 1 89 1, when the English language Montreal S f w  led al1 Canadian 

papers with a circulation of 32,000, & Presse led the French papers with only 14,500." The 

127. Watier, 65; 'Advertising Arena,' Primer & Publisher, 18: 1 (January 1909), 25 
128. Bonville, 330; Canadian Advertising Agency, French Newspapers and Periodicals of 

CatUZdo and the United States (Montreal: Canadian Advertising, 1913), 3-1 1 
129. Canada West had 12 dailies and 157 weeklies, semiweeklies, and triweeklies; Canada East 

bad 8 dailies and 44 îrihemi/weeklies. Canadian Newspaper Directory led. (1892), 59. 
130. Ontario: 42 dailies and 392 trihemi/weeklies; nie C a d i a n  Newspaper Direaory led. 

(1892), 60 
131. Rutherford, 43-44, 88 
132. Bonville, 64, 68 
133. Canadian Newspaper Directory 1 ed. (1 W),  222-223 



Table 1.2 

Number of Newspapers by Province and Language, 
in Quebec, New Brunswick, Ontario, and Manitoba, 189 I - 1930 

Numbers for weekiies indude semiweekIies and triweeklies. 
Numbers for majority language papers may include papers in languages 

other than French and English. 

$ 

Data fiom A. McKim & Company, The Canodian Newspuper Direnory 1 -28eds. 
(Montreai: McKim, [l892-193 11). 
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10 
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60 

44 

O 

8 

3 

30 

2 

47 

5 
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O 

7 

3 

93 
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New B&k 

-60 

Manitoba 

1914 

12 

11 

60 

49 

O 

8 

3 

29 

2 

52 

7 
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3 

105 

1918 
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8 

58 

45 

O 
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3 

27 
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45 
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O 

6 

3 

97 

French daily 

Englirh daily 

French weekiy 

EngIisù wecWy 

French daiiy 

Englisù daily 
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French wcckiy 

EngIish weekiy 
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English &iIy 

French weeüy 
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English daiiy 

French weekly 
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60 

55 
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31 
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2 
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2 

85 
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30 

1 

55 

7 
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1 
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1920 

11 

8 

63 

43 

O 

8 

2 

28 

1 

40 

2 

384 

O 

6 

3 

93 

1891 

17 

8 

73 

42 

O 

7 

2 

29 

1 

4 1 

5 

387 

O 

2 

1 

37 

1898 

8 

9 

63 

51 

O 

9 

2 

35 

1 

54 

3 

461 

O 

6 

2 

69 

1925 

10 

8 

62 

43 

O 

7 

2 

25 

1 

41 

4 

343 

O 

5 

3 

96 

1930 

12 

7 

87 

46 

O 

6 

2 

24 

1 

41 

2 

342 

O 

7 

1 

104 
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Quebec field was well served by the country weeklies, but these publications were not pioneers in 

the use of advertising due to their lesser fiequency of publication and their lower advertising rates. 

Agencies working on commission could ~t eam the profit on five weekiies thai they could when 

placing the sarne ads in one metroplitan daily." 

Much has been written on the cultural differences between French and English Canada during 

this era, and their respective attitudes towards commerce were no exception. SimpIy put, the 

educational system established bg the Catholic Churcb did not encourage careers in applied fields 

such as commerce and engineering to the same extent that it encouraged the genteel profe~sions.~~ 

While joumdism qualified as a cultural institution, advertising was ~ommerce. '~ This was not a 

an attitude unique to French Quebec. The highbrow editors of AtZa~~ic Monthly were sirnilady 

reticent to have their journai infestai with advertising, and resisted its incursions until the 1860s. 

Even then, it was not alIowed to mingle with the articles, but shunted to the magazine's back 

pages." One stalwart literary journal in Toronto which modelled itself on the Atlantic, the 

Conadion Magazine, continued this practice into the 1920s. Indeed, McKirn's own newspaper 

directories separated the gazetteer listings fiom the dozens of ads it carried for individuai periodicals. 

What was different about French Quebec was the tenacity with which these ideas persisted. As late 

as 1926 one QuébCcois advertising agent confiated his culture with his ethnicity and asked if 

134. A.R. CofTin, 'The Advertising Agency,' Primer & Pu&lisher, 1 5 3  (March 1907), 13; 
'Advertising Agency and Publisher,' Primer & Publisher, 18:8 (August 1909). 13 

135. William F. Ryan, ï?ze Qergy and Economic Growth in Quebec, 2896-191 4 (Quebec: Laval 
UP, 1966), 273-302; William D. Coleman, 7he Mependence Movement in Quebec, 1945-1980 
(Toronto: University of Toronto), passim.; Jean-Claude Guédon, 'Marginalite professionnelle et 
modèles déportés: le cas des ingénieurs francophones du Canada, 1867-1920,' Jown~Z of Canadian 
Studies, 27: I (Spring 1992), 2 1-43 

136. Bonville, 158-161 
137. Ellery Sedgwick, nie Atlantic MontMy, 1857-IWP: Y o d e  Humanism at High Tde and 

Ebb (Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994), 82- 129 
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advertising was simply foreign to the latin temperament of the French ' r a ~ e . ' ' ~  Advenising, it 

appeared, was simply not a field to which French Canadians aspired.lS 

At rmt, then, there was much impeding the full development of the advertising trade in 

Quebec: two languages, proportionately fewer papers published in French than in English, and a 

culturally-rooted ambivalence to commercial literature limited the Iocai opportunities for francophone 

agencies. Where McKim, Desbarats, and Fontaine succeeded was in their ability to do business in 

English, in every province of the Dominion, and, in Fontaine's case, the United States as well. It 

is worth repeating that McKirn began as a representative for Ontario papers. 

The tale of Toronto was quite different. Ontario as a whoIe was emerging as an industrial 

m e ,  and Toronto sat at the hub of a trernendous distribution system. The broad assurnption at the 

centre was that the population of the province was either anglophone or wanted to be. But, most 

importantly for the advertising fraternity, Ontario's anglophone businessmen envied the w d t h  and 

prestige of their American counterparts. They were seduced by the siren cal1 of the advertising 

solicitors. 

According to city directories, there was an endless procession of volunteers willing to make 

their way into the agency field. In the two decades prior to 1890, there were usually three to six 

'advertising agents' identified as such located in Toronto. Few lasted more than a year. After 1890, 

the Pace of entry quickened as a host of former clerks, newspaper solicitors, corporate advertising 

managers, railway card men, billposters, and independent agents clambered for a spot in the growing 

trade. It was a pattern repeated in Montreal (see Table 1.3). Between 1890 and 1910, 98 different 

'agencies' appeared in the Toronto 

another 8 disappeared after three or 

directories; of these, 68 appeared no more than twice, while 

four listings. Almost three-quarters did not survive to see their 

138. Raoul Renault, 'En quoi 
(Novembre 1926), 245-248 

139. Elkin, 3743 

l'Esprit Français s'oppose Z i  la Publicite,' La Ut? d'Or, 1:9 
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fia year.Io While not al1 of these agencies fell into the category condemned by J.J. Gibbons as 

'fly-by-night,' their rate of attrition was syrnptomatic of the vade as a whole. It muld only have 

served to sully the reputation of the entire agency field. 

Nonetheless, some agencies were established during this tirne which did gain long-term 

success and credibility. The first, as previously noted, was the Mail Advertising Agency founded 

in 1882. As with McKim, this agency had the institutional support of the Mail behind it. and it 

remained in business until 1897. Another early agency belonged to W.W. Butcher, who placed 

advertising between 1885 and 1890 as a sideline to his main career as a court reporter.''' 

Similarly, I.S. Robertson was a bookseller and pubfisber who only gradually took on advertising in 

the late 1890s as a supplement to his other work. By 1900 he was doing freelance copywriting for 

retailers such as Eaton's and Fairweather's, among others. In 1897, a print shop known a the 

Central Press Agency commenced regular agency service, but it had been producing ready-prints and 

handling advertising materials for sorne tirne. But the most notable start-up during this period 

belonged to J.J. Gibbons himself. Once a solicitor for a short-lived Toronto agency, Gibbons was 

hired in 1898 to be the special representative for the Toronto News in New York CityY The 

experience he gaine- there changed his conception of advertising service. When he rehimed, he 

proceeded to change the nature of the entire Canadian advertising trade. 

Conclusions 

The newspaper world that James Poole had known was not completely forgonen, but its sun was 

setting. Urban papers such as the Star and La Presse in Montreal and the Telegram in Toronto 

140. Tormo Ciry Directory ([ 1 890- 19 101) 
141. Stevenson and McNaught, 20; Toronto City Direaory (1895), 817 
142. Chnadian Newspaper Direnory 2ed. (1899). 263; Bemam Brooker, 'Forty Years of 

Canadian Advertising,' Markring, 2 1: 10 (15 November 1924), 272, 274 
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reached over 75,000 readers daily by 1900. The rural and srnail town papers were now more than 

ever thrown to the mercy of the marketplace, and that marketplace was now dominated by out-of- 

town advertisers and agencies with no personal relationships with the individual publishers. 

Businessmen such as these had Iittle patience for the small circulations of these papers. At the same 

time, the largest dailies could cornmand the respect and patronage of advertisers due to the sheer size 

of their circulations. Since the weekly publishers could not, they grew to feel that they were slowly 

losing control of their own papers to strangers and outsiders. 

Ader 1900, as the number of papers in Ontario peaked and cornpetition among them reached 

an dl-time high, publishers realized they would have to co-operate to impose restrictions on the 

behaviour of advertisers and agents. In so doing, they enjoined a practice conducted by many of their 

conternporaries in other industries, as Michael Bliss has shown.lU In time, both the advertisers and 

agents agreed that such restrictions were in their own best interests, and they participated in the 

creation of a more stabIe business environment. Nonetheless, the business environment that they 

created did not revert back to the ways of a previous time, but reflected an acceptance of the new 

trends and ideas that had overtaken the industry. Primary among these was the fact that revenues 

fiom foreign advertising would soon dwarf that from any other source of income the newspapers 

enjoyed, including reader subscriptions. 

When the publishers came together, they quickly reaiized that the problems they faced were 

not al1 caused by the advenisers and agents. A good many of their problems could be traced to their 

own practices. Their unwillingness to organize for business purposes was oniy the most visible 

evidence of this fact. Their failure to standardize their advertising practices to better handle the 

increased volume of ads represented the problem more clearly. Different rates, different column 

sizes, and different billing practices among 700 other periodicals had created the context for the rise 



of the agencies. Rates were crucial in this respect. So long as each paper ailowed its space to be 

billed at widely varying prices, then the agents were likely to insist on bargain-rate deals that 

undercut the financial stability of the papes. This would be the first problem addressed by the 

pub1 ishers and agents after 1900. 

In fachg these problems, adworkers were forced to assess their roles in this growing trade. 

If once the field had been characterized by hustlers such as Robert Moore, it was now populated by 

a wide assortment of companies, with innumerable backgrounds and vastly different services for sale. 

Out of this diversity, there emerged a core group of agents who became spokesmen for the 'new' 

trade. Al1 of them were connectai with the full-service agencies created in the mould of Gibbons's 

company. Their desires, both economically and psychologically, would play a large role in the 

construction of the modem advertising trade in the years to corne. 



Chapter 2 : 
Toronto Adworkers & a Professional Ideal 

From a mere broker of space, the advertising agency has 
developed into a complete selling organization - being the 
comecting Iink between the manufacturer and the consumer. 

F.A. Rowlatt, 1910' 

St Peter - You Say that you were an advertising man 
whiie on earth? 

AppIicant - Yes. 
St Peter - This elevator, please. 
Applicant - How soon does it go up? 
St Peter - It doesn9t go up, it goes dom.  

Anonymous, 19242 

Trafic stopped. Crowds gathered five deep on the sidewalk and spilled out into the streets as the 

exuberant sound of the pipes grew nearer. It was April 1915, and a city at war ground to a halt as 

a 'monster pageant parade' wound its way through the streets of Toronto. Thirty fioats and wagons, 

decorated to the nines with bunting and flowers, were led by the 48th Highlanders Pipe & Drum 

Regiment. Scattered through the procession, a patriotic corps of diligent boy scouts unfurled banners 

boosting the merits of the Queen City. If you had followed it to its end, you would have found an 

even greater spectacle there: a carnival of sights, sounds, and speechifjing. A massive demonstration 

of acrobatic stunts was performed by 500 YCMA boys dressed in colourful outlits, and they were 

joined by fifty clowns chasing mock elephants, ostriches, donkeys, and horses. Juggling and high- 

wire am,  flaming hoops and chariot races complet& the show. Musical accompanirnent was 

provided by a massed band of a hundred pieces, the Highlanders joined by the 109th Regiment. 

1. F. Albany Rowlan, 'The Advertising Agency,' Ecommic A d ~ e ~ s i n g ,  1: 12 (August 1909), 
9 

2. Markering, 2 1 :4 (23 August 1924), 127 
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Behind the stage, the masterminds of this aff& were members of the Toronto Ad Club, an 

organization of adworkers from various publications, advertisers, and agencies located in the city of 

Toronto. The carnival was a patriotic affair intended to raise money for the war effort. It was also 

a decidedly commercial enterprise. Each of the floaîs was sponsored by a prominent local business, 

who got full value for its dollar h m  the publiciw generated by the circus. An audience participation 

contest o f fed  a fiee pair of shoes to twenty lucky spectators, çourtesy of Waikerton's shoes. 

According to the Toronto World, this was the moa exciting event of the night? 

In m y  ways, the carnival was the capstone to a number of trends which had emerged in the 

Canadian advertising trade over the previous fifteen years. At the dawn of the twentieth cenniry, it 

would have been dinicult even to identify a recognizable trade comected to advenising. Rather, 

there was a hodgepodge of business practices which had developed in an ad hoc fashion, underfaken 

by a nurnber of companies claiming some form of expertise in this arcane new field. Toronto was 

home to three 'advertising agencies' in 1900, but there were also newspaper publishers, magazines, 

print shops, fieelance copywriters, and corporate advertising managers offering advice and business 

assistance to anyone who wanted to enhance iheir use of publicity. By 1915, agencies in Toronto and 

across the country were multiplying rapidly, and they had taken the lead in the advertising field. 

They owed their position in no small part to the Toronto Ad Club. 

The formation of the club was in itself a sign of the changing times. Certainly, it 

dernonstrated that those who dealt in advertising were becorning a self-conscious group of workers 

with common interests and problems. Men and women were ernerging from a wide variety of 

educational and career backgrounds to develop a new field of cornmerciai expertise. It was a 

potentiaily lucrative field, but it was also highly susceptible to the fickle winds of public opinion. 

In particular, adworkers laboured under the do& of a disreputable past woven by the reptations of 

3. 'Unique Carnival and Circus Held,' Toronto World, 23 April 19 15 
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c i r a  men and patent medicine maken during the previous cenhiry. In a marketplace increasingly 

dominated by the specialization of labour and the rise of managerial expertise. this antipathy did not 

sit well with white-collar adworkers, who aspired to professional status. An agent like F. Aibany 

Rowlatt could make al1 the daims he wanted about the organizational abilities of his business; still, 

he could only Iaugh ruenilly at the mindset that believed d l  adworkers were destined to an etemity 

of hellfire and brimstone. The ad club was in part an atiempt to deal with these problems through 

co+peration, and by staging constructive, comrnunity events like the carnival to elevate their 

collective reputation in the public mind. The irony of fighting fire with f i e  was not entirely lost on 

them. 

The Toronto Advertising Field 

Advertising agents and their peers working in publish ing houses and curporate advertis ing 

departments were part of a demoqraphic trend that swept across Canada during this time. In the 

words of American historian Robert H. Wiebe, adworkers were part of an emerging new social 

stratum, a 'professional middle class.' This class was composed of urban, white collar workers who 

found their common interests in the exclusive nature of the knowledge and skiIls that characterized 

their individual occupations.* In Canada, the emergence of this class has been described by RD. 

Gidney and W.P.J. Millar.' As they and others have pointed out, the existence of such a class was 

4- Robert H. Wiebe, îize Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1967), 11 1- 
132 

5.  R.D. Gidney and W.P.I. Millar, ProfessiUnal Gentlemen: ïhe Professions in Nineteenth- 
Cem'y Otzîario (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1994). especially Ch. 14 
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not  ne^.^ After 1890, however, it emerged as a self-conscious, self-interested, and increasingly 

unified group. Further, there was an explosion in the number of occupations seeking status equal to 

that of the traditional fields of the clergy, bar, and medicine. School teachers, engineers, architeas, 

social workers, civil servants, and a multitude of others pursued a course of professionalization by 

forming occupational associations, setting standards of practice and codes of conduct, establishing 

educationai programmes, and restricting entry. What these various groups shared was a common 

search for a higher understanding of their field that would place it on a secure and rationai 

foundation. More ofien than not, this higher understanding would be grounded in some field of 

applied science, and require some form of university training.' 

The broadening of this class of service-oriented professionais occurred within the expansion 

of the wider economy. By the 1890s, a transcontinental, railwaydriven econornic infrastructure was 

in place; by 1914, mass immigration had transformed the Dominion's dernographic profile as well. 

According to Kenneth Buckley's estimates, the gross dornestic product of the country grew five-fold 

between 1900 and 1930.' As Paul Axelrod has noted, the middle clas also expanded as never 

before to manage the machinery and distribution systems of the industrial economy, as well as the 

6. For the United States, see Mary Ryan, Crodle of the Middle Uass: ïhe Fmily in Oneida 
C ~ U J Q ,  New York, I7SeM65 (Cambridge: Cambridge, 198 1); Stuart Blumin, Ihe Emergence of the 
Middle aass: Social Erperience in the Ametican Ciry. 17601900 (Cambridge: Cambridge, 1989); 
for Canada, see Michael Katz, nie People of HmiZton, C a d 4  West: Family and CIass in a Mid- 
Mneteeh-Cenrwy Ciry (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard, 1975), 176-208; David A. Sutherland, 
'Voluntary Societies and the Process of Middle-Class Formation in Early-Victorian Halifax, Nova 
Scotia,' paper presented at the Canadian Historical Association, Calgary, June 1994. 

7. Colin Howell, 'Reform and the Monopolistic Impulse: The Professionalization of Medicine 
in the Maritimes,' Acadiensis, 2: 1 (Auhimn 1981), 3-22; J. Rodney Millard, ?he Master Spirit of the 
Age: (anadion Engineers and the Polirics of Professiunalism 1887-1922 Poronto: University of 
Toronto, 1988); Marianna Valverde, The Age of Soap, Lighr, and Waec Moral Refonn in English 
Gznada, l88S-lPî5 floronto : McCleIland & Stewart, 199 l), 44-76; Alan J. Richardson, 'Educational 
Policy and Professional Statu: A Case History of the Ontario Accountancy Profession,' Journrzl of 
G z d i m  Studies, 27: 1 (Spring 1992), 44-57; Ken Rasmussen, 'Administrative Refonn and the Quest 
for Bureaucratie Autonomy, 1867-19 19,' Journal of Chadian Studies, 29:3 (Autumn 1994), 4542 

8. Kenneth Buckley, Capital Fornarion in Chnada, 1896-2930 floronto: McClelland & Stewart, 
1974), 2 14 



changes overtaking communities transformed by these self-same systems? 

Where much of the professional-middle class was indirectly dependent on the indusaial 

economy for i t .  income and status, agents were directiy dependent on it for both. There was a 

ce& irony in this dependence. ?bey were simu1 taneousl y sel fsmploy ed and corporate 

functionaries; masters of theu own shops yet the underlings of indusuiai captains, and, ostensibly, 

the solicitors of the periodical press.1° Whose agency were the agents exercising? After 1900, with 

the introduction of Gibbons's fuli-service agency, the answer seemed increasingly clear: the 

advertisers. New shops in Toronto acknowledged this fact by adopting terms such as 'bureau' or 

'service' in place of 'agency.' Nonetheless, the notion of 'agency' retained its grip on their 

imaginations, inspired perhaps by the same independent spirit that had prompteci such men as McKim 

and Gibbons to Ieave their respective papers to open their own shops in the first place. 

Between 1900 and 1914, it was adworkers in Toronto such as Gibbons who took a leading 

role in the Canadian advertising trade, rnuch as their counterparts in New York City did in the United 

StatesL1 Their influence can be tracked through a number of channels, but census data provide a 

rough overview of the numbers of people involved and the roles they played. That said, these data 

are frequendy vague in the information they convey. Most mystifying was the bureau's 

understanding of 'advertising agent.' The 1901 Census of Occupuiions noted that there were 135 

'advertising agents' in Canada.12 Just what the number represents is not possible to fathom. At that 

time, there were 15 agencies listed in 

9. Paul Axelrod, Making a Middle 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1990), 7 

the Toronto city directory, and 23 in MontreaLu This 

Uass: Student Life in English Conoda during the mnies 

10. Roland Marchand, Arfvem*sing the Arnencun D m :  Making Way for Mode-, 1920-1940 
(Berkeley, CaIifornia: University of Caiifornia, 1986), 4542; see also Rasmussen, 45-62. 

11, Marchand, 25-51 
12. Canada, Office of Census and Statistics, CTensus IWI: Bulletin XI - Occuparions of the 

People (Ottawa: King's Printer, 19 IO), T2 
13. Toronto Ciry Direaory (1 900), 907; Monrreal Business Diremry (1 9W), 73 



number might reflect the totai number of workers at these 35 firms, but there were aIso print shops 

offering 'agency' services, solicitors working for the periodicals, and freelance copywriters working 

on their own account Who was an agent, and who was not? According to the 1931 census, only 

employees - 'wagesarners' - counted as agents, and employea were Iisted separately. Even then, 

the 193 1 census contained two different tallies for the number of agents in Canada. Most of the line 

entries for 'advenising agents' totalled 2,129, but a more comprehensive breakdown of al1 of the 

workers within 'advertising agencies' totallai 3,290.14 The difference could be explained if the first 

tally represented only the core occupations of a full-service agency, occupations such as solicitors, 

writers, compositors, sign painters, and billposters, while the second taily represented everyone 

including receptionists and cIerks." 

With these qualifications in mind, the following observations might be made. The number 

of people claiming to work in the advertising trade, whatever their positions, definitely rose fiom 

1901 to 193 1, as the numbers above suggest. Toronto was the prime benefactor of this growth. 

From 15 in 1900, the Toronto field grew to include over 70 shops providing various advertising 

services in 1930, among which were 36 independent, full-service agencies. This was more than any 

14. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Sevemh Census of Canuà~, 1931 Vo1.7: Occupations 
and Industries (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1936), T40 and T56 

15. Consus 1931 vo1.7, T40 states there were 1,997 men and 132 women in advertising. T58 
offers the following numbers for these selected occupations wiîhin advertising agencies: 

men wornen 
owncrdmanagcn 342 7 
ag- 64 
authors/editors 35 5 
compositon 23 O 
signpnht.cn 139 O 
billportcm 145 O 
bookkccpedcsshicn 43 55 
accaintantr 33 2 
othcr professionah 11 O 
total 1,996 133 

As one can readily note, the numbers do not match perfectly, but no other combination of occupations 
cornes close for both men and women. Those left out include truck drivers, commercial travellers, 
artists, clerks, stenographers, and unskilled labour. 
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other city in the country. Its closest rivai was Montreal, and admittedly seven of Toronto's number 

were branch offices of agencies headquartered there (see Table 1.3; Appendix 1). That said, seven 

Toronto agents placed branch offices in Montreal, and at least two of these maintained offices in 

Western Canada as well.I6 Nine American agencies entered Canada from 1911 to 1930; sevea 

located in Toronto. The city's ascendancy was more wident in the census data. By 1921, 36% of 

d l  agency personnel in the country could be found in Toronto agencies, iocluding 35% of al1 

executive and managerial staff. By comparison, Montreal accounted for less than half that, 16% of 

total staff and only 11 % of executive/managerial staff.17 These proportions remained relatively 

stable through to the end of the decade." Beyond Toronto and Montreal, the advertising population 

of other cities dropped off precipitously. After Toronto, with 1052 adworkers in 1931, and 

Montreal, with 646, the next three were Vancouver, 205; Winnipeg, 188; and Hamilton, 72.19 

The first generation of adworkers to emerge after 1900 dominated the fieId throughout the 

period under study. They were relatively young and ovenvhelmingly male, and in the heady pioneer 

days before World War 1 they cut a wide path for themselves. Of the 324 men working in Toronto 

in 1921, threequarters were aged 25 to 49." This bloc used its position to advantage, and fiom 

their ranks came most of the new managers and new agencies before 1930. At least 24 of the 36 

Toronto agencies handling national accounts in 1930 were founded by men who could trace their fust 

job to a newspaper or agency prior to 1910. Six of them established their agencies before the 

While young men continueci to enter the field, the fint generation maintained a lock on 53% of the 

16. Lydiart's Book 17ed. (1931), 310-335 
17. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, S&h Génsus of Canada Vo1.4: Occupations 

(Ottawa: King's Printer, 1929), T2 and T3 
18. Census 1931 Vo1.7, T57: Toronto, 32% of al1 Canadian staff, Montreal, 20% 
19. Ibid., TS7 
20. Censzu 1921 Vol.4, T5 
21. Appendix 1 
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positions in the field in 1931.* By contrast, the femaie presence was characterizai by young, 

unmarried women in low-skilled jobs. The problerns they faced in the field wil1 be discussed in 

greater deuil fiirther on, but suffice to Say here ba t  women were not encouraged to make advertising 

a life-long career. 

The men who persistecl in advertising and made a success of it could enter into a very 

cornfortable middle-dass lifestyle. Roland Marchand has described the American agent's world as 

one of streetcars and typewriters, the hustle and bustle of city life combined with a constant anxiety 

over the next deal? There is no reason to believe that their Canadian counterparts did not share 

this experience. At a time when almost half of the population of Canada was rural, the entire 

advertising trade lived in an urban environment. Through the 1920s, 65% of the advertising 

workforce Iived in five of the largest, most highly industridized cities in the Dominion. Further, 

they were on the cutting edge of the changes overtaking North American hdustry, occupying as they 

did consulting and managerial positions within the economy. Their workplace was the office, and 

it was populated aimost exclusively by white-collx labour, from the receptionist at the front desk, 

to the clerks handling orders, to the salesmen at their telephones and adding machines. And they 

were well paid for it. Judging by census figures, the average starting salary for a young man in his 

early 20s was $25.0 per week in 1930, or $1,300 per year. As salaries went, that was no mean 

sum. By cornparison, the average salary for male joumalists that year was oniy $26.75, whether 

starting or fully established. Civil servants, both federal and provincial combined, weighed in at 

$3 1.54.% The tnxe pay-off came with talent and persistence, however. An experienced adworker, 

particularly a solicitor, could look fonvard to substantiai raises. The generation of pioneers in the 

45-54 age bracket took home $56.32 per week by 1931. Those who worked in Toronto took home 

- -- - - - - - -- - 

22. Census 1931 VoI.7, T53 
23. Marchand, 2-4 
24. Census 1931 Vo1.7, T29 



the highest average salaries in the business: $68.64 per week, or aimost $3,600.00 per ~ e a r . ~  

There was no set ducational attainment required to enter the trade. Among the first 

generation, there was an exceptionaily wide range of backgrounds, from pubIic school dropouts such 

as copywriter Bemam Brooker, to agency manager Henry R. CocMieId, an M.A. graduate of 

McGill. Both ended their w e e r s  as agency vice-presidents. Until the 1920s, an actual education 

in advertising practice or theory remained a marginal undertaking in Canada. It was taught ody by 

private business colleges, conespondence schools, and night classes at the Young Men's Christian 

Association. The latter among these three was apparently held in the highest regard by Toronto 

adworkers. When it began in 19 13, it was taught by E. Sterling Dûan, for twelve years a solicitor 

at the Toronto Telegram, and a recent entrant into the agency field? The coune, taught by a 

variety of agents over the years, ran well into the 1920s? Employers might have recognized 

certificats from such institutions, but not automatically. One trade journal based in Toronto 

acknowledged the value of the course taught by Dean, but thought nonetheless that the trade deserved 

better treatment? The sarne editorial noted with approvai the development of advertising courses 

in American universities. While degree programmes in 'Commerce and Finance' were already 

available at the University of Toronto and McGill by that date, they did not offer instruction in 

advertising until the Iate 1920s. 

On-the-job training proved to be of far greater significance than education to the generation 

of 1910. The men who established Toronto's agencies came from a number of backgrounds, but 

aspirants had a far better chance of success if they served a part of their career first at a newspaper, 

a major manufacturer, or an established agency. The first agents al1 came from newspapers. Ansorn 

25. Census 1931 Vo1.7, T29, T34 
26. 'Men and Media,' Ecomic  Advertising, 6: 1 1 (November 19 l3), 45 
27. Marketing, 225  (7 March 1925), 136 
28. 'Teaching Adveriising,' Economic Adverrising, 65 (May 19 13), 3 
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McKim and his service at the Mail springs to mind, but so too does J.J. Gibbons and the Toronto 

News and F.-E. Fontaine and Le Monde de Montrt?al. As pointed out in the Iast chapter, certain 

urban dailies developed advertising departments in the 1870s and 1880s. At first, these were 

composed of solicitors hired to sel1 space to local retailers. Over t h e ,  astute publishers coaxed their 

advertising staff to supply creative services as well. These departments did not wither with the 

advent of the agency system, but remained the bastion of local advertised while the agencies 

developed national advertising. 

The second training ground for advertising agents was the advertising depamnents of major 

manufacturers. Just as the larger papers had advertising managers to oversee the solicitation and 

production of advertising, many mrnpanies appointecl advertising managers to oversee the expenditure 

of their advertising budgets. This aspect of business practice undenvent rapid developrnent in the 

twenty years prior to 1900, in tandem with the growth of national advertising and the increased 

division of labour in large corporations. Xnitially, the advertising of a company was part of the 

president's responsibilities. As the Company expanded and administrative fûnctions became more 

cornplex, this duty was given to the sales department, whose primary concem was the actual 

distribution of the product or service. If the company adoptai advertising on a wide scale, a separate 

person would then be given the responsibility of managing its advertising - hence, the advertising 

manager." If his responsibilities grew to incorporate space-buying, copywriting, agency relations, 

or strategic planning, then a complete department might grow under his comrnand. Variations in this 

process occurred from company to company, but this was the general pattern." 

29. Truman deWeese, 'The Advertising Manager,' Economic Advertising, 3:8 (August 1910), 
19-3 1 

30. deWeese, 19-31; Harry M. Tedman, 'The Advertising Manager's Job,' Marketing, 26:6 (19 
March 1927), 182-185; Mary Etta Macpherson, Shopkeepers to a Nation: lhe Eatons mronto:  
McClelland & Stewart, 1963), 29-30. E.J. Hart's look at CPR advertising implicitiy reveals this 
pattern; see ïhe SeZZing of Canada: î k  CPR and the Beginnings of Canadiion Tourhm (Banff, 
Alberta: Altitude, 1983). 
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After 1900, the most prolific training ground for new agents - at least, for agency heads - 

was the established agencies. J.J. Gibbons and his pe rs  were at the cutting edge of their trade, and 

could offer newcomers various jobs in several different departments. Among these, an introduction 

into the saIes staff was a plum; solicitors had the best chance of developing their skills into an 

entrepreneurid opportunity. As the contact person who comected the agency to its clients, it was 

the solicitor who won the confidence of corporate presidents and advertising managers. It was 

solicitor's skills as a salesman, his reputation as an individual, that built the reputation of his agency. 

These were not skills that could be learned in any classroom. 

This pattern of weer development suggests a trade in which personal reIationships accounted 

for a great deal in a day-today operations. At a time when card rates were not fixed by papers, an 

abiiity to cultivate close relations with publishers and their advertising managers could have had 

financially lucrative benefits. The fact that many of the most successful agents fust worked at the 

top papers in town ody underscores this fact. The Mail and the Globe were papers intended for the 

businessmen of Toronto; the Star and the Telegrm had the highest circulations. Solicitors working 

for these papers would have become well-known arnong the advertising concem of Toronto. 

Between 1904 and 19 13, solicitors with ten or more years experience left each one of these papers 

to open an agency: respectively, C.C. Norris, Robert C. Smith, Robert A. Baker, and E. Sterling 

Dean. 

The work environment shaped by these economic relationships was reinforced through 

innumerable clubs. Throug the early 1930s, the trade journal GzfU2dian Advenising D m  ran a 

series of short, biographicai pieces on agency executives and managers." Family lives, religion, 

and personality traits were rarely discussed. In their place, readers found in each monthiy column 

the worthy agent's curriculum vitae and a list of the clubs to which he belonged. Most agents 

3 1. a n a d i a n  Advenising Data, vols.3-5 (1930-1932) 



belonged to two or three. Among these were the élite halls of the Granite and National Clubs, as  

well as  the more populist service organizations; the Lions and Rotary both made appearances. There 

was aiso the ubiquitous game of golf. No matter what club an agent joined, almst every 1 s t  one 

played golf." The Toronto advertising journal Economic Advertising kept readers posted on the 

latest news of their 'International Advertising Golf Association' as early as 191 1. It had 103 

memben? When a club exclusively composed of agency principals formed in 1928, its first order 

of business was the acceptance of a silver trophy from the Mail & Empire - to be awarded a ~ u a l l y  

to the top golfer? 

At work, at lunch, and at play, adworkers surrounded themselves - both consciousIy and 

unconsciously - with people like themselves. The entry fees of most luncheon clubs would have 

exduded those with lesser incornes than those enjoyed by the advertising fiaternity; the same could 

be said of the green fees at their favourite links. Moreover, underlying al1 of these pursuits were 

notions of sociability, public service, and athleticism typically reserved to the leisure classes, but 

increasingly claimed by a professional-middle class keen to stake out its place in the new urban 

l a n d s ~ a p e . ~  

They had more in cornmon than work, professional networks, incorne, age, and social 

pleasures rnight suggest. Judging by their last names, they were also ovenvhelmingly AngloCeltic 

by descent." T.W. Acheson has noted that the industrial elite that emerged in Ontario during the 

1880s was dorninated by Scots. This group of recent immigrants came with technical knowledge then 

32. Marchand has noted the popularity of this sport among American adworkers; see Marchand, 
38. 

33. 'About Men and Media,' Economic Adverrising, 4:4 (April 1911), 43; see also 'Toronto 
Advertising Men Plan Golf Tournament,' Marketing, 18:8 (21 April 1923), 278 

34. 'Toronto Adcraft Club Formed,' Marketitzg, 28:13 (23 June 1928), 473 
35. Richard O h m ,  Selling Culrure: Maguzines, Markets, and Ums at the Tum of the Cemq 

(London: Verso, 1996), 1 18-174; Rasmussen, 45-62; Sutherland, 1-3 1 
36. Again, there are parailels in the United States; see Marchand, 25-52; Daniel Pope, Ihe 

MaXiing of Modern Advenising (New York: Basic, 1983), 177-180 



current in Great Britain, as well as access to credit, and used these advantages to build a new set of 

manufacturing industries in Canada? The Toronto pub1 ishing industrj readil y fit this pattern, 

dominateci as it was by the l i kâ  of Brown, Robertson, Riordan, and Jafiay in newspapers, and 

Sheppard, Maclean, and Acton in magazines. As the agents were a part of this industry, it should 

not be surprishg that those agents whose shops endured through depressions and wartime were those 

whose previous work experience as well as ethnicity connected them with theu industrial clients as 

well as the publ i sher~ .~  The dominant agenciw of the era before 1930 were managed by men with 

names Iike Gibbons, Norris, Patterson, McConnell, Fergusson, Kirkwood, Smith, Baker, Dean, and 

Denne (see Appendix 1). Littie wonder then that Desbarats and Fontaine adopted English names for 

their agencies, and legally incorporated themeIves as 'advertising agencies' rather than 'agences de 

publicité,' even in Montreal. In Toronto, the novelty of an agency serving a different ethnicity, and 

perhaps a different set of newspapers, was also cause for a significant name: 'Dworkin's Jewish 

Advertising Agency' served the Jewish advertisers of Toronto from 1910 to 191TR 

It is difficult to generalize about the private lives of admen. Census data reveai that most 

admen were married by their mid-30s. Almost 90% of the men aged 35-54 Iived in wedlock in 1931, 

a figure 67% higher than the national average for the same age group."' Beyond that, one ventures 

into the realm of pure conjecture to discern any patterns. Admen did not appear in businessmen's 

directories such as Canadian Who's Who until the late 1950s, by which point most of the pioneers 

had passed on. None left rnemoirs, and only four wrote books connecteci to the trade: Noel Barbour 

on Canadian magazines, William Colgate on Canadian commercial anists, and H.E. Stephenson and 

37. T. W. Acheson, 'The Social Origins of the Canadian Industriai Elite, 1880-1 885,' Canadian 
Business Histo~y, ed. D.S. Macmillan voronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1972), 144-174 

38. Douglas F. Campbell, 'Class, Stanis,and Crisis: UpperClass Protestants and the Founding 
of the United Church of Canada,' Jounial of Gznadian Srudies, 29:3 (Fall 1994), 63-84 

39. Toronto City Directory (19 IO), 127 1; Toronto City Direcrory (19 U), 1629 
40. Cemur 1931 Vo1.7, T53, T55 
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Carlton McNaught on the early history of Canadian advertising? Apact from the rituai nod to 

Ansom McKim, none of these discuss the men behind the ads. Even private papers, kept in public 

archives, reveai a selective and at times dismissive reading of their workIives. M y  four Toronto 

admen who were active by 1930 lefi their records for posterity; of these, only two preserved 

substantid files on advertising? One wonders if the admen privately believed their work to be as 

ephemerd and unimportant as  some of their critics made it out to be. Conversely, one wonders if 

book publishers and archivists failed to believe there was anything important to be learned from the 

lives of admen. 

Six Lives 

The lives of six Canadian adworkers may give some weight to the bare-threads description of their 

fellows drawn above. Although these six c m o t  speak on behalf of the entire trade, they were among 

the most prominent adworkers of their day, and their names shall appear fiequentiy throughout this 

study. Further, they reprûented every sector of the trade: John E. Kennedy was a corporate 

advertising manager, J.B. Maclean a publisher, and J.J. Gibbons an agent. W.A. Lydiatt was active 

in institutional politics and published a trade journal, while John C. Kirkwood and Bertram Brooker 

did what many of their peers did: they moved from job to job, and firm to firm, throughout their 

lives. 

One of the most renowned advertising managers to emerge from a Canadian company was 

John E. Kennedy. Born in 1864, Kennedy clairne. to have served with the North-West Mounted 

41. NoeI Robert Barbour, ïïmse Amazing People! î b  Story of the Canadiun Magazine 
Indusry, 1778-1967 (Toronto: Crucible, 1982); W.G. Colgate, Canadian Am Its &gin and 
Development (Toronto: Ryerson, 1943); W.G. Colgate, C. W. J e f i o s  (Toronto: Ryerson, 1945); 
H.E. Stephenson and C. McNaught, ï k  Story of Advenising in Canada: A Chronicle of Fi& Years 
(Toronto: Ryerson, 1940) 

42. At NAC: H.E. Kidd and John C. Kirkwood; at PAO, W.G. Colgate; and UMA, Bertram 
Brooker. 
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Police as a young man." Certainly his character seemed to fit the classic image; beyond bis broad 

handlebar moustache, he was a towering figure, physically imposing and intellectually formidable.' 

Sometime around 1890, Kennedy entered the advertising trade as a copywriter for the Hudson's Bay 

Company at its Winnipeg store. He became fascinated with the work, and was soon writing letters 

to PNirer's In& debating the finer points of copy style? Eager to expand his horizons, he 

gravitated to Montreal in 1873, first to work in the advertising depaxtment of the Monaeal Heraid, 

then as the advertising manager of A.E. SrnaIl& Company? Small was a clothing manufacturer, 

and here Kennedy finalIy made his mark. Kennedy was to market ready-to-wear clothing, at that 

point stiIl a novelty in Montreal. The product was the 'Fit-Reform Wardrobe,' and the campaign that 

Kennedy crafted for its launch became legendary in the advertising trade. He repeated his triurnph 

with the Slater Shoe company soon after." Having conquered the largest city in Canada, Kennedy 

turned his eyes south and left for the wider fields of the United States. There, in the ernploy of 

companies such as Lydia Pinkham's, Post Cereals, and the Lord & Thomas Advertising Agency, he 

became one of the highest paid copywriters in the country, earning in the range of $16,000 in 

1904." Booldeu outlining his ideas on copy style sold in the thousands? 

It is impossible to state the extent of Kennedy's education. It seems readily apparent, 

however, that bis knowledge of advertising came through on-the-job training, and perhaps his reading 

43. Stephen Fox, me Mirror Makers: A History of Amencan Advertising and Its Creators (New 
York: Morrow, 1984), 49-51 

44. Albert Lasker, 7he Lusker Stmy, A s  He Told It, ed. S.R. Bernstein (Lincolnwood, Illinois: 
NTC, 1987), 19, 24 

45. Fox, 4849 
46. Stephenson and McNaught, 82; Bertram Brooker, 'Forty Years of Canadian Advertising,' 

Marketing, 21 :3 (9 August 1924), 69 
47. Marketing, 28:2 (2 1 January 1928): 68; Stephenson and McNaught, 82-90. The latter 

reference mistakenly places Kennedy's death in 1908, rather than 1928. 
48. Lasker, 24 
49. Kennedy's ideas on copy will be discussed in Chapter 4; Fox, 50 
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of made j o u d s . '  In 1910, Kennedy attempted to improve rhis process for future adworkers when 

he proposed the establishment of a research institute devoted to advertising. What he had in mind 

was an independent body thaî would operate purely for the bettement of the trade as a whole. What 

was needed were comprehensive facts and statistics generated in the preparation and cunduct of amal 

campaigns. Then, every aspect of each campaign could be analyzed to discover its strengths and 

weaknesses. By isolating winning strategies and eliminating £%se assumptions, researchers could 

inductively consmict a solid base of howledge concerning advertking practice.'' While the plan 

was met with interest, it was not immediately taken up. No one was willing to invest the $1,000,000 

Kennedy thought was necessary, and few mmpanies were willing to sumender their confidentid 

records to an outside body.= 

The story of John Bayne Maclean has been recounted several times before, and with good 

reason: he was the most successful magazine publisher of his day? Maclean was born in the small 

Ontario town of Puslinch in 1862. His father was a Presbyterian minister, a Scottish emigrant who 

had landed in Canada just six years prior. It was an association that the son would cherish. Three 

times during his lifetirne he changed the spelling of his sumame in order to achieve a more 

'authentic' Sconish style - moving fkorn MacLean to McLean to MacLean to Maclean? 

Maclean was attracted to the life of a genteel profession, but he did not folIow his father into 

50. FOX, 49-50 
51. Economic Advertising, 3:6 (June 1910), 25-30 
52. 'Why Advertising Û not Guaranteed,' Eco~zornic Adwrtising, 3:10 (October 1910), 5-1 1; 
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l 9 W l 9  17,' Business Hisrory R&ew, 56: 1 (Spring 1982), 1632. The next year, a Chicago publisher 
financed a similar scheme at Harvard University; this will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

53. Barbour, ch.22; Sutherland, 129-149; Floyd S. Chalmen, A Gentleman of the Press 
(Toronto: Doubleday Canada, 1969) 
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the clergy. Instead, he briefiy tried his hand at teaching before opting for a carex in joumaiism. 

The latter proved to be far better suited to him, bot. in terms of personal satisfaction and financiai 

remuneration. After two monîhs work at W.F. Madean's Toronto World, he ianded at the Toronto 

Muil late in 1882." 'Ihere he made the acquaintance of that paper's pioneering advertising manager, 

T. W. Dyas - the very man who had recentl y sent Ansom McKim to Montreai and established the 

Mail Advertising Agency in Toronto. Dyas took Maclean under his wing, and the young j o u d i s t  

proved to be a quick study. In 1887, the two became business partners and establisheû a trade paper 

entitled Canadian Grocer & Generd Srorekeeper, edited by Maclean and financed by Maciean, Dyas, 

and two others? The venture succeeded, and over the years Maclean gradually bought out the 

others' shares. From this begiming, he slowly accumulated nine other tities, and by 1908 these were 

the basis for the MacLean Publishing Company. That year he created a new business paper, the 

Financial Post, and over the next twenty years he added to his holdings a handful of new vade papers 

and four consumer magazines: Maclean 's, Mayfair, Canadian M e s  & Gardens, and WeIaine.  

One notable aspect of Maclean's success was his willingness to emulate the practices of 

American publishing houses. In the 1890s, while tending to a side business in New York, Maclean 

made the acquaintance of S.S. McClure and Frank Munsey. McClure and Maclean kept in touch 

over the years; Munsey and Maclean became lifelong friends." Munsey frequently counselled 

MacLean on business matters over the years, with stock market tips as well as advice on 

publi~hing.~ In retum, Maclean provided Munsey with valuable advice and contacts involving 

Imperia1 politics. At the height of Randolph Hearst's anacks on the British war effort in 1917, 

55. Chaimers, 20-21 
56. M-H records, b.3, MacLean Publishing Company, Board of Directors and Shareholders, 

Minutes, vo1.3, 10 May 1929; R. Neil Matheson, 'Thomas Winning Dyas,' Dictionary of Conadiun 
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Maclean arranged for Munsey to meet with Prime Minister Robert Borden - then a member of the 

Imperid War Cabinet.' Munsey's name appeared regularly in the pages of Primer & Prrblisher 

as an authority on press mat ter^.^ 

Maclean's connections with the American pubIishing aristocracy paid dividends for his staff. 

Like his mentor Dyas, he developed an extensive advertising department within his publishing house. 

Each paper was assigned a 'business manager' who would be responsible for its finances, from 

subscriptions as well as advertising. men, a host of solicitors were employed to saur the country 

for advertising contracl. By 1905, the s a k  staff of the advertising department numbered 26. To 

encourage them in their work, Maclean offered his in-house staff a commission of 10% on new 

business. He also heId annual 'conferences' that brought them al1 to Toronto for pep talks given by 

himself and imported American speakers." About this same time, he aiso developed a pool of talent 

thaî would be responsible for creative services such as copywriting and illustration. In effect, 

Maclean created his own private advertising school, drawing upon the successful practices of both 

Dyas and bis American counterpans. Among the men who passed through this office in the decade 

after 1900 were William G. Colgate and Don Tuck - both of whom became prominent in agency and 

institutional work. But the fist  of theû number were W.A. Lydiatt and John C. Kirkwood. 

William Arthur Lydiatt's contribution to Canadian advertising was universally acknowledged 

59. Ibid., b.50, f.R-Borden, J.B. Maclean to R. Borden, 7 July 1917; in the same letter, 
Maclean wrote that Munsey 'is rny most intimate friend, and I was with him during the fuial stages 
of negotiations and the taking over of the paper.' Maclean refers to the New York Sun. which 
Munsey purchased in 1917. 
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by his peen? A Torontonian by birth, k spent s u  yean in the indusay before landing a job in 

the advertising department at Primer's h k  sornetime in the Iate 1890s. At that point, the magazine 

was stilf published by the p i o n e e ~ g  agent George Rowell. Lydiatt made the most of bis t h e  there, 

working as a solicitor and copywriter for the magazine, and contributing to the agency's annual 

direaory of Arnerican newspaper~.~ He then rehimed to Canada where he joined the MacLean 

PubIishing Company as a solicitor. Whiie Lydiatt was capable in sales, MacLean noted that his 

copywriting skills were far superior to thme of anyone else on staff. Lydiatt was then set up in his 

own office as the company's 'Advertising Specialist,' or head copywriter. He Nled this position untii 

1903; then, he was lured away by the Bai Hampton Advertising Agency in New York. Lydiatt 

considered bis time in the United States to be purely temporary, and apparently never plannd to 

settle there. Rather, he looked upon his stints with Rowell and Hampton as valuable training, which 

he intended to put to good use upon his return to Toronto." His expectations were fulfilled in 

spades . 
Through the 1910s, Lydiatt opened an advertising agency specidizing in market andysis, 

established his own newspaper directory, and bought an existing trade journal serving Canadian 

adworkers. Each of these moves could have been inspired by his work with Rowell, and he admitted 

as much with regards to the journal .a However, Lydian was also driven by a desire to elevate t&e 

trade on al1 fronts. Through his agency he offered new types of service geared to advertisers rather 

than publishers; through his directory he offered new types of information on markets in Canada; and 

through the trade journal - which he named Marketing - Lydiatt hoped to educate al1 adworkers in 

62. L y d i a ~  won the first 'Gold Medal' fiom the Association of Canadian Advertisers for bis 
contributions to the trade. He beat out J.B. Maclean, John Murray Gibbon of the CPR, and C.T. 
Pearce, then president of McKim Limitai; Markering, 46:44 (1 November 1941), 1. 

63. 'W.A. Lydiatt,' Primer & Publisher, 27:2 (February 191 8), 23-24 
64. Ibid., 24; J.C. Kirhvood, 'Who is Lydiatt?' Economic Advenising, 11:2 (February 19 18), 

4-5 
65. 'W.A. Lydiatt,' 24 



new ideas in advertising practice. In bis own words, Lydiatt believed that 'there ought to be a CO- 

operative effort to educate some fums to the value of advertising. There ought to be a sustained co- 

operative effort to awaken an interest in the selling opportunities of the Canadian market? He 

Iived by whaî he said. He was a charter member of the Toronto Ad Club, and he was the first 

secretary of the Association of Canadian Advertisers - a trade association representing corporate 

advertising managers - in 19 16. 

The career of John C. Kirkwood repeatedly cross& with Lydiatt's, but his legacy was far 

more fleeting. Although he contributed to al1 of the sarne trade papers and club rnovements, he never 

actually found a secure position within the trade itself. As a result, he lived his Iife in near constant 

anxiety. Born in 1878, Kirkwood was the son a dry goods merchant plying his trade in Brampton, 

Ontario. Throughout his life, Kirkwood was tom by his desire for genteel respectability on the one 

hand and fabulous wealth on the other. At 18, he opted for respectability - like J.B. Maclean, he 

wanted to be a tacher - but a budding university career was cut short by illness. He returned to 

the iamily business only to discover a new passion: writing. While drafting ads for the store he was 

seduced by the power of words, and soon dreamt of a career in joumalism - perhaps with a 

magazine of his own. Pages of his journal were füled with business projections and possible tities. 

Towards this end, he took a sales job with a Philadelphia publishing house, but then stopped short." 

When he discovered the money to be made in advertising itself, his plans rapidly and dramatically 

changed once again: 

I have .. . learned that advenising agencies receive on business placed by them 15%. 

... If in the growth of the agency it could handle $1,000 per week, there would be 

$150 per. ... There is practically no end to the work that a good agency could not 

66. W.A. Lydiatt, in 'W.A. Lydiatt,' 23 
67. M-H records, b.53, f.JC-Kirkwood, clipping, Owen Sound Sun-Times, 2 1 October 1942; 

b.54, f.HC-MacleanIl, J.C. Kirkwood to J .B. MacLean, 26 September 1940 
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secure? 

Visions danced in his head of the fabulous riches to be made in advertising. Within months, he was 

working for a Philadelphia advertising agency, as a s o l i ~ i t o r . ~ ~  

Now an experienced adworker, Kirkwood wanted to return to Canada. To do so he entered 

the employ of J.B. Maclean as an advertising solicitor in 1903. He did not enjoy the work. Since 

he was attracteci to advertising by his interest in words, sdicitatioa never held the same appeal for 

him: 

. . . soliciting is wearisome and distasteful. Writing adv[erjt[isement]s - or doing 

work of a[n] ... informing nature - or talking or teaching - is pleasant and 

commands my best energies? 

His meagre interest in solicitation was further undermine. by a constant fear that hard work couId 

always go for naught. 

I work with fil1 fidelity, with al1 diligence, with skill. 1 have a 'prospect.' I work 

on it expectantly, get a good deal of encouragement, and am just within an inch of 

winning an order when some unforeseeable and insurnountable difficulty or obstacle 

arises that kills the chance, and makes al1 my tirne and effort of no avaiL71 

He was soon given the opportunity to change jobs. With Lydiatt's departure from the company, 

Kirkwood was promoted to the position of 'advertising specialist.' Advenisers soon began to clamour 

for his touch, and it was decided that he would train a small corps of writers on staff to handle the 

increased demand for specially-written copy. As such, he became the first head of a full-fledged 

68. NAC, MG27 ï I I  E3, Kenneth P. Kirkwood papers, v.7, John C. Kirkwood notebook, 28 
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'Department of Advertising Service' within the Company, and was paid $20 per week for his 

servicesR He had finally found senirity, stahis, and a substantial salary by the day's standards. 

StU, Kirkwood's life would remain wisettied for the test of his life. He had mt yet found 

wealth - not on the scale that Kennedy enjoyed - and this led hirn away fiom the M a c m  Company 

in 1905. By that point, he had already Iived in nine cities in Canada and the United States. Over 

the next twenty-five years, he travelIed between Canada and Great Britain four times more, to work 

as a solicitor for the London DaiZy Maü, to open a Toronto branch of J. Walter Thompson Company, 

to write copy for the St lames Advertising Agency of London, EngIand, and to write columns for 

Lydiatt's Marketing. He regretted leaving MacLean soon afier he lefi; he regrette. it to the end of 

his days." 'Had 1 but stayed,' he noted in a speech in 1938, 

1 too rnight have been a contributor ta the glorious growth of the MacLean 

Publishing Company, amf [sic] might own a stately city mansion, a fine country 

home, a Iûû-acre farm in Muskoka, and be a member of the Granite Club, the Hunt 

Club, other clubs, and might have my name frequendy in the news and society 

columns of Toronto's newspapers? 

The note stmck here, and throughout Kirkwood's private writings, is that of deep personal anxiety. 

Every move to a new job was underscored by his belief that it would prove to the perfect situation 

for himeIf, balancing both the desire for respectable, meaningfd work, and a substantial income. 

More often than not, it was soon followed by 
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the questionable reptations of a series of Toronto businessmen, he drnost gave up hope that his 

dream was possible: 

1 do not rnean to argue that al1 unusual earnings and incornes corne fiom ignoble 

occupations, or by departures from tnth and bonour, but I do mean to Say that, in 

too many cases - perhaps the majority - unusual earnings and incorne are possible 

only at a çost of b a t  which is best in man's natiire? 

Ultimately, what kept Kirkwood's sense of hirnself rad was his Presbyterian faith in God and his 

sense of duty to his ~ i f e . ~  His wife, it should be stated, rarely shows up in his private writings. 

How she felt about their constant travels can oniy be lefl to speculation. His own thoughts on the 

matter were perfectly clear, however. When his son entered university in 1921, he told him to see 

it through. Remembering his own four weeks at Queen's, he wrote: 

It has been a lament to me ever since b a t  1 went into my eaniing Iife a sort of 

advertiser, and that I have been an advertiser ever since. 1 want you to avoid my 

course. I would like to see you equipped by a university training for a different 

profession. If you have the base of a sound education, the future can take care of 

itself? 

His son took this advice, and became a career diplomaî with the Department of External Affairs. 

The life of Bertram Brooker was in many ways a fun-house mirror reflection of Kirkwood's. 

Kirkwood needed advertising; he identified suongly with his trade, and sought within its confines 

both personal status and wealth. By contrast, advertising was almost incidental to Brooker's world. 

Brooker was a deeply philosophical man who tried to fashion an aesthetic conception of 'being,' in 

76. Ibid., JCK notebook, 23 August 1905, 192 
77. Ibid., v.24, f.24-3, J.C. Kirkwood to K.P. Kirkwood, 9 August 19 16 
78. Ibid., v.24, f.24-6, J.C. Kirkwood to K.P. Kirkwood, 24 June 1921 
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roto." To do so, he shifted restlessly between several media of expression in the popular and fine 

arts. Throughout his lifetime, he tried his band at choral singing, poetry, acting, playwriting, 

screenwriting, sculpture, painting, pen and ink drawing, and novel writing. He was no mere 

amateur, and he recorded two important firsts for the Canadian &tic scene: the first exhibition of 

abstract art in Canada by a Canadian artist, and the first Govemor-GeneralTs Award for fiction, given 

to his novel 7hink of the Eonh in 1937? Adveaising - copywriting - was simply the most 

lucrative medium of expression open to him. Like an actor pIaying a part, Brooker sometimes gave 

the impression that he was merely piaying at being an advertising executive, even to the extent of 

adopting pseudonyms when writing for the trade press, and having his alter-egos argue amongst 

themselve~.~~ His son remembered him as someone who strictIy separated his life at the office from 

his life at home? That said, it was a career in joumalism and advertising that supplied his sole 

source of income throughout his life. 

Brooker was boni in Croydon, England, in 1888, and moved with his family to Portage La 

Prairie, Manitoba, when he was eight years old. As a youth, Brooker wilfully dropped out of school 

to pursue a rigid course of self-education based upon modem greats in literature, philosophy, and 

economics. His first job as a writer came reporting for a string of Manitoba weeklies, and ultimately 

he won a position at the Winnipeg Free Press.') During this time, he also began to ponder the 
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nature of the trade underlying the publication of newspapers. Intrigued, he combinai bis 

phifosophical and business hterests, and drafted a handful of articles on the theory of advertising. 

These appeared in Primer's Ink and Judicious A d ~ e ~ s i n g  under the pseudonym Richard Surrey. His 

ambition drove him to larger pastures, but a fondness for Canada led him to Toronto rather than 

Chicago or New YorkY There he continued to bounce between jobs, alternathg between editorial 

and advertising positions at Markethg and the Toronto Globe. Be did fieelance copy work in 

addition his day jobs. By al1 accounts, he was a celebrated copywriter? However, Brooker's 

insatiable curiosity never allowed him to rest on his laurels. As will be discussed in later chapters, 

Brooker grappled with every innovation that arrived on the advertising scene. Many Canadian 

adworkers might have done the same, but Brooker went a step further and published his impressions 

in leading trade journals. He then drew together al1 of his articles on copywriting in a book 

published by McGraw-Hill in 1929, Copy Technique in ~ d v e m s i n g . ~  His expanding facility in the 

visual arts allowed hirn to add illustration and layout to his repertoire, and he published a volume on 

these subjects in 1930." When the Depression started, he left the freelancing and publishing scenû 

for a position at J.J. Gibbons Limited." 

John J. Gibbons did for the Canadian agency field what J.B. Maclean did for its publishing 

houses: he revamped it with practices and management techniques then current in the United States. 
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In the process, he helped to bring the Canadian advertising trade into the modem era. Born in 1878, 

Gibbons joined a short-lived Toronto agency in the mid-1800s. Still in his teens, he trained as a 

solicitor, and in this role he was hired away by the Toronto News to become its specid representative 

in New York.* nie opportunity allowed him to discover the inner woricings of the progressive 

American agencies. These agencies not only placed their client's announcements, they also offered 

a wide range of supporting services such as copywriting and iilustration. Gibbons embraced these 

ideas, and in 1900, as noted in the previous chapter, he retumed to Toronto to open a new office 

featuring these services. To do so, he established the first copy and art departments to be found at 

any agency in Canada, and he staffed them with experienced personnel raided from newspapers, 

advertisers, and other agencies." His agency set the Pace in Tomnto for the next two decades, 

s e h g  the wares and services of Neilson's Chocolates, Northern Electric, Pear's soap, White Star 

Steamships, Canada Life Assurance, Packard Motor Cars, and many, many others. By 1921, he was 

providing service to one bundred fim fiom Canada, the United States, and Great Britain.91 One 

might note that his staff at this time was either well selected or well trained; several started successfuI 

agencies of their own in Toronto before 1930." 

A success in business by the age of 25, Gibbons's energies spilled over into several other 

fields. While he joined dl of the usud luncheon cIubs, he also was active in several charities. 

Among these were the Canadian National Institute for the Blind, the Canadian Red Cross Society, 

and the Canadian Social Rygiene Council? In al1 of these organizations, he was called upon to 

assist with advice on publicity and fùnd-raising ventures. A doting profile written in 1936 suggests 

89. 'People Who Do Things,' Saturday Nighr, 5 1 : 10 (1 1 January 1936), 16 
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that this assistaoce was fiee1y given? No doubt. Still, certain of Gibbons's voluntary associations 

were ruthlessly pragmatic, as was his membership in the Ontario Motor League. As a onetime 

president of this body in the 1920s, Gibbons would have lobbied government for better roads 

throughout the province. This could oniy have helped such clients as Packard Motor Cars and B.F. 

Goodrich, and several dozen oîher auto-related manufacturers whose business he might have sought. 

A more prestigious client awaited in ûttawa, however. In 1914, Gibbons won the fint advertising 

contraa ever awarded to an agency by the federal govemment. That year, following the outbreak 

of war, the minister of Trade and Commerce, Sir George Foster, hired Gibbons to boost the merits 

of Camdian apples to Canadians. Gibbons undertooic this work at cost, but there is litîle doubt that 

his tirm gaine. prestige by the association. It was envied by American agencies unable to win similar 

There are three cornmon themes that run throughout these six men's lives. Again, it must 

be noted that they cannot possibly represent an entire trade in al1 of its complexity. Even among 

themselves, there were sturdy corporate men such as Maclean and Gibbons, and inveterate 

individualists such as Kennedy and Brooker. That said, the prominence of these men within the 

industry, and the respect they received from their peers, put these men in a position to shape and 

reflect the trade in which they worked. Three themes stand out. First, it is immediately apparent 

that each of these men fit the demographic profile drawn above. Kennedy and Maclean were perhaps 

ten years older than the first generation of 'modern* adworkers in Canada, but their approach to the 

trade and their impact upon that generation made them kin with it, Second, American know-how 

looms large in each man's Me. The prior expansion of the advertising trade in the United States had 

created a large body of expertise. Maclean, Gibbons, and Lydiatt recognized this fact, and exploited 
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it for their own immediate gain. In the process, they aiso contributed to the development of modem 

advertising practices throughout the Toronto trade; Maclean's ad department and Gibbon's agency 

became populac training grounds for adworkers, and, in the 1920s. Lydiatt's Marketing would gain 

an equal status both for its readers and its employees. With the possible exception of Kirkwwd, each 

man measured his success against American models. Kennedy was the only one of this group to seek 

his fortune in the United States, but he would not be the last Canadian to do so, That the other five 

end& their weers  in Toronto demonstrates the continuing bonds that they each of them felt for 

Canada. Third, there is in ail of their careers a search for mainstrearn social respectabiiity. 

Gibbons's volunteer work and Kirkwood's soul-searching are exemplary here, but so too is Kennedy's 

desire to place the trade on a 'scientific' foundation through institutional research. Men such as 

Maclean, Gibbons, and Lydiatt made heavy investmenü in their trade. They expected their dividends 

to be paid in social respectability as well as weaith. 

Women Adworkers 

The division of labour within the advertising vade intensified following Gibbons's arrival, and this 

development created a space for women to enter the field. It was a pattern familiar to many 

employers between 1900 and 1930. As large-scale corporate enterprises became more cornmon, there 

was an increasing need for staff to handle the bureaucratie routine of day-today administrative 

tasks." Employers quickly discovered that young men did not want these positions because they 

offered little promise of future advancement. Women, however, proved willing to take them, even 

though they were paid less than their male counterparts." Within the advertising trade, the average 
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woman's salary for Canada was 5040% less than the average man's.' A standard entry saiary for 

a woman in advertising was $780 per year in 1920; by connast, John C. Kirkwood received 5 1040 

when he began at MacLean Publishing in 1903.* By the late 1920s, a select handful had parlayed 

these clericai positions into careea as full-fledged agents. They were the exceptions, however. Most 

remained members of agency support staff. 

As previously noted, the femaIe presence within the advertising trade was characterized by 

young, unmatried women. In 1921, women accounted for 187 of the 1,129 members in the 

advertising workforce, or 17%; ten years later they represented 20%.lo0 Unlike their male 

counterparts, most women did not advance through the corporate ranks into more lucrative posts. 

Judging by the statistics available, most women hired by agencies entered as young girls, and left 

upon marriage.'O1 In 1921, there were 75 women working in the Toronto ad field; of these, 41 

were 16-24 years of age, while another 20 were 24-35? Ten yean later, the same story held. 

Of the 132 women across Canada in essential agency jobs, 43 were 16-24 and another 50 were 25-34; 

90% of the entire population were unrnarried.lm The average s a i a r y  for these wornen was $30.00 

pet week in Canada in 1931, and those in Toronto could expect a bit more; the average there was 

$37.00." There were 666 women adworkers in ail occupations. Of these, 481 held positions as 

clerks, stenographers, or ruming office equipment." Only one owned her owo agency: Margaret 
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Pennell. 

PenneIl began in the trade as many other women did, worlwig in a media department.lW 

She took full advantage of ber opportunity. Much of the work conducted by a media department was 

involved routine derical chores which required no decision-making authority." That said, those 

who took it up muid develop invaluable experience, since these data were integrai to the preparation 

of campaigns. Hired by J.J. Gibbons as a checker in 1907, Pennell mon switched to data collection 

and gained a reptation for her insights into media buying." By 1920, the editor of Marketing 

acknowledged her expertise in this line, and she became a fiequent correspondent on issues related 

In 1927, Penne11 left Gibbons to establish her own agency, Margaret Pennell Advertising. 

Toronto at thaî point had thirty-one agencies competing for national accounts.'" To position her 

agency within the field, PenneIl rooted her sales pitch in her gender. Her agency's sIogan: 

'Advertising to Women by Women.'"' This tactic appears to have worked with several 

manufacturers whose products traditionally appealed to female consumers. She picked up a dozen 

accounts within the textiles industry, and her rnost noted client produced canned fruits, E.D. Smith 
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After clerical work and media buying, copywriting offered women their next best chance at 

a career ia advertising, though not necessarily at agencies. As Penne11 clearly knew, their advantage 

was their gender itself. It was widely presumed that most consumer goods were purcbased by 

women. Commentators ia the trade press estimated that anywhere from 70% to 90% of household 

spending was done by a homemaking female.lu To reach them through advertising, a 'female' tone 

of voice was considered bat. An Amencan ad man conféssed in Economic Advenising that: 

There are too many advertisements written by men and not enough advenisements 

written by women. The wornan knows where lies the human element of the thing 

that goes into the home, better than any man that lives. It has taken me a long time 

to admit that? 

It was a view that the magazine's editor end~rsed.'~' Depamnent stores were a step ahead of the 

agents on this score. Having long employed female clerks in their departments catering to women, 

they valued the expertise they 'naturally' brought to the job."' It was only logical to have women 

write the insert. for their daily advertising. One such copywriter was Byrne Hope Sanders, who 

began a distinguished career in marketing writing puffs for Eaton's Toronto store in the 1910~.'~' 

Agencies were slow to follow the retailers' lead, but by 1920 they were beginning to catch 

-- - - 
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up. When the agencies first adopted creative departments, they did so 8 enhance their service to 

aâvertisen. Copywriting was sold as a form of technical knowledge b s t  deployed by agents with 

sales experience as well as literary talent; wornen were thought to be rinqualified.l1' By 1922, 

however, the number of women working the field brought anxious conmmtary fiom W.A. Lydian 

in the pages of M ~ k e t i n g . " ~  Among these women copywriters were Miriam Marshall, Laree R. 

Spray, and Margaret Ball. Marshall was hired by Toronto agent Thorniun Purkis in 1920. When 

PurLis wanted the effervescent sparkle of a chany young CO-ed for a hand lotion campaign, he hired 

Manhall upon her graduation from the University of Toronto. She subsquently wrote at least nvo 

series of ads for Campagna's ItaIian B a h  that appeared in the Toronto papers through 1920 and 

1921.1p On the west corn, Spray was a fieelance journalist. Through the mid-L920s, a sideline 

in copywriting proved so successful that she opened her own office in Vancouver.12' Bal1 was 

employed as a copy expert by the Toronto branch of McKim Limited; she &O undertook solicitations 

and media-buying. She left the agency field when she married one of the firm's direct or^.^ 

Ad women played an active part of the Canadian Business & Professional Women's Club in 

Toronto, and contributed regularly to its newsletter c m  magazine, BuriMs Woman. The magazine 

fim appeared in 1926, and addressed the interests of women in ewery rank of whitesollar 

employment, fiom filing clerks to surgeons. It frequently ran stories on women in advertising, a fact 

which may reflect two members of its editorial board: Margaret Penn& and Mabel Stoakley, the 

secretary-ueasurer of R.C. Smith & Son, Advertising Agency. Its fint editor was Mary Etta 

118. A study of women graduates of the University of Toronto dme in 1920 discovered that 
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areers in business. Macpherson, 19, 37a 
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Macpherson, who left to edit MacLean's Candian Homes & Gardens; she was succeeded b y B yrne 

Hope Sanders, who eventually left to edit another MacLean magazine, Chelaine. Also arnong its 

contributon was Margaret Brown, who was then secretary-treasurer of Marketing Magrnine." 

By the end of the decade, then, women had found a smail but growing place within the 

advertising trade. nieir mood seemed hopeful, and 41 ad women met in April 1933 to create their 

own luncheon club in Toronto.'" Pemell was its first chair. Prior to that meeting, a writer in 

Business W o m  suggested that 'Woman's Day in Advertising is Just Dawning.'lS Estella M. 

Place noted the marked advances women had made, not just in agencies, but in periodicals and in 

corporate advertising departmens as well. They were no longer restricted to clerical work, but 

handling every branch of the trade. Indeed, the 1931 census reponed that there were 9 women in 

Canada working on their own account in the advertising field.lm Even Lydiatt recanted for his 

earlier, aiarmist attitudes towards women's entry into the business. In 1927, he ran a highly 

laudatory article on American agency executive Minna Hall Crothers. Crothers's career was the 

mirror image of Pennell's. She too had risen from media buyer to agency principal, and had recently 

become the president of the Federation of Women's Advertising Clubs in New York.ln The 

unsigned article may well have been the handiwork of Margaret Brown, who had gained a regular 

b y-line at Marke~ing during Brooker's tenure as pub1 isher . When Lydiatt retired some twenty yeas 

later, he passed control of the magazine to Brown. 

Despite this rosy outlook, women still oniy represented 20.2% of the workforce employed 

by agencies in 1931, 72% of them were clerks and stenographen, and their average salary remained 
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far below thaî of the men? It had taken them sixty years t c ~  get a foot in the door of the trade. 

Some have noteü it took another sUty years to get the respect they deser~ed. '~  

The Toronto Ad Club 

WhiIe career paths within the advert ising trade became increaslng segmented, adworkers had several 

problem in cornmon. Primary among these were the criticisrns they fàced ftom a group ostensibly 

outside their trade but crucial to its success: the general public. Disdain of advertising was 

widespread. Much of the problem could be traced to the trade's own excesses: the cornpetition for 

billboard space in cities and countryside alike, the relentless postering of urban walls and streetcars, 

and the 'shrieking headlines, shrieking borders, shrieking exaggerations' of the advertking found in 

the periodicai press.lm In 1904, a movement began in the United States to correct this problem, 

and Canadians signed on. In particular, a group of Toronto adworkers - the Toronto Ad Club - 

took it upon themselves to legitimate the finction of advertising in the public mind through a series 

of carnpaigns run from 1912 to 1914. Then, for one week before the outbreak of war, Toronto was 

at the centre of the advertising trade - not just in Canada, but the wodd. 

The public's disdain could be traced back into the previous century, and to the practices 

character~ed by one man in particular: Phineas T. Barnum. Barnum was an impresario of popular 

culture who established his career with showcases of hoaxes and fieaks. In time he adapted his talent 

to the promotion of opera singers and spectacles, but it was his early successes and his later work 

in circuses that stuck in the public rnind.13' Although he used print advertising liberdly, he was 
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not a pioneer in the field; he did nothing to advance that art. Rather, bis expertise was widely 

diffised in the art of total publicity, using every media and ploy possible to generate interest in his 

events." Jackson Lears has suggested that the novelty of Bamum's approach was bis ability to 

translate existing commercial pracîices onto a mass scale. Certainly, Bamum himself paid tribute to 

the guileless ways of the medicine men and their ancient creed of caveat empror. This he reveaied 

in a celebrated autobiography. Through the late 18ûûs, it found a ready audience and sold in the 

millions, on both sides of the forty-ninth pardlef and in Europe as well.la Satuday Mghi beld 

Barnum to be the epitome of the successful publicist, while Economic Aàverrising endorsed an articIe 

which argued that Barnum's story should have been recornmended reading for anyone entering a 

career in advertising.lY Even after World War iI, economist Harold Innis consulted the 

autobiography in his work on advertising and  communication^.'^ Barnum's name was an ieon of 

successful publicity on both sides of the border. 

That said, the mord quality of Barnum-as-icon becme clouded after 1900, when the advent 

of progressive and social gospel ideaiism c a t  a shadow over his legacy. Consumers and businessmen 

alike grew dubious of the charlatanry of certain commercial practices then cornmon, and in the 

advertising field these included the wilfùl trade in hokum and hoaxes pioneered by the patent 
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medicine men.- Barnum by his own hand had associated himself with them, and in his 

autobiography had boasffilly exposed his own hoaxes. By the 1920s, Barnum's life was no longer 

an inspiration to the rising young man in advertising, but a cautionary tale, a relic of a p s t  

generation lacking in civilized business ethics. ln 

This sea-change in the attitude of adworkers was spurred in no small part by the work of two 

Ameriwi magazines. In 1904, the Ladies' Home Journal cornmissioned a nurnber of tests on well- 

hown patent mediches. The resula confmed what many had long suspected. Many were simply 

almhol and water containing Iittle of medicinal value; a select few contained morphine, cocaine, and 

opium." The magazine printed its results in a series of articles extended over a two year period. 

In 1905, it was joined on iü crusade by Collier 'S.'- If previously the public had been indulgent 

towards these manufacturers, they were no longer. American legislators responded to public outrage 

wiih the Food & Drug Act of 1906. This legislation forced manufacturers to state the composition 

of the produa cleariy on the label of each product. It also restricted the claims that could be made 

in their adve~tising.'~ In Canada, similar legislation followed in 1908, inspired by the same wave 

of concem as it spilled over the border with the magazines and medicines themselve~.''~ 
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Adworkers in d l  three sectors were exceptionally defensive in the wake of these events. 

Agents trying to build up respectable, permanent businesses did not appreciate a lingering public 

sentiment that dismissed them as litde more than snake-oil salesmen - despite that faa that iuimen 

such as Kennedy. McKim, and Gibbons acnially handled clients in this Ihe. Nor did the 

manufacturers of non-medicina1 products appreciate having their publicity associateci with the 

questionable tactics of the circus promoters and medicine men. In the 1 9 1 0 ~ ~  some insisted that their 

ads not even appear on the same page with thern.l4 Publishers. whose revenues had suddenly 

increased with the growth of nationai advertising, had good reason to pay them heed. They could 

not afford to fan any further public reaction against advertising.lG Clearly there was an 

opportunity to co-operate on behalf of the trade as a whole. 

The Toronto Ad Club fit the bill quite nicely. A smdl group of Toronto adworkers met in 

March 191 1 to discuss the possibility of forming an organization that would unite men - no women - 
- from each sector of the local periodicai industry. A positive response led to a more formal meeting 

the following month. By May the club was an established fact with 50 members, and by November 

it boasted five times that.lU Among these were almost every noteworthy publisher. advenising 

manager, and agent on the local scene. The editors of both Economic Advertising and Primer & 

Publisher gave it their enthusiastic support, as did the publishers of every Toronto dai1y.l" Its first 

executive included John P. Patterson of Norris-Patterson, and J.F. MacKay of the Globe. Its fvst 

president was the advenising manager of Ryrie Brothers Jewellers, and he had the counsel of his 

counterparts fiom Office Specialty Manufacturing Limited, Coca-cola of Canada Limited, and the 

142. B.H. BrambIe, 'A Space Buyer on Objectionable Advertising,' Printer & Publisher, 2 5 9  
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Dominion Express Company. According to Economic Advertising, the seIection of an advertiser for 

president was deliberate; pride of place in the club was given 'very properIy' to the 'buyers of 

advertising' - a fascinating admission coming from a writer so ciosely ~ ~ e c t e d  to both an agency 

and a publi~ation.'~ m e r  members included magazine publisher J.B. MacLean, and agents J.J. 

Gibbons, Robert Baker, W.A. Lydiatt, and John C. Kirkwood. 

The club's purpose was laid out in its constitution, Briefly, members sought to achieve four 

main goals: 

1. To deveIop the science and art of advertising. 

2. To encourage the interchange of creative ideas in advertising. 

3. To establish a realization of the greater importance of advertising. 

4. To promote scxiability among the advertising fraternity.'" 

One activity greatly advanced their realization of the first, second, and founh goals: the institution 

of a weekly luncheon and lecture series at McConkey's Palm Room, a downtown Toronto taphouse. 

Here, business and pleasure frequently interxningled as visiting speakers from the United States shared 

the stage with the cIub's favourite entertainer, Jules Brazil. Brazil, billed by Economic AdvemSing 

as the Toronto midget,' was adopte. by the club to be its official 'mascot.' Despite this dubious 

honour, he was a respected pianist and band leader, and a professor of music at St Michael's 

College.lu It was he who planned the music of the massed bands at the carnival in 1915. Beyond 

the luncheons, the executive encouraged the formation of branches in other Ontario cities, and put 

out a weekly newsletter to keep everyone in tou~h.~* 
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Upon its creation, the club joined a movement that had begun seven years before in the 

United States. The Associated Advertising Clubs of America had forrned in 1904, and was a 

federation of groups similar to the Toronto Ad Club. From the outset, its chief concem had been 

for the 'professional' standing of the trade's practitioners. One of its early presidents, the advertising 

manager of Coca-cola Incorporated (USA), stated: 

We have no advertising universities, and only in a few instances are any of Our 

colleges endeavouring to teach even the fundamentah of publicity. Therefore, the 

advertising clubs have been organized to rneet this need of education; hence a good, 

effective advertising club in any city is an educational institution and a potent 

influence toward its commercial up-lifi." 

This influence would be exercised in two key ways. First, individual clubs were expected to foster 

ethical practices within their own areas by recruiting new members and championing the merits of 

scmpulous business practices. Second, many clubs also oEered night classes to aspiring newcomers 

in the hopes that the next generation could be trained properly before they learned the bad habits of 

the previous generation. Then, once a year, they would d l  meet at a general convention to discuss 

matters of cornmon impon. The entire movement was rooted in a belief that co-operation and mutual 

education would elevate the trade as a wh01e.~'~ Apart from these noble goals, the Associated 

Clubs had no specific programme. 

Everything changed in 191 1, when the Associated Clubs becarne a m l y  national organization. 

For the first time, it incorporated members from every region of the United States.lJ2 The annual 

convention, that year held in Boston, buved with 2,000 excited delegates, including twenty from the 

150. S.C. Dobbs, 'What the Advertising Clubs Can do for Advertising Men,' Primer's Ink, 
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newly-founded Toronm Ad Club. They viewed their new-found solidarity as a sign - a sign that they 

were destined for som greater task than they bad known. They were not disappointed. From the 

convention flwr there arose a new standard, a new cause that would give thun a definite purpose and 

direction: 'Truth in Advertising.' DeIegates resolved to remake themselves as the vanguard of a new 

era of business ethics; they would throw the fiaud and the fake fiom their midst, and elevate their 

trade to a new level o€ respectability in the public mind. One year later, O.C. Pease of A. McKim 

Limiteci, Toronto, remembered the discussion of the seminal resolution as a 'riot of enthusiasm.' He 

More than tww thousand k e n ,  virile men had gathered together for one purpose, to 

advenise advatising - and it could hardly be otherwise. Ribbons and buttons and 

banners, party calls, slogans, and songs proclaimed their vigorous allegiance to the 

cause. That the flood of enthusiasm which was created at that tirne has lasted up 

until the pramt may be judged by the never-ceasing war that bas been carried on d l  

over the conthent against misrepresentative and fraudulent advertking." 

'Truth in Advertising'became the delegates' new badge, and every session thereafter was dominated 

by its d i s c u s ~ i o n . ~  

At its a r e ,  Tmth in Advertising was a philosophical rationalization of the pIace of advertising 

in a capitalist economy. Advertising was not a subject discussed by economists, for many of the 

same reasons that the generai public held advertising in disdain? As such, it fell to the 

practitioners thernseives to explain what role their trade had within modem business. In essence, they 
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argued that advertising was 'news,' information about products and services that allowed the 

consumer to make wise decisions in the marketplace based upon al1 the facts necessary. Such a 

theory rested heavily upon a classicai understanding of economics, whether interpreted by Smith, 

Mill, or Manhall. In iu  simplest terms, as the quantity and qualit. of the information reaching 

consumers was augrnented, the better their decisions would be, and the better the economy would 

perform. 'Tme advertising,' then, would Iead to wiser consumers and by necessity more scrupulous 

business practices." Advertising could o d y  seIl the consumer a product once; aAer that, it was 

up to the manufacturer and retailer to ensure that satisfaction with the goods advertised became 

translated into a repeat customer. By the logic of the marketplace, the charlatan and the fake would 

be slcrwly weeded out. 

Tmth in Advertising found practical expression in two different forms: legislation and 

'Vigilance Cornmittees.' The laws which had resulted from the magazine muckraking before 1910 

had only regulated the content and description of food and dmgs. They had done nothing to address 

the integrity of advertising in general. Inspired by the Boston convention, Printer's Znk sought to 

redress this omission and initiated a push for legai sanctions specificaily targeting fraudulent 

advertising. A mode1 statute was drafted, and ad clubs were encouraged to press for its adoption by 

state legislatures. By 1914, variations of the statute were enacted in 15 states.ln 

In Canada, Economic Advertising endors& the mode1 statute in 1913, but it took concrete 

cases rather then principles to prompt the govemment into actiod3 Through 1912 and 1913, a 

number of speculators exploited the boom in Prairie settlernent by selling land at grossly inflated 

156. Jackson Lean talks of this tendency in terms of a 'plain speech' tradition within American 
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prices. Their sala suategy relied heavüy on newspaper adveïtising in Eastern cities. Overly 

generous descriptions of the land for sale took advantage of the fact that most readers had never ben 

west, and did not have the means to do W. When these schemes were exposed, Western political and 

business leaders were greatiy embarrassed, and sought means to restore confidence in their 

cornmunities. Ad clubs in Calgary and Edmonton approached a capable young Conservative member 

of Parliament, R.B. Bennett, to cany the Primer's Ink statute to Ottawa.* This he did, and he 

received an attentive hearing fiom his Conservative colleague, the minister of justice, C.J. Doherty. 

A bill was rapidly prepared. la The bill made it possible to prosecute 

Every person who knowingly publishes ... any advertisement for either directly or 

indirectly promoting the sale or disposal of any reai or personal rnovable or 

immovable property .. ., containing any false statement which is of a character likely 

to or is intended to enhance the price or value of such property . . . .16' 

The bill passed with littie comment and rninor revisions, defended in the Commons by Bennett and 

Doherty with equal fewour? The editor of Economic Advertising had 'nothing but praise' for the 

new legislation. la 

The second manifestation of Truth in Advertising was the formation of Vigilance Cornmittees. 

These were ~ 0 ~ e C t e . d  with member clubs of the AACA, and they were intended to monitor local 
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advertising. The Toronto Ad Club was no exception.'' Volunteers would keep a watchful eye on 

suspectai fiauds and abuses, and advertisers would be investigated if the cornmittee thought action 

was necessary. That said, there was little they could do even if they did find proof of fraud. 

Onending companies were simply asked to change their ways, and threatened with public exposure 

if they did not. The passage of the false advertising bill leant the moral authority of the state to these 

efforts, but in the long run its contribution was questionab1e. No advertiser was convicted under the 

statute over the next fifteen years. Prosecutors found it difficult to prove intent, and the law rapidly 

fell into disuse-l" In 1916, the Associated Clubs re-organized the cornmittees into the Better 

Business  bureau^.'^^ The Toronto Vigilance Cornmittee disbanded, and a new office on the 

Bureaux mode1 was not instimted until 1928.1n 

The Iast act of the Truth in Advenising movement was played out in Toronto the Good itself. 

In 19 14, the city hosted the annuai convention of the Associated Clubs. Soon after its formation, the 

Toronto Ad Club became intoxicated dreaming of the potential benefits the event would bring. For 

a group seeking greater recognition fiorn the Canadian corporate élite, nothing could better 

demonstrate their resourcefulness than successfully fzting 2,000 American businessmen. For a group 

seeking to elevate their public profile in generai, nothing could better demonstrate the scope of their 

vision and abilities. The first step was to win the Associated Clubs' approval, and they threw 

themselves into the task. First, they convinced J I  of the other ad clubs in Canada to back their 

cause. Then, with a bankroll of $17,000, 54 men descended on the 1912 convention in DdIas, 
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Texada To set themselves apart from the Americans, the entire contingent adopted an Anglo- 

Celtic theme: they al1 wore U t s  and sporrans to the general meetings and formai events (see 

Illustration 2.1). To heighten the effea, they were heralded by a rousing set of marches courtesy of 

two pipers and a drurnmer frorn the 48th Highlanders regiment, once again directed by Jules Brazil. 

While there, the diininutive B a i l  struck up a fiiendship with a 'giant' from Dallas, and the two 

performed acrobatie stunts together, much to the delight of the crowd.lw It was a mastemil display 

of publicity, worthy of Barnum himself, and it stunned their Arnerican hosts.Im Following a repeat 

performance at the 1913 convention, the Ad Club handily won the nomination for 1914. 

When the Associated Clubs arrived in Toronto in June 1914, it rnarked a significant 

intersection for Canadian adworkers: the apogee of the Tmth in Advertising movement, and their 

elevation to a recognized place in the North American publishing trade. On the first score, delegates 

harnmered out a wide-ranging set of guidelines concerning the ethical behaviour of practitioners. The 

results provided some concrete statements that helped to clarify the ideal notion of Tmth in 

Advertising advanced three years before."' On the second score, the ad workers of Toronto were 

ecstatic simply to host the event. It signalled for them their acceptance and integration into an 

international body of advertising practitioners. The highIight in this regard was the convention's 

decision to revise its name fiom the Associated Advertising Clubs of America to the Associated 

Advertising Clubs of the World to reflect the contributions of their Canadian members.'" 

--- - - 
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Illusrration 2.1 

H.C. Hocken, M t ,  and F.G. O'Brien, in their kilts, on their way to Dallas with the 
Toronto Ad Club, in 1912. The Toronto W d  ran this photo three years later 
following local municipal elzctions when Hocken, then the editor of the Orange 
Lodge Senfinel, becamz the newly elected mayor of Toronto. 

Toronto Worfd, 14 lanuary 19 15 
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Advertising Advertising 

Organization, education, legislation, celebration. 'Ihese things were worthy endeavours, yet they did 

littie to address directly the core problem hced by adworkers: public antipathy. Ad clubs had 

fostered a sense of trade unity, night classes provided skills to specific individuals, and legislation 

made the Mers' job more difficult. Al1 of these, however, were matters interna1 to the trade itself. 

The Toronto Ad Club constantly freaed over how they might reach the general public, but it took 

the Canadian Press Association to arrive at an inspired solution. In reuospect, the solution was 

embmassingly obvious. They would have to advertise advertising. 

The campaign that resulted was a produa of the combined efforts of the Press Association 

and the Toronto Ad Club. In the fall of 1911, a group of publishers within the Press Association 

wondered how they might encourage a greater use of their advertising c o l u m .  UntiI then, they had 

largely relied upon direct marketing - individual advertisers were approached by Lheir own solicitors 

or advertising agents. Now they had a new idea. Nothing would better dernonstrate the effectiveness 

of advertising than actually using advertising itself. With this idea in mind, the publisben approached 

their agent members of the Ad Club for their co-operation. The agents readily agreed." 

Since the main objective was known, planning centred around the theme of the ads 

thernselves. The campaign was intended for the daily papers, so it was thought best to make the most 

of their exposure. Copy would address al1 readers in general rather than just the advertisen whom 

the publishers wanted to cultivate. That way, the ads could acçomplish two things at the same time: 

they could educate readers in the function and purpose of advertising, and they would have the 

demonstrative value that the publishers originaily had in mind. The major theme, then, became 

obvious. The campaign would address al1 of the rasons why advertising was valuable to consumers 

173. William Findlay, 'Advertising Our Advertising, ' Primer & PubIisher, 20: 12 (December 
19 1 l), 37-38 
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in their day-today lives. It would address its questionable reputation head-on, then shower the reader 

wirh a description of al1 of the benefits that modem advertising practicâ had made possible. In 

showing this, the value of advertising to advertisers would be amply shown? For the historian, 

the twenty ads that they created provide a remarkable snap-shot of the trade's self-image at this t h e .  

The series was exceptionally self-~~nscious, both in its tone and its sensitivity towards a 

difident public. Each ad was written in the same sober, dignified voice that conjureci an almost 

reverential aura around the subject at hand. At tirnes, the copy read uncannily Iike a sermon rather 

than a typical newspaper advertisement (111.2.2)- This was probably intended. One of the agents' 

goals was to overcome their lingering association in the public rnind with circuses and patent 

medicine maken. The dignified tone was reinforced by the composition of the ads. The type was 

dean and modern, balanced and symmetrically Iaid out, and frarned by an elegant border (dthough 

swastikas fiaming two of the ads jar the eye of a later reader). A generous use of white space was 

evident throughout the series, and no illustrations appeared.ln 

The memory of the past was tackled first. 'For centuries the principle of 'Let the Buyer 

Beware" - "Caveat Emptor" - mied the world of business.'176 'Bamum's 'dog-faced boy' is said 

to have drawn $200.00 a week . ...'ln No more. The haggling, trickery, and inflated prices that 

had characterized the marketplace 'until a decade or two ago' were receding before the bright white 

light of advertising. If once the merchant couid set a different price for every customer that entered 

his store, now bis prices were stated for everyone to see in the pages of the daily press. Advertising 
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Iltustration 2.2 

The tirst advertisernent in the 'Advertising Advertising' campaign, placed in 
the Toronto \Vorld, 12 March 1912. 

1 CAME into being as thc spoken language camc: slowfy, . 
gradually, and to meet an vgent  need; I have been 

worked for evl, but rnostf 1 have worked for good. 1 
can sti11 be woriced for e v l  but each day it grows more 
dificult 50 to do. 

your b&ness. 

1 spcak a t h o u u ~ d  t o ~ ~ c s  and 
havc 3 rni1:icn voiccs: 

I am t l c  mbasrae'cr of c i v i l h  
tiori. titi: handrnaidcn of science. and 
t ic  fathcr,of invcntioe. 

1- have pecpled the prairie, and 
nlth my aid o immem h a  laid tain' 
k t  of glcarzing steel in a gridimn 
s m u  the continent and strttched a 
ce-rk of a p p u  into tke far aornvs 

. of the globe. -.  . --:-.>-. 
lT. 1 am tbe friard of' humnnity - for 
1 hnvc filM thc commoncr's lifc wkhl 
a hundréd curnforb denicd the Eng 
of p t e r d a y .  . , 

1 have brought d m n  food, hcalth- 
ful n-anfi. music. con~-cnicncc. and 
comfon into a hundred rniilioa homes. 

1 am at once a tool and a living force. If you use 
me wiseIy, SI am a tool in your employ: If you rnisuse 
rbe, rny double edge di. iiijure or destfoy you. . If );au . 
do not use me, 1 am a force that works ever against your 
accomplishment of the aims and purpases 'that animatc 

wcafth of a Monte Gs:o into the 
t p ?  of those xho k10& my pas-cr. 

I am a,bridgc thtt.unccis distance 
and brings the ~ + h o h  world to your 
doah. rcady and e s s r  to buy your 
m. <. 

1 and new markea'and gathcr the 
goods of tke mrfd-into o bmdfui of - priritcdpqa. , 

f fatherd the ttn-cent magazine3 
and the penny paper. 

1 am either the fricnd or the:foc ' 

to Compctition-so he oho hnds m e  
&fit U botWiadcy and wUe. . 

1 Iaugh t t  ta&s and rcmakc las&. . . 
' 1 have sded  tke ndh of the 
famer's ixihtion and LM Km ta 
thc m r l d  of outer intercsts. ; .,..,; 

I. build p e a t  faeton'u and people . 
them aith happy men and romeu . 
=ho love the tabar 1 acatc. . 

1 have ~ s d e  mcrùtant princu out '  
af corner shopkcepcn and pileci the 

Wherc it ant cents ta hire m c  
jutcrday,  itmb q u m n  ro-day,nnd 
will cost d o l h  t txnomw. Butwho- 
soever u s a  mc had k t  have m: 
for 1 mpay.i orruice with tw and 
w o r n  ri& Z e  -th of C-us. 
' 1 spellsavict ecDnorny, abundsnce, 
and opppctunity : fat I am.the oncaed 
o d y  u n i v e d  alphabet; . - 
i 1 live in wtry spoken w o d  and 
printcd linc-in 'owy thought that 
movu man to acdon and c w r y  deai 
r.!~at dispiays chaackr. . 

,.. f 
' 1 am y n 9 i n g .  
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was the enemy of obfuscation, the essence of candour itself.ln Viewed in these tenns. it was the 

merchant or manufacturer who failed to advertise that deserved the public's critical gaze. 'Be 

Suspicious,' one ad declared, '... of an article with no reptation, no backer, no guarantor."" 

One ad in particdar nodded to the uproar behind the food and drug laws. While the 

magazines had exposed the fraudulent practices of the patent medicine makers, Upton SincIair had 

simüarly reveaied grotesque conditions within the meat packhg ind~st ry . '~  Here again, advertising 

could play the valiant K g h t  cornbatting the evil dragons of yesteryear: 

'KEEP OUT!' used to hang as a sign on every factory door. The oId idea 

of secrecy in business made it seem a crime to show outsiders processes, materials, 

and methods of manufacture. 

Now the white light of publicity is being let in by those who depend on 

public favour for business profits and business growth. ... 

Today, many canning factories, packing houses, bakeshops, and public 

kitchens welcome visitors, concealhg n~thing.'~' 

Advertising had assisteù this process by describing the imer workings of modem businesses and 

production methods in terms that would rassure the reading public. In so doing, it had participated 

in the deveIopment of great enterprises because untoId thousands of people now knew something 

about the firms with which they deait; 'The public rewards with its favour and money those who tell 

it the truth.'lo For the advertiser, an investment in advenising was not money lost, but capital 

- - -  
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earned through the confidence and goodwill of his c u ~ t o r n e r s . ~ ~  

In the day-May lives of readers, advertising represented nothing Iess than a boon to their 

entire standard of living. This could be ihstrated in several ways. The simplest was through the 

sheer convenience that advertising provided to the consumer. In its purest fom,  advertising was 

information, 'news of merchandise,' that dlowed consumers to know about new goods, compare 

prices between stores, and plan shopping trips that would make an efficient use of their tirne.'" 

'Leisurely, in the comfort of your own home,' one ad stated, 'you can plan and decide upon the 

purchases in view. 'lm 

The copywriters pIaced advertising at the forefiont of the revolution in consumer goods. 

Everywhere one looked, there were new foods and convenience items that were only dreamed of a 

century before, things such as timed fcuits, breakfast cereals, electric lights, washing machines, 

vacuum cleiiners, refngerators, and gramophone players. 'Would you be willing to go back to the 

standards of living ba t  prevailed in 1812?' one of the advertisements asked." The question was 

only rhetorical, the answer perfectly obvious: of course not. And, as another ad suggested, 'You Can 

Thank Advertising' for the changes.'" Only its 'power' had made it possible for scientists and 

engineers to cunvey news of their inventions to thousands of people swiftly and economically. This 

ailowed them to capitalize on their ideas, and to bring new products into homes of even modest 

incorne. Without advertising, such men would languish in obscurity, their beneficent creations wouId 

never have graced the world. 'Science, invention, commerce, are ail indebted to its aid. It has raised 

the standard of living, elevated business ethics, and put us within reach of more real comforts, more 

183. 'Let the Buyer Beware,' Toronto World, 13 August 19 12; 'A Modem Force in Business,' 
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real blessings, than we ever enjoyed before? 

On the question of cost, here too advertising proved a bon. Advertising reached thousands 

of readers every day in the newspapers of the country. If this readership couId be effectively 

translated into interested consumers, into demand for a product, then it logically followed that sales 

would increa~e. '~ When that happened, the fixed costs of production would be spread out over 

greater numbers of units, and the retail price to the consumer would subsequently drop.lDD As such, 

advertising was not simply a guiding light in a storm of comipt business practices, not just a 

convenience for the shopper and a friend to the inventor, but it actuaily represented an economic 

utility, a vdue-added service within the marketplace. When combinai with the notions that supported 

the Truth in Advertising movement - that advertising should make the consumer purchasing decision 

more efficient - there formed a powerfùl argument for the existence of the trade within an open 

capitalist economy. This remained a standard weapon in the adworkers' arsenal whenever the 

integrity and purpose of their occupation was attacked.19' 

Underlying al1 of these arguments there was an ambivalent conception of the extent of the 

adworker's influence over readers.ln On the one hand, the ideal reader was the ultimate authority 

on al1 matters related to the marketplace. Advertising could oniy seIl a product once. After that, the 

consumer would know the produa first hand and either become a repeat customer or not, and 'No 
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advenising will offset the bad effixt of a dissatisfied buyer.'Im On the other hand, adworkers 

betrayed a tremendous sense of selfanfidence in their ability to make that first sale. Through 

careful planning, clever copy, attractive layout, and well-selected media, adworkers daimed an ability 

to generate interest in any proâua imaginable. If the product failed, it was the manufacturer's W t ,  

not theirs. If the product succeeded, it could not have done so without the 'force' at their cornmand. 

Like Adam Smith's deistic invisible hand, advertising was an intangible entity acting in the 

marketplace. It pointed the way for devout consumers, elevated the worthy businessman, and aushed 

the fiaud and the fake.lW And it was the adworkers who had uniocked the secret of this force, 

harnessed its power, and kept it at their beck and call. Every ad in the series closed with a reminder 

that 'Advice regarding your advertising problems is available through any good advertising agency 

...' (I11.1.2). 

This reminder brings us back to the ultimate point of the exercise: the campaign itself was 

intended to increase the total volume of national advertising. By the end of the series, a clear 

message had been delivered to the country's retailers and rnanufacturers. Advertising was imperative 

for commercial success in the twentieth century. No business was sufficiently unique that it created 

its own demand. Readers had to be tdd  about what was for sale. Advertising was more efficient 

than any other means yet invented to do this. It was now a highly respectable aade, and had a 

proven track record. The main thing to remember was to advertise constanly, in season or out, lest 

the cornpetition get ahead. A product was never sold 'once and for dl,' since there were dways new 

193. 'You Are on the Bench,' Toronto World, 2 April 19 12; Michael Schudson has argued thaî 
agencies now target some advertisements at past customers of a product in order to reinforce positive 
associations with their purchasing decision; Schudson, Advertising, The Uneasy Persuasion (New 
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consumers entering the market, be they maturing children, newlyweds. or recent immigrantS.lm 

in short, advertisers were counselled to advertise their products through the daily press ceaselessly. 

The series was wannly received by everyone involved. Nine copywriters were selected from 

five Toronto agencies to produce twenty ads? Among this group were W.A. Lydiatt (then at 

Gibbons), W.G. Colgate (Gagnier), Don Tuck (Norris-Paîterson), John C. Kirkwood (J. Walter 

Thompson, Toronto), and A.J. Denne (McKim, Toronto)." The finished ads were offered to 

every publisher belonging to the Press Association. The space would have to be donated by the 

participating papers, but the copy work had been done gratis by the agents and the cost of the plates 

would be covered by the Press Association. In totd, 93 dailies accepted, as did some 400 weekiy 

papers, and the ads appeared through the spring of 19 12.1s" According to accounts written by 

people involved, the campaign went some way to achieving their desired ends, namely: raising public 

awareness of the role of advertising in the commercial world, and cultivating potentid 

advertisers.lW The American wunterpart to the Press Association, the American Newspaper 

Publishers Association, followed its effects closely and then initiated a similar campaign there." 

Over the next two years, the Press Association and Toronto Ad Club designed and placed three more 

campaigns, each building on the first. The last ad ran in August 1914."' 

A number of things w n e  to an end that summer. Afier the convention of the Associated 
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Clubs, the energies of the Toronto Ad Club began to dissipate. For three years, much of its energies 

had gone into winning and planning the convention. Once it was over, it seemed there were no 

projects of a similar scale to engage their imagination. The Dominion govemment had dready passed 

the fdse advertising bill into law, the Canadian Press Association adopted a standard of advenising 

ethics in June. and in August a newly-formed group of advertisers pledged themselves io the cause 

of Truth Advertising." The Advertising Advertising campaign was now in its third year, and 

showing evidence of success. There seemed little left to do. Then, as summer itself was coming to 

an end, Britain declared war on Germany, and Canada followed suit. The Toronto Ad Club 

effectively collapsed, and Vigilance Cornmittees lost members as Recruiting Cornminees were 

forrned. 

Conclusion 

Mr McKim saw ody the single elements that make the 

success of any commercial enterprise. He conceived the 

business of advertising on precisely the same plane as the 

business of selling dry goods, or hardware, or railroad 

supplies. He was a merchant arnong merchants .... 

Primer's i f l  

Canadian advertising came of age in the period between 1900 and 1914. For the manufacturer or 

retailer seeking wider publicity, there were a host of f i m  in the marketplace offering 'expert' 

advice, from the fieelance copywriters to the print shops and full-service agencies. Within the latter 

group, the range of services was itself expanding to include everything from the traditional core of 

202. 'CPA Adopted Objectionable Ad Standard,' Printer & Publisher, 23:8 (August 19 M), 72- 
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media-buying and plate-making to the newest techniques in copywriting and illustration. It was a 

potentially eonfusing situation for the neophyte advertiser. 

Out of this seeming connision there emerged a core of agenu - one generation - who led 

the efforts to reduce confusion and make the trade a respectable occupation. n iese  men operated the 

full-service agencies. If once the agents could have operated on shoe-string budgets, tbat was no 

longer possible. It was their shops that were developing more sophisticated business pradces and 

advertising services, and the sire of their staffs, plants, and credit grew in step with the rapid pace 

of change. It was their shops that had the most to lose financially if they did not secure their position 

within the publishing industry. Publishers had run profitable papers long before the advent of 

national advertising, and advertisers had not yet been convinced that they needed to advertise to reach 

their customers. As such, it was the agents themselves who most felt the need to regularize the set 

of ad hoc practices of the previous century and to craft them into a coherent whole. 

The generation that dominated the agency scene until 1930 was composeci of salesmen and 

managers who had succeeded in turning a particular set of business skills into a business unto 

itself." These skills revolved primarily around two things: their understanding of the relationship 

between media and markets, and their ability to sel1 this expertise to companies who sought publicity 

for their products or services. Nonetheless, it was the latter ski11 which built reputations within the 

industry. Given the necessary amount of time and money to conduct research, anyone could put 

together a list of newspapers. The reputations of men like McKim and Gibbons were built on their 

track records as salesmen and their fiscal responsibility. They sought out the companies with 

promising products, they conceived the possibilities of marketing their wares, and - with nothing but 

ideas to go on - they taIked these cornpanies into spending thousands of dollars annually on 

newspapers* white space. For those who set up in the trade before 1914, advertising at its core was 



a business and not a site of culnird production. 

The secondary role given to other tasks within the agency system were reinforced by three 

trends which emerged after 19 10: the increasing division of labour, the employrnent of women, and 

the creation of new positions entitleû 'account executives.' Fust, the very fact that copy and art 

departments were not considered necessary components of agency sentice untii the 1910s spealrs 

volumes. Copy was the voice of the ad, that aspect of the process which actually sold the product 

to the consumers. And yet, for the first twenty yean of their existence, most agencies did not offer 

copy service. It was the specialty of freelance writers outside of the system whom the agents 

considered an econornic menace to their trade. When after Gibbons agencies did begin to adopt this 

service, it did not displace the role of the salesmen within the agency itself. Rather, copywriters 

were the hired help. 

Second, the research work of the media department was considered simple enough that it was 

routinized with the rest of the clerical work of the agency. As a result, men stopped entering this 

line in preference for one of the skilled jobs: sales, media buying, or creative services. While this 

allowed women to enter the agency business, ernployen did oot hire them out of any principle of 

equality, but because these jobs were considered the least skilled aspect of the agency's tasks. The 

fact that women such as Margaret Pemell rose above this mentality speaks as much of her talents and 

perseverance as it does of the broad-mindedness of ber employers and clients. 

Third, as the f ~ s t  generation of agents retired into their presidential suites, solicitations were 

taken up by a new generation of salesmen referred to as 'account executives.' It was their 

responsibility to generate new business for the firm. They would also serve as the link between 

clients and the growing army of agency staff that produced their campaigns. As such, account 

executives held a coveted position within the agency, since they managed the agency's 

communications with the client. The personai connections and business experience this work 
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provided made account executives the logical members of the agency stafT to either succeed the 

founders inm management, or to open new agencies of their own. Account executives were behind 

most of the new agencies after 1920, iacluding those established by James Fisher, Thomton Purkis, 

and F.H. Hayhurst. 

Amng the core group of agency staff - the account executives, media-buyers, and 

copywriters - there slowly emerged a conception of their trade as a respectable career path, if not 

a full-fledged 'profession.' Through their associations, codes of ethics, and reformist tendencies, they 

stood squarely in the midst of an era which saw numerous occupational groups make simiiar attempts 

at professional statu. If nothing else, the developing organization of the uade allowed them to enjoy 

an increasing degree of status in the eyes of those with whom they worked. By then too, they were 

counselling the country's politicaI leaders during federal election carnpaigns. Account executives 

dealt with company presidents. and handled advertising appropriations wonh tens of thousands of 

dollars. By the 1920s, they were extrernely well paid for their services, and gained entrance into the 

most prestigious clubs in the country. 

These developrnents were still in their early stages before World War 1, however. Then, 

agents still Iaboured under an unfavourable reptation created by their forebears in the nineteenth 

century. The Toronto Ad Club gave them a forum to demonstrate their growing expertise and 

respectability. If once the agency field had been characterized by hustlers such as the disingenuous 

Robert Moore, now there was the diplornatic J.H. Woods and the innovative J.J. Gibbons. The ad 

club allowed them to interact with their peers in periodicals and industry on a weekly basis, without 

the complications of business interfering. 

The Truth in Advertising movement and the Advertising Advertising campaign allowed the 

agents to make this expertise and respectability concrete. Hand in hand with publishers and corporate 

advertising managers, the agents drafted codes of conduct which established the ideai behaviour 
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expected from every sector of the trade, in their deahgs with each other and with the public at large. 

Then, the agents articulateci a view of the trade as a whole, and the role of advertising within the 

economy, through the copy written for the Advertising Advertising campaign. Taken together, these 

two projecîs revealed that everyone within the trade was l o o b g  at their common occupation from 

a new perspective, as an integral part of modem business practices rather than as a secundary and 

occasional undertaking. As its importance increased in this manner, and more people saw the field 

as a pIace t pursue a life-long career, arguments and rationalizations provided these workers with 

the inteIlectual ftamework to cast their trade and themselves in a respectable light. Advertising was 

not important or respectable simply because they said so, but because it played a smcniraily 

important role in the functioning of a modem capid ist economy. For industry and the public alike, 

it was a progressive and enlightening force which made the world a better place to live. 

All of these trends were closely interlinked with those in the United States. Through trade 

papers, employment, personal contacts, and the Associated Clubs, Canadian adworkers coastantly 

looked to the Americans for new ideas and confirmation of their own abilities. Active business 

pannerships dated back to Robert Moore and John Styles in 1860. By contrast, the first British 

agency to set up shop in Canada, Sells Limited of London, h v e d  in 1913, and failed the following 

year.= Geography certainly played a role here, but there was another reason for the Canadians' 

enthusiasm for American publicity. It worked. The cornmerciai culture of the United States appeared 

to be the most dynamic on earth, the most advanced in the art of advertising. Men such as Munsey, 

Ayer, and Rowell amply demonstrateci this fact. And as such, a long string of Canadian adworkers 

looked south to get their advertising education, from Dyas and Maclean to Gibbons and Lydiatt, and 

beyond .= 
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At the same time, the Canadians were self-corisciously not American. Nothing could have 

reveaied this more clearfy than their adoption of Scoaish regalia and bagpipes to give themselves a 

distinctive 'ethnic' identity. The United States may have provided commercial inspiration and a sense 

of validation for their own efforts, but for English-Canadian adworkers, the British comection gave 

them theu sense of identity. When Toronto hosted the Associated Clubs in 1914, Ecommic 

Advehsing published a special convention number with its first-ever illustrated cover. Flanking the 

badge of the association were two flags: the Stars and Stripes, and the Union Jack? 

Whether or not the public's perception of their occupation was improved during this period 

remains a contentious point. One year &ter the convention, as the adworkers' energies were 

cbannelled into the war effort, they organized the patriotic parade and carnival to raise money for a 

Red Cross ambulance. It too was an impressive display of organization and publicity, combining the 

talents of agency staff, the YMCA, the Boy Scouts, the marching bands of two regiments, and the 

goodwill donations of some thirty Toronto businesses. Despite d l  of the potential good that could 

have corne of this event, Economic Advenising bet ieved the whole affair had been a M e  ill-advised: 

Considerable diversity of opinion has been expressed . . . and not a few have 

had no hesitation in claiming that such displays tend to cheapen advertising and lower 

its dignity. 

We refer especially to the clown and circus stunts with which the recent 

entertainment abounded . . . .= 

Apparently, their public profile as a trade was much more fragile than it appeared. Within the 

publishing industry, too, there were continuing problems. Eliminating the fkaud and the fake would 

take much more thought and effon than simply passing resolutions at annuai conferences of their 

207. cover, Ecommic Advertising, 7:6 (June 1914) 
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peers. It took fifreen years of negotiatioos and economic intimidation among al1 three secton of the 

industry. To this we now turn. 



Chapter 3 : 
The Industry Takes Shape, 1900-1921 

The advertising agency is indeed a problem .. . . 
A.R. Corn, 1908' 

In 1890 periodical publishing was the job of publishea. Daily newspapers, weekiies, and magazines 

had their stniggles with Anmm McKim and the newer, upstart advertising agents, but it was they - 
the publishm - who held the reins of power within the industry. By 1905, this situation was no 

longer as clear as it had once b e n .  

Between 1890 and 1914, a legion of new agents appeared on the scene in Canada. When they 

did, they created a host of new problems for the publishers with whom they did business. Ostensibly, 

the emergence of the agencies was conditioned by a felt need within the marketplace for rniddlemen 

co~ecting advertisers with publishers. By supplying this ne&, however, the agents were quite 

forthrightiy drawing their incorne out of a system which had previously operated without their 

presence. With or without them, advertisers and publishea would have done business together. 

'Ihus, it would becorne a constant feature of industry discussions to ask just what fundion the agent 

performed. The agents would be cailed upon constantly to justify their participation in the 

transactions of the others. 

This became most pronounced once the volume of foreign advertising increased, and made 

it a significant revenue sueam even for the smallest of publications. Facing ever-rising costs, 

publishen looked for new ways to maximire their eaniings from every source, and discovered that 

in the past they had greatly underestimated the potential value of foreign advertising to their papers. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 
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This realization came hand-in-hand with a concern that the agents - a s  the prime source of this type 

of business - were exploiting the situation by demanding too much in the way of commission. The 

papers deait with these problems in two steps. First, in a cornmittee of the Canadian Press 

Association (CPA), the weekly papers performeù a cost analysis of the industry to determine a fair 

price for advertising space in their papers. Second, they tumed their sights upon the agencies to 

determine the value of its services to the papers. 

In performing these tasks, the Press Association became a tmly business-oriented organization 

for the first time. Until then, it had largely been a social club bringing together publishers and 

editors. The benefits of membership in the Press Association were defined by the annual summer 

excursions that were arranged with the cosperation of the railways. With the efforts of the new 

cornmittees, these genteel excursions fell by the wayside, and the winter business meetings, which 

had previously been dominated by the planning of the summer excursion, took their place. At first 

this change brought a decline in the membership. Nonetheless, given the new vigour of the business 

meetings and the sweeping reforms that were proposed, the numbers Iost were soon more than 

regained2 

The efforts of the Press Association did not go unheeded by the agents. Until 1905 they were 

a disparate group of businesses. Some had heavy capital expenditures tied up in personnel and plant, 

others were composed of little more than a cIever writer with a rented office. Some were 

underwritten by publishers, some by major manufacturing finns, and others by print shops. For 

those independent agencies which had invested in advertising with an eye on the future, the challenges 

put forth by the Press Association were a serious concem, since it threatened everything that they had 

been building. Those which had eanied a degree of respect fiom the major papers fomed the 

Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies (CAAA) to represent their concem. 

2. Paul Rutherford, A Vicrorian Aufhariry (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1986), 1 1 1 
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The Press Association agreed to meet with the CAAA won after its formation. On their own, 

the publishers had already decided what the value of agency semice was. Together with the C A M ,  

the Press Association hammered out an agreement that would ensure that the agencies provided full 

value on every dollar. In exchange, the agencies would get a promise that only a very narrowly 

defined type of advertising agency would qudify for a commission on business placed in CPA Papen. 

This agreement, like the cornmittees on rate w d s  and agency commissions, was pioneered 

by the smaiier papers of Ontario. With less circulation and fewer local advertisers upon which to 

draw, it was these papers that were most keeniy aware of their increasing reliance on foreign 

advertising. In the meantirne, the rnetropolitan dailies were in a much stronger position, and during 

World War 1 they tried to remove their obligation to pay agency commission altogether. In so doing, 

they antagonized the power behind the agencies: their clients, the advertisers. Shut out of the 

publisher-agency agreements, a select group of Canadian businesses which advertised nationally 

fonned the Association of Canadian Advertisers (ACA) in 1914. For them, the power of the press 

was in need of redress. First, the advenisers balked at the denial of commission to the agencies, 

since it forced the agencies to seek their income from the advertisers instead. Second, while the 

publishers had been dictating terms to the agents, the equally contentious issue of reader circulation 

had been completely ignored by the Press Association. Advertisers and agencies wanted guaranteed 

figures, which the papers had consistently refused. The ensuing struggle pitted the advertisers against 

the four Iargest newspapers in Toronto. 

This was the situation faced by the publishing industry as it entered the twentieth century. 

Three problems stood out. First, partizan pressmen had to bury their politicai differences long 

enough to co-operate for the good of their business. Second, the finction of the advertising agencies 

within the publishing industry had to be identifiai. Third, with this knowledge in hand, publishers, 

advertisers, and agencies had to find some common ground on the question of who would pay the 
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agencies' way. The answers which the Ress Association, the CAAA, and the advertisers arrived at 

by 1921 established the basic structure of the industry for decades to corne. The answers also 

entrenched the fact that the publishers were no longer the independent editor-businessmen they had 

been in the previous century. 

The Canadian Press Association 

For their part, publishers thought very highly of themselves as the moulders of public opinion in 

Canada. As Paul Rutherford has argued in his book, A Victorian Aurhoriry, through the late 1800s 

publishers in Ontario and in Quebec developed a vade consciousness? In part, this meant shucking 

off the more blatant forms of partisanship that marked the origins of much of the press in Canada. 

In 1859, William Gillespie of the Hamilton Specramt talked several of bis Ontario counterparts into 

meeting at Kingston, where he proposeù the formation of a body that would discuss issues of 

importance to publishers. It would network publishers regardles of their political suipe, and assist 

them in recognizing the problems that bey al1 faced. The result was the formation of the Canadian 

Press Association, a body which for its first twenty years was more of an annual social gathering than 

an active service organization for its members. Too, it did not fiom the start enjoy the active 

participation of any Toronto publishers - which bespeaks the fierce independence and rivalry of the 

editors and publishers there. For less combative publishers, however, membership in the association 

carried certain benefits, particularly if one kept the collective and long-term interests of the industry 

in mind. As causes and issues changed over time, so too did political alliances within the legislature; 

papers ofien suffered h m  these tums as their political allies either changed course or took up new 

causes which the paper could not support. 

3. Rutherford, 190-227 
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In May 1892, John Bayne Maclean began Printer & Publisher to provide the kind of forum 

that the association did not: a regular exchange of information and viewpoints of interest to those who 

owned and operated the press of Canada. Maclean begm the paper at the association's suggestion, 

which accordecl it official status.' Printer & Publisher was the fifth titie in this growing empire. 

Its pages documented changing trends in Canadian publishing, and kept readers abreast of new 

developments in the United States. Most importantly, it provided a forum for anyone who wanted 

to disseminate progressive ideas conceming the industry. It especially encouraged contributions from 

those who worked the advertising side of the business. Along with speciai columm for printers, 

typeserters, and publishers, the journai regularly had a column of news and gossip for admen, cailed 

'The Advertising Arena.' 

Given this outlook, Primer & Publisher was very well placed to report on the changes that 

took place in the industry afier 1900. AIthough it dways tended to side with publishers rather than 

advertising agents when disputes arose between the two groups, it proved to be an exceptiond journal 

of record, publishing verbatim (if selected) minutes of the meetings of the association, as  well as 

reproducing in roto the text of agreements and statements made by the various organizations involved. 

Moreover, it was dways quick to soIicit and publish opinion from as many voices as possible, often 

obtaining comment from major players. 

A second journal started in 1908 that specifically addressed the advertising field. Economic 

Advertking was the brainchild of T. Johnson Stewart and T.J. Tobin. It was the fourth such 

magazine attempted in Canada? Like its predecessors, it was put out by a new advertising agency 

(Stewart and Tobin had just formed The Letter & Copy Shop) which was keen to draw attention to 

4. 'Report of the Committee on Resolutions,' Primer & Publisher, 2:3 (March 1893), 11 
5. So far as I have found, the only previous joumals were Canadion Advenising, published in 

1893 by the Central Press Agency ; Business (1 895- 1905) by J .S. Robertson; and Publicit&Publicity 
(1905-192?) by J.L. François. 
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kif and educate prospective clients in the proper use of printer's ink. Although its opening editorial 

stated that it would provide a forum open to the entire industry, its masthead pronounced that it was 

'A MONTHLY MAGAZINE published in the interests of CANADIAN ADVERTISERS,' and its 

content was aimed primarily at advertisers awl advertising a g e n c k 6  Articles explored trends in 

eopywriting, typeface, illustration, and layout, and tended to favour experimentai or progressive ideas 

over the status quo. From time to time, writers looked at other periodicais in Canada to assess their 

readership and relative merits as advertising media. Still, Stewart and Tobin could not afford to 

dienate other publications, since these provided their magazine's prirnary source of advertising 

menue. Canadian newspapers and magazines used the journal as a means to reach îhose who placed 

advertising. 

b i n g  Control of the Rate Card 

The role of the advertising agency became a contentious issue after 1890. Until then, its role had 

never been given serious consideration. Agents handled 'foreign* advertising, and 'foreign* largely 

meant advertising from Great Britain and the United States. Few Canadian publishers couid solicit 

this business themselves, and as such the agency represented an econorny within the industry. 

However, when Canadian agents began placing business for Canadian firms, relations between 

publishers and agents rapidly soured, for two reasons. First, publishers wondered if this was not an 

mvasion of theù own jurisdiction; the existence of Canadian agencies clouded the whole notion of 

'foreign' advertising. Second, agents engage. in a broad assortment of questionable business 

practices as the cornpetition among them intensifiai. 

As a greater number of cornpanies adopted widespread publicity for their wares, national 

advertising became an increasingly important source of revenue for publishers. The shift occurred 

6. editorial, Economic Advertising, 1: 1 (September 1908), 3-4 
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sometime in the d e d e  between 1895 and 1905. Although no statistical information on the volume 

of advertising exisis for this period, the publishers of Canada's aade journals clearly felt that 

something was afoot, There is a decided change in rheir discussion of advertising as a trade. When 

the first issue of W i u n  Advertiser appeared in 1893, its subtitle declared that it was 'an aid to al1 

interested in advertising.' Nonetheles, its lead article oniy addressed retailers, the traditional source 

of local advertising. Manufacturers, the core group of foreign advertisers, were nowhere mentioned 

in its twenty pages.' The reverse was mie of Economic Advenising when it began fifieen years 1 ater. 

Its editors purposehilly set out to attract a readership composed of manufacturers, and rareiy ran 

articles on retailing.' In the meantirne, between the appearance of these two journals, Printer & 

Publisher began a regular column on advertising that addressed both retailers and manufaaurers, and 

carried gossipy news on agencies. Through the last half of 1902, three different cornmentators noted 

the Uicreased volume of advertising placed in newspapers? On the strength of increased foreign 

advertising, total advertising revenue overtook subscriptions as the primary source of income for most 

Canadian daüies by World War Lm 

Newspapers were greatly encouraged by the growth of this expanding source of revenue. 

Nonetheless, a perception formed that they were not benefitting as fully as they might." There 

were two reasons. First, the agents had introduced themselves as middlemen, and in the procas 

broke down the traditional links between publishers and advertisers. This was not simply a matter 

7. Canadian Adveniser, 1 : 1 aune 1893) 
8. editorial, Economic AdwrtLring, 1:1 (September 1908), 3-4 
9. W.A. C[raick], 'Brief Interviews with Advertising Men,' Printer & PubZisher, 11:7 (luly 

1902). 17; C.G.H., 'American Adveriising,' Primer & Publisher, 1l:lO (October L902), 17; 
'Advertising Arena,' Printer & Publishet, 1 1: 12 (December 1902), 14 

10. Jean de Bonville, La Presse Québécoise de 1884 tt I914: GenPse d'un médiu de masse 
(Quebec City: Université Laval, 1988). 326-329; Minko Sotiron, Frum Politics to Profi: ï7ze 
Commercidization of Chnadian D d y  Newspapers. 1890-1920 (Montreal : McG ill-Queen's, EW), 
10-22 

1 1. Bonville, 124-126 
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of usurping the role of the paper's advertising manager in the solicitation of business. The paper also 

lost its persona1 contact with an important component of its support structure. If the agency was 

given sole controi of a companyPs advertising budget, the agency could decide which paper got its 

business and which did not. Agencies did not cultivate business relationships on the b a i s  of partisan 

affiliation. 

Second, agency commissions cut into publishers' profits. Before 1890, there were precious 

few agencies in Canada. An advertiser that placed its business direct - that is, without the benefit 

of an agency - paid full card rates for the space it used. When an agent was involved, an adveniser 

paid the exact same rate for the space, but the publisher remitted a percentage of the bill to the agent 

for the latter's commission. When the number of agencies increased after 1890, the amount of 

commission paid out by publishers must have followed suit. Although the volume of fo re ip  

advertising was increasing, pubIishers had to face the fact that much of this new business was subject 

to a commission - that there wouId always be a disjuncture between the gross value of their pages 

and the net value that they earned from them. 

This trend became most pronounced afler 1900 when agents began to solicit longiime 

advertisers who had previously placed direct. In such cases, the agent not only usurped the role of 

the paper's advertising department, but usurped its place in an existing relationship wiîh an advertiser. 

The most notable instance in this regard involved the Canadian Pacific Railway. Its advertisements 

had been placed direct for some time, and its publicity and advertising men were well knowa among 

the newspaper fiatemity. When one agency began to court the railway's favour, then, the publishers 

fell into a jealous rage. There was a whisper of Uifiidelity in such  transaction^.^^ 

These issues concerned economics and influence, but publishers thought there were 

jurisdictional issues at stake here as well. Some publishers wondered if Canadian agencies should 

12. editorial, 'Commission to Agents,' Primer & Publisher, 15: 12 (December 1906), 12 
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have been cukivating Canadian accounts at alI, since to do so obscured their original purpose. 11 was 

the role of each paper's advertising department to develop local acaunts; it was the role of agents 

to develop supralocai accounts. Once the agencies began to solicit Canadian compania, it was only 

a matter of time before agents billed commission on advertising placed for companies located in the 

same city as the paper itself. This was a particularly sore point with the Toronto p a p a ,  where many 

new rnanufacnirers had fiourished under the Nationai PoIicy. Publishers there felt that such stalwart 

Toronto firms as Gooderharn & Worts could hardly be considered 'foreign.' 

Underlying this jurisdinional question was another economic consideration. Publishen had 

traditionally given foreign advertisers more favourable rates than they did to local advertisers. This 

practice was rooted in the notion that the foreign advertiser was not dependent on any one paper to 

conduct its publicity. Publishers were expected to offer them inducements simply to win their 

business. By cornparison, local advertisers had little choice; they needed to commUIUcate with a 

specific, regionallydefined market, and as such had Iittle Ieverage when contracting space with their 

local papers. Agencies, having handled foreign advertising in the pat ,  naturally expected to pay the 

lower foreign rates on al1 of the business they placed, no matter where it originated. As a result, the 

cultivation of Canadian accounts by Canadian agencies representeù a double loss to publishers. Not 

only would they have to pay commission on this business, but it would also be place. at cheaper rates 

than had previously been charged. 

The most talked about example of this practice was the solicitation of bank advertising during 

1907. W.A. Craick, then editor of Printer & Publisher, made it very clear tbaî this kind of 

advertising was essentially local, and not foreign, in nature. He suggested that the agencies 

themselves tended to think the same way: 

It has been pointed out ... that those agencies, which are endeavouring to secure 

commissions on this class of business, do not dernand the commission, but adopt the 
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role of suppiicants, pleading for something, which they evidently feel some doubt 

about their being entitled to. This being the case, it only needs sorne f m e s s  on the 

part of the publishers to ensure them against being despoiled of their rights.13 

In the past, individuai branches had advertised at the discretion of their local managers.'' Craick 

argued that, insofu as the initiative was not taken by someone at the head office, then the ad shouId 

be considered the same as that placed by any corner grocer. 

Agencies responded to the publishers' qualms over the local-foreign debate and the solicitation 

of existing advertisers on much the same grounds. In both cases, the hiring of an agency by the 

advertiser signalled its ambition to attain a national presence. Although the agencies had not, strictly 

speaking, developed these advertisers as new users of newspaper advertising, the agencies wouId 

make them more effective users of newspaper advertising than could the newspapers thernselves. And 

as the agencies repeatedly pointed out, effective advertisers becarne repeat advertisers. Besides, no 

firm was going to ignore unexplored markets just to maintain its status as a locaI advertiser with its 

hometown paper. 

Ansom McKim directiy answered Craick's concem over bank advertising. He did not 

dispute the fact that ads placed by local managers were in fact local advertising. However, he 

pointe. out that his agency had been hired by a certain bank's head office to create a systematic and 

rational advertising campaign that would blanket the entire country. In essence, he argued ihat the 

adoption of agency service by the b u  would lead to more effective advertising than they had 

provided in the past: 

... many local managers look upon local advertising as of little or no value except 

as a matter of patronage and are willing to put in aimost anything to fil1 the space, 

13. Printer & Publisher, 17:2 (February 1908), 30 
14. 'Advertising Methods of Toronto Banking Institutions,' Printer & Publisher, 11: 11 

(November 1902), 16-17 



leaving it to stand six months or a year without change. ... 

But the head office of these banks ... have come to Iook upon advertising as 

an important factor in a bank's development along modem lines, and ... they want 

the advertisements written up, set up in type, and submitted to them so that they may 

know what the bank is saying in its many advertisements. They want to know that 

their own general plans are being carried out al1 along the line .. .. " 
As such, he continuai, the business had 'naturally drified* from the local men to the national office, 

and by implication into its proper hands, the agents. This, in tuni, would foster a greater 

appreciation among ail financiid executives for the power of advertising, and therefore Iead to larger 

ad appropriations in the future. Really, McKim insisted, everybody benefirted. 

One concrete exarnple of the enhanced nature of financial advenising under the agency system 

was the publication of annual reports. It was a point of honour for banks, trust companies, and 

insurance houses to issue annual staternents of their income and operating expenses. Such statistics 

pointed out the volume of new investment of each house over the previous year, its rate of growth, 

and its relative position in cornpetition with other institutions. Until the turn of the century, it was 

custornary to place these statements only in those papers which were r a d  by businessmen, papers 

such as the Toronto Monerary Tunes or the Montreal Monireur du Commerce. McKim pointed out 

that agencies had successfully expanded this annual rite to include rnetropolitan dailies. By having 

the reports set and checked in plate form, the possibility of embarrassing misprints was eliminated, 

and the ads could then be placed in any number of papers with complete confidence.I6 This in itself 

was a dear advantage, both in the peace of mind it provided to advertisen, and in the convenience 

afïorded to papers which no longer had to set the ads themselves. The Sun Life Assurance Company 

15. Ansom McKim, 'Bank Advenising,' Printer & Publisher, 17:3 (March 1908), 6041 
16. Canadian Newspaper Direnory 2ed. ( 1  899), 30 
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of Canada was one of the larger financial institutions in Canada. It placed ail of its advertising direct 

in hancial papers and Protestant denominational organs such as the Christian Guardian and 7he 

Congregarionalist until 1905. m a t  year, the company broke its custom and added eleven 

metmpoIitan daiIies to its k t ,  al1 in Montreai and Toronto. The next year, the Desbarats Advertising 

Agency was hired to place the reports, and it recomended a list of dailies that covered the country. 

h e e n  the financial papers and the dailies, Desbarats's list covered almost 40 papers for a total cost 

of $427.50. The next year, the list of dailies was expanded again for a total cost of $865.11; by 

1911. the list of 55 dailies alone cost $2011.17." To rehirn to McKim's point, then: even though 

iodividuai papers may have lost some money in the short term by surrendering agency commissions 

where they previously charged gros  rates, the agencies had expanded the list of papers which 

received financial advertising, and the frequency with which it was placed. 

Despite the protestations of McKim and Desbarats, publishers clearly did not like the patterns 

emerging within their own indusuy. The situation was not improved by the questionable business 

praaices that agencies developed, especiaily their incessant haggling over prices and their tendency 

to rebate portions of their commissions to advertisers. These practices could dl be traced to the same 

=ce: the intense cornpetition among agencies for clients. As noted in the previous chapter, the first 

fidiservice agency did not appear in Canada until 1899, and any agency worth its salt could put 

toge&her a list of papers that suitably covered the client's distribution nehvork. As such, an agent's 

reptation was rooted in bis ability to get the cheapest possible rates for the clients he represented." 

niese problems did not affect al1 papers to the same extent. 'Ibe largest of the big-city dailies 

eaild afTord to stand up to the agencies ia a way that smaller papea could not. It was incurnbent 

am the agency to maximize the exposure of the client's ad. If a paper had a large circulation in a 

. . - - - - - - - - 

17. SLA, Sun Life Advertising Cornmittee, 'Advertising Register 19M-19 1 1 ,' 10. 16-17; b.84 
f.2arly Advertising Ideas,' Desbaraü AA, estirnate for advertising, 23 February 19 11 

18. A.R. Coffin, 'The Advenising Agency,' Printer & Pubiisher, 1 5 3  (March 1906), 1 1-15 
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region wbere a foreign advertiser had good distribution, then the agency was in no position to argue 

over rates. Further, any p a p a  located in the larger cities could afford to refuse contracts h m  

agents; they had hundreds of locai merchants and manufacturers to draw upon. Rurai and s d l  town 

weekliâ were not so lucky . With fewer local advertisen, and slight circulation, foreign advertking 

could make or break a paper? Any agent familiar with locai business conditions beld a geat  

advantage when contracthg space with weekly publishers. 

With few fkce-to-face meetings between big-city agents and small-mwn publishers, contract 

negotiations would be conducted through tbe mails. The exchange of correspondence between the 

two parties, dickering over rates. was often described as endless? J J .  Gibbons claimed he often 

had to exchange fifieen to twenty lmers per publisher before a rate could be agreed upon. Che 

publisher was particularly fed up wiîh McKim, whom he des~ibed as 'a most voluminous writer. 

He writes more than any peson since the man who wrote De~teronorny.~' In the mildest form of 

this practice, agents began the process by sending a contract to the paper at a rate far below its stated 

card rates. A.R. Coffin, a newspaperman in Truro, Nova Scotia, dzscribed such exchanges as the 

folIowing: 

The agency will ... send out the $50 contract offering the newspaper $5. The cut 

rate newspaper reasons that it is too big a hoist up to $50, so $40 is quoted back. 

Next the agency cornes up m $10. Then the newspaper says, 'Give us $40.' The 

contract passes back and forth several times more, with folios of correspondence until 

perhaps a rate of $25 is finally agreed on.* 

Coffin believed this pattern repeated itself wherever agencies operated. More caiculating agents 

19. Primer & PubIisher, îû:11 (Novembet 1901), 15 
20. W .J. Taylor, 'Newspaper Advertking,' Primer & Publisher, 14: 12 (December 1905). 22-23 
2 1 .  Printer & Publisher, 13: 12 (December 1904), 12-13; Primer & Publisher, 14:2, (February 

1905), 20 
22. Primer & PubZisher, 15:3 (March 1906), 1 
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included full payrnent with the first contraa sent. Given the slow nature of the postal systern, some 

publishers in need of ready cash would accept a pitîance ratber than risk losing the contraa altogether 

in a longdrawn-out negotiation. 

Another means of inducing Iower rates was possible if there were two or more papers in the 

same market. Again, with sole control of the advertiser's business, the agent was in a position to 

choose which paper would be used. Al1 other things being equal, the agent could start a bidding war 

for the contract? Papers were asked to ratchet down their own rates or surrender the contract to 

their competitor. Even then, it was not below an agent simply to lie to one publisher about the 

others' rates. In this situation, oniy the active CO-operation of the publishers could prevent their 

undoing." 

A third means of getting lower rates was more underhanded. When papers drew up their 

cards, they offered Iower rates on extended conuacts. The longer the ad was to mu, the lower the 

rates would be. Generally, contracts were placed in one of three categories: three months or less, 

three months to six, and six months to a year. It was not unknown for advertising agencies to sign 

on for a year's contract at long rates, oniy to withdraw the ads d e r  six months or fewer. When this 

happened, advertising managers naturally insisted that the agencies pay in ni11 at the short rate which 

applied. Agencies naturally insisted that they had a contract at long mes.= 

A fourth method of lowering rates involved payment in kind with the goods advertised rather 

than cash. Most frequently, this meant that the publisher would be offered a sarnple of the goods to 

be advertised, but it was rarely a quantity of goods whose value was cornmensurate with the value 

23. 'Co-operation Among Local Publishea,' Primer & Publisher, 4:4 (April 1895), 4 
24. Mr Wood, in Printer & Publisher, l4:î (February 19ûS), 19 
25. A.R. Conin, 'The Advertising Agency: Its Relationship to the Newspaper,' Printer & 

Publisher, 15:3 (March 1906), 14 
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of the space to be usecl? Other times, such contracts onered a simple trade of services, the 

advertisers' for the publishers.' The shadiest form of in-kind pa-nt came with stock promotions, 

when promoters offered a quantity of shares in exchange for advertising space and perhaps some 

favourable p ~ b l i c i t y . ~  Among the certificates for gadgeîs and @Id mines that publishers were 

offered, few would have paid off as handsomely as the stocks that George Brown refùsed in 1876. 

Alexander Graham Bell had to pay in cash like everyone else? 

Although these practices were associated with the agencies, some publishen conceded that 

they were not wholly blameless. When a publisher tnrly wanted the advertiser's business, more ofien 

thaa not he would undercut his own rates to get it. Sometimes thû vas done in the hopes of winning 

that client's long-tenn patronage with a short-term loss, sometimes it was done simply to prevent the 

advertiser from going to the cornpetition. The minutes of the Press Association indicate that this was 

a common practice. How common is impossible to gauge, but one agency executive estimated that 

some 90% of publishers in Canada did not maintain their cards." in the retail trades, this practice 

was known as price-cuning; to H.J. Pettypiece of the Forest (Ontario) Free Press, it was simply 

'deadhead advertising.' The description was apt. 'Deadhead' was a terni usually used in comection 

with subscribers who did not pay? The weak financial position created by such advertising not 

only threatened the offending paper, but also drew business a w q  fiom the paper attempting to 

operate on a rationai basis." The suategy could easily backfue. Even if it did win repeat business, 

the agent would expect to receive the same rates on every subsequmt contract with every client. To 

26. 'The Advertising Agencies,' Primer & Publisher, 6:2 (February 18971, 14-15; Primer & 
PubZisher, 1 1 :3 (March 1902), 4 
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add insult to injury, the agency's commission would still be raked off the top of the final price, 

further cutting into the paper's profit.= 

Ansom McKim grew tir& of the publishers constantly hocking his trade. In 1897 he drafted 

a warm but thoughaul letter to Primer & Publisher outlining his opinions on the agency 'problem.' 

McKim argued that the agents were businessmen. Like any other businessmen, they would seek the 

b a t  price they eould get. If the publishers stood by their cards, they would not have problems. 

Since they did not, it was incurnbent on the agents to seek a lower price. 

I can never forget the lesson I had on this point two yean ago, when I quoted a fair 

cash price to a cigar manufacturer for six inches in a list of about 150 papers for a 

year. He thought the figure too high, so took my list and sent out an offer to each 

paper of a box of domestic cigars for the six-inch space, on a good local page. 

Sixty-five papers accepted the offer, and so it is, there are about 200 papers in 

Canada that will accept almost anything - from cigars to mining stocks - for 

advenising space if it cornes direct from the advertiser, yet when an offer cornes 

from an agent at, say, half their rate payable in cash, they feel that they have been 

i n s ~ l t e d . ~  

Thus, if there was fault to be assigned in the matter, it was the publishers and not the agencies who 

were to blame. Perhaps with a bit of mischief, he signed the letter 'your very obedient servant, A. 

McKim. '% 

Even with mutually satisfactory contracts and rates, agency relations with the publishers were 

32. The practice of price-cutting was common among al1 branches of trade at this time. See 
Michael Bliss, A Living Profir: Studies in the Social History of Gznadian Business, 1881-1911 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 19741, 33-54; David Monod, Store Wars: Shopkeepets and the 
U t u r e  of M a s  Marketing. 18W-1939 (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1996)' 230-285 

33. 'The Advertising Agencies,' Primer & Publisher, 6:2 (February 1897), 14-15 
34. 'The Advertising Agencies,' Primer di Pubiisher, 6:2 (February 1897), 14-15 
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soured by other means. Most notably, agencies could be decidedly slow in their payments to 

publishen. This was Iess me of the major agencies such as McKim and Desbarats than it was of 

the smaller agencies. McKim, who had one hundred clients by 1900, could maintain a heaithy cash 

flow on the strength of his own billings. Further, it was incumbent on him to keep his accounts with 

the publishers up to date lest they refuse to carry any of his future  placement^.^ Smailer agencies, 

lacking anywhere near the same stable of clients, could become financially stretched between major 

billings. Angry publishen found litde recourse in advertisers; advertisers insisted that they were not 

responsible for the contracts signe. between publishers and agencies. At the same tirne, some 

agencies claimed that they muid not be held responsible for contracts with publishers if the 

advertisers defaulted on the agencies. In both situations, the publishers Iost. 

Once the agencies were convinced that they had obtained the lowest rates possible from the 

publishers, they still had one means Ieft to Iower the uttirnate rates paid by their clients. They could 

rebate part of their commission to the advertiser? In case after case, it was known that agents were 

rebating two-fifüis of their commission to their clients. In effect, then, an agent would se11 the 

publisher's white space to the advertiser at a 10% discount from the publisher's card rate. Sometimes 

an agent would rebate even more. On a particuIarIy large contract placed for a department store in 

1907, it was known that the agency handling it only kept the first 5.7596. The remaining 19.25% 

was handed to the client." 

Rebating was the agency equivalent of deadhead advertising. The agencies had several ways 

to justiQ it. First, an agency might undercut its own rates to land a desirable client if it thought that 

client would stay with the agency well into the future. A short-term loss was acceptable if it provided 

a long-tem gain. Second, it should be remembered that not al1 agencies were created equally. Few 

35. Canadian Newspaper Directory 2ed. (1S99), 30-33 
36. Primer & Publisher, 13 :2 (February 1904), 9 
37. Primer & Publisher, I6:2 (Febmary I907), 8 
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had the staff and expenses of McKim. Rather, some agencies were iittIe more than one-man 

operations - former reporten or aspiring writers who tried to cash in on the growth of advertising. 

With little more than a single office and perhaps a stenographer, they could afford to surrendet part 

of their commission. Canadian pet Wilson P. MacDonald fell into this camp. Rebating allowed 

these agents to becorne cornpetitive with the established finm. By attacking the practice, established 

agencies demonstrated their capacity for principleû business dealings. 

The practice of rebating did not please publishers. If the agency did not tell the advertiser 

how the final billing was suuctured, then the advertiser would not know what the publisher's actuai 

r a t s  were and to what extent the agency had included a rebate. This would have protected the 

agency's own position in the marketplace. If it was known that an agency rebated a lesser portion 

of its commissions to advertisers than other agencies, then it risked Iosing some of its business. 

Nonetheless, the cumulative effect of discounting and rebating greatly depressed the revenue achieved 

on publishers' rate cards. There appeared to be no connection between their printed car& and the 

actuai rates paid by advertisers. Each advertiser that knew of a rival who had gained favourable rates 

naturall y demanded similar treatment. 

Taken altogether, the publishers gradually came to feel that they had lost control of a vital 

part of their business. While revenue from subscriptions and the great majority of local advertisers 

remained securely wiihin the purview of the paper itself, foreign advertising had been appropriated 

by an aggressive group of middlernen who were, for ail intents and purposes, new to the Canadian 

scene." ihey had created a barrier between the publishers and the largest advertisers in the 

country, they had diminished the potential revenue to be earned by the expansion of foreign 

advertising, and they had sullied relatioas between the various sectors of the industry with a number 

38. McKim acknowledged these perceptions in his directory; see 'The Business of the Modern 
Newspaper Advertising Agency,' Canadian Newspaper Direcrory 2ed. (1899), 33-34 



of their business practices. 

Taking Control of the Rate Card 

In 1904 a majority of publishers within the Press Association decided that it was time to reclaim 

control of their industry from the agencies. Their actions at this tirne appear to have been spumed 

by two developments: first, there was a significant increase in the basic cos& of producing a 

newspaper. From 1891 to 1904 the wholesale price index for wood, wood products, and paper had 

risen 25.7% alone." Second, the patience of the weekly publishers tinally came to end. By that 

year there were at l e s t  six agencies open in Toronto, and the competition among them was intense; 

it was during this time that agencia began to solicit advertisers who had previously placed contracted 

with publishers directly. 

Weekiy members of the Press Association had complained about the agencies for years. 

However, their meetings generally ended in shrugs. Despite McKim's talk of steadfast behaviour, 

no paper could afford to take unilateral action to correct publisher-agency relations. Most agencies 

would have simply taken their business elsewhere. What was required was co-operative action, since 

it was their competition and mutual suspicion that had created the situation in the first place. That 

course was more easily prescribed than followed. Members were very reluctant to crafi a mutually 

binding agreement through the association. To do so would drastically alter the character of what 

was essentially an informal businasmen's club. Cornrniserating over their mutual problems was one 

thing, but no one expected the association to tell its rnembers how to run their businesses. 

Nevertheless, the surge of activity in advertising after 1900, coupled with rising costs, brought the 

weekiy publishers to the table in earnest in February 

during the annual meeting, the usud discussion of 

1904. At the sectional talks of the weekly men 

advertising took place, but with a difference. 

- - - -- 

39. HSC 2ed., K38 
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After years of discussions and articles in Primer & Publisher, J.F. MacKay of the Toronto Globe 

moved that a cornmittee be suuck to: 

deal with al1 advenising matter, to draft rules for deaiings between advertising 

agencies and newspapers, to suggest what are fair rates for various classes of papers, 

to ascertain when possible what agencies divide commissions, and deal with any other 

matter which the members of the association might wish to refer to thema 

The motion passe.. The resolution was divided into two parts, separating the issue of agency 

relations fiom that of rates and giving them to different cornmittees. 

It was the second issue that promised the most immediate results, since advertising rates were 

a matter interna1 to the members of the association itself. The cornittee immediately began an 

investigation of members' rate cards, and assessed incorne against costs, taking into consideration a 

judicious margin of profit. It quickly discovered that local advertising was set on a reasonably sound 

basis. Most local advertising was still in the hands of the papers themselves, and publishers generally 

knew wtiat rates their markets could bear. Since these rates were higher than foreign rates, and not 

subject to agency commission, the handling of this vade had not been seriously affected by the 

changes of the previous fifteen years. 

The same could not be said of foreign advertising. The last tirne that the Press Association 

had discussed rates seriously was in 1891. Then, a suggested minimum scale was adopted based 

upon the circulation of the paper, the frequency of the advertisement's insertion, and the length of 

the contract (see Appendix II). As we have noted, however, many things had changed during the 

intervening years, and not least of these was inflation. While publishers had modified local rates over 

the years, near-constant haggling with agencies made it difficult to do the same with foreign rates. 

As we have noted, the effect of discounting and rebating had served to depress the retaiI value of 

40. Printer & Publisher, l3:2 (February 1904), 9 
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publishers* white space. The committee discovered that many weekiy publishers were accepting rates 

beiow the cost of production; the ad was run at a direct loss to the publisher." As a result, the 

committee made two recommendations: that the minimum rate card be revised for weekly papers, and 

that rival publishers end the selfdestructive cornpetition that had led to their current situation. 

The recommendations were highly problematic. In 1891, the minimum rate card had been 

drawn up as a guideline and nothhg more. It was intended to show publishers the relative cos& of 

mnning a paper and what it took m mm a moderate profit. It was never intended to set an industry- 

wide price floor, and nothing was done to enforce it. Rather, publishers remained free to set their 

rates as they pleased. In 1904, the situation was very different. The revised card was not drawn up 

simply as a guide to pubIishers, but in response to a serious economic problem facing them as an 

industry. The only way that they could avoid mass failures was to obtain widespread adoption of the 

minimum rates. As a result, publishers were reticent to embrace the cornittee's recommendations. 

Fim, mernbers* pride was on the line, since most cherished their independence? Second, the 

legaiity of a minimum rate established by a chartered vade association was highly questionable. If 

it appeared that Ontario publishers were uniting to raise the price of their white space, they risked 

criminal charges under Canadian combine lawsmu Canadian publishers knew that American 

legislation prevented any similar action by their counterparts there.u To avoid the first problem, 

the comminee made its consultations with publishers as inclusive as possible. The initial draft was 

created with the help of 'leading publishers of weeklies' in the association. Then, severai drafls were 

circulated among the membership before a final card was agreed upon in September 1904. They did 

not deal with the second problem as successfully. Members were simply informed that this was a 

41. Bonville, 124 
42. Rutherford, 190-227 
43. Bliss, 33-54, 139-142; Tom Traves, 7he State and Enterprise: & d i a n  Munufornrers Md 

the Federol Governmenl, 191 7-1931 uoronto: University of Toronto, 1979), 73-100 
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recommended minimum which in no way restrided them from having different rates (Appendix UI). 

The cornittee suggested that upward revisions would be helpful. 

From the sidelines, the advertising agencies were sceptical of the utility of this one reform. 

On the face of it, agencies stood to gain a great deai. If the publishers' rates went up, then their 

commissions would rise in step. However, when m e r  & PubIisher interviewed J.J. Gibbons to 

get his impressions on the new rates, the ranking Toronto agent gave bim a rather ambivalent 

response. Speaking as an agent, he believed that the Press Association's conceni over card rates was 

a red herring. Yes, the elimination of discounts would probably improve the conduct of the trade. 

If every agency knew that its cornpetitors were getting the exact sarne rates, then the ceaseless 

bartering would corne to a quick end. However, that was a moot point if the paper's rates were out 

of proportion to its actual circulation. No agent would be willing to pay more for a paper's white 

space than he thought it was worth. If the Press Association was serious in its reform efforts, 

Gibbons suggested that the executive add another clause to the schedule of rates. Under section 5, 

ha believed that publishers should have been forced io submit a signed declaration of their circulation 

figures to the Press Association each year. 

Despite Gibbons's doubts, the cornmittee reporte. back to the generai meeting of the 

association in February 1905 that the new minimum rates had been 'cordially received' by publishers 

and agents alike. With slight revisions, the new minimum rates were approved (Appendix Di). 

Judging by the minutes of subsequent meetings, there is every indication that member 

publishers gradually introduced these rates over the next year as their existing contracts with agencies 

and advertisers expired. That said, it took a great deai of perseverance to implement them 

effectively. Agents did not actually expect publishers to enforce them, and continued to press for 

discounts. E.J.B. Pense commented at one meeting that 'the agents are hardly fair to the 
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newspaperman, especially if they think him weak? The solution was simply to stick by the rate, 

no matter the short-tem cost. Often, this meant declining a contract dtogether if the agent or 

advertiser would not see the new card. Those publishers who eventually succeeded in maintaining 

the price flwr found this could be arduous task. One Mr Jackson stated that McKim had dropped 

bis paper entirely for a tirne; Pense indicated that he had lost at Ieast one agency's business for two 

yean before it retumed.' 

Beyond the immediate gains that some publishers made in revenue - no smail matter - the 

CPA executive had demonstrated its practical value to its membership. As H.B. Elliot, publisher of 

the Wingharn Tunes pointed out, 'This is one of the acts that will make country publishers feel that 

there is good to corne fiom being members of the association. We must have something practical 

to keep our membea interested.'" 

Elliot could also have drawn attention to the publishers who were not members. If in a two- 

paper town one was a member and the other was not, the non-member was still in a position to 

undercut the prices of the member paper. An understanding executive allowed members caught in 

this situation to act as îhey saw fit without comment. Meanwhile, al1 members were encouraged to 

recruit new members to the association. The more completely it covered the province, the more 

complete would be their success with the agencies. 

A second result of the minimum rate reform was the partitioning of the Press Association. 

Since the new rate card had only concernai the weekiy men, oniy weekiy men sat on the committee. 

The utility of this mangement became obvious to d l .  The business of newspaper publishing was 

b w m i n g  sufficientiy cornplex that daily and weekly publishers had very different concerns; the place 

of advertising within the industry had simply drawn this trend into stark relief. As such, it was 

45. Printer & Publisher, 15:2 (Febmary 1906), 25 
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decided at the annual meetings in 1905 to create permanent 'sections' within the association, with 

thek own ch&, cornmittees, and reports. While this began as a mnvenience, to allow daily and 

weekl y men to concentrate on matters relevant on1 y m themselves, it was the first step to the eventual 

dissolution of the association in 1920. 

Having set a fioor, the next task was to get al1 of the publishers to insist on it in contract 

negotiations. For this to happen, al1 of the members would have to be circumspect in their own 

affairs. Just as importandy, the association would have to atvact more publishers into its fold. At 

the time, the association ody  represented about one-third of al1 Ontario publishers. Until more 

joined, or at least sympathized and CO-operated with the advertising cornmittee's minimum rates, the 

effort would Iargely be in vain.u 

Agency Commissions - Round One 

The next order of business for the weekly publishers was the question of agency relations. Given the 

litany of grievances that publishers had long held against the agencies, this was much more 

contentious ground. The stand taken on rate cards by the publishers had the potential to settie most 

of the problems caused by discounting. Now attention focused on the nature of the commission and 

the agency's second great sin, rebating. The discussion settled on two questions: why was 

commission paid, and what was an appropriate amount? To its credit, the association recognized that 

the industry had entered a new era thanks to the tremendous growth of foreign advertising. In tirne, 

it also recognized that this phenornenon, and not the agencies themselves, was the source of theu 

concerns. In its report on rates, the previous cornmittee had stated that 'the process of evolution 

which is going on will some day land the much-abused advertising agency in a position where it can 

48. Primer & Publisher, 14:2 (February 1905), 13 



be logicall y define..'" And so it became the task of the new cornmittee to take the first step. 

Canadian agents positioned themselves within the periodical publishing industry as the 

servants of the press. In the past, they had done so by developing supralocal business that publishers 

could not develop themselves. Insofar as McKim's agency had actually emerged from a newspaper 

advertising department, this must have seemed self-evident. As such, the payment of commission 

had not been an issue. Commission represented the cost of selling the publisher's white space, and 

the rate was the same as it had b e n  for his own staff. 

Rebating impelled publishers to rethink this situation. Publishers coping with rising costs, 

who believed they deserved a greater share of the foreign advertising largesse, were dispkased that 

agents could afford to surrender part of îheir commissions to clients. If this money was not going 

to finance agency operations, then the agencies were billing the publishers under false pretences. The 

solution was clear. If agents could prosper on the equivalent of 15% commission, then they shouId 

only receive 15% commission. The remaining 10% would remain where it belonged, with the 

paper? 

Few publishers suggested the outright abolition of the existing system, despite their 

condernnation of the agencies. The experience of Frank Munsey gave them ail food for thought. 

Munsey was an Arnerican magazine publisher, a maverick businessman poured in the mould of 

Horatio Alger. Through the 1890s, he had pioneered a series of marketing innovations for magazines, 

while at the same time building up a respectable rniddle-brow readership for his main title, Munrey 'S. 

His success set national standards for the industry as a whole.'l M e n  Munsey spoke on the 

'agency question,' then, publishers listened. At a meeting of the Sphinx Club in 1898, Munsey 

49. Printer & Publisher, l4:î (Febmary 1909, 13 
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declared that the commission system was little more than ritual bribery. Altbougb agents claimed to 

be the publishers' representatives, in practice they represented the advertisers, and they used the 

promise of contracts as a club to beat d o m  publishers' rates. As a result, Munsey declared that afier 

1 January 1899, he would no longer pay commission to any agency. Agencies whicb did place 

business in h û  pages would have to seek their pay from their clients." 

The speech caused a sensation in the advertising fraternity, both in the United States and 

Canada. Prinrer & Publisher ran a report of the 'remarkable address' in its next issue, and offered 

to send a full aanscnpt to anyone who asked. It also ran commena from the advertking managers 

of three leading papers, including T.W. Dyas at the Muil & Empire. Each of them thought that 

Munsey's outburst was rather extreme. J.F. Mackay of the Montreal Herald and C.W. Taytor of 

the Toronto Globe agreed that their own staff were quite capable of covering the local field, but they 

appreciated the contracts that agencies brought from outside. Dyas went one step further. He 

thought that bis own men were capabIe of covering the whole country, but agency business from 

outside Canada was gladly accepted. One wonders how his former apprentice, McKim, took the 

news? 

Industry observers watched Munsey's experiment closely. His partisans m u t  have been 

binerly disappointed. Munsey's revenues dropped precipitously, and in l e s  than a year he admitîed 

defeat. Ibis  episode was the final proof for most major publishers that the commission system was 

with them to stay. That said, publishen agreed that there were several problems within that system. 

ï h e  minimum rate card evennially settled the problems of discounting. To aileviate rebating, 

52. 'The Agency Question,' Printer & Publisher, 7: 11 (November 1898), 67;  James W. Young, 
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mention hirned to the rate of commission itseKy 

In the United States, key publishers had aiready lowered their rates of commission. They 

were led by the titles of the Curtis Publishing Company. Cyrus Curtis took over the Lodies' Home 

Journal in 1883 hoping to exploit the commercial value of its advertiçing space. To do so, he 

contractai one agent, J. Waiter Thompson, to handle al1 of his advertising. Under Curtis's direction, 

the M i e s  ' Home Journal became the highest circul ating magazine in the country; with Thompson's 

help, it became one of the most profitable. When other agencies began to clamour for access to its 

pages, Cunis was well positioned to demand  concession^.^ After the Thompson contract expired, 

the company agreed to carry ads from other agencies, but it would only offer a 1096 commission. 

Agencies acceptai its t e m .  Following its lead, other publishers made similar moves. The Quoin 

Club was a cabal of magazine publishers in New York City, whose tities included such industry 

leaders such as Hatper's, Delineator, Cosmpolitan and îhe recentIy chastised Mumey 'S. By 

common agreement, they adopted the 10% commission in 1904% 

in Canada, the initiative was taken by the publishers of the metropolitan dailies. The first 

to do so were the daily publishers of Toronto, who conspired to drop iheir rate of commission down 

to 15%. By 1905, publishers in Montreal, Onawa, Hamilton, and London had done the same." 

As with the rate card, co-operation was essential for the success of change. Had any one paper 

decided to lower unilaterally the commission paid to agents, chances are that paper would have lost 

its foreign advertising. By lowering their rates simultaneously, rival publishers in each city agreed 

to wmpete on the basis of editorial content and circulation rather than with business praaices which 

imperilled them dl .  
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The weekly pubIishers were not as successful. Revising the rate of commission couid be 

viewed as a iogical extension of the minimum rate w d  reform. Encouraged by its reception, they 

expected linle resistance here. Certainly, there were numerous reawns supporthg a lower rate of 

commission, One stood out above the rest: the occurrence of rebating. In arguments similar to those 

of the daily publishers, the weekly publishers noted that rebating above all else implied that the 

exining rate was out of proportion to the value of the services provided. However, the weeklia 

enmuntered opposition from the agencies that the dailies had not. 

When J.J. Gibbons discovered the publishers' plans, he was quick to enter the fray on the 

agencies' behalf, and Prinrer & Publisher allowed him to voice his opinions. In defending the 

commission system, Gibbons defended the role of the agencies themselves in the publishing industry. 

First off, Gibbons was quick to assert that publishers were the primary beneficiaries of the job that 

agencies performed. Certainly, he felt that they had done 'more to m a t e  new business for the 

newspapers of Canada today than al1 other forces c~mbined.'~ They had done so by undenalring 

constant solicitation of non-advertising businesses, maintaining staff to produce ads that would get 

results, and by providing lists of judiciously cbosen publications. Anything that was las than 

profitable, anything that was less than efficient, would not m a t e  repeat clients. Implicit here was 

a belief that the agencies could create more effective advertising, more economicaily, than muid the 

publishers' own in-bouse advertising departments. 

Looking south, Gibbons surveyed what had happened in the wake of the 15% commission. 

Many American agencies had simply not sunrived. Those which had survived had largely fonaken 

the weekly newspapea. AI1 other things being equal, an agency could earn as much in commission 

buying space in one large metropolitan daily as it could in fifteen to twenty werkly newspapers. 

AAer reading Gibbons's article, A.R. Coffin admitted that 'we al1 h o w  how much cheaper it is to 

58. Primer & Publisher, 14:4 (April 1905), 20-2 1 
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handle one account of $100 than ten of SI0 each.'" Had he a crynal ball, Gibbons might have 

added that wen the Quoin Club would be forced to recant; over the next ten years, its members 

raised theh rate of commission fiom 10% to 13% and then finally to 15% in order to protect the 

agencies.* Gibbons did point out, however, that a drop from 25% to 15% represented a fortyper- 

cent reduction in agency revenues. Few businesses either in or out of publishing could sustain an 

ovemight dedine of that magnitude. 

Whether or not the weekiy pubIishers were a n v i n c d  by Gibbons's arguments, the rate of 

commission was not reduced. When the time came for its discussion at the 1905 meetings of the 

Press Association, there were too few members present to create a binding motion. That said, hose 

members who were present put thernselves on record favouring the 15% commission, and asked that 

members go out and 'endeavour to arrange with their cornpetitors to bring the 15 per cent. rate into 

effect at as early a date as possible ...? 

At the sarne convention, a curious anomaly transpirai. The owners of trade papers met 

separaîely and agreed to end commission on business placed by Canadian agencies. These publishers 

took the view that 'the agencies are the servants of the advertiser, [and] they shouId look to their 

mastea for their pay? One new agency in Montreal had made this principle the foundation of his 

business; by explicitly ofTering his services to the advertiser, he would refuse to accept any 

commission from publishers. M.A. James, then chair of the weekly section's advertising commiaee, 

saw in both of these cases a sign that the industry was deveioping towards a more sane, a more 

logically defined' role for the agency." 

Whatever the merit of this assertion, the MacLean Publishing Company had iîs own reason 
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to endorse the motion. J.B. Maclean did not deny the importance of agencies in the publishing 

industry, but he did insist that trade papers were categorically different from other periodicals. They 

were not read by the general public, but by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and dealers 

specializing in a particular field. Each ad that ran in a trade paper was specific to a particular 

readership. As such, Maclean believed that trade paper advertising could not be described in terms 

of traditional foreign advertising. Rather, it resembled the local advertising deveIoped by newspapers 

(albeit the community of readers for such papers was nationai in scope), and should have been 

handled by his own advertising department.@ In keeping with this belief, he paid an agency 

commission of IO% on business originating from outside Canada. Incidentally, this was the rate he 

paid his own solicitors afier 1904? 

By 1907, then, three different rates of commission had been adopted by the publishers of the 

Press Association. The dailies and the rural weekiies had both accepted the principle that the 

agencies existed primarily to serve publishers, and on this basis rationalized the maintenance of the 

commission system. Nonetheless, the dailies had united to lower the rate of commission from the 

traditional 25% to 15% to reduce the problems created by rebating. The weeklies, lacking the 

financial clout of the dailies, remained at the old rate. Meanwhile, the trade papers had rejected this 

characterization of the agency's service, and declared that the advertiser was the agency's chief client. 

As a result, they had rnoved to end the commission system aitogether. The other publishers may well 

have envied the stand taken by their peers in the trade press. Nonetheless, sirnply lowering the rate 

of commission proved to be chdlenge enough. 
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The Crinadian Association of Advertising Agencies 

Whether they implemented a lower c o ~ s s i o n  or not, the publishers had certainiy put a scare into 

the agents. The widespread adoption of the minimum rates, couplai with a recruiting drive, 

demonstrated that the Press Association was determined to protect publishers' interests. The agencies 

decided that they wouId have to do the same. In the spring of 1905, the presidents of five Canadian 

agencies met in Toronto to form the Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies. Iîs principle task 

would be to represent the agency viewpoint before the Press Association. 

Over the next five years, the CAAA engaged in a series of negotiations with the Press 

Association. The publishers' concems continued to be dominated by the same priorities: decreasing 

questionable business practices while increasing their revenues fiom foreign advertising. The 

agencies proposed that bah of these ends could be met by building up the cornpetitive advantage of 

îhe 'legitimate' agencies. The publishers found this compelling, and the negotiations then focused 

on what exactiy characterized a 'legitimate' agency. 

Agency Legi timacy 

The composition of the original CAAA is worthy of note. Ansom McKim, Eduoard Desbarats, J.J. 

Gibbons, and Freûerick Diver had founded the oldest established agencies in Canada, and those which 

were held in the highest regard by publishers. The fifth man, J.H. Woods, headed a Toronto agency 

which had only been open for one year, but he had established a sound reputation as a newspapeman 

at the Toronto Mail & Empire before that. Each agency was an independent company incorporated 

only to solicit advertising contram. Not al1 agenciw could make the same claim, and when the 

CAAA sat down with the Press Association, it sought to eliminate these other agencies fiom the field. 

At some point after 1900, certain manufacturers began to establish in-house 'agencies.' 
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Whether they hùed an agency or placed business direct, advertisers paid full card rates for the space 

they use.. Many companies who placed direct resented this fact, and thought îhey deserved some 

form of discount equal to the agency commission. They then found a way to circumvent the rules 

by establishing 'agencies' of their own. More ofken than not, such an agency was littie more than 

the advertking department of the company in question, reconstituted as a separate aornpany and given 

its own letterhead. Its personnel and duties rernained unchangeci, but technically it qualified for the 

commi~sion.~ Hal Donly of the Simcoe Refonner stated that there were numeroas firms using this 

ploy in 1906. Publishers condemned the practice, but no one ever publically identaiecl the companies 

in question. Business was business? That said, one such agency might have been Eddy 

Advertising Service, established in 1913. Although it was operated by the grandcon of E.D. Eddy, 

an Ottawa lurnber baron, it was undenvritten by the grandfather's company. Given that the Press 

Association refusai to do business with at least three other agencies for precisely this kind of 

connection, its willingness to mm a blind eye here can only be seen as pragmatka 

When publishers accepted this arrangement, the agencies - the independent agencies - cri& 

foul. The main justification for the commission system was the agents' mle in developing 

advenisers. Clearly, companies with inhouse agencies were very active advertisers. They simply 

did not wish to pay gross rates. If this practice caught on, the independent agencies would be driven 

out of business. Then there would be no one within the industry with a structurai interest in the 

development of new foreign advertisers. The independents asked the publishers to accept business 
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h m  advertisers and their in-house agencies only at gross rates? 

This put the publishers in a dificult position. Most sided with the independents, and 

demandai gros rates from the in-house agencies. Nonetheless, the in-house agencies were not 

coming to the publishers demanding full service; they came with complete campaigns, with contram, 

schedules, and plates ready-made. Unlike the local advertisers who relieà upon the publisher's 

advertising department, the in-house agencies made few demands on the publisher's resources. Not 

surprisingly, then. there were publishers who took this business at net rates. While they respectecl 

the claims of the independents in principle, the lure of a sure contract was too much to resist. W.A. 

Craick was unapologetic about the practice. In a Primer & PubZisher editorial, he suggested that the 

inhouse agency system should be the future of advertising. Oniy with capable, in-house staff could 

an advertiser be sure that its company's advertising appropriation was well spent on carefully selected 

media. His implication was clear: since the independent agencies' fees increased with the quantity 

of advertising placed, rather ttian the suitability of the papers used, they could always be tempted to 

pad their l i s t ~ . ~  

In its make-up and mandate, the newly-formed Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies 

refleaed this debate. As a group, the five men at its first meeting included no representatives of an 

agency owned by either a publisher or advertiser. And, in a circular issued to the publishers under 

McKim's letterhead, they announced that they were coming together: 

... for the purpose of discussing with the newspaper publishers several important 

questions of mutual interest, especially the question as to what constitutes a legitimate 
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advertising agency to whom the agents' commission should be allowed." 

We may also note thaî they were intent on gaining detailed statements of circulation, and any other 

reforrns that would place advertising on a more secure foundation in Canada. 

Credi t Recognition 

While the agencies struggled with the notion of legitimacy, the publishers were equally concernai 

with the agencies' credit ratings. In the heady days of the pioneers, men such as Robert Moore had 

not taken any responsibility for the financial position of their clients. If the client did not pay Moore, 

then Moore did not pay the papers. Publishers found this situation intolerable, and believed it was 

the agent's legai responsibility to pay their bills on receipt, period. Despite extracting promises and 

posing threats, linle changeci? Papers could only refuse the business of those agents who proved 

themselves unreliable. By then, of course, money was already lost. 

It took the powerful Montreai Star to develop a reliable screening system. Basically, the Star 

established credit requirements for al1 agencies that wished to place ads in its pages. Since the Star 

was the largest anglophone paper in country, it was an essential component of most agency lists. 

Once its requirements were known, agencies were forced to operate according to its dictates, or they 

would lose access to its pages. Since the latter option would not pIease most of their clients, the 

agents had little choice but to seek recognition fiom the Star? 

Newspapermen held the Star in high regard." Other metropolitan dailies soon copied its 

recognition procedures, and al1 of these emphasized agencies' credit. Weekly publishers probably 

found it difficult to do the same. The average weekly hnd a tiny staff and s c a t  resources; it would 
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have had little time or money to spend investigating every agency entering its door. Agencies 

brandishing the recummendations from the major dailies offered compelling reassurances of their 

merit, but unies the weekly got in touch with the recognizing papers, there was no way to veriw the 

agencies' daims. The dailies did not make their lists available in any systematic fashion? 

Once again, publishers sought to overcome their common difficulties by co4perating through 

the Canadian Press Association. If the association itself established a recognition cornmittee, the cost 

of the work could be equitably distributed arnong them. In this regard, the daily publishers were a 

step ahead of the weeklies- Their section established a credit review cornmittee in 1906. It exercised 

no power. Its only purpose was to draw up a Iist of agencies which appeared to be fiscally 

responsible, At the same time, the cornmittee would also note which agencies were owned by 

manufacturers. Publishers were fkee to use this information in any way they wished. 

The gradua1 accretion of such reforms within the Press Association must have created a sense 

of anxiety among the agency men. Whether or not al1 publishers were responsive to the new ideas 

informing the association's activities, these ideas certainly affected the papers with the largest 

circuIation in English Canada. The role of the agent was being discussed as never before, and this 

new committee had begun to examine what was and was not a legitimate agency. Little wonder, 

then, that the CAAA formed when it did. Soon after, it met with the daily men of the Press 

Association to air their respective problems. 

The Dnily Section Agreement of 1907 

The first meeting of the two associations took place in Toronto on 4 March 1907. At that date, both 

sides presented their own date of concem regarding the state of the industry; they also presented 

suggestions calculated to improve their mutual relations. One wonders how volatile the meeting 

75. 'Annual Meeting of the CPA,' Printer & Publisher, 19:6 (June 19 IO), 25 



might have been: Craick, reporting soon after, felt that 'The very fact that there was a meeting and 

that the proceedings were amicable, augun well ....'" However dark his fears, his cautious 

optimism was not misplaced. The next meeting, held 1 Aprii, resuited in an agreement that laid out 

the standards expected of both parties in al1 of dieir dealings. If adhered to, it had the potential to 

resolve many of the problems that had emerged over the last eighteen years between the two parties. 

There were at least two models for this type of agreement. The Billposters' Association was 

a collection of Canadian and American companies that produced, rnounted, and maintained 

advertising posters and billboards. Much like the publishers, the billposters had set cornmon rates 

that diminished the possibility of price-cutting among their members. Every advertiser would pay 

the exact same rates for the exact sarne service no matter which billposter he hired. United as they 

were, the biIlposters met the agencies with great determination. Every agent placing business with 

a member of the association had to sign the same contract, which stipulated the duties of both parties. 

Among other things, rebating was strictly forbidden? The other precedent was the Quoin Club. 

It offered agencies an agreement very much similar to the billposters'. If the agents agreed to its 

terms, the publishers would quote only gross rates to advertisers placing business direct, and refuse 

business from non-signing agencies." 

The agreement between the daily section and the agents accomplished, in essence, two things. 

First, it consolidated al1 of the reforms of the previous three years in one document approved by both 

sides. Second, it tried to introduce means to enforce the tenns of the agreement. 

The first portion of the agreement dealt with rates. Although there is no great statement of 

principles to preface the agreement, one could have been drafted quite easily; the subtext champions 

76. editorial, Printer & Publisher, 16:3 (March 1907), 23 
77. J.J. Gibbons, 'The Arrangement between the Agents and the Publishers,' Pn'nrer & 
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the primacy of the publishers within the periodical industry. Publishing was their livelüiood, they 

knew the costs of ruming a paper, and as such the rates they established were to be held sacrosanct. 

It was the duty of advertising agencies to accept card rates and to quote these rates with absolute 

fidelity to the advertiser. To avoid any misrepresentation of a single paper's rates, agencies agreed 

to quote each paper's rates separately on the lists that they submitted a clients. Discounts, rebates, 

and any other form of price cutting would not be tolerated. Any uncompleted, long-term contract 

would be charged at short rates. Al1 of these conditions amounted to a defence of the price floor. 

In retum, publishers would protect the role of the independeni agencies in the newspaper 

field, and by extension, reafirm their acceptance of the commission systern. The agreement set out 

a strict definition of what they would recognize as a legitimate agency: 

'Advertising Agency' shall mean a person, fin-, or company who or which 

is not a salaried employe of any advertiser, and who or which has an office or offices 

properly equipped for carrying on as his or their principal business a general 

advenising business, and who is, by experience and in the possession of financiai 

resources qualifieci to carry on the business of an advertising agency, and who or 

which ha at least three bona fide new general advenisers or clients, whose 

advertising is to be placed in Canadian newspapers? 

The Press Association would maintain the credit recognition cornmittee. Using this definition, it 

would determine the legitirnacy of each agency in Canada. Only recognized agencies would quaIiQ 

for commissions. While this definition would not necessarily discourage publishers' advertising 

depanments from competing with the independents, it would discourage the in-house agencies of 

manufacturers. Any savings they might have sought through the commission system were now 

eliminated. 

79. Prinfer & Publisher, 16:4 (April 1907), 13 
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The emphasis placed on the acquisition of three new accounts may have been imposed at the 

be6est of eithex side. From the publishers' viewpoint, this clause highlighted the major principle 

underlying the commission system: that agencies existed to create new business. That said, the 

wording provided the agencies with a certain amount of protection as well. It created a barrier to 

the formation of new agencies. New agencies frequently sprang from existing agencies, when hired 

staff decided to estabIish their own shops. When they did, they often took key cIients with them. 

In 1903, J.J. Gibbons Iost one of the largest accounts in the country when the advertising manager 

of the McClary Manufacturing Company resigned to open his own agency, and subsequentîy carried 

the contract with him. There was nothing he could do in this situation, but Gibbons tried to prevent 

costly mutinies from his own firm by placing a special clause in employee contraas. It stipulated 

that, upon leaving his employ, they would not 'for a period of five years .. . solicit, execute, or accept 

any work from any client of bis? Those who refused to sign it were not hired. Under the terms 

of the agreement, a new agency would be able to place business with rnembers of the association, but 

it would not be eligible for commission untiI it signed three clients which had never before 

advertised. Without a commission, the new agent would have to rely upon its clients or its credit 

resources for financing until it gained recognition. Once this was achieved, however, the publishers 

would reimburse it for back commi~sion.~~ 

At no point was a value specified for the agencies' commission. The daily section hoped that 

the entire association would eventuaily CO-sign the agreement. In that case, given the difference in 

commissions paid among the two sections and various classes, it was more practical to lave the rate 

of commission off the table. Had they waiteù for the weekly section to declare iü position on 

80. NAC, Kenneth P. Kirkwood papers, v.7, JCK notebook, 8 January 1905; on Gibbons and 
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commissions, then the other gains made in the rest of the agreement might have been lost. 

The agreement did not apply to local advertising. Once again, the publishers emphasized that 

the agent's field was foreign advertising, and not locally operated businesses which the papers 

considered their private domain. Nonetheless, they did concede that the agencies had played a role 

in developing local advertisers into major, supraiocal accounts. For the sake of the agreement, the 

two sides crafted a precise definition that would set a rnutually satisfactory standard. The first step 

was a change in terrninoIogy. The word 'general' was substituted for the word 'foreign,' which 

effectively dispelleci the undesirable connotations attached to certain cIients who advertised outside 

of their local market. The clause stated: 

A general advertiser, no matter where his place of business or head office may be 

located, is one who advertises in three or more journals in three or more towns or 

cities in the Dominion, but whose product or merchandise does not constitute the 

major portion of any local retail store? 

In essence, the two sides tried to pinpoint the difference between the artisan shops of the previous 

century, and the large corporate enterprises that had recently gained a national presence. A tailor 

who made and sold his own wares in his own shop was a local advertiser; Penman's Limited was a 

general advertiser. Even then, this definition was extremely generous. Any agency worth its sait 

should bave been able to place its clients' ads in three towns. This clause would only prevent 

retailers and small-scale artisans fiom placing their ads in a neighbouring town's paper and claiming 

the status of a general advertiser. 

Section 13 also made another concession to the agencies. It allowed certain local advertising 

to be placed by them at net rates. There were two specid cases that may have inspired this point. 

82. 'Agreement between the Canadian Press Association and the Canadian Association of 
Advertising Agencies,' S. 13; see Appendix IV 
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The first was the disagreement over the nature of bank advertising. Publishers agreed to accept such 

advertising fiom the agencies at net rates if the agencies agreed to pay full Iocal rates for this matter 

rather than the lower rates offered to general advertisers. The agreement stated: 

A branch store or office devoted wholly or the greater part thereof to the business 

advertised, and which is in cornpetition with businesses already in existence and 

paying local rates, is to be classified as a Iocal advertiser and cornes under local 

rates, with commission to any qualified and recognized advertising agency." 

The second case involved the incursion of Toronto's department stores into smaller markets. Timothy 

Eaton and Robert Simpson had dramatically increased the profitabiIity of retailing through a number 

of innovations. Most importantly, they had increased stock turnover dramatically by reducing their 

resale margins on staple goods as far as possible. This put the unit cost of these goods far below the 

average market price found at many smaller stores. Until the 189Os, this chiefly affected storekeepers 

in downtown Toronto, but with improvements in transportation this reduction in prices soon cast its 

shadow over outiying reg ion^.^ Knowing this, depanment stores placed their advertising in papers 

outside of Toronto, where they competed with the local rnerchants. Sensitive publishers were met 

by a moral dilemma. Local merchants complained that the metropolitan department stores drew 

revenue out of their community. If the department stores put local merchants out of business, few 

advertisers would remain to support the paper? Publishers groused that department store 

advertising would have been unnecwary if every local merchant actually supported its local paper. 

Ultimately, the publishers sided with the department stores, but placed upon them the same restriction 

as they had upon the banks: they would have to pay local rates whether they used an agency or not. 

83. Ibid., S. 13; Appendix IV 
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In the advertising field, if nowhere else, there would be a level playing field for the local merchants. 

Enforcement proved to be the most difficult aspect of the publisher-agency agreement. There 

was no positive mechanism in place to maintain cornpliance other than edightened self-interest. 

Instead, the publishers held aloft an economic club that threatened each agency with derecognition 

if found in violation of the agreement on two separate occasions. Without recognition, of couse, 

an agency could not claim commission on business placed. This should have been sufficiently 

forbidding. 

This tit-for-tat punishment was rnirrored in the regulations for publishers. Any publisher 

found in violation of the agreement on two separate occasions would be removed fiom the agreement. 

On the face of it, this does not seem like much of a threat. The offending publisher would likely lose 

no revenue by his actions. However, the publisher wouId no longer be entitied to the Iist of 

recognized agencies, and the recognized agencies would not have to curb their less desirable practices 

when dealing with him. In short, the delinquent publisher was threatened with inconvenience. 

The agreement only applied to Canadian agencies. The Press Association did not have the 

wherewithal to investigate agencies based in Great Britain and the United States. Fortunately, there 

existed in both countries an organization which performed the same task as the association's own 

recognition cornmittee. In Great Britain, the Incorporated Society of British Agents was an agents' 

group which restricted membership to those agencies which upheld its standards of practice. In the 

United States, the American Newspaper Publishers' Association had a mmmittee whose recognition 

standards were very similar to the Canadians' own. The Press Association adoptai the 

recommendations of both of thûe Iists. That said, they were oniy recommendations. Foreign 

agencies refused to accept the standard contract fom that emerged from the agreement, and as such 



Canadian publishers dealt with them a s  they saw fit? 

A Weekly Section Agreement? 

When it was first signed, the agreement only bound the agents and the 'Class C* daiiies. Within the 

daily section, papers were classifiecl according to the sue of the markets in which they publisbed. 

'Class A' was reserved for the largest market, Toronto. 'Class B' was for Hamilton and ûuawa, and 

'Class C' described a number of cities the size of London, Berlin, and Kingston. That the smaller- 

circulation papers should have pioneered this reform points again to their relative vulnerability. Just 

like the weeklies, the Class C dailies would have had a Iimited number of local advertisers upon 

which to draw, and would have benefited greatly from a steady supply of general advertising. Where 

they differed was in tbeir fewer numbers and greater organization. By February of the following 

year, the Class B papers accepted the agreement and fell in line. Only one Class A daily joined at 

this tirne - the Mail & Empire - but the association had great expectations that every paper across 

the country would eventually accept its r em.*  

Even before the agreement was suuck, the weekly men were working on patallel reforms. 

They had established a recognition eomrnittee of their own in February 1906, with requirernents 

identical to those of the dailies.= The following year, they decided to replicate the agency 

agreement as well. Hal Donly was appointai to draft a cornmittee to meet with the agents. This he 

did, and they met the agents in Toronto that September. To their dismay, nothing substantial was 

accomplished. Despite the ground-breaking agreement signed by the dailies five months before, botb 

the publishers and the agents tried to introduce new conditions which were not in the dailies' 

86. J.J. Gibbons, 'The Agreement between the Agents and Publishers,' Primer dc Publisher, 
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agreement. These proved to be an obstacie. 

The publishers wanted agencies to stop using papers outside of the agreement. The agencies, 

represented by Ansom McKim and J.H. Woods, steadfastIy refused. In practice, this condition would 

have transformed the agents into recruiters for the Press Association. But if the CPA wanted to 

achieve unanimity among publishers, it would have to recruit on its own behalf. Space buying was 

a key element of agency expertise. The appearance of raîionai and unbiased seleaion highlighted the 

agencies' daims to a specialized knowledge of advertising, markets, and periodicals. The agents 

would never jeopardize the integrity of their space-buying practices by limiting their selection in so 

political a fashion. 

The agents also introduced novel demands. First and foremost, they asked thaî publishers 

provide proof of their circulation. This demand was rooted, again, in the agencies* desire for raiional 

and unbiased media selection. As the situation stood, agencies had no sure means of verifyiag the 

figures they received, and it was a hallowed tradition among many pubIishers to exaggerate their own 

figures while dismissing their rivals' as pure poppycock. Cornmentators argued that audits would 

only undermine the honest publishers. Nothing would prevent the 'circulation liars* from cuntinuing 

m overstate their figures, and the verified figures would always suffer by cornparison. The agencies 

responded that the publication of verified figures would end such cornparisons once and for dl. 

Agencies would naturally be atuacted to papers unashamed of theu circulation and consequendy 

willing to provide hard data. Publishers would be forced to compete in tenns of documentai 

readership raîher than ballooning estimates. This need not have had a negative efTect on the papers 

with smaller circulations. Oftimes agencies would look at the quaiity of the editorial content, and 

select a paper that appealed to an elite if smaller readership rather than a paper with greater 

circulation in the same centre. 

A second demand tabled by the CAAA involved the form of the rate cards themselves. Each 
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paper had its own card, and established rates according to its own understanding of size of space, 

um!ract duration, and placement. This made it tirne-consuming for agencies to draft cost 

amparisons among papers. Space in particdar was dificult to assess, since each paper had its own 

page size and standard type. The agencies asked that publishers adopt a standard measure to gauge 

the value of space, and that they fiame their rate car& on a standard peri~dization.~ Given the 

gmwïng popuiarity of typograph and linotype machines, the industry was moving towards greater 

bandiirdization anyway. This suggestion was the onIy one frorn the meeting with the agencies that 

wms adopted when Donly reporteci back to the full weekly section." 

Frustrated in the short term, the weekly publishers achieved most of their goals the foliowing 

pear. In 1909, the daily and weekly sections combined their recognition cornmittees into one joint 

ammittee on advertising. In so doing, the weekiies effectively signe. on to the dailies' agreement. 

'ik Press Association appeared to have achieved the unanimity it had long sought. 

The effect of the publisher-agency agreement, and the recognition procedure that it 

established, cannot be underestimated. AIthough it has never received attention in the Canadian 

hjanriography on the publishing industry, this cornittee - in its attempts to protect publishers - 

d t e d  the advertising agencies into a new realm of respectability." By agreeing to its terms, the 

fecognized agencies gained a stamp of approval fiom one of the most powerfil instruments of public 

opinion in Edwardian Canada. Its ownership requirements ensured that major advertisers would have 

ID econoxnic advantage over the agencies when deaiing with the publishers. Its credit requirements 

dkimîed cornpetition fiom fieelance copywriters and fly-by-night operators, but it aiso impeded the 

eatq of new agencies. The list of recugnized agencies issued by the Press Association in the 1910s 

89. Printer & Publisher, 16:S (Febniary 1907), 8 
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swerely reduced the number of agencies receiving çommission on business; in Toronto done, it fell 

nom 25 in 1905 to 8 in 1910 (Table 1.3). This new environment gave the recognized agents a 

degree of stability which ailowed them to consolidate their experience, capital, and list of clients, 

while expanding their howledge and services. Aiter that point, there were clearly defined 

requirements which every new agency had to meet before gaining access to the lucrative trade in 

national advertking. In retum, the papers ensured that the agencies would remain dependent upon 

them, and not advertisers, for their income. If publishen no longer had direct access to national 

advertisers, it was in their interest to retain sorne influence with those who controlled the purse- 

strings to advertisers' appropriations. This would become increasingly important over the next ten 

years as alternative media arose to compete aggressively against the periodical press? 

That said, the onus would remain upon the agents to justify their rate of commission. As the 

publishers continu& to debate this issue over the next decade, it intersected with another, equally 

important: how to validate the circulation figures claimed by publishers. To resolve both of these 

questions required the active participation of the advertisers themselves. 

The Association of Crinridian Advertisers 

While the publishers and the agencies hamrnered out their agreements, the advertisers were more or 

l a s  ignored. Certainly, they had no place at the table, and the agreements did nothing to 

acknowledge the daims of advertisers in the contracts drafted between the others. In part, this 

situation was rooted in the agencies' strict insistence that the publisher-agency relation and the 

adveniser-agency relation remain discrete, an attitude that Robert Moore had made explicit in the 

1860s. Moreover, the advertisers as such had no representative association. The Canadian 

92. CPA records, v.2, Recognition Cornmittee, 'Minute Book 1910-1919,' 7 December 1917 
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Manufachiring Association brought manufacturers together, but mainly to lobby govenunent on 

matters related to the tarin and foreign trade." Retailm and financiai institutions created their own 

trade organizations to do similar work. In September 1914, the advertising managers of twelve major 

companies formed the Association of Canadian Advertisers (ACA) to rectify the situation. The ACA 

was the brainchild of B.A. Bramble, the advertising manager of Goodyear Tire & Rubber.' At its 

organirational meeting, the goals of the new body were clearly set out, namely: to investigate the 

circulation c l a h  of ail periodicaIs, to convince publishers to use uniform rate cards, to eliminate 

'unclean' advertising, and to maintain useful statistical records on media outlets in Canada? 

Over the next five years, the ACA grew to represent a formidable body of advertisers. There 

were 77 by 1919, working in bot.  manufacturing and tertiary industries. A partial list would include 

Canada Life Assurance, Canadian Kodak, Chevrolet, Columbia Graphophone, Dunlop Tue & 

Rubber, Imperid Oil, Dlassey-Harris, McLaughlin Cmiage, A.&F. Pears, the Steel Company of 

Canada, and Tuckett Tobacco." Most members had their headquarters in Toronto or Montreai, but 

a handful came from Hamilton, and a scattering of others came from Winnipeg, London, Ottawa and 

the better-known company towns, Windsor and Oshawa. The association itself established its head 

office in Toronto, but meetings were divided equally between there and Montreal. 

Circulation Audits 

Above ail else, the ACA wanted publishers to guarantee the integrity of their circulation figures. 

This question concemed the agencies as well. Years before, J.J. Gibbons had asked publishers to 
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initiate annual audits through the Press Association. Two problems had always stmd in the way: the 

mutual suspicions of the publishers themselves, and the question of who would pay for the audits. 

First, the publishers themselves were wholly responsible for the doubt that had crept into the 

declaration of circulation figures. Agencies provided value to their clients by maximizing their 

advertising appropriations. Discounts and rebating offered one set of strategies in this regard by 

Iowering total costs. A second strategy demanded a judicious selection of media to cover a client's 

distribution network as eficiently as possible. This entailed the choice of only one paper in each 

town; generaily, agencies would select the paper with the highest circulation. As such, each paper's 

efficiency as an advertising medium would be judged upon its circulation figure in conjunction with 

iü rate card. The more accurately this figure could be supplied, the more effectively the agencies 

could do their job. However, the cornpetition among pubiishers led them to overrate their own 

figures wh2e underrating those of their cornpetitors. Hal Donly pointed to the ridiculous, if 

unfortunate, effects of this cornpetition: 

It may happen that the circulation statement of one daily newspaper in a 

certain large city is question4 by the publisher of a rival paper in the same city. It 

is probable that, previous to bis, no advertiser has ever doubted the circulation 

statement of either paper. hblisher Number One prompdy retaliates by casting 

reflections on the veracity of Publisher Number Two. PubIisher Number Two replies 

by baving his circulation records audited, and Publisher Number One immediately 

does likewise - with the result that the statements of both papers are found to be 

correct.* 

Nonetheless, Pandora's box had been opened. Agents and advertisers dike demanded that publishers 

provide proof of their statemenü. 

97. Hal Doniy, in Primer & Publisher, 24: 1 1 (November 19 15), 25 
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Second, circulation audits did not corne cheaply. The task was exacting and time-consuming, 

and required the services of a trained accountant to supply a degree of reliability. As such, the cost 

of the audit would add ta publishers' expenses without adding value to the final produa. Some 

papers did so, and publicwd this fact in the trade press. Once again, the Montreal S m  had led the 

way. It began voluntary audits in 1890s, and publicly advocated legislation which would have made 

tbem legally necessary." Few other papes were willing to undertake the cost involved. But 

publishers did not simply baik at the amowu of these costs. They also questioned who was 

responsible for paying them: the advertisers, agents, or publishers? If the advertisers and agencies 

did not accept circulation figures as stated, publishers reasoned that it was the advertisers and 

agencies' job to have them audited. The advertisers replied that publications which failed to supply 

credible figures would not be used. 

The ACA sat down with the advertking comrnittee of the Press Association in 1915. The 

advertisers wanted to see if any common ground could be found to conduct joint audits. They found 

none. The two parties disagreed over two points: how to apportion costs, and the nature of the 

information to be provided in a standard circulation report. As a result, the CPA unilaterally issued 

its own standard report, less detailed than the ACA desired, and asked its members to use it 

exclusive1 y when asked for their figures? 

Undaunted, the ACA began to make plans of its own. Before any action was taken, however, 

an organization with many of the same priorities forrned in the United States. The Audit Bureau of 

Circulations was the produa of similar discussions south of the border, but there ail three sectors 

agreed to undenvrite the operation of one centrai auditor; this auditor would operate on a non-profit 

basis. Each company would join as an individual mernber (rather than as part of their trade 
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association), and would pay annual fees relative to the size of its business and the type of service it 

desire.. The Audit Bureau's board of directors represented each sector of the industry. As a result, 

the bureau could claim a relative degree of autonomy from each of them, and provide a service that 

was mutually satisfactory. Xt set up shop in Chicago, I i l i no i~ . '~  

Canadian companies were offered membership in the Audit Bureau from the outset, For 

publishers, its fees were geared to the size and class of the paper. A daily with 50,000-100,000 in 

circulation was asked to pay $15.00 per week. By contrast, Canadian advertisers were offered a 

choice of memberships with a substantial difference in fees: $200.00 provided access to al1 of the 

bureau's reports on Nonh American periodicals, while $50.00 provided access only to those 

published in Canada. To better serve its Canadian mernbers, the bureau also set up a special advisory 

board b a t  included publishers such as George F. Chipman of the Grain Growers ' Guide and William 

Findlay of the Ottawa Free Press, as well as John Murray Gibbon of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

and B.H. Bramble, the driving force behind the ACA. When the number of Canadian members 

began to grow after 1916, the American members gave them a permanent vice-presidency on the 

bureau's executive, 'O1 

Publishers viewed the Audit Bureau with great apprehension. Soon after its formation, the 

bureau requested an endonement from the Press Association. The Advertising Cornmittee quickly 

discounted the idea. The bureau's membership fees were a tacit admission that publishers were at 

least partially responsible for the cost of audits. If the ACA went ahead with its own scheme, 

Canadian publishers would have been able to avoid such fees altogether. Despite the association's 

qualms, thirty-six publishers signed up for the bureau's service before the end of the year. Arnong 
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these, ever a leader, was the Montreal Star.lm Others more cautiously waited to assess its 

operations. The ABC earned their trust; it rapidly gained a reputation for bigh-calibre service. By 

1924, most Canadian magazines were members, as were most of the major daily newspapers. The 

country weeklies, still reliant on l o d  advertising more than national advertising, held off? 

When the Audit Bureau opened shop, the ACA was litîle more than a list of cornpanies with 

cornmon goals. Oniy sixteen managers had participated in the ACA's organization; fifty-five 

participated in its fxst real business meeting a year and a half later. The original executive was 

composed of the advertising managers of companies producing packaged f d s ,  soaps, tobacco, 

shoes, electrical appliances, and tires. The smdl number of industries involved reflects just bow few 

companies in Canada advertised nationaily at that time, but the war was also a factor which hampered 

recruiting. Uniike the publishers, this small band irnmediatel y set out to CO-operate with the bureau. 

Each would acquire the ABC reports on its Canadian members, and encourage other periodicals to 

join. In the meantirne, they would have their own staff investigate those which did not." 

At the same meeting, the ACA formed a Circulation & Rates Cornmittee to undertake the 

collation of data. It crafted its own standard form for the declaration of circulation, then targeted 

about 250 publications in Canada that ACA members used regularly. By October 1916, only nine 

months into its mandate, it had the ceoperation of 128 papers, of which 71 had joined the Audit 

Bureau. Among these were the Toronto Star Weekly, Montreal's Lo Presse and G w e ,  and the 

country's leading general magazine, Everywomn 3 Wur2d.lm 

102. 'Finding Out What We Get For Our Money,' Economic Advenising, 9: 10 (October 1916), 
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The combined pressure of the ACA, agencies, and Audit Bureau forced the publishers to 

relent and accept the idea of regular and standardized audits. Despite the stand taken by the Press 

Association, Pn'nrer & Publisher endorsed the Audit Bureau in May 1916. For a good dose of peer 

pressure, it also ran a list of prominent papers which had recendy applied for membership." The 

Circulation & Rates Cornmittee of the ACA viewed this situation with great satisfaction, and 

reporte& 

The publisher who now either refuses or fails to meet such a requirement can 

reasonably and safely be classed with those who do not desire the details of their 

circulation known, for reasons which are of no advantage to their advenisers.lm 

Faihre to co-operate was taken a sign that the publisher owned a paper with Iittie or no advertising 

value. 

The Audit Bureau settied most of the questions surrounding circulation figures. The next 

problem addressed was the commission system. Here, the advertisers were not so successful. The 

implernentation of independent, standardized audits was essentially a fine-tuning of the industry. A 

change in the commission system would involve a radical overhaul of the industry's structure. 

Agency Commissions - Round Two 

When the ACA formed, it did so in the midst of a heated debate over the commission system in the 

United States. The Association of National Advertisers was the ACA's American cuunterpart. When 

it formed in 1910, it set out to abolish the commission systern.la n i e  stature of its members gave 

weight to its opinions, and not surprisingly the debate excited comment in Canada as well. In the 

106. Pnnter & Publisher, 2 5 5  (May 19 16). 24 
107. Ibid., 32; see also 'Association of Canadian Advertisers hold Third Annuai Meeting,' 

Economic Adverrising, 9: 10 (October 19 l6), 7, 9 
108. The ANA originally formed as the Association of National Advertising Managers. It 
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same year that the ANA formed, the Press Association hired its first full-time manager, John M. 

Imrie. Imrie at this time was the editor of Prinser & Publisher, and he too sought to reform the 

system as it then stood. Like most of J.B. Maclean's men, h i e  was highly attuned to American 

trends, and he used the editorial columns of the magazine to champion the abolition of the 

commission system in Canada? 

What had changed since 1907? Some cornmentators suggested everything. Through the 

1910s. it was cornmonplace for people within the industry to assess the changes that had overcome 

publishing during the previous twenty years. More often than not, agencies were centrai to their 

analyses. The space brokerage pioneered by George Rowell was characterized as a nineteenth-century 

business practice. It was old-fashioned, prone tu corruption, inefficient. The newer 'full service* 

agencies were identified with the modem world of the twentieth-centus, businessman. That said, it 

was becoming ever more apparent that these highly-touted services were provided ta advertisers, not 

publishers. J.J. Gibbons and Norris-Panerson Limited made no pretence to hide this fact; they 

advertised it to the trade. A group of newer agencies arrived in Toronto in 1912 that took this 

development to its logical conclusion: they operated on a fee-for-service bais rather than the 

commission system. Selling Service Limited in Montreal emphasized this aspect of its operaiions in 

its very narne. 

In the p s t ,  when agents had met with publishers, it had been politic for agents to frame their 

demands in terms of their clients* needs. Their clients, of course, were the advertisers, whose money 

flllil~lced a growing proportion of the industry's operations. Given that the commission system was 

rationalized by îreating the publishers as the chief client, these tactics seem curious at b a t .  More 

curious events were to come. During World War 1, the ACA defended the commission system 

against four Toronto publishers who wished to abolish it. Within five years, their respective positions 

- 

109. Primer & Publisher, 16:2 (February 1907), 15 
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would completely reverse. These two confrontations put in place the final pieces of the industry's 

stnicture. 

Cost Accounting 

When John h i e  was hired by the Press Association, they wanted a mu;: who could recruit new 

members into the fold. Irnrie threw himself into the role, and Iatched upon a scheme that would 

demonstrate the benefits of membership in the association. The key was cost accounting. If the 

association took an active band in its promotion, then the progressive business practices of the 

association would becorne manifest, and more papers might corne o ~ s i d e  for the agency agreements. 

In 19 11 Imrie began conducting workshops across Ontario for the benefit of smaller pubIishers. The 

response was rnost encouraging, and over the next two years he eventually led more than forty 

workshops, in every province of the Dominion.ll0 

Cost accounting was a great revelation to the Press Association. In the p s t ,  few publishers 

had kept strict records. The paper's income was the publisher's income; expenses would be met as 

money became available. Since they relied upon subscriptions to mver their costs, most publishers 

should have been able to project the arnount of revenue available to them from year to year. That 

did not change until the 1890s, when the volume of generai advertising increased. Generai 

advertising was not 'annual' in the same sewe as subscriptions. A publisher could not count on 

advertisers to buy the same arnount of space fiom year to year, or even îrom month to month. As 

such, the paper's revenue becarne much less predictable, and its accounting became much more 

complex. Despite this, most publishers were slow to modify their traditional accounting practices. 

As late as 1920, an accountant with the Audit Bureau found mat barely 10% of its members 

1 10. Craick, Hisrory of Candian Journalism II, 65 
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(Canadian and American) had a cost system in place.'ll To remedy this situation, the Press 

Association made the education of its members in fost accounting a priority. The weeklies and 

smaller daüies in particular found this assistance invaluable. 

Beyond its abiiity to m a t e  order out of chaos, the new system enlightened publishers about 

their own rate cards. It bears repeating that haggling, discounting, and rebating began at a time when 

generai advertising was considered bonus income. Only after the volume of this vade increased did 

publishers respond to the 'price-cutting evil,' but when they did so action was taken by a cornmittee 

of the association. Stricter accounting brought the problem home for individual publishers. If before 

they had suspicions regarding their cash flow, now they knew exactiy how much it cost to nin each 

section of their papers. With this knowledge in hand, they could establish profitable rates. 

The power of this knowledge was recognized by the Press Association. If individual 

publishers undertook effective records keeping, then publishers as a whole would be strengthened in 

their discussions with advertisers and agents. Publishers could demonstrate exactiy where each dollar 

went.'12 This would prove vaiuable during World War 1. Apparently, the uncertainties of a 

wartime economy was no time to spend money on ephemera, and when anxious managers sought 

ways to cut costs, advertising budgets were ofien the first to go. The result was near disastrous for 

publishers. Many companies renewed annual contracts for advertising in the Ml. Hostilities opened 

just as publishers would have been arranging their yearly budget projections. Rather than renewals, 

they faced widespread cancellations and deferrals. The Press Association estimated that $1,250,000 

in contracts were suspended in September; the MacLean Publishing Company sufTered a 21% 

1 1 1. E. W. HedIand, Newspaper Casr Accouming (New York: Nationai Association of Cost 
Accountants, 1926), 3 
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decrease in ad revenues in December alone.ll3 Printers, pressmen, and other staff faced temporary 

layofis, and the papers themselves slimmed on a diet of hard news with little advertising.ll' 

Through a combination of over-saturation and war-the economies, 170 daily and weekly papers 

dosed during the first NO years of the war, more than a third fiom Ontario (see Table L.l).L1s 

While ihis situation gradually eased as the mnomy grew with w-e production, the publishers 

were pinched again by the rapid inflation in the cost of labour, paper, and ink. With wst accounting 

procedures in place, publishers were better able to justiQ frequent increases in card rates. 

Views on Commissions 

Cornmentary on this question came fiom many sources. At the CPA annual meetings in 1912, the 

chair of the Advertising Cornmittee, W .J. Taylor of the Woodstock Sem*neI-Review stated openly that 

his cornmittee looked foward to the time when the commission would be ab01ished.l~~ Taylor 

believed that the burden of agency cos& should be borne by those who benefitted from agency 

service, the advertisers themselves. As the system stood, it punished companies that created their 

own advertising and placed their business direct. Such companies bore al1 of the cosü of 

copywriting, illustration, and plate making, but received no discount on rates because they were not 

recognized advertising agencies. On the other hand, companies that hired an agency to do these tasks 

for them would have the cost of the service buiIt into the cost of the space. A uniform rate for a11 

space-buyen, be they agenciû or advertisers, would create a more just system. 

Ecommic Advenising at this time was owned by Norris-Patterson, and edited by one of its 

1 13. 'CPA Gives Faas re: General Advertising,' Primer & Publisher, 23: 10 (October 19 l4), 
46; M-H records, b.56, f.Financia1, 'Summary December Advertising,' 19 January 19 15 
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staffers, Don Tuck. Tuck reported a suggestion from the Cleveland Advertising Club which agreed 

that agency commissions should be abolished in favour of uniform rates for dl space buyers. 

Howevet, the club also believed that agencies provided one valuable service to publishers, namely, 

the assumption of credit risk when placing a client's advertising. This deserved some compensation, 

and as such it thought a discount relative to the vaiue of the semice provided was justifiable. It 

thought 5 % or les would be a fair rate. One notable American agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, endorsed 

this arrangement, as did one Toronto agent, Thomton Purkis.'" 

Tuck did not reject the idea, although he had serious reservations. The main cornplaint of 

American advertisers stemmed from their belief that agents did in fact represent the papers. A 

commission was nothing more than a kickback offered by publishers to secure advertising revenue. 

This recalled an old accusation: that agents did not recommend certain publications in the best 

interests of their clients, but to maximize their own gains. Certaidy, there was evidence thai some 

newspapers were offering 'secret commissions' to agencies which placed advertising with them. The 

ANA wanted a guarantee that agents worked on their behdf, with no suspicion of divided loyalties. 

The Cleveland proposai would only enshrine these divided loyalties by having both sides pay the 

agency . Ilg 

Another alternative, popular in the United States, did not require a signifiant alteration in 

existing practices. Some advenisers insisted that agencies rebate the entire commission to the client. 

Then, the advertiser would assess the value of the agency's services, and pay it accordingly. In this 

way, the commission system was not abolished, but subverted. The agency would still receive a 

commission for services rendered to the publishers, and the advertiser would not have to pay for 

agency service on top of the publishers' card rates. However, the agency would be entirely 

117. 'Publisher Should Not Pay For Service,' Marketing, 1 5 8  (15 April 1921), 254-258 
1 1 8. ' Agency Commission,' Economic Advertising, 5:3 (March 19 12), 7-1 1 
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dependent on the advertiser for its in~orne."~ 

The situation in Canada was different. Here, Tuck felt that many agmcies stiil had a difficult 

time convincing compmies that they offered services other than space-buying. ANA membea were 

willing to pay for agency services because they actually acknowledged the d u e  added by agencies. 

In Canada, advertisen were r e l u ~ n t  to pay for copywriting, illustrations, aad other such services. 

They had great difficulty placing a value on such things. P.C. Larkin was a mtable example. Larkin 

introduced the pleasures of Ceylonese tea to Canada in 1892, and advertised his product widely. That 

said, he had a decidedly old-fashioned approach. Once he adopted the b m d  name 'Salada,' his 

company ran the same ad for thirty years: a rectangle two columns wide by k e e  inches deep, which 

emphasized the name in thick black type. What IittIe copy there was usuaily drew a aite yet topical 

conneetion between &e tea and the reader. There were no illustrations. A p d e d  writer in 

Marketing magazine noted in 1928 that its sales had doubled every decade since 1900.1D With 

stories such as this on the Canadian scene, it was difficult to convince some advertisers that agency 

service was a necessary component of modem business. Tuck closed with an interesting prescription: 

Canadian advertisers had to be educated to understand that agencies did much more than sel1 

space.Ia Of course, this was the stated object of his paper. 

The 'Newspaper NapoIeons9 

In 1916, Canadian publishers and advertisers were given an opportunity to test their beliefs in action. 

That year, the ACA challenged the power of the four largest papers in Toronto, and thereby sent a 

masage to the entire Press Association. For six years, John Imrie had agitated for an end to the 

commission system, as had W.J. Taylor, the chair of the advertiskg cornittee. 

119. 'Agents for the Advertisers,' Primer & Publisher, 24:7 Quly 1913, 34 
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meetings in 1916, their ideas were endorsed by the general meeting. A 'promotion department' was 

created to proselytize the new faith among each sector of the industry. A new editor at Prinrer & 

Pubtisher, John C. Kirhvood, questioned the wisdom of this move, and prediaed: 

a merry war between the agencies and the CPA and the publishers who compose the 

CPA. In a trial of strength, both sides are likely to suffer losses; and the din and 

field of batile may even cross the border into Uncle Sam's land, for there are severai 

advertising agencies over tbere who give business to Canadian publishers; and 

conceivably they may sympathize with their brethren in Canada." 

Kirkwood was right, for there was a banle. But the agencies were not the main contestant. Ratber, 

the pubIishers were straight-armed by the organized advertisers. 

Sometime in 1915, the Sm, Telegrm, Globe, and Mail & Empire unilaterally broke the 

agency agreement. They had one purpose in mind: they would no longer grant agency commissions 

on business originating in Toronto. To do so, they rejected the definition of general advertising 

contained in the agency agreement, and declared that general advertisen located in Toronto would 

thereafter be treated as local advertisers. Kirkwood found their arrogance inexcusable, and dismissed 

them as a band of 'Newspaper Napoleons.'13 Essentially, each of them was counting on the fia 

that none of these businesses could afford to ignore Toronto. Agencies could stifl claim commission 

fiom the city's other papers, but these paper's Iesser reputations and circulations wouId have rendered 

them less desirable as advertising media. That said, these four papers could afford a temporary 

boycott from general advertising; their incorne from traditional local advertisers was significanî in 

122. 'Split Developing in Canadian Press Association,' Prinrer & Publisher, 25:7 Quly 1916), 
31 
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In the short terni, the Toronto papers achieved a swift and dramatic increase in revenues. 

AI1 publishers were faced with wartime inflation. At the same t h e ,  none of hem expected readers 

to accept an increase in the cover price of their papers, nor would advertisers gladly accept an 

increase in card rates. The solution was to maintain ail rates as they were, but to eliminate the 

commission on business placed by agents. At a stroke, they would increase revenues h m  general 

advertising by 11 to 33% without increasing the price of their space. In practice, however, the 

agencies would be forced to tum to their clients for support, and this would increase costs for the 

latter. 

In the long run, the Toronto papers muid have divided the agents and advertisers and quashed 

any opposition. By singling out Toronto businesses, companies headquartered in other cities and 

towns remained unaffected by the change in policy. If outsiders bad remained neutrai, then the 

'Newspaper Napoleons' might have created a usefûl precedent for other publishers to follow. In 

time, this might have led to the gradua1 abolition of commission on al1 forms of ad~ertising.'~ 

The ACA was not sympathetic. Advertisers felt that they were being forced to carry the 

increasing cos& of the publishing industry. As far as they were concemed, subscription prices should 

have been raised cornmensurate with increases in card rates. They had not. While advertising cos& 

had risen steadily, cover prices had not changed in twenty years.'= As a result, the main issue of 

commissions was complicated by a secondary concern over rising rate cards. 

The ACA threw down the gauntIet in the fa11 of 1916, and demanded that the commission 

system be re-instated. To back up their demands, they began a boycott of the four papers involved. 

Most tumed to the Toronto News and the World, but some took the opportunity to explore other 

124. 'The Fight Between Toronto Dailies and ACA,' Pnnter 8 Publisher, 26:4 (April 1916), 
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advertising media. Bill posters, Street cars, and direct mail services gained an unexpected boost over 

the next year.= Both Kirkwmd and Tuck saw cause for alarm in this situation. If other media 

covered Toronto as well as the newspapers, then newspapen might lose their competitive advantages. 

Aithough the resistance of some advertisers began to fade alter a year, many held on. And after two 

and a haif years, the newspapers re-adopted the definition of 'general' advertising contained in the 

agency agreement. It was a definition that most other papers in Canada - indeed, most of the papers 

in North America - had adopted a decade before." 

A couple of points cm be made here. First, despite d l  of the talk about progress and change, 

the role of the agents was still subject to debate. Second, the advertisers were no longer simply 

buying space. Once they were organized, they were quick to assert their power in the publishing 

industry. Th& their first target was the four largest Toronto papers may reflect the ACA's 

geographicai location more than a strategic flexing of their fiscal muscle. That they were successful, 

however, speaks volumes about where the power in the media lay. 

Agency Commissions - Round Three 

The Press Association dissolved into three smaller associations in 1920. When it did, the agreements 

signed by the various sections of the old association and the advertising agencies were no longer 

operative. The Canadian Daily Newspaper Association began to draft a new agreement. Once again, 

the newspapers and the advertisers launched into the discussion with many of their old concerns. 

However, when it came to agency commissions, their roles wouId be completely reversed since the 

boycott of the Toronto papers. 

Since then, W.A. Lydiatt had purchased Economic Advertising and transformeci it into 
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Markhg Magaine. When the commission question was re-opened, Lydiatt fanned the flames of 

disenchanmient with the agencies. This did not make him popular with that segment of the industry. 

'One of your missions in life,' an agent told Lydiatt, 'is to drive a wedge of dissatisfaction between 

the advertising agencies and their  client^.'^^ Although this was his method, it was not his goal. 

Like Imrie ten years before, Lydiatt took advantage of continuing discontent to advance reforms. 

Unlike Innie, he did not seek the abolition of the commission system, but a strict enforcement of the 

conditions which composed the original agreement drafted in 1907. 

Two problems had emerged to beset publisher-agency relations. One was an old demon, 

while the other had developed more recently. First, it was widely known that the agencies were 

rebating. This did not sit well with publishers, who were pressed to justify every minute increase 

in subscription and advertising rates. Second, the publishers had begun to use the lure of higher 

commissions to secure conuacts. Publishers' dependency on general advertising was driven home 

during the 1 9 1 0 ~ ~  if not by the boycott then by the number of papers which had simply 

disappeared.lW The rise of Canadian mass magazines had not helped the situation. As such, the 

mmpetitive nature of the publishing industry led, in essence, to bribery - sometimes referred to 

euphemistically as 'speciai' or 'secret' commi~sions.'~ In the past, advertisers had accused agents 

of placing ads only where they got the highest renims. Now the publishers frankIy counted on this 

practice, and made the first move. Publishers justified their actions by arguing they had a right to 

mn their businesses as they saw fit. So long as the agents remained in their employ, then the 

advertisers had no Say in the rate of payment. Not surprisingly, these publishers were not narned in 

Marketing or Printer & Publisher?' 
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Lydiatt also had problems with the rate of the commission itself. The rate had always been 

based on tradition more thaa any close analysis of the cost of selling white space. Over the years, 

tbe cost of putting out a publication had increased dramatically. Whether or not the same could be 

said of the agencies was in doubt. This had becorne painfully evident during the war, when the price 

ofnewsprint had gone up, on average, $80.0 per ton. To make ends meet, publishea had increased 

their card rates. Since agency commission was basai on thûe rate., the agencies received a 

proportionate increase in their retum. How, Lydiatt wondered, could this be justified? The agency 

offered the same service regardless of the cost of newsprint. In his eyes the commission system had 

lost any tangible bearing in the operations of the industry. It no longer reflected the cost of selling 

space relative to other costs.* 

The agents, either fiom ignorance or brash impertinence, were completely insensitive to these 

concem. In the faIl of 1920, certain agencies agreed to seek a hike in the rate of commission paid 

on business placed. Through the CAAA, they then notified publishers of their intentions through a 

circular letter. 

That same week, the ACA responded with a bulletin of its own. Two years after having 

broken the Toronto publishers on the issue of commission, the advertisers themselves began to 

question this self-same system. In 1916, the ACA was liale more than a list of companies. By 1920 

it had established its own Agency Relations Cornmittee, and gained a lot more experience with the 

workings of the industry. This experience offered the advertisers an important lesson: marketing 

strategies did not have to rely solely on print media. For a variety of reasons, advertisers became 

increasingly aware that newspapers were not the alpha and omega of successful publicity. However, 

so long as the agencies were paid by the publishers rather than themselves, they could expect the 

132. 'The Agents' Toll,' Markehg, 155 (15 March 1921), 194 
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agencies to favour print over other media, such as billboards, Street cars, and direct mail.la In 

short, the ACA had arrived at the same position that its counterpart in the United States, the ANA, 

had adopted eight years before. They wanted the agencies to be placed under agreement to 

themselves, and to remove any possibility of divided loyalties from the structure of the system. 

Toward this end, the ACA bulletin posted in 1920 asked members to consider the following 

resolution: 

RESOLVED that we authorize the Agency Relations Cornmittee to 

lay before the three Press Associatj~ns a suggestion with regard to 

advertising payments; this suggestion being, that the Association of 

Canadian Advertisers would be favourable to the said hblishers 

billing the Advertiser at the present net rates . . . instead of the gross 

rates as at present, leaving it to the Advertiser to reimburse the 

Agency according to what he judges to be the value of the service 

rendered . 'a 

As previously noted, this had been a cornmon practice in the United States for some tirne. 

Whm the CAAA got a hold of the resolution, it Ieapt quickly into the fray. In a second 

circular to publishers, the ACA resolution was printed alongside a slate of criticisrns which focused 

on the advertisers' motives rather than the logic of their arguments. Indeed, their principal claim 

alleged thar the ACA was simply attempting to bastardize the existing system. Rather than 

acknowledging the changed conditions of the industry, the agencies parroted once again the notion 

that they were in the service of the publishers, and as such should be paid by them. If publishers 

agreed to bill advertisers at net rates, they would be giving a commission to firms which did nothing 

133. Who's Who in Conadian Advertising 2ed. voronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1915), 34-70 
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to develop new business. In essence, the advertisers were asking for nothing more than the right to 

Uistitutionalize commission splitting, which the publishers had opposed for thirty years. 

The proposed system would also destabüize the agencies' fuiancial structure. If the agencies' 

rate of pay was not futed by an indusuy standard, but Ieft to the discretion of individual advertisers, 

then every contract would be viewed on a strictly cash basis; quality and type of service would be 

pitted against the cost of delivery. The entire industry would be set back to the mmpetitive days of 

the 1890s. Then, rnargins had tumbled as agents haggled for clients, and clients demanded the lowest 

rates possibIe. Agents found this dificult to conceive in a trade that had become reliant on creativity 

and talent rather than sheer negotiation. The fragile shell of professionalism that the agents had so 

diligently tended was now in danger of being srnashed. 

Finally, the CAAA closed with a threat. The circular cornmented in alanned tones that: 

The ACA wants the paper to allow the full commissions to the advertiser direct, and 

the advertiser will then determine how much of the commission he wiIl p a s  on to 

the Agencies; the advertiser paying only for the work it does for himm 

Were this new policy implemented, the CAAA wamed, no one would develop new advenising 

business if no one was paid by the publishers to do so. How hard the publishers laughed at this 

assertion before tossing the circular away cannot be told. That agencies would have stopped pursuing 

new clients m u t  have seemed like a patent absurdity. But the publishers could have had an equally 

gay time with the notion that the proposed system would give commissions to advertisers. With the 

graduai adoption of cost accounting, publishers had learned to incorporate commissions only after 

they had ensured a rate that covered their own costs. BilIing the advertisers at net rates would cause 

no more hardship to the publishers than billing the agencies at gross rates. 

Considering the fact that the agents were then negotiating for higher commission rates from 
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the publishers, the ACA proposal might be seen as a strategic attempt to head off further increases 

in their costs. Dâpite his own preferences, Lydian acknowledged that no system yet proposeci would 

be perfect, and, Iike it or not, the existing system did m a t e  successfuI advertising. Further, it would 

prove dificult to change t&e Canadian system if the United States and Great Britain did not make 

similar changes. Canadian publishers would face stiff opposition it they refùsed commission to native 

agencies while continuhg m gram it to those off-shore. 

In the end, the status quo was preserved. The agencies did not get a hike in the rate of 

commission as they had Mshed, but neither did the advertisers see the whole commission system 

abolished as they had wished. Instead, each of the three new press associations signai agreements 

with the CAAA which enshrined a11 of the rates and practices which had been negotiated over the 

previous twenty years . 

Conclusions 

The advertising agency that had emerged in the 1890s had complicated the business of periodicai 

publishing. In the discussions over minimum rates as much as those dealing with legitirnacy, rate 

of commission, and the cùief client, agencies were central to the problern at hand. Through the 

1890s, the agencies had gained an upper hand on publishers. With dozens of new papers opening 

in every province west of the Maritimes, agencies with a healthy list of clients were in an 

exceptiondly strong position to set their own terms. Through a variety of means, both above and 

below board, they did so. They were oniy reined in when these same publishers united to assert 

control over their own rate cards, and by extension their own businesses and industry. 

Tbat said, the publishers' idedogical mode1 of the newspaper was still decidedly Victorian. 

Despite their experiments with modem f o m  of industrial co4peration and organization, they held 

fast to the sanctity of editorial independence. By CO-operaiing on matters conceming agency 
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relations, publishers believed they were setting the ground rules for a fair cornpetition of intellects 

in the editorial pages of their respective papers. If they were successful in enforcing this view with 

the agents, they met a less sympathetic opponent in the advenisers themselves. The creation of the 

ACA and the Audit Bureau sounded the death bel1 for the old school of journalists. Thereafter, the 

delicate balance between subscriptions and advenising would quickly tip in favour of advenising. 

Populist papers such as the Toronto Star and the Telegram, and inoffensive, rniddle+f-the-road 

journals such as the Southam holdings, based their success on high circulation figures and the bottom 

line supplied by advertisen. Overtly idiosyncratic papers such as W.F. Maclean's World evennially 

failed. The labour press, Uicluding such papers as the Industriai Banner, had to struggle without the 

support of Canadian advertisers. lM 

The advenising agency ernerged after 1920 both stronger and weaker. Insofar as its services 

were legitimated and protected by the three new press associations, it was far svonger than it had 

been in 1900. On three different occasions, it had been within the publishers* power to shut the 

agencies d o m ,  or, at the very least, minimize their importance within the publishing industry. 

Perhaps the most crucial moment was the agreement forged in 1907. By defuiing a legitimate agency 

as one with no business interests other than the solicitation of advertisers for the press, the Press 

Association had trie- to ensure that the agencies would remain dependent on the press for its income. 

Nonetheless, it also created a stable environment in which agents such as Gibbons, McKim, Desbarats 

and their peers could invest in personnel and plant with some assurance that they would not have their 

revenue base undercut by publishers' or advertisers* in-house ad departments. 

Canadian observers habitually noted that the industry here was ten to twenty years behind 

developments south of the border. Perhaps the brokerage agencies of the 1860s and 1870s had 

provided their American predecessors with a similar sense of security. Agencies such as Ayer, 

- 

136. Ron Vemih, Radical Rag: Z?w Pioneer Labour Press in Conda (Ottawa: S tee1 Rail, 1988) 
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Thompson, and Lord & Thomas, which had exclusive control of dozens of publications, had no 

cornpetition for their lists. Their only concern was developing a sufficient number of advertisers to 

make the invatment they had made in their lists profitable- In the meantirne, secure in the 

knowledge that bey had something to sel1 and that the profits were theirs to keep, the agencies 

developeû an array of services to solicit and maintain clients. It cannot be a coincidence that these 

three emerged fiom the nineteenth century among the leading agencies in the United States. Agencies 

in Canada may have had exclusive daim to certain publications (for example, Desbarats was the sole 

agent for Ouiadian Magaine in the late l890s),l3' but none had such a broad number at their 

cornand. McKim probably carried a list of papers with which he worked on a regular basis, a list 

he might have developed while working for the Mail. However, there is no reason to believe that 

they would have refus& business from his cornpetitors. Thus, the benefit of the 1907 agreement: 

it eliminated competition fiom in-house agencies which had an 'unfair' credit position based upon 

their parent companies' resource., and fiom freelancers who had an 'unfair' price advantage based 

upon their Iirnited overhead. The agencies that remained were independent and service-oriented. To 

be sure, there was still competition arnong them. By protecting their access to the top publications, 

however, the agreement tried to ensure that this competition would be rooted in the provision of 

better service (and consequently more advertisers) radier than lower prices and falling margins. 

If the agreement made the agencies more secure, it also weakened their ability to manoeuvre 

within the market. In the nineteenth century, the agents had operated in an unrestricted free market. 

Regardless of their capital or talent, men such as Robert Moore could open agencies, engage 

enormous contracts, and close in the wink of an eye. Agents knew they could badger small town 

publishers for endless discounts and advantages, because they held the ends of the advertisers' purse 

strings. That al1 changed afier 1907. Publishers, unwilling to let outsiders exploit their partizan 

137. Canadian Magazine, 8 5  (March 1897), 466 
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rivalries, closed ranks and forced a code of condua on the agenu. They also made it extremely 

dificult for fiy-by-night operators to enter the field. When new agencies applied for recognition from 

the Press Association in the 19 los, those with marginal credit were asked to p s t  bonds with the 

association. When the Hamilton Advertisers' Agency was established in 1913, its bond was set at 

$s,oOO.'Y 

H.E. Stephenson and Carlton McNaught argue the advertising agent was the catalyst behind 

the transformation of the publishing industry at the tum of the c e n t ~ r y . ~  It would be more precise 

to argue that the agents were in the right place at the right tirne, that the agents recognized an 

opportunity existed within the industry, and stepped in to exploit it. The oppormnity in itself was 

created by the increaseù volume of national advertising, and this could only be provided by the 

advertisers thern~elves.'~ Further, it was the publishers who confronted the organizationai 

problems created by the increased volume of advertising, and it was they who rationalized its effects 

on the industzy and established a workable framework to contain it. When the advertisers finally took 

stock of their role, they dramatically re-oriented the reform procws to assert their roles as the chief 

clients - of the agencies and the publishers alike. The agencies were sidelined, destineci to play 

whatever role they were given, insofar as the structure of the industry was concemed. Where the 

agencies would exercise the most influence was not in its stnicture, but in its content, in the 

advertisements themselves. 

138. CPA records, v.2, Recognition Cornmittee, 'Minute Book 19 10-1919,' 4 July 1913 
139. H.E. Stephenson and Carlton McNaught, The Story of Advenising in Gmadu: A Chronicle 

of Fifry Yeurs uoronto: Ryerson, 1940); the thesis is implicit throughout their book, but see 
especiail y pages 18-35 and 337-353. 

140. Bonville, 360-361 
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Chapter 4 : 
Copywriting , Psychology , & the Science of Advertising 

The advertising business was bom in vagueness and 
r a i d  on drearns. It is just beginning to emerge 
from cIoudIand. CorrectIy speaking, it emeqed 
about a dozen years ago; but few advertising men, 
even now, have accumulated suficient data to 
unhesitatingly guarantee their service. 

T.J. Stewart, 19101 

Sam Slick pulled his cart up before the shop where Zeb Allen waited, leaning in the doorway. Slick 

was a pedlar, from Connecticut, a specialist in clocks. Allen was a Bluenose, a Nova Scotian 

shopkeeper in the dry goods line. In Slick's eyes, he was also a 'rael genuine skinflint.' T'hey got 

to taiking. 

Slick ventured that after a year's travels through the province, he would soon be done, and 

out of the clock line. Zeb laughed: 'Most time, ... for by al1 accounts the clocks wam't worth 

havin,' and most infarnal dear tw; folks begin to get their eyes open.' Slick responded in a 

'confidentid tone' that the goods he had been selling this trip out were indeed half-rate, poor stuff, 

he was ashamed of them. They were nothing like the goods he had carried years before. Trouble 

was, you couldn't get their like anymore. Had Zeb ever seen them? 

'No,' said Mr Allen, '1 can't Say 1 did.' 

'Well,' continued he, 'they were a prime article, 1 tell you - no mistake there 

- fit for any market; it's generally allowed there ain't the b a t  of them to be found 

anywhere. If you want a clock, and can lay hands on one of them, I advise you not 

1. 'Why Advertising is Not Guaranteed,' Economic Advenising, 3: 10 (October 19 IO), 7 
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to let go the chance; you'll Lnow 'em by the 'LoweII' mark, for they were al1 made 

at Judge Beler's factory. Squire Shepody, down to Five Islands, axed me to get him 

one, and a specid job 1 had of it, near about more sarch arter it than it was worth; 

but 1 did get hirn one, and a paticular handsum one it is, copal'd and gilt supeiior. 

1 guess it's worth ary halfdozen in these parts, let t'others be where they may. .. ." 

Did the pedlar have it with him, the shopkeeper asked? Sure enough he did, right bundled to Save 

it from the hazards of the trip. Slick might unwrap it to afford the curious man a gander, but it was 

unavailable at any price. Zeb pressai on, and the dock was brought out. Iust as the other describe. 

it, it was varnished and gilt, and stamped prominently with the 'Lowell' name. Zeb was hooked. 

.. . [He] offered to take it at the price the Squire was to have it, at seven pounds ten 

shillings. But Mr Slick vowed he couldn't part with it at no rate, he didn't know 

where he could get the Iike again ..., and the Squire would be confounded 

disappointed; he couldn't think of it. In proportion to the difficulties, rose the ardour 

of Mr Allen; his offer advanced to £8, to f 8 los., to £9. 

'1 vow,' said Mr Slick, '1 wish I hadn't let on that 1 had it at dl." 

Nonetheless, he  consent4 to part with it, under protest, and wouId deal with as be could the 

crestfalIen squire of Five Islands. 

As Slick pulled away from the store, he tumed to his travelling cornpanion: 'that 'ere fellow 

is propedy sarved; he got the most inferior article 1 had, and I just doubled the price on him." 

Caveat Emptor. 

2. Thomas C. Haliburton, nie Uochaker [1836] (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1958), 152- 
153 

3. Ibid., 153 
4. Xbid,, 153 
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The travelling cornpanion was the author bimself, Thomas C. Haliburton, thinly veiled? 

Haliburton's stories of Slick were written as a satirical commentary on Nova Scotia life in the 1830s, 

but they contained within them a grain of ûuth about 'human natur' that captivated readen for 

generations. And who better to be the vehicle of these taies of 'human natur' than a pedlar? The 

pedlar, dependent on sales for his livelihood, had to know when to push and when to pull his 

clientele, when to agree and when to argue, when to open and when to close the deal. At thae 

skills, Haliburton's Slick is a master. 

Commercial transactions gave Haliburton a fine setting to explore the foibles of humanity. 

In his dealings with Zeb, Slick exploited at least two of the seven deadly sins: pnde and avarice. He 

did so in a way tbat allowed Zeb to believe that he was in control of the proceedings. He flattered 

his intelligence, agreed with him in his assessments, and feigned to take him into his confidence on 

this account. Zeb's own pride gave him the opening. From there, Sfick drew out his avarice by 

stating that a neighbour was getting a good deai, and by establishing the scarcity of the produa, its 

unlikelihood of being found again. There was a bargain afoot, just beyond Zeb's reach. This entire 

show was given a degree of verisimilitude by the reference to the trademark - 'When an article han't 

the maker's name and factory on it, it shows it's a cheat, and he's ashamed to own it,' Slick asserü 

on the very tirst page of the book! The tradernark becornes the sign of the maker's credibility and 

the dock's merit, a sign that anyone 'in the know' would recognize immediately. ïhrough his 

confidence, Slick lets Zeb into a charmed circle. He offers a tip of friendly advice - offered without 

the taint of commercial gain because Slick has nothing to gain by doing su. In short, Slick has 

managed Zeb's decision-making process by supplying the 'consumer' with information that he knows 

will prompt the right action, that is, a decision to purchase the clock. Slick has created desire. 

5. Fred Cogswell, 'Haliburton,' Literary History of Canada: Canadian Literarure in English, 
eds. C.F. Klinck et al., (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1965), 97 

6. Haliburton, 1 
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By 1890, advertising copywriters thirsted for precisely this kind of knowledge and power. 

They wanted the same degree of control over the purchasing power of the consumers who read their 

ads as the old-time pedlar had enjoyed. Following the emergence of the full-service agency, there 

came a raft of literaîure that was intended to unlock the secrets of successful copy. There had been 

copy before then. Indeed, there had been some very successful copy written, and some of it had 

gained international notoriety. For the most part, however, this copy had hinged upon gimmiciq 

strategies: slogans, reiterated staternents, or short poems featuring the product's name. They were 

the handiwork of people not trained in advertising, who sinipl y used their common sense to intuit how 

the public would respond to îheir appeals. That changed when adworkers started to question if there 

were not higher principles that could be gleaned from the more successful campaigns. Why did 

reiteration work? What made some slogans more effective than others? What made any ad copy 

effective? In short, the adworkers wanted to develop a theory of advertising. They wanted to 

systematite its content just as surely as they had systematized its structure through rate cards and 

agency agreements. 

These theories came fiom many quarters. Initially, they came from two sources, publishers 

and agents. Publishers in particular found it useful to extol the benetits of copywriting, since it 

helped to generate interest in the product - white space - they had to sell. Once the agencies began 

to provide copy services, however, they extolled their own variety of expertise. What set the full- 

service agencies apart fiom the in-house agencies, print shops, and space brokers was their supposed 

ability to m a t e  advenising that generated a noticeable response nom readers. In their attempts to 

sel1 this service to potential advertisers, they had to articulate their view of copywriting - they had 

to demonstrate their expertise in this line of service. 

After 1900, a third group, university-trained psychologists, entered the discussion. 

Psychology as an academic field separate fiom philosophy developed bztween 1870 and 1920, 
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precisely the years of advertising's rise to prominence. In reuospect, it seems inevitable that the new 

m i s  of experimental psychology, centring upon laboratory tests of live human subjects, would be 

turneci upon the human response to advertising. And so they were. The resuits of these experiments 

were published in a number of journals and books, some aimed at the people who worked in 

advertising, and some thaï were strictly for an audience of felIow academics. Al1 of hem, fiom the 

modest theories of Harlow GaIe to the full-blown mind control theories of John B. Watson, promised 

means to irnprove the efficiency of advertising. 

Between roughly 1908 and 1914, adworkers grappIed with the results of these studies. At 

the end of the day, Canadian adworkers decided that the specific findings of the psychologists were 

not so important as îhe approaches to copy they advocated, either implicitIy or explicitly. In rnany 

respects the specific findings of the psychologists sounded remarkably like the son of things that Sam 

Slick knew intuitively. However, their approach to the questions raised by advertising copy exposed 

an angle that copywriters had not previously explored in depth: in privileging the cognitive responses 

of readers, the psychologists made consumen the centrepiece of their theories on advertising. 

Copy before 1890: Three Styles 

There were no schools of thought regardiog advertising in the 1800s. There were styles. When 

theorists emerged in the 1890s, three styles stood out among the pre-agency ads to offer them focal 

points for discussion: the vaditional announcement, the Bamum style, and the Powers style. Most 

advertising through until the 1880s took the form of a politely phrased announcement. As discussed 

in Chapter One, the contracts received by James Poole at the Carleton Place Herdd were d l  

substantially the same, linle different in tone or appmach, whether fiom individuals or businesses. 

Advertisers made it known that their goods or services were available, and readers were simply asked 
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to give the advertiser their Lind consideration? From this basic announcement, the other two styles 

developed in widely different directions, each privileging a different aspect of the basic function of 

the advertisement. 

The Barnum style looked to advertising to gain attention for its message. The end goal was 

rapid and widespread publicity, and this imperative ovemled everything else, including a sense of 

traditional propriety and plain-spoken truth.' Bamum himself described advertising as a catal yst, 

intended to induce a response that would multiply in the public at large: 

... 1 saw that everything depended upon getting people to think, and talk, and become 

curious and excite. over and about the 'rare spectacle.' Accordingly, posters, 

transparencies, advenisements, newspap er paragraphs - al1 calculated to extort 

attention - were employed, regardless of expen~e.~ 

Translated into cold type on a printed page, the enthusiasm was manifest in an expansive use of 

space, brash layouts, a liberal use of omamentations and cuts, and a disorienthg variety of typefaces. 

Not simply a polite announcement, these ads were more Iike proclamations shouted by the town crier. 

These were techniques developed among the patent rnedicine men. Bamum himself acknowledged 

that he did not originate them; he simply took them as far as they could go." 

Barnum coupled these techniques with an understanding of his target market and their 

expectations. This understanding allowed him to identify attractions that maintained high attendance 

7. Bertram Brooker, 'Forty Years of Canadian Advertising,' Marketing, 20:13 (28 June 1924), 
447-448; Frank Presbrey, The History and Dewlopmenr of Adverrishg (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday , Doran, 1929), 244-252; William Leiss et al., Socid Communication in Advertising: 
Persons, Produas, & Images of Well-Being (Toronto: Methuen, 1986), 123- 124 

8 .  Jackson Lem, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural Hisrory of Adwnisizg in Amerka (New 
York: Basic Books, 1994), 53 

9. P.T. Barnum, Smggles and T M p h s :  or, Forty Years ' RecoIZectr*ons (New York: American 
News Company, 1871), 76 

10. Barnum, 125-126; Neil Harris, Humbug: Ihe Art of P.T. Barnum (Boston: LittIe, Brown, 
1973), 53-55 
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at his museum and his shows. One such item was an ingenious piece of taxiderrny, a monkey's head 

invisibly grafted to the body of a fish. Barnum billed it as final proof of the existence of 

mennaids." It was one of his Most notorious hoaxes, exposed only after thousands had seen t ,  and 

late in life he felt the need to justiS, his actions: 

1 used it mainiy to advertise the regular business of the Museum .. .. 1 might have 

published columns in the newspapers, presenting and praising the great collection of 

genuine specimens of natural history in my exhibition, and they would not have 

aitracted nearly so much attention as did a few paragraphs about the mermaid which 

was oniy a small part of rny show.lZ 

If these a a d û  had done nothing but insult the intelligence of the people they claimed to serve, their 

reputations would have been quûtioned long before the tum of the cenhiry. Bamum and the 

medicine men ofYered their audiences something that they wanted: entertainment, amusement, 

diversion. In his celebrated autobiography, Barnum haIf boasted, half justified his actions as follows: 

... it was my study to give my patrons a supefluity of novelties, and for this 1 make 

no speciai daim to generosity, for it was strictly a business transaction. To send 

away my visiton more than doubly satisfied, was to induce them to corne again and 

bring their friends.I3 

This too was a lûson well-learned h m  his predecessocs in the patent medicine line." 

The Powers style stood in direct opposition to the Bamum style; it sought to inform rather 

than bamboozie. John E. Powers was the advertising manager of a Philadelphia department store 

owned by John Wanamaker. A pioneer of the department store concept in the United States, 

11. Harris, 62-67 
12. Barnum, 130 
13. Bamum, 125 
14. Thomas P. Kelley, Jr, ï k  Fabulous Kelley: Canada's King of the Medicine Men @on 

Mills, Ontario: General, 1974) 
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Wanamaker was known for his use of innovative marketing techniques to attract customers. Among 

other things, he made it a point to state clearly the price of each item in bis store, and to offer that 

exact price to ai1 of his customers. There was to be no haggling over prices, and no favours based 

on a customefs standing with the clerks. Wanamaker expected no less in his print advertising. 

Powers was hired to write up daily pufi for the local papers. Powers's copy style did not play - 

at least, not overtly - to the curiosity or desires of the readers. Rather, his copy offered readers 

brief, factual notes on wch item, and then advanced reasons why the item would be useful. These 

reasons could include the vanity of the reader, but could just as frequentIy appeal to their sense of 

fnrgality or convenience. Writing in a catalogue, Powers stated of one line of paint thaî 'This isn't 

rnuch of a paint, but it is cheap, and good enough for ben houses and things like that.' Perhaps not 

surprisingly, the paint sold very well to people with hen houses and things like that.lS in time, 

Powen's style became legendary for its brazen honesty, and eamed the sobriquet 'reason-why? 

The difference in tone between Bamum and Powers could not have been more stark. To the 

extent that the Bamum style tended to play to the gullibility of its audience, there was a degree of 

condescension in its view of humanity. The public were rubes, at best CO-authors in their own 

illusions. Wanamaker was more inclined to look upon the public as customers. Customers, seen 

within the intellectual framework of classical economics, had interests of their own which they sought 

to maxirnize in every commercial transaction; they were not to be misled, but assisted in the 

formation of their purchasing decisions. For writers such as Adam Smith, Richard Cobden, or John 

Stuart Mill, the essence of the commercial transaction was not mystification but clarification; for the 

economy to run eficiently, the consumer had to have access to relevant information to arrive at a 

15. John E. Powers, cited h I.K. Fraser, 'Wanted - A Plainer Advertising Diet,' Marketing, 
29: 12 (8 December 1928), 378 

16. Presbrey, 302-309; Daniel Pope, ïhe M&ng of Modern Advertising (New York: Basic 
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proper decision. The Powers style suited this outlook admirably. 

The differences between the two styles can be overstated. The department stores had a great 

deai in cornmon with spectacles such as Bamum's American Museum or London's Crystal Palace. 

The emerging wnsumption patterns of an industrialized, urban society which led to the acceptance 

of the one led just as easüy to the acceptance of the other." Both were dependent on high-volume 

trafic to maintain profitability, and both were dependent on novelty and consumer satisfaction to 

maintain repeat business. In their architecture as well as their layout, department stores focused on 

display no l e s  than the spectacles. In this sense, they could go the spectacles one step better: the 

custorners could sate their tactile desires by actually handling the objects on display, and purchasing 

them. 

With that in mind, it is worth noting the advertising practices of Canada's largest department 

store, T. Eaton Limited. Timothy Eaton began his career as a smdl shopkeeper in rural St Mary's, 

Ontario. UnabIe to rnake a go of the business, he pulled up stakes and moved to Toronto in 1869, 

whare he bought out the store and inventory of a small shopkeeper in the city's core. Eaton's fortunes 

rapidly changed. With the timely adoption of retailing practices cornmon among his American 

counterparts, his small dry goods business developed into a thriving departrnent store.'" Following 

twenty years of near continuous growth, the retailer established an advertising depariment to handle 

d l  of the store's newspaper advertising.19 When he did so, he wrote a memo to its newly appointai 

head, Mr Beaupre, and informed him of the direction their announcements were to take: 

17. William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchams, Power, and the Rise of a New Amen'can Culrure 
(New York: Pantheon, 1993), 153-190; T.E. CoIes, 'Department Stores as  Innovations in Retail 
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18. Joy L. Santink, Tunothy Eaton and the Rise of His Department Store (Toronto: University 
of Toronto, 1990); Mary Etta Macpherson, Shopkeepers to u Nation: n e  Eatons (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1963) 

19. Santink, 119-121 



Tell your story to [the] public[,] what you have & what you 

propose to sell - 
Promise them not only bargains but that ev[er]y article will 

be found just what it [is] guarantee[d] to be - 
Whether you sell a first-rate or a 3rd rate article the 

customers will get what they bargain for - 

If you humbug do it right - let it be a genuine humbug - 

that no-one but yourself will see through & that they will conjecture 

- use no deception in the smallest degree - no - nothing you cannot 

defend before God or man[.]1° 

The fust three paragraphs encourage a iceen sense of honesty. Like Wanamaker, Eaton appears to 

have sought simple, straightforward descriptions of his goods, even if that meant calling a third-rate 

item third rate in bis ads. This was simply shrewd thinking on Eaton's part. Because he sold a wide 

range of goods, he cou1d afford to do this; it was the customers' choice whether they wished to pay 

less for a product of lower quality or more for a product of higher quality. Either way, Eaton 

cultivated a reputation for honesty among his clientele, and e m e d  the business of a wide spectrum 

of Toronto society2' 

Eaton's reference to humbug may seem out of place given the r a t  of his advice. But at 

heart, he was still the smail-town shopkeeper; he had no objection to Beaupre using what Sam Slick 

might have cailed the 'soft sawder.' Here, Eaton seems to refer not to trickery but to puffery, 

salesmanship. He wanted Beaupre to describe their goods honestly, but at the sarne time he wanted 

20. PAO, F229, Tixnothy Eaton records, Ser. 162, b. 1, f.0-38, T- Eaton to [Mr Beaupre], 
ca.1890. Joy Santink quotû this memorandum in her history of the store, but curiously drops the 
reference to humbug; see Santink, 120 

2 1. Macpherson, 29-30; Santink, 120-124 
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the goods to be desirable to the people who would shop in his store. If in doing so Beaupre had to 

suggest that the goods possessed qualities beyond what was ernpirically observable, then so be it. 

So long as the qualities that Beaupre described could bear up under the scrutiny of their customers - 
- so long as they did not inspire 'conjecture' - then they were within the bounds of truth, and 

justifiable, and could rightly be deemed a 'genuine humbug.' In the 1910s. the Tmth in Advertising 

movement would settle upon the same definition of 'truth.' 

The First Writings on Advertising 

During the 1880s. numerous writers surfaced who were willing to advise neophpes in the mysterious 

world of advertising. This writing appeared from two sources, publishers and agents, and both did 

so for essentially the same reason: to demonstrate their expertise in the arts of publicity. At this 

tirne, it was customary for advertisers to write their own copy. As cornpetition began to escalate 

between publishers for advertisers, and between agencies for clients, copywriting became a means 

for both groups to court the advenisers' favour. Publishers could argue that they ofTerd more than 

just a good advertising medium; the advertising placed in their care would be well written and 

designed, to ensure maximum notice. The full-service agencies, after having established their ability 

to place the client's ads in suitable media at the lowest procurable pricâ, could use the talents of an 

experienced copywriter as a trump card during solicitations. The promise of wellaafted copy might 

suffice to close a deal. 

Publishers included columns on advertising in their papers or magazines. Agents, however, 

saw a market in the publication of trade journals specificaily addressing issues comected to 

advertising. In the United States, this b e r n e  a cottage industry in the 1890s. The man who 

pioneered the space brokerage style of agency, George Rowell, established Primer's Ink in 1888. 

Its early success spawned numerous imitators, some little more than newsletters boosting the fortunes 
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of theû parent company. Nonetheless, they al1 attained a degree of notoriety within the trade, and 

arnong the more reputable could be included Profitable Aduertising (1 890), F m  (I  896), Judiciour 

Adverrising (1 896), and MohUl 's Magazine (NO 1?).* 

Canadians were caught up in this trend. Each new paper that arrived on the newsstands of 

the nation found m m  within its first few pages to state its advertising policies and rates. Quickly 

thereafter it would also explain why it and it alone should have been entrusted with the thoughtful 

merchant's advertising. Hugh Graham's Montreal Star, barely out of its swaddling clothes in January 

1869, offered the following advice on its editorial page to its publicity-seeking readers: 

The value of an advertising medium may be deterxnined by the extent of its 

circulation. Wide publicity is the requisite of the general adveniser, and the cheap 

popular journal suits him, with its circulation of thousands, rather than the more 

pretentious moming daily with a tithe of iü number of readers." 

Fighting words, but they conveyed a promise that Graham would keep in the years to come. The 

emerging penny press in Britain, the United States, and Canada sought to capitalize on an 

increasingly literate public by oflering papers that would capture the attention of the same middle- 

and working-class market pursued by Bamum. Rather than emphasizing commercial, financial, and 

political news, the penny press explorai sensationalism in news, human interest stories, and fiction. 

This brand of joumalism was pioneered in Canada by Graham's Star, and followed by John Ross 

Robertson's Toronto Telegram and Lu Presse of Treffl6 Berthiaume. Over time, an ability to read 

the public's mood and tastes would have become second nature tu any good editor; he would know 

the value of different size type, how to write an eye-catching headline, and how to make stories 

22. Presbrey, 320-32 1 
23. Montreal Star, 10 January 1869 
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topical for their readers." Certaîniy the partizan press knew how to spin each story to the cause 

of their benefactors. 

Perhaps, then, this is part of the reason why many advertising agents emerged from 

newspapers in the earliest days of the industry. After 1900, agencies began to attraa reporters who 

sought jobs as copywriters. Men such as Moore, McKim, and Desbarats had gained entry into the 

trade from the ranks of the newspapers' business offices, not the editorial room. As noted in 

Chapter Two, they had carved out a niche by providing business services, not creative services. 

Once agencies began to augment their space-buying with copy-writing, however, reporters fomed 

a ready pool of talent. They were well-trained to pump out short descriptive passages, in street-level 

language aimed at the average reader. Further, they were also accustomed to working on a daily 

schedule, and such hours were needed by agencies handling the accounts of local advertisers. Hence, 

men such as J.H. Woods, J.A. MacLaren, and Bertram Brooker tri& their hands af copy-writing. 

In 1869, however, this trend was still in the future. The Star's discussion of advertising made no 

comment on copy. Instead, it made only a veiled reference to the market served by the paper, and 

its efficacy in reaching it. What was offered was advice on media buying, and nothing else. 

Much had changed by the time E.E. Sheppard began Sururday Night magazine in 1887. 

Sheppard ran a column for eight weeks discussing the best means of conducting advertising? 

Without fail, the means described always came back to the magazine itself. Here too, the prospective 

advertiser received advice on media buying, though this time the medium was a pretentious weekly 

and not a popular daiIy. Why should advertisers choose Saturday Nighi! The answer was clear: to 

reach extremely worthy readership. 

24. James H. Imrie, 'Putting the Brakes on American Cornpetition,' Economic Adveaising, 7:6 
(June 19 16), 1 1 ; S. Roland Hall, 27ze Advertising Haruiboak 2ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1930), 
268 

25. Saturday Night, 1:l-8 (December 1887-January 1888); Morris Wolfe, A Smrday Nighi 
Scrapbook (Toronto: New Press, 1973), 1 



Had he [the advertiser] taken the trouble to ascertain just which papers his customers 

read, be might very easiiy have dropped the others, profiting thus by a direct 

reduction of the amount expended, without in any way Iessening the volume of his 

business. There are some people, like Barnum, whom it pays to advertise in 

everything fiom a comic weekiy to a pouItry journal, but the average advertiser 

should pick his advertising medium with the same caution that a thief picks a pocket 

or a woman a set of faise teeth? 

Hence, by using Satürday Mghi, the wise advertiser would save money he unnecessarily spent by 

advert king promiscuousl y in every medium available. 

Although, unlike the Star, Sheppard's advice did broach the content of the advertising itself, 

its primary focus was on advertising's mechanics, its layout and design. Newspapers had discovered 

that readers sought their favourite items - the news, editorials, or commercial inteIIigence - in the 

same part of the paper day after day. The same was true of advertisements. Sheppard suggesteâ that 

readers would seek out the ads for their preferred stores in the same spots in every issue. The 

effectiveness of this practice could be further heightened if the advertiser rewarded its readers for 

their efforts; for example, by changing the copy in the ad with each insertion to stimulate their 

curiosity. If the same ad were run without changes over a long period of time, then readers would 

eventually pass it by. People read the papers for news; they expected no less novelty nom their ads. 

If the advertiser already placed varied copy, then Sheppard suggested that the copy be written around 

timely appeals, such as seasonal needs. Blankets were a good bet for winter, gifts at Christmas." 

The f is t  trade journal of Canadian advertising - entitled, aptly enough, Olnadian Adveniser 

- appeared in 1893. By this time, the flood of Iiterature on copy had begun in the United States, and 

26. 'Advertising as a Fine Art, ' Suturday Nighr, 1 : 1 (3 December 1887). 7 
27. 'Advertising as a Fine AR,' Saturday Night, 1:3 (17 December 1887), 3; Suturday Night, 

1 5  (31 December 1887), 6 
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this Toronto magazine rode the tide, with twenty pages chock fiIl of advice on copy, type, and 

layout. Its discussion of media was far more catholic than that of Graham or Sheppard, covering 

shop whdows, posters, and show car& as well as publications. As such, it probably was the product 

of a print &op or agency rather than a newspaper or magazine; its editor claimed to be an 

experienced joumalist working with an 'advertising expert.'" In its first substantial article, it boldly 

declared thaî 'The art of advertising may be acquired by much study; for advertisers are not bom, 

they are made.'" This would have corne as quite a shock to P.T. Bamum. Although he credited 

advertising for his success, he claimed not to have a system when composing it. Rather, 

1 often seized upon an opportunity by instinct, even before 1 had a very definite 

conception as to how it should be used, and it seemed, somehow, to mature itself and 

serve my p u r p ~ s e . ~  

Canadiun Adveniser would have none of this. Barnum might have been a success with such slipshod 

tactics, but the advertiser of the 1890s could no longer do the same. 'There are certain essentiai 

elements which form the basis of this art,' it asserted, 'and these must be thoroughly absorbed into 

the advertiser's brain before he can become a master in his art.'31 The magazine would be a 

fountain of wisdom kept b h  by the outpourings of experts. The age of the agencies and fieelance 

copywriters was dawning. 

&nadian Advertiser began with the mual advice on the mechanics of advertising, but it also 

went well beyond this, and ventured boldly into the realm of copy style. After some famüiar 

cornmentary on the value of timely themes and well planned designs, it addressed the problems that 

28. No one comected to the magazine is named, but its address is that of the Toronto WorId 
building, the home of Frederick Diver's Central Press Agency. Toronto Ciry Directory 1893 
(Toronto: Might, 1893). 

29. 'The ABC of Advertising,' Conadian Advertiser, 1: 1 (June 1893), 4 
30. Barnum, 121 
31. 'The ABC of Advertising,' C a d i a n  Adverriser, 1 : 1 (June l893), 4 
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arose when searching for the proper tone of voice. Above al1 else, the editor advocated simplicity: 

... al1 advertisements should be in as few words as possibIe, and the language should 

be plain, business-like and straight forward. Al1 highfalutin, bombastic vaporings 

must be avoided, and every advertisement must appear to be truthful ....* 

These words echo those of John E. Powers, and Eaton's advice to Beaupre. Short, simple, practical: 

this was the essential message. There was a new consciousnâs underlying this advice that was not 

evident in the Star or S4turday Night columns. They had addressed tbe necessity of thinking through 

the placement, themes, and design of advertising. Canadiun Adveniser pushed its analysis one step 

farther, and added a literary perspective to the writing of copy. An atmosphere could be created by 

the very words selected by the copywriter, and this atmosphere had to be used to good advantage. 

The editor insisted that the advertiser not talk about itself and its business. Instead, it should focus 

attention as much as possible on the people reading the ad, and address them in a familiar voice, the 

'conversationai style which speaks directly to the reader and never says 'we' where it can Say 'you." 

'Such an advertisement,' it argued, 'talks to the consumer, mentions his wants and tells hirn where 

they can be satisfied.'" 

Again there are echoes here, but this time of Sam Slick. It was the pedlar's talent to simulate 

the spontaneity of a sincere interchange, to win the confidence of his marks, and exploit this to make 

a sale. Carrcldian Advertirer understood this ploy. Advertising had to recreate in type the sarne sense 

of easy familiarity that customers expected from their local shopkeepers - obviously, since it was for 

the local shopkeeper that most advertising was then written. Advertising, the editor stated, 'tells the 

reader just what the clerk or his master wouId tell the consumer across the c o ~ n t e r . ' ~  The intent 

of bis passage was clear. The shopkeeper had a reputation to uphold, and his roots were f i d y  

32. Ibid., 4-5 
33. Ibid., 4-5 
34. Ibid., 5 
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planted in the communiry. He had to cultivate the good will of bis clientele, and to do this he had 

to be as tnistworthy in his advertising as he was in his store. Contemporary portrayals of the 

itinerant pedlar suggested bat  their trade flourished due to more underhauded practices? The 

shopkeeper's advertising could no more resort to these than the bombastic publicity style of the 

medicine m&ea and circus promoters. Tbough more cautious, however, the shopkeeper's final 

intent was not so much different, Once cultivated, the confidence of the clientele was stiil to be 

turne. to advantage. With the cool tone of reason, the carefully written ads of the shopkeeper 'ofien 

mates wana where those who possess them were not aware of their existence. It appeds to their 

cornmon sense and convinces them by its logic." Tnistworthy, if not necessarily truthfid; plain 

spoken, but consciously contrived; providing service to clienteIe while cultivating their unbidden 

desires: this was the mode1 advertising propounded by Canadian Adveniser in 1893. How long the 

paper lasteci, or what its influence could have ben,  is unluiown. Only one issue remains in a public 

library . 

The most Iasting and consistent source of advice on advertising which originated in Canada 

before 1900 was Printer & Publisher. J.B. Maclean's magazine did not focus solely on the concerm 

of owners and managea within the periodicaf industry . Primer & Publisher addressed this audience 

to be sure, but it always had columns addressed to the compositors and pressmen as well. This no 

doubt reflected the realities of the Canadian industry . Maclean always had the interests of small t o m  

publishers at hart, and most small town publishea were compositors and pressmen as well. 

In this light, the magazine ran a column to assist compositors in the arrangement of 

advertising matter. In 'The Advertising Department,' the focus was on the mechanical composition 

of the ads themselves; nothing was 

35. L m ,  79-81 
36. 'The ABC of Advertising,' 

said of the copy's Iiterary style. When it began in 1898, its 
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anonymous author lamented the state of advertising in Canada, and boldly stated that publishers here 

were not treating this source of incorne as seriousiy as were their American counterparts. This was 

perfectfy evident in their handling of the ads which they did carry. It was no wonder thaî many 

businesses believed that advertising was not worth the investment; much of it was arrange- 

ineffectiveIy, almost wiihout thought. The new column offered to eduate newspapermen in the 

basics of good presentation with pracrical examples." Ten yean later, a Toronto copywriter noted 

with pleasure the great sîrides that Canadian compositors and advertising men had taken in the 

imerceding years. He credited the 'technical made journal and the popular magazines' with having 

brought about this transformation." 

Beyond the newspapers and trade magazines, agencies aiso began to issue pamphlets and 

books outlining their copy strategiâ. The most famous apywriter to emerge fiom Canada before 

1900 was undoubtedly John E. Kennedy. As noted in chapter two, Kennedy was the mastermind 

behind the success of Fit-Reform Clothing in Montreal. Having conquered the Iargest city in Canada, 

he went south and eventually landed in Chicago, where he made the acquaintance of Albert Lasker. 

In 1903, Lasker was a rising young account executive with the Lord & Thomas Advertising Agency. 

Like most agents of his day he was a solicitor, but he quickly recognized the growing importance of 

copy within the trade, and he sought in vain for a means to conceptualize the task of writing. 

ApparentI y, trade journals offered him 1 ittIe solace. Kennedy, however , had precisel y the information 

that Lasker had sought: a proven approach to copywriting, encapsulated in a simple formula. 

Advertising, Kennedy asserted, was 'salesmanship in print? In words that closely paralleled those 

of &nadim Adveniser ten years before, Kennedy argued that advertising had to convey the same 

37. 'Advertising Department,' PriNer & PubZisher, 7:9 (September 1898), 8 
38. William G. Colgate, 'The Advance in Ad. Composition,' Economic Advertising, 1:6 
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39. Albert D. Lasker, me L4Sk.r Srory: As He Told Ir, ed. S.R. Bernstein (Lincolnwood, 
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information to the masses that a sdesman would to an individual in order to strike up interest in the 

product and close the deal. As Stephen Fox has noted, there was nothing novel in Kennedy's ide . ;  

they were essentially those of Powers twenty years before.'" Nevertheless, Lasker was 

thunderstruck by this revelation, and immediateiy began to train all of the capywriters on staff at 

Lord & Thomas in Ke~edy 's  ideas. Then, in the time-honoured tradition of d l  major agencies, he 

issued a publication boosting the f m ' s  expertise - in this case, a series of pamphlets outlining 

Kennedy's approach." 

If the Powers style becarne forxnalized in the theoretical musings of Kennedy, the Barnum 

style was rehabilitated in the writings of Emest Elmo Calkins. Calkins's approach to advertising 

emphasized the evocative possibilities of ill~stration.~ Towards this end, he pushed his creative 

staff to consider the effect of each advertisement taken as a unit. Beautiful Magery, balanced layout, 

and a decidedly literary approach to copy would combine to create unforgettable advertising by 

suggesting an atmosphere in association with the product. The ways in which these various elements 

worked together would not appeal directly to the reason, but to the emotive sensibilities and 

imagination of the gentle reader. Calkins counted on the notion that many readers leafmg through 

their favourite periodicals were not always looking for edification, but rather diversion; advertising 

beautifully composed could arrest attention and tap into that open state of mind. Calkins and his 

partner Ralph Holden put these ideas to the test on many accounts. The most notable was Arrow 

Collas, for whom they created the image of the Arrow Collar Man - a staple of men's clothing ads 

for decades to corne. The aestheticism of these ads was rufficienily notable that J.E.H. MacDonald 

advised his students at the Ontario College of Art to pay special attention to thern? Calkins was 

40. FOX, 50-52 
41. Ibid., 50-52 
42. This contrast was noted by Fox, 42-49. 
43. NAC, MG30 Dl I l ,  J.E.H. MacDondd papers, b.3, f.3-7, lecture notes, 15 December 1922 
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a regular contributor to advertising trade journals, and in 1905 brought together his ideas in a volume 

co-authored by his partner Ralph Holden: Modern Ad~er t i s ing .~  

Behind these soinered sources of advice, from the regular press as well as the trade jounials, 

pamphlets, and books, there did lie an understanding of human behaviour. Few would have caiied 

it 'psychology.'" That a person's cunosity muld be aroused by novelty, or that the readers' eye 

could be attracted and beld by a graceful composition, were strategies most would have considered 

cornmon sense. The same knowledge of 'human nature' was part of the pedlar's kit, the marketing 

strategies of Bamum, and the editoriai skiils of the penny press. Copywriters wrote from personal 

experience about people they knew, and copied techniques from ads which had captured their own 

imagination. Kennedy and Calkins had merely formalized the assumptions and praaices of 

generations of publicity men in the language of the advertising trade. This was the environment the 

academic psychologists entered in 1900. 

Aademic PsychoIogy 

Until the late 18W,  the academic study of the human mind and its operations took place within the 

halls of philosophy departmenu. Usually referred to as 'Mental and Moral Theory,' it was taught 

by men trained in the classic texts of such philosophers as John Locke and Immanuel Kant. Such 

works were grounded in the empirical tradition of the Enlightenment, but their primary data were 

drawn fkorn the introspection of the philosophers involved. There was nothing tangible about their 

evidence. It gained its veracity through the sympathetic understanding of their readen, who were 

asked to look inside of themeIves and ask if the author's words did not ring me. By the mid-18ûûs, 

- - - - - - - - -- 
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there were phiiosophers who believed this f o m  of research had carried philosophers as far as they 

could go. They were rooted in nothing more than passing thoughts and in the assertions and counter- 

assertions of great thinkers. A new approach was desired, more positivist, founded upon ml-world 

experimentation and testable results, something thai would provide hard, demonstrable evidence of 

theoretical models. The first person to do this with regard to the processes of huma. cognition was 

Wilhelm Wundt, who in 1879 established a psychological laboratory at the University of Leipzig? 

Wundt's new methodologies soon began to attract graduate students from across Europe and 

North America. Much to his dismay, not al1 of these students were content to apply themselves to 

the traditional fields of philosophical investigation. His primary objective was to provide a new 

foundation for the academic discussion of the human mind. In essence, his interest was pure as 

opposed to applied research. Before applications could be drawn out of the research done in his 

laboratory, Wundt believed it might be decades, perhaps centuries, before there were suficient data 

to begin a proper synthesis dong scientific lines." For students such as John M. MacEachern, 

HarIow Gale, and Wdter Di11 Scott, that was simply too long to wait. Each of them attended to 

problerns of applied psychology rather than the theoreticd interests of their tacher. MacEachern, 

a Canadian hired by the University of Alberta in 1909, was drawn to industrial psychology and 

eventually became active in that province's state-run eugenics pr~grarnme.~  Harlow Gale and 

Walter Dill Scott, both Americans, chose to turn their tools upon the effects of advertising. Wundt 
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tried to discourage them al1 from their unphilosophicai approaches, but decided that their orientation 

to praaicd ity was a particulad y North American trait .* 

In 1896, using human subjects under laboratory conditions, HarIow Gale becaxne the first 

academic psychologist to study the assumptions underlying nineteenth-century advertising practices. 

His interests covered both the mechanical composition of advertising and its content. On the 

mechanics side, Gaie started with a relatively comrnon question: what made an advertisernent 

noticeable? On this point, Gale contrived experiments which tested the placement of advertising on 

a typical magazine page. Each subject was asked to sit in a dark room. Then, a card divided into 

four qua1 parts was illuminated briefiy. After the light was turned off, the subject was asked which 

quarter of the page attracted their attention first. The test was repeated with a series of different 

cards, with a number of different subjects. Gaie performed a similar experiment on the eye's 

attraction to colour, where different patches of coIour were substituted for the four quarters on each 

page. The results should not have been surprising. Gaie found that in most cases, subjects preferred 

the left side of the page to the right, and the top to the bottom. In other words, most people scanned 

the page as they would have read it. With colours on a white background, black attracted the most 

attention, followed by r d  and then orange." 

Gale's work on content was similarly innovative. Thâe experiments tried to identify those 

appeals which best capturai the reader's interest. In these tests, Gale created a set of fictitious brand 

names for the same product, then had an ad set for each one, in the same style and type. Each ad 

featured a different talking point: the age of the h, a celebrity endorsement, the price of the goods, 

a description of their virtues. Individual subjects were then asked to rank the products according to 

their impression of the ads. Gale then assessed the effectiveness of each ad according to its average 

49. Schultze, 17-20 
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score." 0th psychologists adapted this technique, since it did offer a means of pre-testing ads 

before they were pla~ed.~ 

While Gaie's work was picked up by other psychologists, it did not capture the imagination 

of the advertking aade in quite the same way that Walter Di11 Scott's did. The medium selected by 

each man might explain this difference. Gale's work appeared as part of a series of research papers 

published by himself in Minneapolis. Scott's first appeared in a trade journal issued by a reputable 

Chicago advertking agency. The interest sparked by his magazine series led to their republication 

in book fonn, as 7he ntoory of Advertising ? 

Scott's book is a short, accessible, and well-illustrated piece of writing. In fifieen concise 

chapters, he outlined what psychologists knew about the movement from reading to buying. He then 

explained how this rnovement could be directed by the knowledgable copywriter. Like Gale, he 

began by focusing on the ways advertisements gained attention, but then he delved more deeply into 

human cognition. The key operation was the way in which ideas became associated. From 

Iaboratory experimentation, psychologists had shown to their satisfaction that three laws held in this 

process: first, that 'the idea next to enter the mind is the one which has habitually been associated 

with ... the one present to the mind.' Second, 'If two things have been recently comected in the 

mind, when one is thought of again it suggests the other also.' And third, 'If my present thought bas 

been associated with a thousand different objects, that one wiil be suggested with which it has been 

most vividly associated. The application was obvious. nie successful advertiser was one who 
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forged a vivid association in the minds of readers between an everyday need and his produa. The 

task of the copywriter would be to make this association as vivid as possible, so much so that al1 

other associations wodd be secundary to that of the product. Hence, every time a particular situation 

occurred in the Iife of the reader, she would immediately think of the product. 

To create an effective association was one thing, to impel the reader to act was quite another. 

Scott described two means to do this. The first was the power of suggestion. Basically, Scott 

believed humans were highly suggestible creatures, and the mere idea of an action would usually 

bring it to fruition. He explained this process with reference to Ouija boards and hypnotism. In both 

cases, ideas were planted in the participant's mind to the total exclusion of al1 others. Under 

exceptionally focused conditions, participants could be induced to bring about a desired end with 

apparently no conscious participation on their part. To apply this idea in advertising, the copywriter 

would have to demonstrate the benefits of using the advertised product. The ad would not dwell upon 

the product in isolation, but would conjure in the mind of the reader an image of herself with it. At 

its best, the association would be so vivid that the reader would not link the activity to any competing 

product? A most effective way to do this would be through the use of an apt illustration, and Scott 

devoted six chapters to perception, apperception, and mental imagery. 

The second rneans was the 'direct cornmand.' As Scott himself noted, this was a much more 

dificult method to use successfûlly because it directly confionted the reader's own inclinations. The 

reader who was told to 'Use Pears' Soap' or 'Drink Coca-Cola' could we11 answer 'no' and be done 

with it. Hence, any copywriter using this type of pitch would have to be extremely judicious in his 

choice of words; it would be necessary to cloak the ultimate purpose of the ad: 

No one would be willing to admit that he had used Pears' Soap simply because he 

55. Ibid., 4760, 208-228. This aspect of Scott's work is described in greater detail in David P. 
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bad read the command, 'Use Pears' Soap.' It is, however, quite probable that many 

persons have used Pears' Soap for no other reason. ... 

We are perfectly willing to obey as long as we are unconscious of the fact. 

But let any one see that he has been commanded and his aninide is changed; he 

becornes obstinate instead of pliant.' 

Scott believed tbat îhis obstinacy was more likel y among the upper classes than the lower. The lower 

classes were accustomed taking orders? 

Both of these rnethods attempted to manipulate the conscious decision-making process of the 

reader. Scott believed that an idea implanted in the mind could prejudice the outcome - the decision 

- at a pre-conscious stage in that process. Suggestion did this by encouraging the reader to 

participate in the formulation of that pre-conscious idea. The comtnicted image of herself with the 

product was expected to condition her ultimate decision, and consequently influence her future 

purchases. By contrast, direct command attempted to implant the ultirnate decision itself. Either 

way, the ideal advertisernent would pre-empt the conscious thought patterns of the reader. By 

definition, anything l a s  would be an unsuccessful advertisernent in Scott's mind: 'Actions perfonned 

as a result of a conscious, deliberate determination would not be said to be suggested. Ideas gained 

by a conscious, voluntary process of reasoning would likewise not be said to be suggested? 

Hence, the ideal result of either method would End readers responding to advertisements as if under 

hyp nosis .SD 

It was this assure. outcome that psychologists such as Gale and Scott hoped to achieve when 

they applied their expertise to advertising. In the introduction to his book, Scott set out the foI1owing 
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In this day and generaîion we are not afraid of theories, systems, ideals, and 

imagination. Whaî we do avoid is chance, luck, haphazard undertakings .... We 

may be willing to decide on unimportant things by instinct or by the fiipping of a 

coin, but when it cornes to the serious things of life we want to know that we are 

tnisting to something more than a mere chance. 

Advertising is a serious thing with the businûsman of today? 

Scott then noted the enormous sums invested in the publishing industry and advertising. This 

industry needed the assurance provided by a scientific understanding of its workings. Without it, 

everything would be built on a foundation of sand. And psychology, according to Gale and Scott, 

was the science of advertising. 

The work of Gale and Scott was developed more rigorously within a school of psychology 

known as behaviourism. Its most vocal proponent was John B. Watson, a psychologist at Johns 

Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. While studying rats, Watson developed an approach 

to laboratory results that differed significantly fiom Wundt's. The latter man undertook his 

experiments to test hypotheses conceming intangibles: cognition, reasoning, emotions, the mind. 

Wundt's experiments provided an important source of new information to philosophers, but this 

information remained hamessed to a mandate determineci by metaphysical considerations? Watson, 

however, grew to distrust the entire reaIm of ideas generated through rnetaphysics, which he and his 

fellow behaviourists tenned sheer introspection. 'Mind' was at best a mercurial concept; the only 

thing that scientists could daim with certainty was the existence of the brain. Similarly, the cognitive 

processes which fascinated Wundt seemed to have aa existence divorced from anything material and 
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verifiable. Rather than studying these, then, Watson argued that attention should be focused entirely 

on the human animal and his or her activities. Instead of a science of mind, he offered a science of 

behaviour, which accepted as its raw data only empirically observable phenomena. Watson called 

this new approach 'behaviourisrn.' With it, he expected psychology to disçover the causa1 factors 

behind human behaviour as if humans were nothing more than matter in motion. The praaicai 

applications of such knowledge would be almost infinite? 

Although Watson hirnself did not apply bis methods to advertising in the 1910s, Harry L. 

Hollingsworth did. Hollingsworth too was a professor of psychology, at CoIumbia University in New 

York. Before 1914, he took up Gaie's techniques and began testing generic advertising appeals 

divorced fkom any particular product or brand name. With the results, he hoped to discover what 

the most fundamental drives were behind consumer behaviour. If it were possible to categorize and 

rank these appeals according their effectiveness with particdar products and particular markets, then 

al1 of the guess work would be taken out of copywriting, altogether." HolIingswonh was indebted 

to Gale for his research rnethods, but he made clear his philosophical differences with Wundt's 

students while reviewing a book by Scott in 1912: 

The chief difficulty with b i s  type of 'applied psychology' is that ... it goes but a 

little way toward communicating the ability to set up these processes in others. ... 

The psychology evolved by the introspective method can never be in the m e  sense 

an applied science; it is at most an academic analysis illustrated by industrial 

 instance^.^" 

62. Md., 3-5. On Watson, see David Cohen, J.B. Watson: î k  Founder of Behaviourism 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979), 82-1 12. 

63. Adams, 129-148; H.L. Hollingsworth, 'Judgments of Persuasiveness,' Psy~hoZogkdR~ew,  
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64. Harry L. Hollingsworth, Review: Influencing Men In Business (191 l), by W.D. Scott, in 
Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scienrific Methods, 9:4 (Febmary 1912). 110-1 11 
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On the other hand, Scott found HolIingworth's first book on advertising to be a tremendous addition 

to the literature? Beyond Hollhgsworth, tbere were a number of others entering the field during 

the 1910s, both in joumals and through books of their own, who were adopting the behaviourist 

stance. The most prolific among hem were Eûward K. Strong, Jr, Henry F. Adams, and Daniel 

S tarch .66 

In Canada, there was m original work done in this branch of applied psychology. Before 

1920, there were only three philosophy departments with trained research psychologists on staff: the 

University of Toronto, McGill University, and the University of Aïbena. Of these, only the fint two 

had psychological laboratories. Toronto's had been established within the department of philosophy 

ia 1889. It was supervised by two men who had trained under Wundt, James Mark Baldwin and 

August Kirschmann. Neither took an interest in advertising. Then, through the 1910s, the lab fell 

into di~use.~' At McGilI, a lab was established in 1910 under the behaviourist William D. Tait, but 

his interests were aiso in fields other than advertising. The same was me of John M. MacEachem 

at Alberta." Each of them was hired to teach basic introductory courses in psychological theory 

and research methods to undergraduates in philosophy. Their labs were as much teaching aids as 

research tools. The development of psychology as a separate field did not take place until the mid- 

1920s. Only then did it becow possible for scholars to pursue the kinds of specialization that would 

65. Walter Dill Scott, Review: Advenising and Selling (1913). by H.L. Hollingsworth, Journal 
of Philosophy. Psyctzology, anù Sciemifie Methods, 1 1 :9 (A pril 19 I4), 249-250 
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have allowed for directeci research in applied fields such as ad~ert is ing.~  

Responses to Psychology 

Stephen Fox, in his biographical bistory of the Americm advertising industry, 7he Mirror M&rs 

(1984), argues that there are two schools of thought regarding the creation of advertising: hard sell 

and soft sell. To his mind, every approach can be fit into one school or the other. Hard sell 

corresponds to the Powers style, or the 'salesmanship in print' championed by Kemedy. It was 

characterized by its fi& acceptance of the business transaction intended by the ad itself. As such, 

it spoke of quaiity, price, efficiency, convenience, health, and any other factors affecting the purchase 

decision which privileged practicality over sentiment. Soft sel1 was its polar opposite. Soft sel1 

dodged the transaction and entreateü the public to look favourably upon the advenised produa, 

regardless of its utility or price. This coaesponded to the ideas of Bamum and Calkins.''' 

Reading Scott's book on suggestion and association, Fox argues that psychology appeared to 

endorse the soft-sel1 approach.'' It is difficult to believe that Scott and his peers actually had this 

in mind. The psychologists did not intend to engage in an on-going dispute among admen. Rather, 

as Merle Curti has argued, they sought to find the underlying principles which made oll advertising 

work, not simply one style or another. The various theories regarding hard sel1 and sofi se11 were 

essentiaily sets of rules gleaned fkom the writers' experience; each set of rules necessarily excluded 

69. Donaid O. Hebb, 'Chancellor Hebb describes Psychological Research at McGiIl,' Z k  
McGill You Knew: An Anthoiogy of Memories, ed. E. A. Collard @on Milis, Ontario: Longman, 
1975), 166-168; Stanley B. Frost, McGill University: For the Advancement of Leoming: vol.LI, 1895- 
1971 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1984). 147-148; Michael Gauvreau, 'Philosophy, Psychology, and 
History: George Sidney Brett and tbe Quest for a Social Science at the University of Toronto, 1910- 
1940,' Historical Papers 1988 (ûtrawa: Canadian Historical Association, 1988), 209-236; Paul 
Axelrod, Making a Middle Ums: Smdent Life in English Canada during the minies (Montreai: 
McGill-Queen's, 1 N O ) ,  56-57 
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Advenising (Boston: Small, Maynard, 1908). 



the other? Io place of these rules, psychology offered a process of developing entire campaigns 

in accordance witb the needs of the imagineâ reader. The actuai eopy written might take any one 

of a variety of tones and styles. Despite his interest in the power of suggestion, even Scott endorsed 

the use of the 'reason-why' strategy with particular products. A key example was the piano trade. 

In the late 18ûûs, pianos became a widely regarded rniddle-class status symbol. An imposing piece 

of fùrniture and an indication of cultured accomplishment, the piano became an investment in 

prestige. Piano rnanufacturers knew this well, and tended to stress these non-materiai benefits of 

ownership." Surely this was a suitable case for Scott's theories of suggestion; they could easüy be 

used to justiQ the scores of ads featuring welldressed, admiring visitors cooing over their hosts' new 

upright, But here was Scott's reply: 

A piano is primarily not a thing to look at or an object for profitable investment, but 

it is a musical instrument. It might be beautiful and cheap, but still very undesirabIe. 

The chief thing about a piano is the quality of its tone. Many advertisers of pianos 

do not seem to have the slightest appreciation of this faa." 

An entire industry's product might weIl be endowed with the magic of prestige, but the individual 

manufacturer still had to offer some reason why its narne stood above the rest. The cold reality of 

the hard sel1 could intnide into any advertisernent. The appeal had to be tailored to the needs of the 

readership as well as their desires. 

Nonetheless, Scott's desire for hypnotic certainty stood in direct opposition to Powers and 

his willingness to let the buyer decide. In its ideal form, the Powers style assumed that the reader 

72. Merle Curti, 'The Changing Concept of 'Human Nature' in the Literature of American 
Advertising,' Business Histary Review, 61:4 (Winter 1967), 334-357 
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had al1 of the necessary information she needed to get through Iife. What the ad offered was news, 

news about a produa that may or may not have been of use to ber. The ad was simply a means to 

convey information about the produa and reasons why she should buy it. If these reasons were pride 

or envy rather than efficiency or convenience - that is, if they appeared to be emotional and 

'psychological* rather than purely rational - then so be it. That said, the ultimate decision regarding 

the product's utiiity was necessarily hers to make, in full consciousness and with al1 the facts relevant 

at her fingertips. implicity, then, Scott's theory of advertising stands as a critique of the reason-why 

approach. Powers ptivileged the conscious decision-making process over the existence of pre-rational 

ideas and behaviourid conditioning. For many contemporary observers within the trade, the 

difference between the two styles appeared to be a difference between reason and emotion. 

When E c o m i c  Advenising began in Toronto in 1908, it landed thick in the middle of this 

debate aroused by Kennedy, Calkins, and Scott. The theories of each one were readify available 

through numerous publications. Beyond the books and pamphlets each had authoreci, they were aiso 

represented in the Canadian and American trade press. Due to his citizenship, Kennedy's activities 

were noted in Economic Advertising, and the same paper regularly printed articles by Calkins. Scott 

had an impact in other ways. Although he was never mention4 by name, the discussion of 

psychology mounted in the Canadian trade press and luncheon rooms after a revised edition of his 

book appeared in 1908." 

Economic Adverrising proved to be a rich source of progressive ideas. T. Johnson Stewart, 

the new journal's editor, asserted in its openiag column that: 

The mission of this publication is to help advertisers and publishers alike to 

elirninate al1 waste in advertising. .. . As a rule our merchants and manufacturers are 

investing too IittIe in systematic advertising. . .. 

75. Scott, ïhe Psychology of Advenising 
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Spasmodic advertising, it does not matter how big the investrnent, is not 

scientific, and cannot be economic. Haphazard advertising is nearl y al ways wastefill . 

The cause of advertising is damaged, not helped, by a too b u l b  appropriation.' 

Scott's manifest0 echoed through these passages. If advertising had ben unsuccessful in the pas, 

then the M t  lay with ill-conceived plans. Greater investments of money were not going to remedy 

the situation. Advertkers needed better-written copy and a more judicious seleaion of media. The 

key words for Stewart were 'systematic' and 'scientific.' Advertising plans had to be placed upon 

a basis tbat would allow for greater assurance of a profitable return. 

On the rnatter of copy, Stewart hedged between appeais to emotion and appeals to reason. 

He believed that the reading public could well be swayed by both, but 'the majority of mankind' was 

generally won by an appeal to their sentiments. B y way of example, Stewart did not point to any one 

advertising campaign but to the temper of a church congregation. 'You never h e w  a cool, logical 

preacher to have a crowded church. The popular preacher appeals to the emotions of men and 

women. Incidentaily, he may be logical, but crowds who attend his services are not enticed by his 

nice rea~oning. '~ That said, Stewart still expected a sales pitch in the midst of this emotive copy. 

A painting may be extraordinarüy attractive, but never sel1 anything. As such, Stewart seemed O 

favour a compromise position between K e ~ e d y  and Calkins: reason-why copy with a focus on 

human sentiment. 'That the seIIing argument will be more and more us& by advertisers goes without 

saying,' he stated in one editorial, but this selling argument muld not rely on the hard sel1 associated 

with Powers." Rather, 

The writer who cm most vividly picture the litde persond features of goods, their 

beauty, the good standing which will be produced by their possessor, their 

76. 'Straight Taiks: What's In a Name?' Economic Advem'sing, 1: 1 (September 1908), 3-4 
77. T.J. Stewart, 'Sentiment or Logic,' Economic Advenising, 2 5  (January 1910), 8 
78. 'The Fundamental Essential,' Economic Advenising, 3:2 (February 19 IO), 6 7  
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exclusiveness, their distinction from comrnon wares, has learned a lesson that has 

business value. Telling how long an article will last, how strong it is and how well 

put together, is all right, but al1 thwe are points of a matenal nature. Whiie giving 

attention to this side, don't overlook the personal side - the pride side - 
sentiment." 

Once again, like Eaton, Chadi~llt Mvem*ser, and Kennedy before - indeed, like Sam Slick hirnself - 
- Stewart urged the copywriter to thid about the reader, and to demonstrate an understanding of her 

desires through the text. Stewart, however, put a cemarkable new emphasis on the social stature 

imparted by goods. The advertiser was no longer selling something that offered to gratiQ practicai 

or even personai desues. Now the goods carried a communicable symbolic value for those who did 

not purchase them as ~ e l l . ~  

For al1 the suggestions advanced in its pages, Economic Adwnising did not fuIly endorse the 

adoption of psychological approaches to copy. Rather, it tended to use the new vocabulary supplied 

by psychologists only to relate the old wisdom of the trade. Where advertisen of the past had 

'hammered home' their sales message by repeating the same slogan week after week, now they spoke 

of 'conditioning' the reader's mind through 'systematic' advertising." Similarly, an article in 

Primer & Publisher could now speak of 'creating desire' rather ban putîing over the sales 

message.= For al1 of their talk of science, the new advertising intellectuals had to admit that there 

was precious littie scientific about copywriting itself. The only 'scientific' aspect of their work was 

79. 'The Advertising Value of Sentiment,' Economic Advem3ing, 2 5  (Yamary 1910), 22 
80. William Leiss et al. argue that this thinking became increasingly evident in actual 

advertisements after 1890; it represented the 'fetishization' of consumer goods observed by Marx. 
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Methuen, 1986), 270-280 
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space buying, where circulation figures could supply a masure of mathematid assurance to their 

decisions regarding media. However, no one suggested that there was anything comparable KI assis 

in the preparation of wpy. The assurances they sought in that line of their work lay in some hazy 

future world. Systematic, longingly 'scientific,' but ultimately not psychological: this was Stewart's 

approach to advertising in 1909. 

Stewart fiund a rival in George French, the editor of an American trade paper called 

Profirable Aàvertising. In 1909, French editoridized that al1 of the talk about the 'science of 

advertising' was essentiaily bu*. He took particular aim at the work of men like Gale, on the 

mechanics of composition. '[A] good advertisernent, or a good piece of printing,' French believed, 

depends for its beauty, its strength, its pulling power, upon the very sarne principles 

that make a good painting .... The painter goes about the preparation of bis canvass 

exactly as the advertiser or printer should go about the task of 'laying out' his work. 

This is composition in art; and it is composition that the advertiser must s t ~ d y . ~  

These aspects of advertising had been studied by adworkers and compositors long before Gaie and 

his i1k arrived on the scene. Afier al1 was said and done, French believed that psychology offered 

precious linle in the way of new ideas. A better training in advertising could be  afforded by a study 

of fine art, a belief that could have corne straight from Caikins. 

Aithough Stewart himself did not endorse the adoption of psychologicai theories, he felt 

compelled to respond to these comments. By lumping the entire notion of a 'science of advertising' 

together with psychology, French had attacked the conceptual basis of Stewart's journal. However, 

83. George French, quoted in T.J. Stewart, 'The Science of Advertising,' Economic Advenising, 
1:2 (October 1908). 38-39. French has been curiously overlooked in the history of advertking. 
Outside of his paper, he was also an experienced agency man, active in institutional work, and was 
a moving force behind the Association of National Advertisers (Presbrey, 544). He contributeci 
numerous articles to Economic AdvenisinglMarketing after 19 10, and became a regular columnist 
when he immigrated to Montreai in 1929. 
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because the science he so longhgly sought did not yet exist, Stewart could only offer assertions and 

digressions in his response. In so doing, he made this f i a .  admission: 

The science of advertising is no more fallible than any other science extant. 

. . . There is no ultimate and final knowledge. Nor has there been a single instance 

in the whole history of advertising, as far as we know, where the counsellor's 

predictions have been more than approximately correct. 

But because we cannot predict the exact results of any advertking campaign 

we rnay plan and engineer, it does not follow that we are unscientific or that nine- 

tenths of al1 adverîising is a gamble. Because we cannot aitogether dohinate chance 

in any line of business, it would be utterly foolish to solemnly declare that al1 but a 

tenth of the business on the globe was speculative, pure and simple.Y 

The references to the fallibility of science and the lack of ultimate knowledge, combined with his 

warm embrace of the scientific spirit, bespeak a writer familiar with the works of American 

pragmatists such as William James or John Dewey. And yet, in the very nert paragraph, Stewart 

hirnself scomed the work of the empirical psychologists, dismissing it as mthing more than the 

'vaporings of savants, who never wrote an ad., or never sold an inch of space in all their lives 

....'" One wonders, then, why he would champion the spirit and mt the reality of the 

contemporary science of advertising. 

Part of the problem may have been the businessman's general suspicionof academia. Where 

the businessman was the man of action carrying heavy responsibilities for personnel, plants, and 

invesunents, the academic was a mere spinner of theories without much connection to the real world 

84. Stewart, ibid., 38-9 
85. Stewart, 39 
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of commerce.' Although Walter DiIl SCOU had participated in a few profitable campaigns, Harlow 

Gale had not, and some of his methods came under close s c ~ t i n y . ~  In particular, his tab conditions 

were criticized for their inability to replicate a real-world reading experience. Snbjects who were 

momentarily focused on a dimly-lit page in a dark room might have felt the sensation of reading on 

a subway train, but under no circumstance could this have substituted for anyone's notion of leisure 

tirne reading. Had Gale allowed his subje~ts more than a fleeting glimpse of each page, his resuits 

may have been greatly different? 

One example of Gale's deficiencies becarne evident among newspapermen in 1910. Based 

on his lab results, Gaie found that his subjects' attention was first drawn to the upper right corner 

of each page. As a result, Gale believed that this was the optimum placement for any ad.* In 

practice, editors found they could fit more ads on each page if they used the top left corner for news 

and built up the advertising matter fkom the bottom right. That way, news was the first thing that 

most people saw as they turned the page. Then, scanning d o m ,  the last thing that fixed in their 

minds was an advertisement. This suggested that the optimum position was the bottom right corner. 

Describing this arrangement technique to the Canadian Press Association, I.R. Bone of the Toronto 

Star implicitiy suggested that Gale's fmdings were, psychologically speaking, completely wrong." 

In the end, then, one has to wonder if Stewart's adoption of the scientific spirit was not more 

of an outlook than a practicai programme. Stewart's 'system,' as it appeared thmgh his mlumns, 
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amounted to tbis: place emotive copy in well-selected publications as fiequently as possible, whether 

the general business climate was good or bad. Advertise your goods with the right pitch, al1 the 

t h e .  

Despite Stewart, there were many others in Canada interesteci in the new psychology. W.A. 

Lydiatt maintained a list of books that he considered required reading in his directory of Canadian 

periodicals. Of the eight books on his first k t ,  in 19 18, two were on psychology : Scott's Psychology 

of Adverrishg (1 908) and Hollingswonh's Advertking and Selling (19 13)?' Afier Woods-Nonis 

Limited bought Economic Advenising from Stewart, it ran severai articles on the potentiai applications 

stemming from acadernic discoveries. In their ads, Woods-Norris boasted that 'Proper anaiysis of 

the buying public' was a feanired part of their service to advertisen." Nonetheless, the articles on 

psychology which appeared in their journal did not clariQ what this service might have entailed. Al1 

of tbem discussed potential applications which remained in the dimly-perceived future. In February 

1911, the paper reported on a speech by Charles S. Ricker, chair of Psychology at Harvard 

University. Ricker believed that in 'a few years psychoIogists will reduce to an exact science the 

method of composing advenisements so as to obtain answers? This of course was the dream of 

the behaviourists. They too dreamed of crafting ads that would completely override the consumer's 

conscious decision-making process. The effect of such articles might have sparked the imaginations 

of arnbitious young copywriters and avaricious old advenisen, but they never offered them anything 

concrete in the way of methods. For that matter, neither did Scott or Hollingsworth. 

Whether that glorious day ever arrived, however, was irrelevant in the short tenn. Herbert 

N. Casson, another Canadian working south of the border, felt that psychology dready had provided 

91. Lydion's Book 5ed. (1918), 261 
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adworkers with the means to predict reader behaviour. This would alIow thern to provide their 

clients with the assurance bat  their money was not being wasted. Further, they could reassure 

themselves that their efforts were truly effective." In the meantirne, despite their fondest wishes, 

it was impossible for adworkers to guarantee the results of the carnpaigns they created. Stewart 

addressed this issue by arguing that Canadian advertising was still 'emerging from cloucilaad.'* 

The 'science of advertising' had provided the rudimentary tools to take the guesswork out of their 

trade. For anything more than this, trust and patience were the orders of the day. Once again, the 

adworkers' quest for professional authority and credibility was hstrated by unmet expectations. 

Some were not willing to wait. Unlike his p e r s  in academia, John B. Watson got the 

opportunity to put his ideas into action. Seven years after the publication of his behaviourist 

manifesta, he was hired by J. Walter Thompson Advertising in New York. Watson introduced 

research techniques to the agency that were designed to gauge consumers' impressions of specific 

products, in laboratory situations similar to those devised by Gale and Scott. These tests were among 

the first consumer attitude surveys. With thern, agency staff could organize campaigns by building 

upon positive responses to proposed copy themes and countering negative ones. However, while such 

surveys might have provided basic data about the reading public, they did not offer prescriptions on 

how to write actual copy. It was one thing tu know how a small sample of consumers felt about the 

client's product, quite another to know how to persuade millions of readers to buy it? 

The true test of Watson's psychology came with his work as an acmunt executive. JWT put 

him in charge of a handful of major clients, one of which was Cheseborough-Pond's, the 

manufacturers of a line of women's beauty products. Historian Deborah Coon has argued that the 

94. Herbert N. Casson, 'Scientific Management in the Sales Department,' EconomicAdvenising, 
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ads produced under Watson's direction were indeed amsistent with his psychological manifesto. That 

said, none of the ads struck a new note in copy styieor approach. The methods employed had been 

used for years, by other advertisen and other agencies. Advertisen did not ne& a psychologist to 

suggest that s t a tu  envy, yearnings for romantic love, rnd celebrity endorsements might offer effective 

ways to se11 beauty products. Once again, it appeared that the 'science,' or the theocies spun in the 

name of science, had simply served to validate long+stablished techniques." 

At the end of the day, copywriters did not find that their work had changed much in the wake 

of the academic psychologists. George French, no doubt familiar with the Watson's agency work, 

could cornfortably repeat in 1926 the impressions he bad had in 1909. The consumer attitude suwey 

was a useful new addition to the agency's arsenal of weapons, but al1 of the rest of the theoretical 

posturing was still bunk. Whether the information available to creative staffs was intuitively held or 

survey-generated, they still had to assas it according to their own lights. The finai ad would 

ultimately be the product of fallible human mincis and hands.' 

The foremost Canadian writer on the subject agreed. Bertram Brooker was a fieelance 

copywriter throughout the 1920s, and under the pseudonym 'Richard Surrey' he contributed 

numerous articles on copy style to Markering, Printer's Ink, and Advenising & Selling. These 

articles reveaied a fascination with the creative process behind copywriting. In one of his more 

notorious articles, entitled 'Shunning Shakespeare,' he exchanged barbs with an American counterpart 
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over the choice of language used in ads aimed at popular audiences. Brooker favoured Ianguage that 

was expressive, clex, and precise. The tone of voice he adopted never spoke down to his readers, 

and if a particular word carrieci connotations that no other word could, he would use it no matter how 

ununmon the word may be. In short, Brooker favoured a highly literary approacb to advertising 

without endorsing trivial embelli~hments.~ 

Brooker believed that wording was crucial, because he believed that advertising's purpose was 

to graR meaning ont0 the products or services being sold. Each person's Me was not guided 

necessarily by true or faIse facts. In contrast with the advocates of reason-why copy, Brooker did 

not believe that peopIe worked out their best course of action in every situation according to a cold 

and sober analysis of the information on haad. Rather, everyone fieighted their analysis with values, 

and it was these values that governed the individual's responses to particular facts. In Brooker's 

words, the key was 'significance - the Mew imposed on facts by the individual observer according 

to his particular position or relation to the fhcts ~ b s e r v e d . " ~  Stated thus, the mth of the claims 

made in any ad were irrelevant. It was the significance of the claims and the ways in which they 

were expressed that would carry the sale. Timothy Eaton might have called this a 'genuine humbug.' 

For Brooker, it was a rnatter of the appearance of tmth carrying more persuasive power than truth 

itself. An ad for pipe tobacco clarified his point. In it, a notorious Hollywood vamp claimed that 

al1 of her leading men smoked the advertised brand. The public had largely dismissed the ad, 

however, because none of the Ieading men in her pictures had ever smoked a pipe. 

You see, it may be true that she wrote it. It may be true that in private life 

her fiance did smoke a pipe. But these truths have little or no significance because 

99. Richard Surrey [B. Brooker], 'Shuming Shakespeare, ' Prinrer 's lnk, (November 1925). 17- 
20; see dso Surrey, 'What Should Copy Writers Read?' Prinrer's Ink, (15 March 1923) 

100. Philip E. Spane [B. Brooker], 'Make Advextising Believable,' M~rkering, 28:3 (4 February 
1928), 75 
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both she and her fiance made signs in thousands of movie palaces that make them out 

to have been of quite a different character. 

You see, known character counts more than truth.IO' 

Advertking appeared in a wodd that the copywriter could not control, where meaning was fiuid and 

individually interpreted. The copywriter had to pay mention to the suggestive value of words and 

consrnia his ads in such a way that they triggered the reader's values rather than her reason. As 

such, both the reason-why and the behaviourist approaches to copy could be fauted. Both relied on 

a mechanistic view of 'human nature' that failed to account for the fact that 'life is not subject to 

rnathematics. 'lm 

Given such an interest in copy, it was inevitable that Brooker would look at the theories 

proffered by the psychologists. He did so in a book published in 1930, that brought together themes 

from several years' worth of articles and editoriais. As part of his preparation, Brooker read every 

book on the psychology of advertising that he could get bis hands on. His conclusion? No one else 

should ever have to do the sarne. To Brooker's mind, psychology had one great advantage: it asked 

copywriters to think about the consumer's needs and aspirations, the consumer's values. To write 

copy that would engage the reader's attention, it was not enough that the c o p y e t e r  simply describe 

the product. It was not enough to relate the care in its manufacture, its unique qualities, its beneficial 

effects, or its price. These aspects of the produa reflected the concems of the manufacturer and 

distributor. To engage the reader's attention, the copywriter had to evoke something that would be 

of interest to the reader: the reader herseIf. Brooker dernonstrated what he rneant: 

People need soap. 

People wam good complexions. 

101. Ibid., 76 
102. Ibid., 75 



Why do they want good complexions? 

To attract the opposite sex - to retain the love and admiration of their 

relatives and fiiends - to achieve popularity! 

Do you see what happens when you start to ask questions in the righr order? 

You are led immediately away from your product and your own business to where 

the prospect Iives . la 

Thus, in so fhr as psychological theories asked copywriters to thinlr in terms of how their creations 

played with the readers, they were on the right track. Unfortunately, ail they offered were 

abstractions, not concrete suggestions upon which to constnict a campaign. Brooker returned to his 

theme to make his point: 

Take Popularity for instance. It isn't enough for you to know that people 

want to be popular. You ought to know why people want to be popular. . .. . 

Popularity is an abstract t em,  and that won? do in advertising. 

You must discovery what they will gel out of popularity in terrns of 

living ! lD< 

The advantage of psychology was not therefore a prescriptive set of rules goveming the writing of 

copy. It was a habit of mind that led one to ask the right questions and to seek useful information 

before starting the creative process. 

Brooker's writings on copy and advenising, for their depth of analysis, set him apart from 

most of his conternporaries in Canada. Nonetheless, he was not dismissed for his ruminations. He 

was in high demand. During the tirne that he wrote Copy Technique, 6e was a consultant with 

McKim Limited. The year that it was published, he was couned by J.J. 

103. Richard Surrey p. Brooker], Copy Technique in Advenising 
1930), 18 

104. Surrey, 26 

Gibbons Limited and a new 

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 
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agency known as Cockfield, Browdo Five years Iater he was hired by MacLaren Advertising, 

where he retired as a vice-president in 1955.101 

Conclusions 

Psychology offered adworkers three things. In very practical terms, it offered a basic mining for 

rookies in the advertising trade. Where men such as Barnum or Powers may have had a intuitive 

feel for the mind of the reading public, not everyone was as perceptive as they. Hundredsof people 

tried their hand at advertising once the industry took off after 1900. For many, without any practical 

experience in writing or sales, the sudden raft of psychology texts must have provided valuable 

guidance, a starting point from which to develop their own ideas. And for those who did h v e  some 

experience, the works of Gale, Scott, Hollingsworth, and their pe rs  appeared to confirm their best 

instincts. On these two points done, George French was willing to accept that psycbology had 

contributecl something usefiil. For him, psychoIogy had simply become a way 'to do systwatically, 

and with certainty of successful results, that which we have been doing blindly and ~ a î t d u l l y . ' ' ~  

Second, psychology forced al1 those who took it seriously to consider the readers. This rnay 

seem like an obvious point, but it was not necessarily so at the time. The style of dvertising 

prevalent before 1880 was phrased like an announcement, and focused on the product. Su& ads may 

have noted the recent arriva1 and therefore availability of the product, its quality, or its pice; they 

may have noted the competence and efficiency of the manufacturer, or the cordidity and pestige of 

the retailer. Either way, the focus was on the product, its manufacture or its distritaïon. By 

examining the cognitive processes of the reader, psychology asked the copywriter u> th* in terms 

105. University of Manitoba Archives, Bertram Brooker papers, b.1, f.9, B. Brodrer to L. 
Fitzgerald, 17 [October 19301; Toronto Globe, 24 November 1930 

106. Demis Reid, Benram Brooker (ûttawa: National Gallery of Canada, 1979) 
107. George French, 'An Ad. Man's Qualifications,' Economic Advenising, 5:7 (Jdy 19 12), 

4 1-43 
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of the prospective consumer. Aithough there were campaigns that had done this prior to Gale. the 

debates over the usefulness of psychology made the importance of the readerfconsumer explicit. 

Again, this was something that could inform equaily both the 'emotion* and the reason-why styles. 

Finally, the trade's interest in psychology, particularly before World War 1, meshed well with 

the larger movement towards the elevation of their work from a suspect commercial practice to a 

indispensable and professional component of modem business. in the publishers* demands for fixed 

rates of commission, and the adveaisers and agencies* demands for audited circulations, there was 

both an economicaiIy motivated drive to reduce the risk of financial failure and a widespread attempt 

to eliminate the uncouth, the dishonest, and the unnecessary underside of the trade. They sought to 

place their respective tasks on a fim business basis. In their flhtation with psychoiogy, they revealed 

a desire to systematize the content as well as the smcnire of their business. They al1 sought a 

scientific demonsiration that what they did had an impact on the affairs of commerce, that what they 

did really mattered in the ways that they thought that it did. With the findings of the academic 

psychologists, even novice adworkers could gain a certain degree of assurance that they were experts 

in persuasion, and that their expertise was rooted in something tangible and verifiable. 

Taken altogether, the Ad Club movement, the agency agreements, and the discovery of 

psychology were three manifestations of the sarne urge: the desire to gain a higher social statu for 

the advertising trade. It would be a misnomer to cail this professionalization. Ml dire attempted 

to root the respectability of advertising deep within the worid of commerce rather than the l m e d  

professions. Just as the agency agreements created a definite place for the agency within the 

publishing industry, and the Tmth in Advertising rnovement provided a philosophicai rationale for 

the role of their made within the economy at large, psychological theories provided a scientific 

rationale for their copywriting techniques. Even if the changes undertaken were ignored or dismissed 

by the reading public, they becarne important to the maintenance of the trade's own self-respect. 



Chapter 5 : 
Market Research & the Management of Risk 

Advertking, of course, is no longer the haphazard affair of years 
gone by. It has been reduced to a science. It is in the bands of 
experts, men and women who have devoted years to the study of the 
popular appeal and who know how to constnict announcements that 
wiil strike the imagination of the public. 

Chmdim AGvem0sing Data magazine, 1928' 

Joseph Tetley & Company began importing a highquality blended tea into Canada in 1889. When 

it did, the English company asked a Toronto agent to handle its introduction, sorneone who knew the 

Canadian market and how best to exploit it. Tetley asked T. Eaton & C~rnpany.~ Eaton himself 

handled the correspondence with Tetiey's, and with them he shared his growing knowledge of market 

conditions around Toronto. Tetiey's tea, he felt. was of a very high calibre. Such teas had not 

previously been importai into Ontario in large quantities. Quite the opposite, Eaton felt that the 

country was 'full of rubbish' where tea was concemed. The general public could not recognize a 

good tea when it had one. How did Eaton know? He set up a table ofFering fresh cups of tea to al1 

and sundry who were browsing through his Toronto store: 

We have opened a little stand for brewing tea . .. . Our Canadian people have not this 

previous knowledge, and give some very funny expressions when they taste it. They 

enjoy the fragrance arising fiom it when infused, but cannot give any definite opinion 

1. ' Advertising - 'The Common Language of Trade, " Cianadiun Advenising Duta, 1 : 1 (My 
1928), 76 

2. This episode is briefly described by Joy L. Santink, Tmthy Eaon and the Rise of His 
Departmm Srore uoronto: University of Toronto, 1 WO), 168-1 69. 
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whether they liLe the taste or not, having never tasted the like before? 

Here was a classic problern in marketing: how to introduce a new consumer product into an existing 

marketpl ace? 

Tedey & Co. proposed one solution. They thought it wise to introduce a second-grade blend 

with a lower price dongside the fiagship line. Presumably, they hoped to establish a foothold for 

the Tetley brand name in the existing market for lower-grade teas, and then gradually win convefts 

to the higher-priced blend. Eaton opposed this strategy. Rather than forging a useful association for 

the Tetley narne, the lower-grade tea would negate the effort spent marketing the higher-grade tea. 

If there was nothing outstanding about the tea, it would be dificult to cultivate any brand Ioydty 

among consumes, let alone encourage them to try a more expensive version. Eaton was blunt in bis 

response: 'If you still thhk it wise to put in lower qualities we would not care to invest mucb money 

in advertising, as the name 'Tetley's Tea' put onto lower grades wodd reduce it to the level of lower 

sniff." 'The moment you drop the quality,' he added in a second letter, 'you lose the confidence 

of the people, and unless you have a superior quality t c ~  talk about it is next thing to use1e.s to Say 

a word about it? In short, if Tetley & Co. followed their plan, Eaton would stock it, but decline 

any investrnent of his own money in its advertising and sales. 

Eaton's dternative was very simple. The public had to be told that the Tetley brand name 

stood for a higherquality tea. There were two ways to do this. Fust, the tea stand within the store 

itself would familiarize casual shoppers with the new tea, and the store gave out 10,000 trade cards 

and 20,000 leaflets for shoppers to take home.6 This could be continued. More important, however, 

would be advertising. Although he traditionally used the daily press to advertise his store, Eaton 

3. PAO, T. Eaton records, Ser.6. b. 1, f.POC-Tetley's Tea, [T. Eaton] to P.K. Read, 23 
December 1889 

4. Ibid., Eaton to R a d ,  23 December 1889 
5. Ibid., Eaton to J. Tetley & Co., 26 December 1889 
6. Ibid., Eaton to Read, 23 December 1889 
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proposed to place Tetley's ads in a group of magazines lrnown as the Butterick quarterlies. These 

three magazines ran dress patterns that appealed to fashion-conscious women.' With this one 

decision, Eaton çonsciously made women teadrinicers the target of the campaign. FuRher, he 

proposed a simultaneous campaign based upon his experience at the tea stand. Although many of 

'our Canadian people' were nonammietal in their response to the tea, Eaton found that 'the English- 

speaking or Old Country people appreciate it very much, it reminds them too what they have been 

accustomed to drink in England.' Here was an opening. He would cultivate the patronage of English 

immigrants to Canada first while developing the tastes of the native born. To do so, he would again 

pas over the Toronto dailies in favour of a seleaion of weeklies 'largely in the country where OId 

Country people are located." 

In the space of two letters, Timothy Eaton demonstrated why he was at the cutting edge of 

retailing in Ontario. He was conscious of the existing products with which the new product would 

have to cornpete. He was also conscious of the investment that would have to be made to mate a 

niche for the produa. in  the tea stand, he had a means by which he could both inWuce  shoppers 

to the new item and survey their responses to it. From their responses, he devised a strategy thai 

would overcome consumer resistance to an unfamiliar item, in a way b a t  would start wiîh a 

sympathetic audience. This strategy hinged upon a recognition that the market was not a monolithic 

mass, but divided by gender and ethnicity. To reach these markets effeaively, he had at his 

command a howledge of the relevant media. In his use of trade cards and circulars we rnight 

wonder if he was not dso consciously targeting a specific cfass of consumen, a class which did not 

read newspapers and fashion magazines. Through the acquisition of the Butterick rights, he also 

achieved a degree of fonvard integration in his selling practices by controlling an important source 

7. Ibid., Eaton ta Tetley & Co., 26 December 1889 
8. ibid., Eaton to R a d ,  23 December 1889 
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of consumer information. As great as his understanding of retailing was, it is also readily apparent 

that Eaton had an exceptional grasp of marketing. 

'Marketing' is a concept with a variety of meanings. At its core, however, is a concern for 

the movement of goods between the producer and the consumer. Its study is concerned with getting 

the goods to market. This can involve every aspect of that movement, including the obvious material 

cornponents such as packaging, transportation, and retailing, but also such intangible cornponents as 

the consumers' knowledge of a product and their attitudes towards it. A marketing strategy for any 

product wiI1 take into account every relevant aspect of the movement of the product to the consumer. 

Its goai would be to get the goods to the widest suitable market at the lowest per-unit cost. Seen in 

this light, advertising forms only one part of a larger process. It is asked to fulfü only the idedogical 

aspects of the marketing strategy. That said, advertising is undeniably that strategy's most visible 

a s p e ~ f . ~  

Twenty-five years after his handling of the Tetley account, a new group of service providers 

within the publishing industry would consider Eaton's technique out-rnoded - a relic of a previous, 

unscientific age of commerce. This group conducted market research, a new set of business services 

that handled precisely the same kinds of questions that Eaton had, but with far greater concem for 

method. A marketer might have wondered how representative the shoppers in Eaton's store were of 

the tea-drinking public. He might also have asked how Eaton knew that those who liked the tea were 

from the Old Country (by their accents, perhaps). For that matter, how did Eaton know that more 

new Canadians of British birth lived in areas outside of the city than in the city itself? And were 

there truly enough of them to drive sales until the r a t  of the population t r ie .  the new tea? These 

were the kinds of questions that a market researcher might well ask, and try to answer before 

9. These definitions are based upon the those of the Definitions Cornmittee of the Ameriwi 
Marketing Association. 'Report of the Definitions Cornmittee,' Journal of Marketing, 13:2 (October 
1948), 202-2 17. 
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aàvising a client on how best to sel1 a product. Rather than working from impressions and 

assumptions, however, the marketer would offer something decidedly more concrete: facts. And such 

facts would be offered in the guise of cold, hard numbers. 

The advent of market research offered adworkers something that psychology had not: a 

d e f ~ t e  set of m l s  thip codd be used to m a t e  better advertising. The psychology of Scott, 

HoIlingsworth, and Watson was always described in t e m  of its practical implications, but most times 

it was a stretch for adworkers to identim the value of psychological investigation in the creation of 

actual campaigns. It pmvided a way of rationalking the cognitive processes of readers, but no way 

of interpreting how these affect& any one person's reading of an actuai advertisement. On the matter 

of winning aîtention, for exarnple, Harlow Gale and J.R. Bone had arrived at completely different 

conclusions about the placement of an advertisement on a page - and both had used 'psychological' 

reasoning. So long as this subjective element remained within the analytical framework of the 

psychological method, its ability to provide the advertising trade with a scientific foundation remained 

seriously in doubt. 

By contrast, the authority of market research was rooted in something far more concrete: 

mathematics. Market research, or more precisely, the statistical data that market research created, 

appeared to be unqugtionabIy sound to rnost adworkers. Such data did aot reprûent intangible 

thoughts and brain patterns - at least, not at first - but quantifiable factors in the material world 

which affected consumer purchasing decisions. No longer would managers have to base crucial 

decisions on their impressions and guess-work conceming the market for their goods. Now, the 

market could be studied in depth and al1 of the relevant information could be placed at their 

fingertips. Theoretically, management would become a matter of calculation. 

That said, the rationale and techniques of market research were slow to emerge. They did 

not spring fonh fblly fonned, but developed in response to the needs of publishers and advenisers 
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after 1900. Nor were these groups entirely responsible for the techniques to which they laid claim. 

Rather, they drew upon developments in a variety of fields, encompassing sudi things as economics, 

statistics, sociology, and psychology. 

Roots of Market Resenrch Practice: Historiography 

Tracking the introduction and development of market research is not as easy as tracing the impact 

of psychology. There was no breakthrough book of the stature of Walter DüI Scott's. Perhaps this 

is one reason why the field had not been examinai with much rigour until relatively recently. Ronald 

Fullerton, an American business professor, has reviewed the history of marketing as presented in 

college textbooks and found that each shared the same assumption: that during the period between 

1870 and 1930, American manufacturers were primady concemed with production. It was their job 

to create goods for the buying public, and not much thought was given to how that public was 

composed or why it bought the goods it did. Such knowledge was the redm of wholesalers, who 

actuaily handled distribution. Until 1930, so the story went, a constant Stream of orders obviated any 

need on the part of manufacturers to involve thernselves in that process. This situation changed only 

with the Great Depression, when orders suddenly and dramatically stopped. Then, manufacturers 

took direct control of the distribution of their own goods to protect the integrity of their market share. 

Only after the catastrophic experience of the Depression did market research corne to occupy a 

significant part of business planning and advance to the sophisticated level it has since attained.1° 

As Fullerton points out, this explanation of events offea a gross oversimplification of the 

times. While wholesalers did cornmand a great deal of power in the commercial wodd, retailers and 

10. Ronald A. Fullerton, 'How Modem is Modem Marketing? Marketing's Evolution and the 
Myth of the 'Production Era," Journal of Marketing, 52 Qanuary 1988). 108-125. This view is aiso 
evident in popular histories of the period; see for example Ted Herriott, Ihe C a d i a n  Weritage 
Label Colledon (Mississauga, Ontario: Purpleville, 1982), 28-30. 



manufacturers were rarely pleased with the arrangement." One man who worked in the Canadian 

wholesale trade at the turn of the century, C.L. Burton, noted that this mediating role conferred a 

great deai of power on a few men: 

... it is difficult to appreciate the power of the wholesaler who mled Our world within 

the lifetirne of men like me. 

The wholesaler told the manufacturer what to make. The wholesaler told the 

retailer what to seII. He was the kingpin of commerce. The public took what it was 

offered . l2 

Burton may have overdramatized the extent of the wholesaier's power, but bis concerns were those 

of a great many working in both retailing and rnanufact~ring.'~ Funher, some firms questioned 

what value the wholesaler's services added to the goods traded. The wholesale system did reduce 

the cost of distribution by rationaiking the processes involved, but many wondered if the whoksders 

were not acquiring an uneanid profit frorn the labour of manufacturers and the salesmanship of 

retailers. As such, many fimis sought means either to limit the middleman's power or to eliminate 

him altogether." 

Given these considerations, Fullerton dismisses the textbooks' version of marketing history 

out of hand. Not only were manufacnirers developing marketing strategies in the 1800s. but the 

growth of full-service advertising agencies in itself signalleci that increasingly sophisticated strategies 

were being devised. Further, Fullerton notes that there were economic recessions long before 1930. 

If a catastrophic event had been necessary to prod manufacturers into adopting marketing practices, 

1 1. Fullerton, 1 13-12 1 
12. C.L. Burton, A Serrse of Urgency: Memoirs of a Gmadian Mercham (Toronto: Clarke, 

Irwin, 1952), 41 
13. For a comprehensive discussion of the Canadian scene, see David Monod, Store Wrus: 

Shopkeepers and the Clrrltwe of Mass Marketing, 2890-1939 voronto: University of Toronto, 1996). 
14. Vincent P. No&, 'Advertising History - According to the Textbooks,' l o u r d  of 

Advenising, 9:3 (1980), 3-11 
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there were several previous to the Great Crash when that could have occurred. Fullerton observes 

there was in fact a tremendous amount of innovation in the fields of marketing and salesmanship in 

the late 1 8 0 0 ~ . ~  

The situation was little different in Canada, as Burton's comments suggest.16 Until the late 

nineteenth century, retailers such as T i o t h y  Eaton had been that part of the commercial world most 

familiar with the buying public. Consumers relied upon their local shopkeepers to inform them about 

new products and to point out the relative merits of competing items. In this way, the manufacturers 

of consumer items were heavily dependent on retailers, not only to stock their products, but to thinlr 

weil of them when shoppers came to cail." That said, where manufacturers sought sales outside 

of their home market, their dealings with retailers tended to be mediated by wholesalers. With the 

wholesaler conduaing distribution, there were two layers of commerce separating manufacturers fiom 

the ultimate consumer. Once the produa left their factories, it appeared as though the manufacturers' 

responsibility for their products ended. Nonetheless, they too pursued various strategies to increase 

their control over the means of distribution. 

Once the parce1 post system was established in Canada, manufacturers of small articles could 

remove the middleman by making their goods available through the mail. Once again, however, the 

most noted success at the mail order business in Canada was not a manufacturer, but Tirnothy Eaton, 

who expanded his influence outside of Toronto and into the rural hinterlands of Ontario by 

distributing a catalogue of his goods. Eaton's success then provideû a mode1 for other businesses to 

follow.~' 

15. FuIIerton, 108-125 
16. A comprehensive discussion of this era can be found in Monod, 99-148; see also G.D. 

Taylor and P. A. Baskerville, A Concise Himry of Business in G z d a  (Toronto: Oxford, 1994). 3 13- 
3 16. 

17. Monod, 54-98; Susan P. Benson, Counrer Culrures: Saleswomen, Mafiagers, and Cusromers 
in American Depanment Stores. 1890-1940 (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois, 1988). 75-123 

18. Santink, ch.6 
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Using the mails might have heiped the manufactures, but it did not extricate retailers fkom 

the clutches of the wholesalers. Instead, their main rmurse was to increase their s a i s  volume to 

such an extent that they could demand better pnces from the middlemen. Timothy Eaton found that 

the size of his turnover and the credit resources of his business placeû him on a par with many 

wholesale firms. Knowing this, he was able to deal directly with manufamren at comparable 

rates.'" This soa of direct deding could potentially lower the unit cost of the produa by eliminating 

the middleman. As such, it was aIso favoured by rnanufacturers, who extended it to Eaton's rivals 

in the department store line. Early in the twentieth cenhiry, smaller retailers began to combine into 

chains to provide themselves with the same purchasing clout that the department stores enjoyed? 

For their own part, manufacturers seeking greater control over the distribution of their 

product found they could do so if they had a strong corporate identity. At a time when many 

cornmon staples were sold unpackaged and in bulk, shoppers had no idea whose factory had produced 

the goods they bought. This state of affairs greatly helped the wholesders. If consumers had no 

loyalty to the products of any one manufacturer, wholesalers could simply look for the lowest-priced 

source of any particular good. If the consumers did demand that a particular brand of that good be 

made available, then the manufacturer could exert a stronger hand over the price and output of his 

wares." J.F. Mackay noted in Economic Advenising that 'The business of the future is to be a war 

of brands. The customer will buy the goods he can identify by their trade-mark.'= Hence, the 

conscious development of brand names and trademark symbols was a marketing device purposefully 

intended to bridge the gap between manufacturers and consumers. The 'Christie Girl' was a pedect 

19. Santink, 74-75; Monod, 120-121 
20. Monod, 121-123; Humfrey Michell, nie &-operative Store in Ouida (Kingston: Jackson, 

1916) 
21. This provided the talking point in two of the Advertising Advertising ads: 'You Are on the 

Bench,' Toronto World, 2 April 1912; 'Who is Your Customer?' Toronto World, 14 May 1912 
22. J.F. MacKay, 'Why These Imports?' Economic Advenising, 1: 10 @une 1909), 12 
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example of this phenornenon. With her sparkling white dress and doeeyed smile, she was 'the 

syrnboi of biscuit purity.' Acfording to a puff in Econornic Advenising, the Christie Girl was 

'representative of the 300 girls employed in the brightest, cleanest and most modern biscuit fàctory 

in al1 Canada. ' In this case, the trademark was an image of the ideal producer herself? By 1905, 

trade joumals and business textbooks were encouraging this trend, and spiming theories on the 

proper means of creating catchy and memorable names and logos for new produc&? 'Kodak,' the 

name adopted by the American manufacturer George Eastman for his portable canera, was 

universally acclaimed in this regard? 

To retum to Fullerton's thesis, then: one could almost accuse him of establishing a straw 

man, but for the fact that al1 of the college texts he examines do share the sarne outlook. The 

explanation for this might be found in the fact that the authors of these texts draw upon the writings 

of the marketers who emerged in the 1930s, who themrelves proclaimed that they were the first to 

offer systematized approaches to market research and planning. If the focus is placed on 

systemization, then perhaps the textbooks are partially right. However, it might be more accurate 

to suggest that the specialisü of the 1930s were the first to theorize the practices of market research - 

- as opposed to the concept of marketing itself - and hence felt as though they had made the first 

significant achievements in the field. Copywriting was initially the task of manufacturers, retailers, 

and editors, but was theorized by fieelance copywriters and agents; similarly, marketing had been 

undertaken by manufacturers, retailers, and agencies, but was theorized by the new breed of market 

researchers and academics. Like the advertising agents, professional marketers saw a niche for a 

23. 'The Christie Girl,' Economic Advenising, 1: 11 (My 1909), 36, 38; see also Vincent P. 
Norris, 'Advertising History - According to the Textbooks,' Journol ofAdvenising, 9 3  (1980), 3-1 1 

24. See for instance E.E. Calkins and R. Holden, Modem Advenising (19051 (New York: 
Garland, 1985). 47; 'What About Your Trademark?' Ecmomic Advertising, 2 5  (January 1910). 15- 
16 

25. C.M. Pasmore, 'Naming the New Product,' Marketing, 28:lO (12 May 1928), 358 



particular type of business service, and stepped into it.* 

Stntistics, demographics, and social planning 

As previously mentioned, the fiinction of market research is to provide concrete information for the 

preparation of marketing strategies. Without accurate information, there is always a danger that the 

best laid plans will gang oglay. While psychology had offered planners a perspective on the creation 

of advertising, it was quintessentially subjective in its orientation. Xnsofar as it asked copywriters to 

write from the consumer's perspective towards the product, it asked copywriters to think in terms of 

the individual consumer. The market, on the other hand, was composed of millions of individuai 

cunsumers, each with their own needs and aspirations. Market research promised to condense this 

mass into a body of readily comprehensible information. More often than not, it did so by analyzing 

target populations in tenns of quantifiable characteristics, and by describing the results via statistics. 

That said, it should be noted that market researchers were not the first to grapple with the statistical 

anaiysis of entire populations. Rather, the intellectual and practical antecedents of their trade can be 

found in the nineteenth-century development of statisticd theory and social surveys. Canadians made 

few original contributions to these developments, but they engaged the new ideas just the same. 

Initially, the collection and manipulation of statistics was intrinsically tied into the functions 

of the state. Through the Iate 1700s, various state agencies in Europe and North America began to 

collect data regarding their own fields of expertise. The most noteworthy undertaking in ais regard 

was the institution of national censuses. By the 186ûs, most European and North American 

govemments had adopted the census as a means of tracking people, capital, and agricu!turai and 

26. See for instance the regular coIumn 'What's New in Marketing Research' in the J o d  of 
Marketing when it first began publication, in 1937. 
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industriai production, through national and international economies." The numbers produced by 

these inventories were understood to represent objective material realities; they were significant in 

and of themselves because they represented concrete, quantifiable objects within the territorial bounds 

of the state. With such knowledge in hand, policy makers believed they could rise above partizan 

politics, and fashion social strategis with predictable outcornes. Such ideas found their expression 

through the utilitarian philosophy of Jeremy Bentham as well as the positivist sociology of Auguste 

Comte. The ideai process of poIicy formation shouId have been reducible to a simple fonda,  a 

'social ca lcul~s . '~  

By 1900, there was a popular explosion of interest in statistical information. For the general 

public, such numbers carried a fascination that went well beyond their utility in the planning process. 

They became a source of pride and consternation in the endless rivalries between industries, cities, 

and nations. The works of Michael Mulhall provide an fascinating case in point. An Irish journalist, 

Mulhall had a global curiosity which drove him to compile enormous collections of statistics. His 

books, with titl es such as nie Dictionary of Statistics ( 1  883) and n e  Hisrory of Prices since the Year 

1850 (1885), passed through severai editions and were eagerly sought by Victorian readers? Such 

books had their counterparts in the Canadas, where titles such as Tiger Dunlop's Stan'stical Sketches 

of Upper Canuda (1832) and Alexander Munro's Stdstics of British North Arnen'ca ( 1  862) could be 

27. Theudore M. Porter, ïhe Rise of Staistical minking, 1820-IRW (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton UP, 1986). 16-39; George Emery, nie Fans of l i f :  ïhe Social Construction of Vùal 
Srutistics, Ornario 1869-1952 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1993), 17-30 

28. Porter, 16-39; Michel Foucault, 'Govemmentality,' ï7ze Foucault Effect: Studies in 
Govenunentdity, ed. G .  Burchell et al. (Chicago: University of Chicago, 199 l), 87-104; P. Corrigan 
and D. Sayer, ïhe Greut Arch: English State Formation as Culturd Revohtion (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1991), 134-135 

29. Michael Mulhall, 7he Dinionary of Statistics 4ed. [1883] (London: Routleûge, 1899); nip 
History of Prices Since the Year 1850, (London: Longmans, Green, 1885). On Mulhall, see nie 
Dinionary of National Biography, v.22, eds. L. Stephen and S. Lee (London: Oxford UP, 1968), 
1079-1080, 



found." This trend was also manifest in the annual publication of the Canada Year Book. First 

published at Confederation, it brought together in one couvenient volume figures co1Iected by several 

different government departmentdl 

During the progressive era, statistics became a powerfd resource to those chdlenging the 

policy options of goveniments and corporate capital. The rationaie undergirding the use of statistical 

investigation by churches, labour groups, public health advocatâ, and various other charitable 

societies was the same as that supporting the state's use of such figures. Nonetheless, these groups 

deployed their investigative tools in fa. different realms of modem life, where the statistical 

machinery of the state did not 10ok.~ The pivotai person behind this movement was Charles Booth, 

a steamship owner in London, England. Distresseci by the unending poverty of working-class 

London, Booth undertook a massive survey of the city's underclass to document its materid and 

spirituai condition. The result was a seventeen-volume report, entitled Ihe Life and U w u r  of the 

People of bndon, published in stages between 1889 and 1901? The organisation required by this 

undertaking put Booth at the forefront of survey research, a position acknowledged by the 

reproduction of his methods both in Britain and North America? Limited studies were undertaken 

30. Dunlop, Statisrical Sketches of Upper C o d a  (1832); Munro, Stmistics of British North 
Amenca ( 1  962); see also Car1 F. KI inck, Literary Hisrory of CPnada: Cranadiun Literanrre in English 
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1965), 142, 234. 

31. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, î k  Dominion Bureau of SraIistics: Its Origins, 
Constim.on, and Organizarion (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1936), 13 

32. Emery, 17-30; Paul Craven, An Iinpaniiol Umpire: Industrial Relations and the Chudian 
Staze, 1900-1911 Voronto: University of Toronto, 1980), 208-240; N. Christie and M. Gauvreau, 
A Full-ûrbed Christianity: ïbe Protestau Churches and Social Welfare in Canada, 1939-1940 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1996), 3-36 

33. Charles Booth, The Life and Lobow of the People of London, 17 vols. (London: Macmillan, 
1889-1903); see aiso Kevin Bales, 'Charles Booth's survey of Life and bbour of the People of 
London, 1998- 1903,' ïhe social survey in hiscorical perspective, ed. M. Bulmer et al. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 199 l), 66-1 10; Rosemary O'Day, Mr Qinrles Booth 's lnquiry (London: Hambledon, 
1993) 

34. Jean M. Converse, Suney Research in the United States: Roofs and Emergence, 18m1960 
(Berkeley, CaIifornia: University of California, 1 W ) ,  1 1-53 
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in Canada, such as C.S. Clark's social survey of Toronto in 1898, Lat it wouid be another thirty 

years before a survey as comprehensive as Booth's was undertaken in Canada? 

There was a key difference between the work of a government agency and a private citizen 

such as Booth or Clark. Bureaucrats had the resources and authority ofthe state behind them, where 

social reformers did not. Every department within the emerging breauaacy of the nineteenth 

century state had to account for its activities throughout the year. As mch, records-keeping became 

a matter of coune in their day-today operations; a certain standard of mmpetence and accuracy was 

to be expected. Funher, these bureaucrats had the force of law Mind them, which prompted 

cornpliance when deaiing with private citizens and corporations. SocPal reformers could not make 

the same claim. The qudity of their data collection procedures binged opon their abiiity to manage 

and verify information given voluntarily rather than through bur-tic procedures or official 

repuestS.= 

Within universities, statistics were incorporated into several disciplines in the emerging social 

sciences. In general, most academics adopted quantitative data analysa for much tbe same reasun: 

they were each seeking a scientific epistemt! for their work. As hiBrian David Mackenzie has 

pointed out, statistics has ever been that 'discipline most frequentiy erqloyed to 'harden' the 'soft' 

sciences.'" Funher, rnany of the key academics involved in the adoption of statistical analysis were 

aiso committed to the social reform movements that were pioneering the use of surveys. At the 

leading edge of statisticai theory itself were a group of British mathema6nans who were active in the 

eugenics movement. Their work with vital statistics prompted a nau line of research into the 

35. C.S. Clark, Of Toronto the G d :  A Social Study (Montre& Toronto hblishing, 1898); 
Marlene Shore. Zize Science of Social Redernption: McGill, Z h  Chicago School, Md the Origins of 
Social Research M Guzada Voronto: University of Toronto, 1987) 

36,Converse, 54-86 
37. Donald A. Mac Kenzie, Statistics in Britain ,1865-1 930: ?ne S u  Co11~tr((ctr*on of Sciemifie 

KMwledge (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh, 198 l), 1 
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application of mathematical concepts to red-world numbers. The most noted of this group were 

Francis Galton and Karl Pearson, who deveIoped the first reliable theories regarding correlation in 

the 1890s." 

Within theology depanmenfi, the combination of urban ministries and sociai survey work 

nurtwed the development of sociai work and sociology programmes in Canada. This was particuIarly 

evident in the institution of settiement houses. Aithough their impact on the lives of working class 

clients may be questioned, such centres provided academics with living laboratories where continuing 

sources of data codd be found? Notable in this regard were Toynbee Houe  in London and Hull 

House in Chicago. In 1893, the first sedernent house in Canada was established by alurnni, staff, 

and students fiom McGill University. The experience gained through this programme led to the 

creation of a Depariment of Social Shidy and Training at McGill twenty-five years later? 

A similar combination of empirical research and practical application led to the formation of 

the fust depments  of psychology in Canada. E.A. Bott's rehabilitation work with returned soldiers 

during World War 1 led to the medicalization of psychology at the University of Toronto; Ronald 

MacEachern of the University of Alberta was involved in the eugenics movement in that province; 

and William D. Tait at McGill investigated the field of indusaid psychology." As with those 

engaged in social work, the research and test methods employed in these studies fiequendy depended 

38. MacKenzie, 15-50; Porter, 128-130; Helen M. Walker, Snrdies in rhe History of Starrsn'ccrl 
Merhod (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1929), 92-141 
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on information acquired through survey methods. h tandem with socioIogists, psychologists 

cuntributed the most to the developrnent of survey techniques after 1910. While statisticians 

concentrated on the mathematicai manipulation of statistics and the integrity of their fornulas, 

psychologists and sociologists developed their own theories on the ability to control factors affecting 

data at its source. In paaicufar, these scholan problematized the wording of survey questions, and 

debated the relevance of sample size in the acquisition of representative data? On these questions, 

American scholan took the lead during the 19 10s. using as their point of reference the pioneering 

work of Harlow Gale? 

Gaie's work provided one of the tirst links between the emerging social sciences and the 

emerging study of markets. The other link was forged in the field of ecunomics, and here too 

American scholan took a leading role.' A number of politicai economistî had begun to consider 

the role of distribution in the operation of national economies. Their mention eventually tumed o 

the institutions which managed distribution - finns such as wholesaiers, credit agencies, warehouses, 

railways, and retailers - and the functions that they performed. Although this topic rapidly gained 

acceptance at a number of universities after 1890, two in particular led the way: the University of 

Wisconsin and Harvard University." At Wisconsin, economist Richard T. Ely began investigating 

the marketing problems faced by the state's farmers in the 1880s. At Harvard, the study of 

marketing came into its own after the foundation of the Graduate School of Business in 1908. The 

academic talent drawn to the new school - including Ely and F.W. Taussig - was greatly wisted 

42. Alain Desrosi8res. 'The part in relation to the whole: how to generaiize? The prehistory of 
representative sampling,' Z&e social survey in historical perspective, ed. M. Bulmer et ai. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 l), 217-244 
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47-49 
45. D .G . Brian Jones, 'Origins of Marketing Thought' (Queen's: unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. 
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by the fmancial backing of interested patrons. With money fiom Arch W. Shaw, the publisher of 

@stem magazine, the schwl established the Bureau of Business Research in 19 1 1 to develop 

quantitative measurement techniques specincall y geared to marketing problerns." 

Market research drew upon al1 of these movements, disciplines, and schools, a faa made 

starkiy evidem in the work of Paul T. Qerington. Cherington was hued by Harvard to teach 

'commercial organkition' - what became known as 'marketing' - when the graduate school opened 

in 1908. He was aiso aaively involved in the research bureau hinded by Shaw?' George French, 

who had regarded the theories of academic psychologists with scepticism, greeted Cherington's work 

with enthusiasm." He was not atone. In 19 12, the Associated Advertising Clubs of America asked 

the professor to produce a book on the mie of advertising in the distribution process. Two books 

Mme of the arrangement: Adverrishg as a Business Force (19 13) and îhe Advertising Book - 1916 

(1916). Each volume was an anthology of articles drawn from American trade papers; each article 

detailed the problems of a different mamifacturer; and each author was a corporate manager or 

advertising agent.'''' That said, neither book focused on advertising. Instead, they wandered widely 

over the entire process of product distribuîion, fiom packaging, trade marks, and shipping, to sales 

staff, wholesaiers, and retailers. In so doing, the articles revealed a wide knowledge of surveys, 

statistics, sociology, and psychology. The businessmen who had writîen these articles had adapted 

techniques fiom the social sciences, which may indicate the growing tendency of university graduates 

46. Melvin T. Copeland, And Mork m Era: nie Sfory of the Harvard Business SchooZ (Boston: 
Little, Brown, 1958), 209-2 16 

47. Copeland, 209-2 16 
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to be hired for management positions at this Ume." Al1 of them stressed the necessity of fully 

investigating the marketplace before problems couid be met and plans could be drawn. One 

difference stands out between the two books, however. In 19 13, research was described as a novelty; 

three years later it was an established praaice at prestigious fixm~.~' 

Throughout the period under study, the most sophisticated statistical work in Canada remained 

within the federal civil service. Although academics and adworkers kept in touch with developments 

south of the border, private sector investment in market research was slow to corne. Perhaps îhis was 

due to the relative lag in the growth of national distribution, perhaps to the continuing diseconornies 

of scale between the two countries. Whatever the reason, most adworkers remained speaators to the 

discussions highlighted by Cheringcon. Meanwhile, the Dominion govemrnent began integrating the 

statistical work of its various ministries into one department in 1912. To be sure, a cost-canscious 

government was seeking means to rationalize its expenses, but it aiso sought means to enhance the 

over-al1 expertise and productivity of its statisticians. As such, the new 'Dominion Bureau of 

Statistics* was given a mandate to explore new services. Robert H. Coats, its new chie€, took these 

instructions to heart. The bureau aggressively developed a niche for itself within govenunent 

operatioas, and cultivated relationships with severai outside organizations as well? 

The core responsibiIity of the new Bureau was that of the office from which it had evolved, 

the Census and Statistics Branch. To this was added responsibiiity for the collection of data on al1 

of the country's rûource industries, agricultural production, electric power, transportation and 

communication, extemai trade, ernployment, and prices. In short, the Bureau was given the 

50. Alfred D . Chandler, Jr, nie Visible H~nd:  nie Manageriai RevoIunWon in Amen'can Business 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1977), 466468; Paul Craven, Making a Middle Uass: 
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responsibility to aack every macroeconomic field and trend of any consequence to the Canadian 

economy. Coats explained this amalgamation of interests as follows: 

... the fundamental purpose of statistical centralization lies in the fâct that its great 

subjects, such as production, trade, finance, population, etc., are not separate and 

distinct, but are closely inter-related. . .. The statistics of the country, therefore, 

m u t  be fiamed to illustrate these relati~nships.~ 

When he wrote this, Coats had in mind the legislator seeking to draft government policy. 

Nonetheless, there was an obvious dividend to be earned by serving the interests of the business 

community. It was not coincidental that the Bureau was housed in the Department of Trade & 

Commerce. It was Coats's hope in 1922 to get a monthly review of nationid statistics out. This, he 

believed, would be of 'a rnarked service to the business ~ommunity.'~ It began six years later as 

the Monrhly Review of Business Stufistics. 

From a marketing standpoint, there was a major drawback to the Bureau's Uiformation, 

whether in the Monrhly R&ew or elsewhere. Al1 of its statistics regarding the business of the 

country, Iike those of its predecessor agencies, privileged production and transportation. It contained 

no data regarding retailing and consumption. Wei1 into his tenure at the Bureau, Coats's definition 

of 'marketing' still hinged upon its origins in the distribution of agricultural products - no smdl 

matter in the Canadian economy. Those who desired information on the potential markets for 

processed foods and manufàctured goods, however, would find that the process of extracting useful 

information from the existing repo- was somewhat fmstrating. As a reporter for Marketing put it, 

b a t s  mind 'does not run to jarn.' Rather, his bureau was engaged in a much larger project: 

It is concerned with building up a logical, exhaustive, and perfectly coadinated 

53. R.H. Coats, in Ibid., 7 
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scheme or system of statistics from which jam manufacturers, and the 397 other types 

of manufacturers included in his ~Iassifcation of trades, can al1 dig for information 

with fair prospects of getting what they want? 

Ultimately, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, no matter how sophisticated its operations became or 

what information it gathered, could only supply marketers with the base statistics for their studies. 

As Coats dearly knew, every study he undertook had to be justified on the basis of its utility to the 

government. He could not initiate ad hoc projects at the request of every company that wanted 

industry-specific research done. Furiher, dl of the statistics the bureau handled were of strictly 

material objects: people, farms, exports, investments, w ithdraw ais - basicdl y, anything of a 

quantifiable nature. It could not mesure the attitudes or intentions of farmers, workers, and 

consumers, any more than the publishers couId their readers' by looking at circulation figures. This 

was not a failing, but simply a product of the Bureau's mandate and its position as a govemment 

department. That anyone would find fault with its output was an indication that other questions were 

beginning to be asked, and that a new field of business services was opening. 

Periodimis: Demographics, Readership, and Market Segmentation 

At the forefront of market research were North America's publishing houses. One might expect that 

manufacturers, wholesaiers, and retailers would have pioneered the advancing sophistication of 

research techniques designeci to increase consumer spending. Some did undertake such work? 

Nonetheless, after 1900 publishers were by far the rnost visible in their investigation of markets. In 

the wake of the revolution in American advertising of the 1 890s. publishers sought ever more revenue 

nom advertisers. As cornpetition intensifiai arnong the hundreds of periodicais available - be they 

55. 'How The Census Can Help Us SeIl,' Marketing, 15:22 (15 November 1922), 781 
56. Cherington, ï7z.e Adverrishg Book, 3 1 1-3 12 
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dailies, weeklies, magazines, religious and f m  papers, trade journais, or othenvise - innovative 

publishers sought means to differentiate the3 produas in the minds of advertisers. For those 

periodicals with the largest circulations, the task was simple: they could simply assert that advertising 

in their pages reached the greatest number of possibie readers, and thus gave advertisers the greatest 

exposure possible for their money (Illustration 5.1). For those with less stellar circulations in terms 

of the mass market, there was an alternative strategy: a pub1 isher could emphasize his paper's leading 

roIe in a specialized market raîher than its secondary role in the m a s  market. Advertisen expected 

some demonstration to support such daims. The most effective means designed was to provide a 

demographic description of the readers of the periodicai. 

PubIishers had aiways had a feel for the public who read their sheets. The relationship 

between an editor and his readers was crucial to the long-tenn fuiancial success of any publication. 

No paper could afford to offend its readership for fear of cancelled subscriptions. From the 

subscriptions themselves, a publisher could get a general sense for the social standing of those his 

audience; certainly E.E. Sheppard had a high opinion of Sa~urday Mght readers (1115.2) If an editor 

was not familiar with the namû themselves, their Street addresses could be equally revealing. 

Further, every pubIication was geared to a particular constituency. Most newspapers had an editorial 

policy defined by party affiliation or social standing, magazines by religious faith or hobby. Editorial 

policies such as these were the means by which publishers established produa differentiation among 

themselves in the cornpetition for readers. They could just as easily point to the heritage of the 

periodical in question, the quality of its production standards, or the reputation or its editorial staff. 

Some did (X11.5.3). Nonetheless, the characteristics which sold a periodical to subscribers were not 

the same which sold space to advertisers. Advertisers were not looking at the quality of the 

periodical per se, but at the quality of its readersbip? Once publishers understood this equation, 

57. 'The Gamble of Space Buying,' Economic Adverlising, 4: 10 (October 19 1 l), 19-2 1 



the strategies of their advertising solicitors changed dramatically. 

The results of these changes were played out in the pages of the advertising trade journds 

and newspaper directories. Economic Advertising, like Primer's I d  in the United States, was aimed 

at the people who commissioned advertising: people such as cornpany presidents, advertising 

managers, and advertising agents. This audience made the trade papers particuiarly useful to 

publishers who were trying to sel1 their space to these self-sarne people. Similarly, publishers 

advertised their periodicals in the newspaper directories issued by advertising agencies. McKim 

Limited had the longest-ruming directory in Canada, but at least five others appeared in various 

forms before 1930? The number of periodicals in Canada increased dramatically between 1900 

and 1914; the coincidental appearance during this time period of these directories and two advertising 

trade joumals rnakes perfect sense. In Montreal, J.L. François founded a bilingual monthly entitled 

PubIicit&PubZiciiry, and Iikely expected ta mm a tidy profit while at the same time promoting his new 

agency, l'Office de Publicite et du Redaction Gt?nerale? T. Johnson Stewart and T.J. Tobin, the 

publishers of Economic Advenising, no doubt had similar ambitions when they opened The Letter & 

Copy Shop in 1908.M 

Looking at the ads that publishers placed in these journals, then, one gets a very clear idea 

of how publishers tried to position themselves in the cornpetition for advertising dollars. Before 

1900, space-buyers sought the most circulation for the least money in each town where their goods 

and services were sold. Periodicals, then, could have effectively prornoted themselves to national 

advertisers using littie more than their locdities and their circulation figures as talking points - as 

58. Comprehensive directories were issued by Desbarats Advertising and W.A. Lydiatt. F.E. 
Fontaine's Canadian Advertising Agency created a list of periodicals published in French in North 
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the ad for the Montreal Star so ably reveais. After 1900, publishers' emphasis on the quality of their 

periodicals loa  ground to increasingly sophisticated descriptions of their readerships as rnarket~.~ 

More often than not, these markets would be identified by four main characteristics: geographical 

coverage first, followed by language, social standing, then gender. This breakdown mirrored the 

concem of advertisea, and moved from purely materiai considerations to ideologicai considerations 

in the segmentation of the market. The geographical coverage of the periodical would be the first 

concem, simply because no firm intentionally wasted advertising dollars by placing its notices in a 

field where it had no distribution (111.5.4, 5.5). 

The language of periodicals was prirnarily a concem in the province of Quebec. There were 

precious few periodicals published in French outside of that province during the period under review 

(see Table 1.2). There, however, advertisers of products and services which were not language- 

specific (such as t i ~ e d  foods, automobiles, or clothing, as opposed to books, sheet music, or 

recordings), and who wanted comprehensive coverage of the province, had to advertise in two papers 

in several regions. An enigmatic ad for L'Evenement de Québec asserted that 'QUEBEC is very 

definitely NOT a one-newspaper market!' but one wonders if its perceived competition was the 

English-language Quebec Chronkle or the French-language La Presse (l11.5.5). After 1910, the 

scene became more complicated when recent immigrants began publishing newspapers and magazines 

in their own native tongues, neither English nor French; thâe papers appeared sirnultaneously in the 

West, Nonhem Ontario, and the two largest metropolitan areas, Montreal and T o r ~ n t o . ~  For the 

sake of economy and eficiency, space-buyers would have to gauge the prospective value of each 
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High circulation as a taiking point. 

From McKim Limited, Canadian Newspaper Directory 2ed. 
(Montreal: McKim, 1 8W), 26 1. 
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Elitism as a talking point. 

From McKim Limited, Canadian Newspaper Directory 3ed. 
(Montreal: McKirn, 190 l), 48. 

Publishcrs,~~~Saturday Mght Building, Coronto 



Illustration 5.3 

Quality of the periodical itself as a taiking point. 

From McKirn Limi ted, C a d i a n  Newspaper Directory 4ed. 
(Montreal: McKim, 1905), 89. 
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I I .  Circiilntioii e i t i  1;; pro\-cd 11:. 1Icssrs. -1. JlcK-im 

. - 
2(: CI>.. ii-llo l~;i\-c :l ZN-"1-11 s : : ~ t c ~ ~ i i t  s11oii-iiig :i d:iily nvernge.of 

s.S 1 ; nctii:ii circnlntion .for sis iiiotitlts ciidiiig ]iiiic ;O, .~goq. 

LONDOM -ADVERTISER CO;. LONDON. Ontario. 
. -. ---- 



Iilustration 5.4 

Geographicd coverage as a talking point. 

From Canadian Advertising Agency, French Periodicais, 
(Montreal: Canadian, 1912), 39. 

Wbere do the Papers 
I YOU use Circulate 3 
1 LA PRESSE, Canada's Largest Circulating Dai- 
1 ly Paper makes it easy for advertisers t o  esti- 
1 mate its value as an advertising medium. : -: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Montrcaf and suburbs.. 66.408 
Provlncc Qucbec (Out i lde  Mont rea l )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34.995 - 

Total Province Qucbec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  101.503 1 E l s e w h ~ r e  l n  Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.2û3 - 
T o t a l  I n  Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  105.6û6 

French Sectlon of lricw England States . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21.632 

Grand  total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i:T,::t- 

MONTREAL, Canada. 



Illustration 5.5 

Language as a taiking point, pt.1. 

From Marketing, 30:7 (30 March 1929), 246. 

QUEBEC 

NOT 
a one-newspajer - - .  

Market! . . 

and agencies . . . those who 

their week-in and week-out 
performance - that 

THE ONLY MORNlWG PAPER 
rrI QUEBEC 

MUST be used to 
adequately cover the Quebec 
Market. 

For puiticuiars ask your Agency 
or write to 

R. SIMARD 
NAT. ADV. MGR. 
1020 Gsdc BIdg., lClonereai 

E. C4STONGUAY 
MANAGER 

L 'Evrnment, Que bec 



Illustration 5.6 

Language as a taiking point, pt.2. 

'Jewish Daily Eagle, ' Marke~ing, 30:7 (30 March 1929), 246 
'Progressu Imlo-Canadese' and 'Danish Review,' Canadian Advenising Daru, 

THE 

Jewish Daily Eagle I 
PRWTED L i  YIDDISH DMLY 

EXCEPT SATVRDAY 

The Fmt and h g &  J&h 
Daiiy in the Dominion. 

If you wanc CO MA the j e d  Spcalring 
urd R&g popuIasion of Gna& chu 
ir Ac bar ciedium for yau, 

The Canadian 
Jewish Ch ronicle 

Fealures jewish aaiviaes &e worid over. 
Read by &e Enghh Reading Jem of 
CkmQ* 

THE OKtY JETPLSH MEDWMS PUBLLSHED IN MOhZREAi 

For Advemiing R a r u  wrire Advenisiog Manager . 
THE EAGLE PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED 

4075 St. Lawrence Blvd. Montreal. 

- 
live in Alberta. Why 

- - - not g e t  a share in - - .- . * - - their business? Tnlk $ 
ta them in their own 2 
language. - 

Aducrtiae in - - - - 
$ The Danish Review - - - - 

- - 
229 11th Street, N.W, Calgary. - - or any recognlzed agency 5 - - - - - 



Illustration 5.7 

Readers' aggregate incorne as tdking point. 

From Marketing, 14:4 (April 1920), 2 18. 

ST. THOMASb 
-the Raihoad City-har one of the mon hiphly-paid 
communities of mge-earrien in aii Canada. Ap roxi- * 

rnateiy )&OOO.OOO in rages is diNibutd annual& by . 
five aeam railsays alone in ais thriving city of 2U,OW. 

1 Add to this figure the payroiis of the many thriving 
industries, and FOU have one weighty reason for not over- 
lo?king St. Thomas when planning '-out adve-ertising am-  
P=tm. 

The TIh1IESJOURSAL is the o d ~  da3v newspaper 
pubLished in Elgin County, of which*St. Thomas is the 
county seat- I t  circulates into 95 in e v e q  100 homes in 
St. Thomas. Also more than 5.000 copies go to subscribers 
in the surroanding area. 

1-ou -cari reach this fertile field dectirely ody by use of 
adequate space in the TibIESJOURXAL? 1s i t  on 

4 yonr Est  ? If not talie it  up with 'OUT agency, or with 
' us. 

i ' .  -- 
- ?%ce the TirntzsJournal JVeekZ'- too. i '  

i 
i - - L 

; 

i - ! TIMES-JOURNAL 
f 

. ST. THOMAS - - ~kernber A.B.C. - - 
r 

ONT.. 
2 _ L B . t  audited circulation-9,000 plus 
i *  : - 

i- , 
i in Prince Edward Island 
f 
; FORhlERLY the weekiy bulletins of the commercia1 and fegal records 
t were scanned by business m e n b  see who were mortgaghg their fmms 

and real estate- To-day the records publish practicallp nothing but .; ' Mortgage RELEASES. The peo Ie have more money tban ever rith 
i- vhicb ta buy a d v e r t i d  gcods, in tge aealthiest Province per capita in 1 . Canada. - 
i . .  

Charlottetown Guardian 
i . DAILY-Covers Pn'nce Edward Island Iike the des 
5 .  MEBIBER R.B.C. Standard rate enrd 



Saturation Coverage as a talking point. 

From bIcKim Limited, Canadian Newspuper Direcrory 15ed. 
(Montreai: McKim, 1920), 4. 

. - 
One-Tifth of Ontario's popilla t ion is witfiin t lit 

+ hordcrs of the City of Toronto. -. . * 

- y  1 ; 4 \ 1 7  A- - - '1'b;.:f$GRAhI ' 

( Published dzily)  

4 'CO!-ERS TO ROSTO . 
91,.509" réaders, ( 'A.  B. C .  Aiidir 1 

. .  

1 Th i~ i i i t I ty i i~ i i t l c i i t  pnpcr actiiuI[!- Iias more rcadcrs 
~ i ~ l ~ f ~ r u i i i a - c ~ ï ~ ' ~ ~ - - ~ ~ i p i i f ~ f  h ~ ~ Ï t h c r e .  arc iiErïies or - 

-- 

S . I T I O S I L  :\D\'ERTISISG RATES 
f 1 f r -  Ijc ii+ccI ii-it l i i i i  twcl\-e i t i o r ~ t  lis. 

I r 1  i 1  r . . . . .  . . . . .  .3.'ic. 
1 .OUU 1irie.- . . . . . . .  . . . . .I;'ic. 
.;.O00 l i ~ ~ ~ z .  . . - . . . . . . . .  .......-. 1.3~. 

REPRESENTATIVES 
SI:\Y i'ijKI;-\-crcc & CorrLlin. l~niris\~ick DI&. . 
CEIIC-AGO-1-crcc k Coriklirr. S t c ~ c r  n1f.k. . 1) ETHf>IT-\-'-rcc S: Cnrtkliri. 1 1 I L I ~ ~ ~ c L ~ c  n'v'd. 

I T ' - 1 ' i n  1 clc~ia: i i~i  

' 'TC) ROSTO 1 - - - - - C:iS:IL)*i - . 
s 



Illustration 5.9 

The income of éIite readers as a talking point. 

From McKirn Limited, Canadian Navspaper Direnory 5ed. 
(Montreal: McKim, 1907), 6. 

Eatrhlrrn*a 1872 TORONTO, Canada 

Kas the Laqest MORHING Circulation in.Cqada 

the charre:cr of tLe circ-1a:ion 
p l  t3e ~ L ~ O E I  adreeising =et?- 
iunr otercd cou' ires =or& C 
r o m  =Sile r i  & so Jf roo  - 
k r e  =ailin= inr i i ; iois  ;O= 1 
r o d d  select Cxc o i ~ e i  16 k t- 
. d < r e s s c ~ ~ n  rou? i t rezis ing - 
inn-ite :haie =%me Lade is =orth 
haring: .Uk r h a e  Fou z o s t  

. - 

rat ier  rracfi r . c w  ho-es ~ i : ! t  
aterayt &==-;il i z c o c e r a [ ~ ~ . ~ . x ,  
:O f 5 . m . ~  -4-a 1.r- =%ore in. 
C O E ~ S  arr=i;c fjm :O &! 

2ualitr c t  circrilrtian cauau- 
Thcrc is.3 .!i:?crcnct. T!:e .!/=if 
J*J &,?:rr reaches 
t i o n a  in T0:oato aa.1 Untano 
*ver? r.c-.ZC. ll0mrs at ; rus- 
;-:airs. -c.:-tw!o pco;!c. 

Mail. and Empire Circulation is worth 
more per thousand than that of any 

other Medium in Canada- 

Ft S a o n  sU:e=ent of circrrtrion k r ~ i r L t r I  for thisCIrtc:c- 
u for 12 =oa*r to April 30th. IF;. 

, fr,t suor3 sta:t3est foc M a r  asd  J.L=c -13~91: ., 

rotai numbcr o f  copies 2,144,252. Days of issue 52 

DAILY' AVERAGE 

:'-41,236 . 
Y 

=**ru &r*lld d m h i l a m  rWtn*nrs m b l i i h d  nontlr ,  6 - 2  ru+oiihrd ca i ; .p~&~;on 



Gender as a talking point. 

From Econornic Advertising, 4 3  (March 19 1 l), 20. 

1 Everything for Women 
Or the Home, Should 
be Advertised in the 

Canadian Home 
Journal 

Women buy 80 per cent. of the necessities and lw- 
mies for the home. Then the o d y  logical way to 
secure their trade is to advertise in a publication 
read by women. 
Most women delight in reading good fiction or some- 
thing about fashions, household duties, or children. 
That's why the " Canadian Home Journal" is read 
with interest by thousands of Canadian women, that 
have no time or desire to thoroughiy read other 
publications. 

Value of Advertisements Carried Doubled 
in One Year 

In one year this magazine has climbed from the bottom 
to the top of Canadian publications, AND THE VALUE 
OF ADVERTISEMXNTS CARRIED HAS DOUBLED. 
A shrewd advertising soricitor can secure adver- 
tising contracts, but a renewal is only given on results. 

Every Large Advertiser Has Renewed 
Contract 

This is surely a proof that they are obtaining 
satisfactory results. 

CANADIAN H O M E  J O U R N A L  
5 9 - 6 1  John S t r e e t  - - - ' f o r o n t o ,  Canada  



Illustration 5.1 1 

Departmentalization of the editorial content as a talking point. 

From Marketing, 14:4 (April 1920), 213. 

/ n ' h a  y u  want io reach the néam Farmer use hir Home Paper- 

THE ALBERTA FARMER . 

- and T- Calgary Weelily Herald - .  

largest and fastest gro&ng weelily farm publication Wèst of Winnipeg. 
Circulation over 13,000 among the  farm homes of the West, 
which, on account of distance and mail service, can not bc 
served by a daily paper. 

THE ALBERTA FARMER is a newspaper and magazine combined. In addition to a 
complete reb-ieu of the neek's news. It publishes a p e a t  variety of spetial articles, depart- 
men& and features t h a t  appeal to dl members of the farm household. It i; read thoroughIy, 
ia many cases being -the onIy pubIication received. It covers a rich, exclusive field-. It 
carries rnfluen-ce. IT PRODUCES RESULTS. . 

During the past  three yean i t i  circulation hos do"bled and 
the volume of advertising carried has trcbIed. There is 
a reason ! INVESTICATE ! 

I Sample copy, rate cards, detailed sworn circulàtion staternent, and full particulars 
regarding the field- covered, on. request. 

The Herald Publishing Company, Ltd. -- 

Calgary, Canada - 

Reprcuntatite for h i c r u  ~-nadd:  Rcpreuotslive for United Srilen: 
EDGAR J. C W  DE CLERQUE L KLEBAHi'i 

. Royat Bank Bldg, Toronto, O ~ L  800 SIalIem Bldg, Chicago, 111. 1 W. 3Jtb Si, Xew York, KY 



Chart designed by the Advertising Department of the Ottawa Citizen, 19 14. 

From Prirzter & Publisher, 23:3 (March 19 M), 67. 



'It's al1 in the Service.' 

From Marketing, 15:4 (15 Febmary 192 l), 134. 

I ( cal l ing in' a relia]& 

! 1 mining of t h e  sellino CI 

li NORRIS-PATTERSON L I m t T c D  

ADVERT-~SING 
TOROSTO hIOSTRE.\L 
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language group in each region and decide whether or not an ad was rnerited in ea& one. Every 

periodical, of course, was adamant that its readership was crucial for the advatiPa's coverage 

@1.5.6).65 

Once the region and language of the target audience had been selected, social sdanding offered 

the most important means to narrow the target audience within a given region. Publisias treated the 

social standing of readers as an indication of their disposable income (i11.5.7). GemAy speaking, 

the more costly the goods to be sold, the narrower the market would be for them. Smn advedsers 

chose those publications whose readership most closely parallele- their perceptions ofWr customers. 

Necessities - items such as soaps, razors, hosiery, and hair bmshes - had a wide potentiai market 

that cut through class divisions. The makers of these products tended to prefer thosemediums with 

the greatest circulation. Popular dailies such as the Telegram or Star would be obpnus choices in 

Toronto; income would not be as important as saturation of the entire market (I11.5.8)- On the other 

hand, upmarket versions of these same items, Say a gentleman's gift shaving kit with r hand-crafied 

leather case, or a silver brush and comb, would more iikely be advertised in periodkds appeahg 

to those whose income afforded them more luxurious amenities. Offering daily newsdthe financial 

markets and a conservative point of view concerning the world's events, the h 7  & Empire 

assiduously courted the patronage of Toronto's financial elite. By not offering voliminous sporting 

news and other popular features, it chose not to compeie for the mass audience fougk over by the 

Telegram and S m .  With these differences in mind, the Mail di Empire could a d v h  itself as the 

best medium in Toronto to reach a wealthy and highly desirable élite market, dktively and 

comprehensively (111.5.9).w 

Gender offered an alternative means of segmenting the market, and became increasingly 

63. O.K. Thornassen, 'The Foreign Language Press,' M~rketing, 26:7 (2 Apriï ?En, 302 
64. a m d i a n  Newspaper Directory 14ed. (1920). 14- 15 
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important afier 1900. Sometime in the 1890s, advertisers and publishers began to believe that in the 

typical urbao family, composed of a breadwinning male and a homemaking fernale, the latter partner 

exercised the majority of daily consumer purchashg decisions (ïII.5.10). The food her family ate, 

the clothes they wore, the cleansers she used, and the furnishings they enjoyed, al1 were purchased 

during the homemaker's shopping excursions during the day, sans husband. This belief prompted 

copywriters and space-buyers to gear theù advertising for these products at women rather than an dl- 

inclusive mass readership. Hence, an ability to reach these women readers became a decided 

advantage for publications seeking advertisers' dollars. Literary magazines, with their cultivated 

notions of art and belles lemes, had long enjoyed a female readership schooled to appreciate such 

things? Informed by the ideology of separate spheres, many newspapers developed sections based 

on the magazine mode1 to generate a sirnilar female readership. Editors already familiar with news 

from the public arenas of politics, high finance, and sports, now became acquainted with the 

collection of social news, recipes, fàshions, and romantic fiction. Some vocal women were 

contemptuous of this narrow reading of their interests, but to little effect? One of these women, 

Katherine Coleman, herself became the first woman editor in Canada when she was hired to create 

the women's page for the Toronto Mail, in 1889. The popularity of her writing, and the page in 

general, spawned sirnilar pages at several other papers by 1900." 

An emphasis on gender would accomplish two things. First, since the typical newspaper 

reader of the nineteenth century was thought to be male, women's sections would encourage an 

65. Ann Douglas, nie Ferninizution ofAmencan Culture (New York: Anchor1 Doubleday, 1977) 
66. Ted Ferguson, Kir Coleman, Queen of Heam floronto: Doubleday, 1978),fiontis.; Barbara 

M. Freeman, Kir's Kingdom: nie Journalism of Kafhieen Blake CoIeman (Ottawa: Carleton UP, 
1989), 49-73 

67. Ferguson, 1-10; Freeman, 49-79; Kay Rex, No Daughter of Mine: n e  Wumn and History 
of the Canadian Women's Press Cîub, 1904-1971 (Toronto: Cedar Cave, 1995), 3-21. At about the 
same time, children's pages were developed as well; for a brief comment, see N.L. Lewis, ed., 'I 
want to join your club ': Letters from Rural ChiZdren, 1900-1920 (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier UP, 
1996), 1-12. 
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overall increase in circulation by appealing to a previously ignored constituency. Second, it gave 

advertisers a higher profile for their advertising than they otherwise might have had. As the total 

volume of advertising increased, it was entirely possible for any one ad to be lost in the shuffle. 

hiblishers discovered that they could draw attention to some ads by placing hem in sections that 

featured news of interest to the most likely purchasers of those products. In effect, they mimicked 

the physical organization of Timothy Eaton's store, and departmentalized their editurial and 

advertising content. This technique was adopted even within the uade press. M e r  & Publisher 

tended to run advertising of presses, paper mills, and office equipment at the front, where it placed 

its articles aimed at publishers, while the back haif of the magazine aimed at printers was punctuated 

with ads for fine paper products and type foundries. The sarne kind of thinking gendered the modem 

newspaper. If it seemed that more men than women read the sporting pages, then those pages would 

be a good bet for the ads of items gendered 'male.' For the makers of items gendered 'fernale,' the 

women's section was a highly usehl innovation. By 1910, then, the periodicais' ability tu reach 

women, men, or both groups was a decided asset when approaching advertisers. Their pitches to 

space-buyers accentuated this aspect of their reach (Il1.5.11). 

Periodicals could substantiate their readership profiles with statistical analyses. Drawing upon 

census data, it was possible to detail the local population by age, gender, marital status, native 

tongue, and ethnicity; fiom the census of occupations and the Lobow Gazene they could estimate the 

relative proponions of the workforce by social standing, and the average disposable incorne of these 

groups; and drawing upon their own subscription lis& and circulation data, they could calculate their 

own effective coverage of this population (111.5.12). This kind of analysis required no sophisticated 

training in mathematics or statistics. Nor did it require any suxvey techniques.' The raw data were 

68. Richard Germain, The  Adoption of Statistical Methods in Market Research: The Early 
Twentieth Century,' Research in Marketing, suppl.6: Explorations in the History of Marketing, eds. 
LN. Sheth and R.A. Fullerton (Greenwich, Connecticut: JAI, 1994), 87-101 
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readily available. What it required was a fundamental shift in thinking, from selling the quality of 

editorid content to selling the quality of the readership. This method of salesrnanship bas remained 

a future of al1 media outiets to this day.@ 

The f h t  documented cornpany to engage in this Lùid of statistical analysis was the leader in 

general magazines in the United States, the Curtis Publishing Company. In 1910, one of the 

company's advertising solicitors, Stanley Latshaw, came to believe that data on readers would 

improve bis ability to attraa potential advertisers. Without this information, he was s e l h g  something 

that was intangible and conceptuaiIy eIusive: pure white space. With readership data in hand, he 

would be able to sel1 something that was far more concrete: real-life consumers, described in 

quantifiable, easy-to-grasp tenns.'" To generate and manage this new fom of readership data within 

his own cornpany, Cyrus Curtis created a research department in 1910. C.C. Parlin was its first 

manager. He became a recognized leader in the emerging field." 

Few Canadian publishers had the fmancial resources of Cyrus Curtis. Nonetheless, many 

soon adopted market research procedures. Clearly, as is evident in illustration 5.12, the Ottawa 

Cltiren had already gone beyond research and analysis, and had begun to experiment with new forms 

of graphic presentation as well. By 1914, this form of reader research was the topic of a debate in 

the pages of Primer & Publisher. Was it important for an advertiser to know, the editor asked, the 

socio-economic standing of a paper's readers? The answers he received from publishers - curioudy, 

no advertisers were asked - indicated that they 

69. See any current issue of Marketing on 

were extremely vexed over the whole issue. Xt aiso 

this score; see also Dallas W. Srnythe, Dependency 
Road: Communications, Cbpitolism, Consciourness, ond C b d a  (Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex, 
1981), 22-51. 

70. Robert Bartels, Ihe Development of Marketing niought (Womewood, Ill inois: Irwin, 1962), 
108-109 

71. Cherington, ïhe Advenising Book - 1916,3 14; Converse, 87-127; Stephen Fox, Ihe Mirror 
Makrs: A History of American Advenising and Its Creuzors (New York: Morrow, 1984), 83-86 
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indicated that newspapermen right across the country had been contemplating it; respondents 

represented papers ftom Nelson, British Columbia, to Moncton, New Brunswick; from the major 

Toronto daiiies to the smallest weekiy paper in Iroquois, Ontario. Cost was their main concem. Few 

wanted to carry the expense of something that seemingly offered no value-added to their white space. 

F.S. Jawfs of the Calgary F m  & Ranch Review believed that research was 'interesting, no doubt, 

but this End of thing bas become a fetish with some publishers and advertising men.'" That said, 

othen viewed this information in the same light as they had copywriting services. If market data 

convinced the advertiser that the paper's white space carried greater value than he had previously 

thought, then research was an investment worth making. This was the thought of M.R. Jemings, 

then pubIisher of the Edmonton Journal. The editor of Printer & Publisher found such responses 

'encouraging,' and fully endorsed the new practices? 

Advertising Agencies: Demogrriphics, Copywiting, and Media-Buying 

The development of the demographic approach to readership offered advertising agencies two 

advantages over their traditionai preaccupation with gross circulation figures. First, if the character 

of a periodicai's readership could be identified with specitic social categories, then copywriters would 

be better informai whea selecting thernes and approaches for their advertisements. Second, knowing 

the social composition of the readership for each periodical would aid imrneasurably in the selection 

of media for their clients. The first agency to acknowledge these points was the J. Walter Thompson 

Company 0, in New York. In the latter part of the nineteenth century, the agency's nameste 

had been a leader in the development of magazine advertising. Until his arriva1 on the scene, most 

of the high-brow Iiterary joumals had refused to allow commercial notices in their pages. Thompson, 

72. ES. Jawfs, in 'Value of Quality and Locality,' Printer & Publisher, 23:3 (March 1914), 68 
73. Ibid., 68 
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using his widely-regarded personai charisma, overcame the publishers' deep suspicions of bis clients' 

wares, and established a foothold for al1 advertisers to f ~ l l o w ? ~  After the tum of the century, 

however, the agency under bis cornmand was slow to develop copywriting and art departments. The 

introduction of these services at Caikins & Hoiden and Lord & Thomas made them rising stars in the 

American agency field. Fortunately for NT,  the agency had two rising stars of its own - Helen 

Lansdowne and Stanley Resor. Where Lansdowne possessed an uarivalled talent for copywriting, 

Resor's focus was on administration and the value of statistical i n fo rma t i~n .~  

Resor's fascination with statistics stemrned from the adman's understanding of human nature. 

According to Stephen Fox, Resor believed that human behaviour was not in the main guided by 

rational considerations, but ultimately by the unpredictable and iaational desires of each individual. 

This unpredictability caused problerns for those who crafted ads. The defenders of reason-why copy 

and the partizans of intuitivelpsychological writing both irnplicitly took the individual to be the target 

of the advertisernent. If the copywriter selected a talking point which was irrelevant to most readers, 

then chances were the finished ad would fail no rnaner which approach to copy he or she chose. 

What was needed was a means to reduce the risk of this happening. Looking at the reader as 

individual, a universal appeal would Iikely be impossible to find. However, looking at the readership 

as m a s ,  Resor believed it was possible to observe broad pattern in buman behaviour and identify 

taiking points that would appeai to a statisticaily predictable percentage of the readership. There was 

a body of academic work supporting this belief. Walter Diil Scott argued that: 

Human choice has aiways been assurned to be unknown, to be the one indeterminable 

factor in the universe. In spite of ail this we have corne to see that human action is 

74. Frank Presbrey, Ihe History and Development of A d ~ e ~ s i n g  (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, Doran, 1929), 272 

75. On Lansdowne, see Jennifer Scanlon, Inam'culate Longings: ï3e Ladies ' Home /ou&, 
Gender, and the Promises of Consumer Culrure (New York: Routledge, 1995), 169-196; on Resor, 
see Fox, 30-32, 78-82 
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governeci by hown laws and that by carefully snidying the nature of society and the 

infîuences at work prophecies may be made with certain limits which are sufficiently 

accurate for al1 practicai purposes. Under given political, social, and industrial 

conditions the number and character of crimes remains constant, . The wise 

merchant hows  to a certainty fiom the political, social, and industrial condition of 

the country that there wil1 be increased or decreased demand for individual Iines of 

goods. Despite ail the uncertainty of human choice he knows that there are certain 

conditions which determine the number who will choose his commodity and taLe the 

pains to secure it." 

Despite his stake in psychology, Scott had to acknowledge that other fields of investigation then 

emerging within the academy could reveal hidden tmths of their own about human Society. 

Demographics, as it had been developed by sociologists and criminologists, could supply a cnicial 

new set of tools to the adworker's handbag. 

While these considerations addressed copywriting, media buying was still a core hnction of 

the agency. Resor convinced N T  that it should condua a statisticai aaalysis of the United States 

population based upon its segmentation by region and the sophistication of retail distribution 

networks. Combined with a standard newspaper directory, such information would assist media 

buyers irnmeasurably. Instead of simply looking at papers' gros circulation numbers, they would 

now be able to arsess each paper's influence against its relative reach within its community and the 

accessibility of retail outiets. The result was a book published under the agency's narne entitled 

Population and Its Disrriburion (1912). In it could be found a condensed version of the American 

census returns organized by sales regions, combineù with information on retail sales oudets similarly 

broken down (Canada was not included). Met by a keen audience of advertising personnel, the book 

- - . 

76. Walter Di11 Scott, 7he Psychology of Advenising (Boston: Small, Maynard, 1921), 205-206 



was periodically updated and reissued over the succeeding y-. It was also copied by rival 

agentsen One of these was John Lee Mahin, whose advertking trade journal bad fim published 

Walter Dill Scott's articles on psychology in 1903. Soon after M ' s  booklet appeared, Mahin began 

to issue an annual volume entitled Ihe Adveding Data Book, covering much the same groundn 

Mile this book took aàvantage of published statisticai records, it was not long before J W T s  

staff required information that was not so readily available. To answer this need, Resor expanded 

the duties of hû market research department, and hired Paul T. C h e ~ g t o n  as its director. It was 

a good tit, since Cherington's views of the typicd consumer were very simiiar to Resor's: 

fûndamentally irrational and individudistic, but conforming to broad-based trends? Under 

Cherington's command, the department conducted or ig id  research, principally through die use of 

the survey method; it drafted questionnaires, uained field staff, seIected sample populations, and 

tabulated the results. This work served two main purposes: it isolated territories where sales efforts 

could be enhanced, and it tested consumer attitudes towards specific products. The h t  set of results 

was largely geared towards media buying and commercial travellers, the latter towards product design 

and copywriting. Rsulü  in hand, the ageacy's accouat executives could plan marketing campaigas 

tailored to the each client's product and the relevant feanires of its market. Only once such plans 

were in place would the creative staff begin work on the amal adverti~ing.~ 

It should be noted that many other American agencies undertook market research before 

77. Fox, 30-32, 78-86; J. Walter Thompson Company, Popularian und Irs Disnibwion 64. 
(New York: Harper, 1941), Ki-iv, ix. JWT issued a study of Canada forty years later entitleù The 
Cumdian Market (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958). 

78. J.L. Mahin, Advenising Data Book (New York: Mahin, [1910s]), cited in Lydian's Book 
5ed. (1 9 18), 26 1; see also I.L. Mahin, Advertking: SellUg rhe Cornumer ([Garden City, New York]: 
DoubIeday, Page, 19 14) 

79. Paul T. Cherington, nie Conswner Look m Aàvenlring (New York: Harper, 1928). 34-53 
80. Descriptions of 'typical' research depaxtments appeared in Norman Lewis, How to Becume 

an Advenising Mm (New York: Ronaid, 1927), 76-89; Roland S. Vaile, Economics of Advenising 
(New York: Ronaid, 1927), 19-36; Lloyd D. Herrold, Advertking Copy: Principles Md Pran'ce 
(Chicago: Shaw, 1927)' 64-9 1 
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1920. Although defbite figures are unavailable, the number of agencies involved was sufficient to 

aigger a rift in publisher-agency relations. The cost of market studies could be considerable, but 

rnost agencies did not bill their clients separately for this work." Rather, these COS& were absorbed 

by the agencies, who charged it against their incorne derived fkom commissions. The same had been 

done with the introduction of aeative services. Publishers balked at this arrangement, since this 

demonstrated yet again that the rate of agency commission was too hi@. If nothing else, it was 

definitely out of proportion to the services provided to the publishers themselves. The agencies 

responded that any service which incrûised the effectiveness of advertising would only improve the 

publishers' profit rnargins in the long nin. In 1912, the magazine publishers in the Quoin Club 

acquiesced, and increased the rate of commission to cover the agencies' increasing c o s t ~ . ~  

W.A. Lydiatt and Cmadinn Market Research 

One of the first to champion these techniques in Canada was W.A. Lydian." Lydiatt's career in 

the vade began in the 1890s. and his resume included stints at several leading fim in Canada and 

the United States. He was considered a crack copywriter, and was a charter member of the Toronto 

Ad Club. In 1913, Lydiatt believed there was a place in Canada for a new kind of advertising 

agency, one that would offer an approach to advertising service that was substantially different from 

anything else then available. Such an agency would not only counsel clients on media, space buying, 

and copywriting, but would also provide a wide array of statistics and advice on the potential market 

for a new product, the best means of packaging it, and the best means of distributing it.& The 

8 1. Cherington, Adve~ising as a Business Force, 493-536 
82. James W. Young, Advenising Agency Compensation, b Relation to the Tootal C m  of 

Advenising (Chicago: University of Il linois, 1933), 36-38 
83. An agency by the name of 'Specification Data Limited' was open in Toronto from 1910 to 

1915, but no records of its personnel or operations remain. See listings for 'Advertising Agencies' 
in Toronto Ciry Direnory (Toronto: Might, [19 10-19 151). 

84. Lydian's Book led. (1914), 6 
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mode1 for this Lind of consultancy rnay have been Resor's activities at N T ,  but Lydiatt may also 

have found inspiration in the person of J. George Frederick. Formerly the editor of Primer's Znk, 

Frederick had established a simiiar agency in New York in 191 

Like most successM agents before him, Lydiaîî publicized his finn through publications. 

Xronically, thâe proved to be the mainstay of his business by 1920. When he first opened shop, 

there were two trade joumals serving the Canadian field and two regularly-published newspaper 

directories. With both of the traditional fields covered, Lydiatt worked on a new idea, one that 

would dernonstrate his expertise as a consultant and his objectivity when handling media. The result 

was Who's Who in C o n a n  AdvemSing. This directory offered a 'mmplete list' of 'every' company 

in Canada that advertised nationally. This included American and British finns using Canadian 

periodicals, whether they had an ofice in the Dominion or not.' Beside the company nmes and 

their trademarked goods, Lydiatt aiso listed the agency used by each firm. He had nothing to fear 

by publicizing other agents; his main interest as a consultant was the provision of market information 

which the others were not then handling. Lydiatt could offer crucial market and merchandising 

advice to manufacturers, then refer them to an agency that was best suited to their needs in the field 

of copywriting and space-buying. Since he was not directly competing with other agencies, Lydiatt 

won their cu-operation in the publication of his directory. Despite its comprehensive claims for 

Uiclusion, however, the directory reflecteù the selection process of an adworker actively engaged in 

the professionaiization campaigns of the day. Freelance copywriters, in-house agencies, and agents 

handling only local accounts were not included. At the same tirne, agencies recognized by the 

85. John C. Kirkwood, 'Who is Lydiatt?' Economic Adwnising, 1 1:2 (February 19 18). 4-6; 
'W.A. Lydiatt,' Primer & Publisher, 27:2 (February 1918), 23-24; see aiso 'Men and Media,' 
Economic Advertising, 4:7 (My 191 l), 47 

86. Who 's Who in Candian Advertising 2ed. (1 9 1 S), 1 
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Canadian Press Association were duly noted." 

Besides Who's Who, Lydiatt also issued a newspaper directory of his own. The obvious title: 

Lydion's Book What's Whar in C h d i a n  Adverrising. The fmt edition appeared in the spring of 

19 14? To compete against the well-established directories published by McKim and Desbaran was 

a gamble. and Lydiatt's hook was to offer more information than either McKim or Desbarats 

combined? For the most part, this entailed extensive sets of statistical data taken fiom the 

Canadian ceasuses of individuds and occupations. Among other things could be found population 

figures arranged by provinces, occupations, and religious fait.; made statistics on imports, building 

starts, and bank clearings; figures on agricultural production; and estimates regarding retaiI outlets 

in Canada organized by province and goods handled? In short, he supplied much the same 

information as NT'S Popularion and Its Distribwio~ or Mahin's Adverrising Dota Book. Lydiatt 

described his purpose as follows: 

Advertisers are coming to appreciate the importance of statistics to the success of 

their advertising plans. The most successful advertisers, those who advenise with the 

least waste and greatest eflectiveness, have learned to base their methods and their 

selection of media on a careful andysis of the statistics relating to their markets. 

Statistics should show the adveniser where to find the people he wants to 

reach, the number of possible customen, and the likely sale for his goods in a given 

territory - how these markets cm be reached with the greatest economy of 

87. Who 's Who in &nadian Advenising 2ed. ( 1  9 19, 1 84- 1 85; Toronto City Direaoty (Toronto: 
Might, 1915). 1624-1625 

88. Lydiarr's Book led. (1914) 
89. The directory issued by the Canadian Advertising Agency under F.X. Lemieux had not tried 

to compete on the sarne terms; it concentrated solely on French-Ianguage publications in North 
America. Canadian Advertising Agency, French Newspapers and Periodicuis of Canadu and the 
Uniied States (Montreal: Canadian Advertising Agency, 19 13). 

90. Lydian's Book led. (1914), 15-70 
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advertising and selling expense.'' 

Cornbined with the requisite listings of periodicals, the statistics on population and distribution 

systems made Lydim's Book a dependable guide to the Canadian market. In 19 17, Lydiatî 

incorporated the agency listings fkom Wm 's Who into What 's Whar, and placed his book head and 

shoulders above the cornpetition. It was the success of these directories that likely brought him to 

the attention of the Association of Canadian Advertisers, which hired him as their secretary in 1915; 

it was he who guided the association through its battie with the Toronto 'Newspaper Napoleons.'* 

By the late 1920s, Lydiatt's Book had becorne an established authority, cited by account executives 

at JV?T New York as well as acadernics in î b  Encydopedia of GnadaP) 

In February 1918, Lydiatt left the Association and closed his agency when he bought 

Economic Advenising from NorrisPatterson Limiteci." Over the next ten years, his growing 

publishing house became an informal school of marketing for the Canadian trade. To handle al1 of 

the data collection necessary to update the directories each year, and to fil1 the journal with news 

stories and advertising, the magazine amaaed a talenteci cast of adworkers to its staff. Arnong the 

rnost notable were Bertram Brooker, Val Fisher, John Landels Love, and Margaret Brown. Beyond 

these four, it also retained a number of contributing editors with wide reputations in the field, and 

among these could be counted John C. Kirkwood, then writing copy for an agency in London, 

England; Charles Stokes, the assistant advertising manager at the Canadian Pacifie Railway; Herbert 

Casson, the Canadian-bom eficiency expert; and George French, the former editor of Advertisng 

& Selling. Brooker, it may be noted, took over the publication from 1924 to 1928, but he did not 

9 1. W. A. Lydiatt, introduction, Lydian 's Book 6ed. (19 lg), 5 
92. This episode is recounted in Chapter 3. 
93. Duke University, Special Collections Library, J. Walter Thompson Archives (IWTA), 

Series: Staff Meetings, b.6, f. 1, Representatives Meeting (13 Mardi 1928), 1-8; 'Advertising,' nie 
Encyclopedia of Canada, v. 1, ed. W.S. Wallace (Toronto: University Associates, 1936), 14-15 

94. 'W.A. Lydiatt,' Printet & Publisher, 27:2 (February 1918), 23-24 
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alter the course set by Lydiatt. If anything, he enhanced the journal's discussion of statisticai 

analysis. 

Marken'ng Magazine: A Canadian School of Marketing 

Lydiatt had great expectations for his new venture. He hoped to re-fashion the journal as a 

publication of educational value for ail executives serious about their business. In an interview with 

Primer & Prrblisher, Lydiatt noted that Economic Adwrtiising and Pubiicite-Pubiiciry were tuo close 

to the agencies which owned them to make thern truly reliable. Agencies depended upon the g d w i l l  

of the periodical press for their recognition status and their commissions; the agency-run trade papers 

had a tendency to emphasize the print media when discussing marketing strategiw. Although the 

print media - and advertising in general - were an important factor in any effective marketing 

strategy, they were by no means the oniy factors to be considered. That said, one had to look long 

and hard to fmd any discussion of branding, packaging, or alternative media in the trade press as it 

then stood. What's more, manufacturers interested in boosting their goods but not yet convinced of 

the value of advertising were not Iikely to find much of interest in a trade paper focused solely on 

advertising. As a result, Lydiatt believed that his paper should address al1 aspects of 'the selling 

problem:' 

Its aim should be to promote eniciency in selling - in al1 the things which enter in 

to the saie of manufacturai goods. This phase of its editorial character should 

predominate. Advertising should be recognized as but one, even if a most important, 

means of selling? 

Avid readers of Lydian's Book could have gained a further insight into the editor's opinions on 

marketing by scanning the reading list he had included in the 1918 edition of the directory. Among 

- - 

95. W.A. Lydiatt, quoteà in 'W.A. Lydiatt,' Pn'nter & Publisher, 27:2 (Febniary 1918), 24 



the titIes he described as 'the best books on advertising' were bot .  of Cherington's books for the 

Associated Clubs, two books by the behaviourist psychologist Harry L. HolIingsworth, Walter Di11 

Scott's revised volume on advertising psychology, and John Lee Mahin's AdvertiSUig Dara Book (the 

'American Lydiatî's,' he noted)? His incorporation of these author's ideas entailed a significant 

re-orientation in the paper's editoriai outlook. To make this change perfectiy clear to his readers, 

Lydiatî changed the name of the magazine to Marketing & Business Mamgemenr. Readers and staff 

alike shortened the title to Marketing." 

The new editor's cornmitment to market research was most evident in his enthusiasm for the 

Dominion Census. The population statistics in Lydiun 's Book were al1 derived from the 19 1 1 

decemial census. In 1921, after the next national tally had been taken, Lydiatt decided to publicize 

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics and its handling of marketing-related issues. His reporter peppered 

R.H. Coats with questions on just one therne: 'How the census c m  help us sell? To the reporter's 

dismay, nothing notable had been changed from previous years. Despite ail of the valuable statisticd 

information related to population and production, the selling field remained the Bureau's weak point. 

The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada had approached Coats on this matter, and had lobbied 

for a census of retail and wholesale fimu on the same level as the census of industry. Coats's replied 

that such a census would be too costly to initiate without a Parliarnentary mandate - which the 

persona1 and industrial censuses had hadm 

96. Lydiatr's Book 5ed. (I918), 261 
97. Markzting, 12: 1 (March 19 1 8) 
98. 'How the Census Can Help Us Sell,' Markring, 15:22 (15 November 1921)' 781-785. A 

similar article appeared in Primer & Publisher the next year; see M.J. Patton, 'Goverment Sources 
of Information,' Primer & Publisher, 31: 12 (Decembet 1922), 48 

99. 'How the Census Can Help Us Sell,' Marketing, 15:22 (15 November 1921), 781-785. A 
census of distribution was approved by the government for 1931; 'The Reasons for Taking Census 
of Merchandising in Canada,' Canadion Advenising Data, 4:7 (July 1931), 8; Canada, Dominion 
Bureau of S tatist ics , Seventh Censw of Canada vol. 1 0: Merchandising and Service Esrablishmenrs 
(Ottawa: King's Printer, 1934) 
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Although the article was unsigned, the style is unmistakably that of Bertram R. Brooker. 

Four years after this interview with Cuats, Brooker claimed that he had inspired a revision in one of 

the bureau's statisticd se rie^.'^ One of its tasks was the calculation of total bank clearings - the 

total value of al1 cheques written on accounts - on a regular basis. The figures should have provided 

an indication of aggregate consumer spending power. (Here again was a practice which typified the 

traditional demand for rnacroeconomic statistics). Late in 1924, Coats made arrangements to log al1 

cash withdrawals from personai accounts as well. The resulting statistics, it was hoped, would more 

accurately reflecr consumer spending power, both real and potential. In his muai report to the 

minister, Coats made this the most significant event of the year.'O1 

Brooker's piece on the census highlights a curious aspect of Marketing magazine: while 

Lydiatt continuously cajoled businesses to adopt the marketing outlook, it was Brooker who wrote 

rnost explicitly on the subject. As noted in the previous chapter, he took a pragmatic approach to 

the function of psychology in the creation of advertisernents. Essentially, tre believed that psychology 

forced the copywriter to think about each produa from the point of view of the consumer rather than 

the producer.lm Beyond that, it provided no sure rules; facts and ideas could not be fed into a 

'psychological' black box from which completed ads would emerge. By contrast, Brooker believed 

that market research couId provide the copywriter with something far more substantiaI: the details 

necessary to visualize the ided consumer in the first place. 

Brooker's articles on market research relied upon two core sources of statisticd information: 

government-generated data and surveys. Despite its silence on distribution and consumption patterns 

in Canada, the census was still a rich source of information on the market itself: the people of 

100. Bertram Brooker, 'Census of Merchandising in Canada Approaches Reality,' Marketing, 
2 2 5  (7 March 1925), 117 

101. Ibid., 117; Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Annuol Repon 1924, Annual Depan- 
menral Reports #10 (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1925), 5 

102. Bertram Brooker, 'Markets Are People!' Marketing, 22:l (15 January 1925), 6-7, 22 
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Canada. In an article entitled 'A Statistical Picture of the Average Canadian Consumer' (1924), 

Brooker demonstraîed how population data and trade statistics on basic commodities could be used 

to generate 'per capita' numbers regarding individuai consumption habitdm One concrete example 

was the tobacco industry, where taxation laws made available statistics on the number of cigarettes 

'released from bond for consumption.' Assuming that the vast majority of smokers were males over 

the age of fifteen, Brooker divided the number of cigarettes released from bond by the male 

population over fifteen, and arrived at a figure he believed was the average per capita conîumption 

of cigarettes in Canada. With that figure, a manufacturer could then use its own production figures 

to estimate its share of the market. This technique could be repeated wherever suitable trade statistics 

were available. For example, outside of the field of marketing, the Department of Labour had begun 

to reconstnict the Canadian working-class diet by calculating per family consumption of basic 

foodstuffs. lW 

Survey research generated another set of data. Where census and trade statistics provided 

quantitative information on the aggregate volume of the market, survey returns offered qualitative 

information regarding the rationale behind select marketplace decisions. In 'Millions of Dollars to 

Unearth' (1924). Brooker identified two different means of conducting such surveys: dealer 

questionnaires, and reader contests in popular periodicals.lo In the first instance, retailers would 

be asked for their impressions regarding consumer responses to a particular produa or line of 

pro du^; this method had the benefit of ensuring a representative sample size. By contrast, contests 

which asked readers to write their own advertisement for a given product, or some similar scheme, 

103. Bertram Brooker, 'A Statistical Picture of the Average Canadian Consumer,' Marketing, 
20:12 (14 June I924), 394, 396, 438 

104. Ibid., 438; see also 'How the Census Can Help Us Sell,' 781-785 
105. Bertram Brooker, 'Millions of Dollars to Unearth,' M~rketiing, 21: 12 (13 December 1924), 

318-319, 328 
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allowed the researcher direct access to the consumers themselves.lM This method, however, was 

fiaught with dificulties. Any ability to control the size of the sample was beyond the researcher. 

What's more, the tone of the responses could be coloured by the readers' expectations of what might 

constinite a winning entry - al1 based on notions derived from reading previous ads. At that point, 

researchers could suffer frorn consumer 'feedback' as their own ideas became endlessly recycled.lm 

That said, it was believed that such contests did get readers thinking and taiking about the products 

in question. 

Out of this assortment of numbers and responses, Brooker believed that a composite picnire 

of the target audience could adequately be drawn. However, where Lydiatt often championed the use 

of statistics as if they in themselves represented markets, Brooker was always quicic to point out that 

statistics ultimately represented reai human beings. In an article entitled 'Markets Are People!' he 

lamented the fact that too many managers and account executives forgot this fact when drafting their 

 plan^.'^ Referring to J.A. Hobson's thesis in Work and Wedth (1914), Brooker assened that 

individuals were not rational economic actors; they did not fulfil Adam Smith's belief that ail human 

actions were based upon a strict economic understanding of personal costs and benefits.lW For this 

reason, he believed that no campaign could be structureci upon an expectation of how consumers 

should respond to a product under ideal conditions. Rather, every campaign had to be based on an 

understanding of how consumers actually did respond to products in the real w0r1d.l'~ Nothing in 

106. Md.,  328 
107. These problems have been identified by Ellen Gruber Garvey, Ihe Adman in the Parloiu: 

Magazines and the Gendering of Consumer Culture, 1880s to 1910s (New York: Oxford UP, 1996), 
5 1-79 
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the marketplace couId be taken for granted. The only secure means of building a sound marketing 

policy was u> undertake sound research. And due to the evershifting nature of human wants, this 

research would have to becorne an on-going procedX' 

The gospel of marketing research, bought home in the pages of Marketing magazine and 

eoundess other aade publications, books, meetings, and conventions, began to have an effect. 

Through the 1920s, several Canadian agencies developed research capabilities, either through their 

media departments or specially-ereated research departments. Al1 of them were located in Toronto. 

One of the earliest to advertise these services was Norris-Patterson Limited, once the publisher of 

Economic Advenising and long interested in the scientific aspects of the field. In 1921. it offered to 

conduct 'market investigations and research work' for its clients (I11.5.13). 'Waste in advertising,' 

it stated, 

can be easily averted by calling in a reliable agent at the inception of a new product. 

The agency should cooperate with the manufacturer fiom the choosing of the name 

to the determining of the selling poli~y."~ 

In 1925, diey hired one of the associate editors of Marketing, John Landels Love, to head up their 

research staff. '13 

Love was not the only writer from Marketing to find work in this line. Lydiatt's own 

sabbaticai fkom the journal, from 1924 to 1928, was prompted by the re-establishment of his own 

research agency. No records remain of this company, other than one lone mention in Lydim 3 Book. 

In 1925, he listed himself arnong the Toronto agencies."' He did not the following year. Did he 

offer market research services? Given his efforts to encourage them over the previous twelve years, 

1 1 1. Bertram Brooker, 'The Best Isn't Good Enough,' Marketing, 27:3 (6 August 1927), 79 
1 12. advertisement, Marketing, 15:4 (15 February 1921). 13 1 
113. Marketing, 22:12 (13 June 1925), 358 
1 14. Lydiarr 's Book 12ed. (1925), 275-293 
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it wouid be hard to believe otherwise. Did he find any clients? None were named in the directory. 

Did he faii due to a lack of inter est? Unfortunatel y, it seems impossible to know . In 1926, however , 

he abandoned the agency for an up-market job-printing plant cailed Swan Service.lu In 1928 he 

returned to Marketing. 

A more successful start-up was managed by Val Fisher. Fisher was an English adworker who 

had published a trade journal of his own in Britain, entitied Advenising WorId. FolIowing a move 

to Canada, he joined Marketing as a contributing editor in 1924. At the same time, he undertook 

fieelance research work for assorted clients. After two years at these two jobs, he left the journal 

to concentrate solely on research, and established the Canadian Business Research Bureau in Toronto. 

According to its ads, the bureau offered a wide array of sophisticated market studies. It remained 

in business until at least 1935.'16 

Last but not least, Brooker hirnself answered the call. Brooker left the journal in 1928 to 

nurture a budding career in the fine arts. Although a handful of cornpanies offered him positions, 

he dedined them dl, hoping to keep his work time as unstructureci as possible. The one agency he 

did consider was McKim Limited, which offered to pay him a retainer to have him as a consultant. 

He accepted this offer, and remained with McKim untiI 1930. Then, the instabilities of the 

marketplace prompted him to reconsider the notion of regular employment. When he did, he was 

quickiy hired by J.J. Gibbons Limited, which asked him to set up a 'media and research department' 

in the agency's head office in December 1930.lI7 

1 15. Marketing, 24:3 (6 February 1926), 76 
116. 'Editorial Personnel for 1925,' Marketing, 21: 10 (15 November 1924), 279; V. Fisher to 

editor, Marketing 29: 13 (22 December 1928), 425; A.B. Blankenship et al., A History of Marketing 
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Canadian Business Research Bureau, 1933), which was designed to promote investment in the city. 

1 17. Canadian Adverrishg Data, 3: 1 1 (December l93O), 14, 17 
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Crinadian Universities 

Canadian adworkers, udike their American counterparts, were slow to cultivate links with academia. 

There was no research institute on a par with Cherington and Shaw's adventure at Harvard. This was 

no doubt due to the Canadian tendency to resist speciaiization in the humanities and social 

sciences.ll' As previously noted, the acadernic study of marketing began among American 

economists in the 1880s. Canadian universities only began hiring full-fledged political economists - 

- with chairs separate from their colleagues in history and philosophy - at the turn of the century. 

Then, professors such as Stephen Leacock at McGill and W.J. Ashiey at the University of Toronto 

were largely pre-occupied wiîh political history and theory.lS9 The introduction of statistical work 

in the fieid of economics was not accomplished until the 1910s with the arriva1 of scholars such as 

O.D. Skelton at Queen's? At this early date, the economic and statisticai interests of these men 

were not yet geared to the problems of individu1 businesses. in general, they shared the same 

prwccupations as their cohorts in the Dominion Bureau of Statistics: macroeconomic trends, fiscal 

policy, and a concem for production radier than distributi~n.'~~ An academic treatment of 

marketing problems would not appear in Canada until the publication of Ccuuzdian Mwketing 

Problems by the political economy department at the University of Toronto in 1939.1P 
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In terms of research, the work of this first generation of academic economists was shaped by 

two concem. Fint, driven by a desire to study their own country's economy in detail, they believed 

it was fint necessary to undertake comprehensive historical research to lay a groundwork for more 

contemporary anaiysis. Second, given the dependence of the Canadian economy on agriculture and 

resource extraction, much of their work focused on these sectors. Marketing, if considered at dl, 

was usually considered within the realm of agr i~ul ture .~  

One prominent exception emerged out of this general pattern. Humfrey E. Michell was an 

instructor in political economy at Queen's who began studying agricuitural movements in the 1910s. 

His work, much like that of Richard T. Ely at Wisconsin thirty years before, led him to examine t&e 

nature of Canada's distribution systems - including works on credit and retailing.'" Unlike many 

of his contemporaries in Canada, however, Michell was eager to popularize his findings among a 

wide audience of businessmen as well as academics. In 1919, he moved to McMaster University 

(then still in Toronto), and found two different outiets for his ideas. The first was a political 

magazine aimed at a well-informed audience, ne Canadian Fonun. In tandem with Gilbert E. 

Jackson of the University of Toronto, Michell used quantitative anaiysis to write a monthiy column 

on 'Industry and Trade.' It ran fiom 1920 to 1927.'* Then, in 1923, he opened a private 

consultancy which offered 'business forecasting' services. In essence, by Iooking at patterns in trade 

and production statistics, Michell would predict how the Canadian economy would perform over 

given periods of time. Whether or not Michell thought of this work in t e m  of 'marketing' cannot 

123. See for example Hugh J.E. Abbon, 'The Marketing of Livestock in Canada' (University 
of Toronto, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1923); for an overview of the period, see 1. Macpherson 
and J.H. Thornpson, 'The Business of Agriculture: Prairie Farmers and the Adoption of 'Business 
Methods,' 1880-1950,' Canadian Papers in Business Nistory, ed. P. Baskerville (Victoria: Public 
History Group, U Victoria, 1989)' 245-269. 

124. See for instance H.E. Michell, Ihe Problem of Agriculmrd Credir in C e d a  (Kingston: 
Jackson, 1914); îhe Grange in h d a  (Kingston: Jackson, 1914); Pu Gwperative Store in Canada 
(Kingston: Jackson, 19 16) 

125. Neill, 124 
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be said, but his bureau was not mnsidered an advertising agency by the editor of the Toronro Ciry 

Direaory. It was a €ail& prediction in 1927 that led to the end of his c o l ~ m n . ~  After that, his 

academic work came back to the fore, and in 1931 he published an historical study of Canadian 

prices." 

The 3. Walter Thornpson Company in Canada 

Michell's public fdure, and the fact bat  a prominent agency such as J.J. Gibbons Limited did not 

establish a research department until 1930, provides an important qudification to the discussion of 

market research in Canada: its quaIity and profile remained inconsistent throughout the 1920s. 

Publisher's advertising departrnents remained the one constant source of detailed market information, 

though this would be of a qudity relative to the periodicals producing it. Shops such as Norris- 

Pattenon and Canadian Business Rûearch only performed contract surveys of a limited nature, and 

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics was ody beginning to consider consumption a suitable fieId of data 

collection. Canadian firms that wanted something more, then, could do one of two things: conduct 

the work themsefves, or hire an Arnerican advertising agency. Due to a lack of records, it is difficult 

to suggest how many companies chose the first option in the 1920s. Business professor W.H. 

Mahatoo surveyed the marketing practices of advertisers with a national presence in Canada in 1967. 

Of the 302 companies that participated, on1 y nine had created research departments before 1934.1P 

The second option became much easier to pursue during the 1920s, when several American 

agencies followed their manufacturing clients across the border. The fust to do so was M, and 

126. Ibid., 124; Charles M. Johnston, McMmer University, vol.1: ne Toronto Years floronto: 
University of Toronto, 1976), 162, 206 

127. H.E. MichelI, 'Statistics of Prices,' Staristicd Contributions to Carradian Economic 
Histoq, vol .2. floronto: Macmillan, 193 1) 

128. W.H. Mahatoo, 'Marketing,' E r e ~ ~ v e  (Aprü 1968), 34-39. A member of the industry in 
1957 offered no concrete numbers, but assened there were 'very few' before 1940; see W.H. Poole, 
'Marketing Research in Canada,' Commerce Joumai (February 1957), 22. 
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its Toronto office was opened by J. Walter Thompson himself in 191 1. Starting a long tradition, 

Thompson staff& the office with native Canadians already well-established on the local scene. In 

this case, the man appointed was John C. Kirkwo~d.~ When Stanley Resor bought the parent 

company from Thompson in 1916, he sold the Toronto and London, England, offices to their 

Canadian account executives. Nonetheless, other American ageacies had discovered opportunities 

in Canada. H.K. McCann of New York set up shop in Toronto in 1914. Eight years later, it was 

joined by Campbell-Ewald Advertising and Huber Hoge Limited. In 1923, these were joined by 

WiiIiam H. Rarikin, which entered the Canadian market via a partnership with a major Toronto 

agency, R.C. Smith & Son. Theodore F. MacManus Incorporated, McKinney, Marsh, & Cushing 

Advertising, Winsten & Sullivan Incorporated, and Williams & Cunnyngham Company al1 made 

similar arrangements after 1926? The re-entrance of JWT - fïrst in Montreal, then in Toronto - 
- capped off the decade late in 1929. 

MiT makes an interesthg study if only because iis records have been preserved fkom this 

period. Clearly, Stanley Resor wanted to reclaim this lost part of JWT's international empire. This 

seerns evident simply fiom a reading of the agency's executive meetings. Each week, account 

executives and creative staff in the New York head office held weekiy seminars on topics of current 

interest. Almost every year from 1927 to 1932, one session was dedicated to Canada as a potential 

market for American manufacturen.*' Every time, the speaker spoke in excited tones about the 

large volume of trade between Canada and the United States as if he was the fust to have discovered 

this faa. Nonetheless, by the time IWT established its Montreal office, it dready had placed 

129. 'New Advertising Agency,' Printer & PubZisher, 20: 1 1 (November 19 1 l), 42 
130. Al1 but Winsten & Sullivan pmered  with a Toronto agency; for details regarding 

partnerships and dates, see Appendù 1. Winsten & Sullivan incurporated under the names of its 
Canadian partners in Montreal, Vickers & Benson: see Marketing, 265 (5 March 1927). 174. 

131. J W A ,  Series: Staff Meetings, b. 1, f.4.- 13 March 1928; b. 1, f.7, 13 March 1929; b.2, 
f.3, 14 May 1930, b.4, E9, 9 February 1932 
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branches in eight European capitals and two Afncan c i t i e P  

That said, JWï did not completely abandon Canada between 1916 and 1929. Jts Americaa 

offices continuai to place advertising in Canadian publications for their Arnerican clients. For this 

reason, it kept tabs on Canada as it would have done for any other foreign market." That said, 

Resor was uncornfortable haadling accounts there. Since the agency did not have a permanent 

presence in the country, it did not develop the sarne in-depth market data there as it had in the United 

States. For this reason, Resor turned down a Canadian campaign for S immons mattresse, and was 

denied Canadian campaigns for two of its biggest American clients: General Motors divided their ads 

between Campbell-Ewald and McCann, while Fleischmam's Yeast gave its work to Huber HogeY 

Late in 1927, Resor suggested that JWT once again locare in Canada. His main conceni was 

the agency's professional reputation; he wanted their re-entry founded upon the same solid market 

data that it was hown for in the States. Within months of this meeting, Paul Cherington's research 

department began testing its media buying saategiâ by Iooking at the Ontario periodical rna~ket . '~  

By coincidence or design, Resor was getting precisely the information that he wanted to see. A year 

after he first suggested it, Resor decided to open an office in Montreal.lM 

Afier unforeseen delays, JWT Montreai was up and ruming in December 1929. It was 

managed by Robert J. Flood. American by birth, Flood was a trained accountant whose chief job 

experience was in transportation law before he joined IWT in 1929? In the summer of 1929, 

before opening the new office's doors, he put together a research 

- - - - - - - - - -- 

132. JWTA, Series: Staff Meetings, b. 1, f.5, 8 August 1928 
133. See for example M A ,  Newsletter Collection, b. 1, f. 1923, 

10; News BuZZerin (August 1923), 16-17. 

staff and initiateâ the first 

News Bulletin (ApriI 1923), 

134. M A ,  seri&: Staff Meetings, b.1, f.3, 20 Decernber 1927, 2; b. 1, f.5, 18 July 1928,56 
135. M A ,  Series: Staff Meetings, b. 1, f.3,20 December 1927, 2; b. 1, f.5, 18 July 1928.54; 

b.1, f.7, 13 March 1929, 2-4 
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Dominion-wide market survey ever conducted in Canada.LY With the data fiom this and the 

periodical survey in hand, Flood then began selling the merits of the Canadian office to JWT's 

Ametican clients, and won the likes of Fleischmann's back into the fold. He aiso won Canadian 

based contracts R e m  had tumeû away the Dominion Rubber Company in 1927; now Fiood was 

successfully recniiting the likes of the Canadian Marconi C ~ m p a n y . ~ ~  The success of the operation 

seerned manifest, and in November 1930 Flood bought full page ads in the made press U> announce 

that JWT Canada had opened a second office in Toronto. Both branches would offer: 

MARKET RESEARCH COPY - PLAN ART 

MEDIA - PRODUCTION SALES ANALYSIS 

IN RADIO, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, DIRECT MAIL 

AND OUTDOOR MEDIUMS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.la 

The largest agency in the United States, probably the world, had arrived in Canada. And it had 

brought ail of its weapons with it. 

Cockfield, Brown & Company 

Canadian agencies responded to this invasion in a number of ways. As previously noted, a handful 

did so by forming parmerships with American agencies. Essentiaily, these Canadian agencies would 

act in a manner similar to a branch ofice, placing ads in Canadian periodicals for clients of the 

American agency. In retum, the Canadian agency gained access to iu parnier's media department 

and research expertise. Canadians were not necessarily junior Pamiers in thâe arrangements. 

William Findlay becarne a vice-president of Lord & Thomas & Logan when his agency merged with 

138. N ' T A ,  Series: Staff Meetings, b.1, f.7, 4 January 1929, 7, and 27 Febniary 1929, 3; 
Newsletter Collection, oversize box, J W  Navs (lune 1930), 3 

139. JWTA, Series: Staff Meetings, b. 1, f.3,20 December 1927, 3; Conadan Advenising Data, 
3:6 (July 1930), 40-41 

140. ConCrdian Advenising Data, 3:10 (November 1930), 19 
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the Chicago agency in 1930. 

Agencies keen to maintain their independence chose a different option: they chose to compete 

with the Americans on their own tenns. The most celebrated in îhis regard was Cockfield, Brown 

& Company. Cockfield, Brown was a new name in the late 1920s, but its principals had been active 

members of the trade for quite some tirne. Henry R. Cockfield had been the president of the 

Advertising Service Company of Montreai and Toronto, while G. Warren Brown had held the same 

positions at National Publicity Limited of Montreal. in December 1928, the two companies merged. 

Montreal was chosen for the head office, and a branch was rnaintained in Toronto."' 

Warren Brown believed that the agency needed to have a research department if it was going 

to rernain cornpetitive. In 1927, speaking before a the Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies, 

Brown noted that ever more clients were dernanding some degree of market planning counsel in 

addition to the usual gamut of agency expertise. Anyone reading through Marketing should have 

noticed this trend. Stories had appeared on a study of macaroni use by the Hamilton Advertising 

Agency, the market for home appliances by the Hoover Company of Canada, and the reactions of 

modem consumers to corsets by the Harold C. Lowrey Organization.'" Many of Brown's listeners 

did not appreciate this trend. Ironically, one of them was A.I. Deme, one of the partners who had 

purchased the original Toronto office of IWT in 19 16. Denne argueû that agencies would lose their 

focus if they strayed too fai from media and creative services. He believed that marketing strategis 

were solely the responsibility of rnanufact~rers.'~ He was in good company. The vice-president 

of Generai Motors in Detroit argueci a similar point at similar convention soon after.Iu Brown may 

141. 'The Amouncement of Cockfi~eld, Brown,' Marketing, 29:12 (8 December 1928), 379; 
W.H. Poole, 'Marketing Research in Canada,' Chmerce Journal (Febniary 1957), 2 1-22 

142. 'Begin Campaign to Swell Macaroni Sales,' Marketing, 21:7 (4 October 1924), 189; 'Why 
We Employ a Canadian Agency,' Marketing, 23:7 (3 October 1925), 194; 'Corset Campaign Brings 
Mailbag Trophy, ' Marketing, 27: 1 1 (26 November l927), 399-400 

143. 'Advertising Agency Association,' Marketing, 27:8 (15 October 1927), 307 
144. 'Convention Condensations,' Marketing, 29:2 (2 1 July 1928), 45 



have privately agreed, but the trend appeared inevitable. An ability to offer market counsel was no 

longer just a useful advantage, but a necessary tool in the design of campaigdq Evidently, 

Brown had already undertaken market research at National Publicity two years before its merger with 

Advertising Service. 

The man hired to organite the research department at Cockfield, Brown was W.W. Goforth. 

Goforth was a professor of economics at McGill University, and a recent graduate of Toronto's 

programme in politicai economy. Goforth assembleci a staff unlike that seen at any agency in the 

country up to that point. In the first year, he hired one of his former students then completing a law 

degree, two Harvard MBAs, one Oxford graduate with experience at National Publicity, and three 

former employees of the federal government's Tariff Board.'& Other representatives with similar 

qualifications were hired in 83 towns across the country to collect data on a contract basis.'" 

Beyond this group, Goforth also contracted expert help for specific projects, including professors such 

as Hubert Kemp and Gilbert Jackson from his alma mater? Over the next four years, this group 

conducted research for a host of private companies and goverment agencies. Among these was a 

highly touted market survey for the federal Department of Fisheries on, not surprisingly, Canadian 

fish products. It was published under the crown imprint in 1932, and beld up as an example of what 

objecîive, 'scientific' research could accomplish in the commercial ~orld.~'* 

Henry King, the Oxford graduate on staff, later wrote that the agency had had the market 

145. 'Advertising Agency Association,' Marketing, 27:8 (15 October 1927). 307 
146. Henry King, 'The Beginning of Market Research in Canada,' me Markter, 2:1 

(SpringISummer l966), 4-5; reprint ed in Marketing Research in Canada, ed. W .H . Mahatoo 
(Toronto: Nelson, 1968), 20-22 
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survey field to iwlf  from the day it opened untü 1932. That year, a renegade staff member from 

its Toronto office left to form Canadian Facts Limited, which specialized in radio audience 

ratings." King's belief aside, it is readily apparent ftom the preceding discussions of Mwketing 

and iWT that Cockfield, Brown never had the field to itself. As early as 192 1, Norris-Patterson was 

already conducting research studies. Further, J W s  highly visible research operation opened the 

same year as Cockfield, Brown's - in the same city. Nonetheless, it is also readily apparent that 

Cockfield, Brown had the most sophisticated research department of any Canadian agency at that 

time, one that consciously mimicked the American model.lS1 One bas to wonder if Brown and 

Cockfield were not perfectly aware of Stanley Resor's plans, and initiated the merger to protect their 

own interests? 

Conclusions 

No SybiIene sorceress of old with her leaves of divination ever had a more 
absorbed audience than has the modem society diviner with her tea leaves! 
Deep in the h e m  of nearIy al1 women, and a great many men, is an 
incurable desire to pierce the veil of the Future and to know what Fortune 
has in store. The tea cup seance is not taken too seriously by any, but its 
appeal is inesistible and the sibylline prophecies are listened to with an 
amusement that does not quite disguise the lurking belief that there may be 
'something' in the pronouncements of the oracle.lo 

So wrote J.D. Neill, the sales manager of Thomas J. Lipton of Canada, Limited, in 1924. Lipton 

made its name selling low-priced, prepackaged tea in the 1890s.lY Thirty years later, it decided 

to expand its sales horizon with the introduction of a second line, a higher-grade tea to be sold at a 

150. King, 2 1-22 
151. Robinson, 7-8 
152. The most cornprehensive history of marketing in Canada published tu date also discounts 

King's daim, but it does not cite the presence of JWT; see Blanlcenship et al., 18-20. 
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October 1924), 2 13 
154. Mec Waugh, 7he Lipton Story: A Centennial Biography (London: Non-Fiction Book CIub, 

[ 1950]), 50-59 
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premiurn price. Trouble was, that market was already occupied by Tetley Limited, among othen. 

In i t .  time of need, Lipton sought help in tackling this problem. But it did not tum to its distributor, 

as Tetiey had approached Timothy Eaton. Rather, it tumed to a market researcher. 

The report that followed pleased the manufacturer greatly. Not only did it suggest that the 

market for a premium tea was still open to expansion, it also suggested that this market encompassed 

women from a wide variety of incorne brackets. With that, the planning wh eels were set in motion. 

A strategy was sought that would appeal across al1 classes, though particularly to women. It had to 

justify the higher price of the tea, and distinguish it from its cornpetitors. Further, the company 

wanted to do this without the aid of sales premiums - someîhing that could be earned by saving 

coupons fiom every package - since it was thought that such a ploy would detraa from the élite 

character of the tea. The final result of their brainstorming was a masterstroke of marketing. They 

would associate the tea with the ancient art of cup readings. The possibilities were tremendous. 

Little or nothing had to be said about the flavour of the tea. Rather, each and every leaf would be 

imbued with the power of magic, the fantastic possibility of seeing into one's own future.lu 

Around this idea, the entire marketing strategy was planned. Print advertising would be used 

as a matter of course, but the company also prepared a 32 page booklet on how to read leaves. A 

copy would be included in every package. According to Neill, this was not a sales premium, so 

much as an entertaining and frankly informative extra provided for the benefit of the t a ' s  fans. It 

would prove a be a winning formula. Before Iaunching the full campaign, Neill tested its appeal 

with a cup reading tent at that year's Canadian National Exhibition. As hoped, it drew a broad range 

of curious fair-goers, and copies of the booklet on hand were eagerly snapped up. The print 

campaign, dong with dealer display cases, trial size packages, and a special price offer ui 

155. J.D. Neill, 'Tea Cup Lore Used to Introduce New Lipton Line,' Marketing, 
October 1924), 2 13-2 14 
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began that fdl? 

One might wonder how different the Lipton experience was fiom that of Tetley. After dI, 

Eaton too had done his research, if only ttrrough the booth set up in his store. Nonetheless, the 

differences were marked. Lipton, aiso an English company, had set up a permanent office in Canada 

to bandle the local market. Where Tetley had delegated its marketing responsibîiities to its 

distributor, Lipton's sales manager played a key role in its research and implementation procedures. 

Eaton's copy had relied on the intrinsic, material merits of the tea, while Neill allowed a supernafural 

aura to be woven around a mas-produced, pre-packaged product. At their core, however, was the 

greatest difference. Eaton's marketing strategy, no matter how successful, was ultimately based on 

bis own experience and inmition. Neal was guided by a statistical understanding of the market 

discovered through planned research and fortified by testing in the field. The planned introduction 

of the higher-grade tea could have been aopped at two different points: if the original sumey had 

discovered that the market was aiready sanirated with other brands, or if the Exhibition test had gone 

terribly wrong. 

Behind this change was an urgent desire to reduce the risk involved in the selling function 

of modern industry. Managers guiding muki-million dollar companies wanted to base their decisions 

on something more concrete than their own intuition. Market research provided them with this 

assurance. The psychological critique of classicaI economics had taught them that the unpredictable 

whims of consumer demand ruled the marketplace. Now they had withia their reach the means to 

predict these whims, and to direct their production and selling accordingly.* Market research 

adopted the tools and theories of the emerging social sciences and put them to work in the 

commercial world. This was no more evident than at J. Walter Thompson and Cockfield, Brown, 

156. Ibid., 213-214 
157. Chandler, 287-314 
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where the top academic economists of two countries found part-Ume work as corporate consultatlts. 

Statistics finally gave to advertising the scientific foundation that it had vaidy sought in psychology. 

It also gave professionalizing adworkers the institutional alliance they had craved to secure a 

recognized level of social attainment and respectability. 

It was not the agencies but the publishers who first developed these methodologies with 

advertising in mind. Then, they had in mind the systemization of media buying techniques more than 

the creation of advertising copy and art. Nonetheless, the broader possibilities of researcii soon 

becarne evident to everyone within the trade. The publishers had inspired a new way of addressing 

the 'selling problem.' Where psychology had asked the advertisers to think of readers as individual 

consumers making individual decisions, publishers m e d  with market research asked advertisers to 

think of readers as mass markets. Udike individual consumers, these mass markets had identifiable 

divisions and common interests, identifiable aversions and desires. Grafting quantifiable measurement 

techniques ont0 this perspective, a new breed of market researchers was able to investigate these 

interests and desires, to select likely territories for sales campaigns, to pick the most effective media 

for particular products, and to pre-test campaign strategies on sarnple audiences. 

That the largest agencies in Canada had developed research departmenu by 1930 should be 

taken as a sign of this change in outlook. Ultimately, it did not matter who conducted these studies, 

be it the manufacturer, agency, research bureau, academic, or publisher. Agencies believed that 

manufacturers had corne to accept this new way of thinking about the buying public and subsequently 

sought the benefits of market research. The readers of m a s  manufactured newspapers and magazines 

would no longer be seen as a cornmunity of readers sharing a cornmon political outlook, civic 

identity, or literary interests. They had become a m a s  of demographic numbers reeonstituted as 

markets. Their hopes, fears, desires. and even their identities would become the grist of the 

marketing strategist and the advertising copywriter. 



Chapter 6 : 
The Canadian Market, Magazines, 
& the New Logic of Advertising 

It remains to be seen whether or not ... Canada will produce 
magazines or other publications which, in point of 
circulation, will cuver the citiw and large towns of the 
Dominion in the way that the 'Ladies' Home Journal,' 
'Saturday Evening Post,' 'Munsey's,' and other American 
publications cover the United States. 

W.J. Healy, November 1908' 

W.J. Healy had good cause to ponder this question. He oversaw the advertising revenues of the 

highest circulating periodicals in Canada, the Montreal Star and its weekend edition, the Fomily 

Herald & Weeky Star. Both had circulations over 100.00. No Canadian magazine came anywhere 

near them. W ith no cornpetition from a strong consumer magazine in Canada, both papers dominated 

the field in national advertising, as  well as the Monueal field in retail advertising. Magazine 

circulation was so fragile that most national campaigns began with a list of daily papers stretching 

from Coast to coast and relegated magazines to a secondary role, serving specialized markets where 

The fiagiIity of native magazines had never provided an accurate view of the market for 

magazines in Canada. Readers above the 49th parailel had long purchased American magazines in 

quantities that fat outstripped what Canadian publishers produced. After 1900, these quantities 

increased dramaticaIly, as the annual number of magazines entering fiom the United States rose into 

1. W.J. Healy, 'The Position of the Daily Paper, ' Economic Adverrising, 1 :3 (Novernber 1908), 
2 1-22 

2. A.J. Denne, 'How an Agency Plans a Campaign,' Prinrer & Publisher, 24:7 (July 1915). 25- 
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the millions. Had any Canadian publisher tapped into this market, the periodical landscape might 

have suddenly and dramatical1y changed. 

Five yean after Healy's comments, this scenario came to pass, at least in par&. AAer several 

false starts, Canadian magazines appeareû which seemed capable of attracting a v a t  number of these 

readen. The change began with the adoption of reader profiles by publishers' advertising sales staff. 

As noteci in the previous chapter, this event prompted a reconsideration of the relationship between 

magazines and their readerships. It did not occur ovemight. Nonetheless, the conception of readers 

as patrons gradually tost ground to a conception of readers as consumers. When that happe&, 

publishers re-oriented their magazines' editorial and financial structures around the concept of 

consumer markets. Every policy adopted by such magazines ultimately had to be justified by its 

service-value to advertisers. This transformation bath reflected and reinforced the attempted 

professionalization of the advertising trade. The growing body of expertise developing within the 

social sciences - and particularly psychology, sociology, economics, and accounting - gave 

publishers the tools they needed to read the public mind and respond accordingly. No longer would 

their decisions be rooted in an intuitive sense of the readership and its tastes. Now, editors and 

publishers could root their decisions in market analysis. 

Afier 1910, the tirne finally seemed ripe to win the Canadian trade in consumer magazines 

away from the Americans, and the trade in national advertising away from the newspapers. The 

booming economy spurred the growth of consumer advertising by Canadian companies. The 

population itself was expanding; at the same time, it was also becoming increasingly urban and 

dependent on store-bought goods. American publishen were cultivating a growing audience for 

consumer magazines and supplied ample examples of successful formats and formulas. Tben, with 

the new market research tools developed by academics such as Paul T. Cherington, it became 

possible for publishers to identify emerging trends in the Canadian marketplace, and to respond to 



them with topical magazines of their own. 

Canodian Magazines before 1900 

Magazines are about readership. Both before and after the transfomation prompted by nationai 

adverîising, magazines were ultimately dependent on their readers for their income. If befote most 

of thaî income had been taken fiom individuai subscriptions, after the emergence of national 

advertising it came from the advertising rates based on circulation figures. A publisher had to believe 

there was a market begging for his product before investing his capital in wages, paper, id, and 

presses. In this, publishing was no different h m  any other business. The first step was to identify 

the market, the second was to assess its size, and the third was to assess its potential interest in the 

proposed product. 

Before 1890, most of the periodicals mat enjoyed any degree of iongevity were those whose 

markets had called them into being. Every major trade association, religious group, professional 

body, voluntary society, students' union and political party in Canada had its organ. Sornetimes these 

were owned and operated by the organization itself, and sometirnes they were operated by private 

companies; some were weeklies, others monthlies or quarterlies. Despite these differences, they al1 

existai to foster communication between members, or, to apprise them of upcoming evenu, past 

glories, and news of cornmon interest that the daily press generdly overlooked. Egerton Ryerson 

established the Uuistian Guardian at the request of the Methodist Church of Canada in 1829; the 

Presbyterion Witness was published by a private company owned by members of that faith. J.B. 

Maclean established Pnnter di Publisher on his own account in 1892, but soon won the oficiai 

endorsement of the Canadian Press Association. Backed by an organization, a prospective publisher 

had a ready-made market for his produa. If he won the confidence of the organization's executive 

board, al1 the better; he had a decidedly influential sales staff, and could use membership rolls to 
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target his subscription efforts. 

Without such an organization, a publisher would have to work on assumptions about the 

market. Oniy his instincts couid tell him if anyone would read the periodical he had in rnind. 

Sometimes this was an informed opinion. More than two dozen trade papers were created before 

1890, each s w i n g  a different commercial line or industry. In most cases, the publication of a trade 

paper preceded the formation of any relevant trade or industrial orgaalation. Despite the lack of an 

institutional focus, the publisher banked on the existence of a community of interest shared by al1 

those engaged in the same line. For example, the proliferaiion of small shops inspired more than one 

publisher to serve b a t  market, with magazines entitled Dominion Grocer, M i a n  Dry Gwds 

Reuiiew, Candiun Grocer & General Storekeeper, and Merchurü. 

Othen groups were courted in this fashion. Among them, fanners made an obvious target. 

Throughout the period under study they formed the largest occupational group in the Dominion? 

The fust agricultural papers began to appear in the 1 8 3 0 ~ ~  and by 1891 every province but British 

Columbia boasted at least one established title.' Some specialized in particular segments of the f a m  

market, whiie others tried to cover the entire field.' 

Apart from occupations, an equally comprehensive means of reading the market was by 

religious faith. Newspapers, weekiies, and magazines sprang up through the 1800s to serve dmost 

every Christian group in the Canadas; Jewish newspapers appeared at the Nrn of the centuxy6 

Papers of this genre enjoyed great popularity even without the stamp of an official body. Papers such 

3. HSC 2ed., DS-D85. 
4. Fred Landon, 'The Agricultural Journals of Upper Canada (Ontario), ' A g r i c d ~ d  Journal, 
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S. Dorothy Duke, 'Advertising Publications Published in Canada* (Ottawa: Depamnent of 
AgricuIture, 1962) 

6. Gerald Tulchinsky, Taking Rom nie ûrigim of the Canadian Jewish Commwiizy Cforonto: 
Lester, 1992), 150-152, 164 



as the Montred Wltness ofiered a variety of news and Iiterature written from a Christian standpoint 

without focusing on church news per se. More often Protestant than not, such papers tri& to present 

a vision of a unified Christendom facing down the evils of drink, amusements, and 'pagan' Iiving in 

general. The l e s t  charitable of the lot also chose to attack other religious groups. 

Women too constituted a recognUable social group, either with or wiîhout associational ties, 

and their patronage was eagerly sought by publishers. The most common offerings belonged to a 

genre described by Ansom McKim as the 'domestic* or 'househo1d7 press.' The key emphasis of 

these magazines was the gendered nature of bornemaking. Editorial content was not determined by 

the shared biology of the intended readers, but on the basis of their common rolw as wives, mothers, 

and homernakers. Articles discussed child-rearing, family health, home Iife, and home economics, 

as well as society news and fashioo.' Before 1900, such magazines included Hom Knowledge, 

Famille, and The Home Journul. A second cluster of magazines intended for women were published 

by groups such as mission societies and the Women's Christian Temperance union.9 These were 

essentidly the organs of voluntary societies, and not women's magazines per se. 

It may seem odd to discuss al1 of these genres as a set. Some were little more than the 

newsletters of fiatemal societies, others were the hardy press of the yeoman class, still others 

discussed the Iatest Parisian fashions in clothes and home decor. Nonethekss, ail of hem shared one 

important characteristic: they ail chose markets based upon the readers* self-identified loyalties and 

7. Canadian Newspaper Direcrory 1 ed. (I 892), 235 
8. Angela E. Davis, 'Country Homemakers: The DaiIy Lives of Prairie Women as Seen through 

the Woman's Page of the Grain Growers' Guide, 1908-1928,' Conadiian Papers in Rural Hisrury, 
v01.8 (Ganonoque, Ontario: Langdale, 1992), 163-174; Norah L. Lewis, 'Goose Grease and 
Turpentine: Mother Treats the Family IlInesses,' Rethinking Guzuda: ï k  Promise of Women 's 
History 2ed., eds. V. S trong-boag and A.C. Fellman Voronto: Copp Clark Pittman, 199 1), 234-248 

9. Veronica Strong-Boag, 'Setting the Stage: National Organization and the Women's Movement 
in the Late 19th Century,' me Neglected Majoriry, eds. S.M. Trofimenkoff and A. Prentice 
ÇToronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1977), 87-103; Ruth Compton Brouwer, New Women for God: 
Canadian Presbyterian Women and India Missions, 1876-1914 floronto: University of Toronto, 
1990), 5-6, 28-29 
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roles within society. These periodicals appealed to readen as shopkeepers, as h m ,  as 

homemakers, as students, as  devotees, as volunteers, or whatever else they rnay have ken. They 

then attempted to serve their readers baseci upon that identification. More ofkn t h  not, the 

periodical disclosed information that would belp its readers to becorne beüer within thoseroles. The 

farm papen were panicularly clear on this point. To a man, editoa sought ways to bprove the 

agriculturai production of their readers. In 1845, the first issue of one such paper declred: 

The grand a* and object of the Editor of 7he British American Cultimor wiiï be 

to m a t e  a stimulus for improvement amongst the productive classes, whereby the 

vast resources of British North America may be speedily developed, and ber 

inhabitants made prosperous and happy." 

Articles discussing new ideas in crop management and animal busbandry were offered foi the readers' 

consideration, written by those with practical experience in the field. The most recent advances in 

equipment were reviewed, and prizes were fiequently offered for the finest specimens ofthe year's 

harvest. 

In direct contrast to these periodicals, there existed another set whose editoriai direction was 

inspired by leisure time activities. Rather than identify ing potential markets of readers by idtutional 

or dernographie eategories, these periodicais identified their markets by their common bbbies and 

passions. Reading itself was one sudi passion, and the genre with the longest tradition in aiis set was 

the literary journal. Such magazines offered a mix of articles, poeuy, and fiction intended 60r a well- 

educated audience with suficient leisure time to enjoy the quiet contemplation necessary for such 

pursuiîs. Among those active in 189 1 were the Canadian Revue, chnadian M a g e ,  ad Sawday 

Nigtrr. They had cousins in the humorous magazines of the era, such as Gr@ and *Garou. 

m e n  could address any number of specialized pastimes. For those interuted in fishing hunting, 

10. W .G. Edmundston, Brirish American Culrivaror (1 86), quoted in Landon, 169 
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philately, or music, there were publishers in Canada eager to seIl hem a magazine. And just as the 

children had uplifüng tracts and periodicals foined upon them in school and in church, they were 

aeated with illustrated story magazines such as PIeas~~rr Hows  and Smberrms in their less studious 

hours . 
In s u ,  publishers conceived readers on the ba i s  of their shared identities or shared 

activities. They staked out their markets by appealing to the selfdefined interests shared by these 

groups. in so doing, they produced their periodicals in the expectation that these groups of people 

in themeives would become the patrons of their magazines. The key for a privately-owned 

publishing house was to select a sociai group whose numbers were suficient to keep the paper 

financially afloat. The publisher who chose to serve a market d e f d  by identity had to understand 

that readership was a funaion of the size of the sociai category in question. While some farmers 

might have been interested in the CoMdian P h a n n a ~ e ~ c a l  Jownal, probably few took a 

subscription. The same could be said of dmggists and the Gmdim Puulny Revïew. On the other 

hand, so long as there were individuals associated with that segment of the population, the publisher 

could assume that the readership for such a periodical would remain relatively stable. 

By contrat? the publisher who chose a market identified by an activity enjoyed a much more 

open-ended appeai, at lest potentiall y. Even if the druggist and the pouttry fanner did not read each 

others' trade papers, both couId enjoy a Bengough cartoon or a romantic poem by Pauline Johnson. 

Further, a reader's interest in humour or literature need not have prevented him or her frorn pursuing 

other interests - and by extension the magazines comected with them. Dmggist and farmer alike 

could find something of interest in more than one Iiterary magazine. The exceptions to this pattern 

were the domestic magazines and a certain core of agriculturid papers which adopted domestic 

content. Before 1890, these periodicals definitely adhered to a function-basexi conception of their 

readership. After 1900, however, their primary subject matter - home Iife - became an ideal setting 
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for the development of lifestyle journalism and advertising. As such, the traditiond appeal of these 

magazines was essentiaily subverteû. The eternal verities of faith, hearth, and home that were 

eadlessly repeated by Victorian editors were gradually replaced by the ever-shifiing, modern d e s  

of a new generation of fashionanscious editors. 

American Magazines in Canada 

Canadian magazines were never the only choice enjoyed by anglophone Canadians. rtiroughout the 

nineteenth century, the market was dominated by British and American periodicals. Indeed, it would 

be no exaggeration to state that the market was shaped by the presence of these periodicais, and thaî 

Canadian offerings merely füled limited roles not senred by their imported counterparts. 

It is dificult to assess the amal numbers of periodicais tbat entered Canada before 1930. 

The oniy agency which kept statistics on this subject was the Ministry of Customs. It was responsible 

for administering the country's tariff laws. Although newspapers and magazines could be imponed 

duty-free until 1931, customs officiais did track the annual value of these items entering the 

country." With these figures, it is possible to gauge the volume of b is  vade by iîs aggregate value. 

Unit figures themeIves became available with the creation of the Audit Bureau of Circulations in 

1914. It isolated the regional distribution of every member's circulation, and aeated Canada as a 

separate region. W.A. Lydiatt drew upon this source, and published a list of the top-selling 

American magazines in Canada each year after 1916. Nonetheless, this too failed to provide an 

overall picture of the number of magazines entering the country. It oniy revealed the sales figures 

for specitic titles, albeit the biggest sellers in Canada.I2 

I l .  There was a 5% duty on 'Books, printed, and periodicals, pamphlets, etc.,' but this was only 
intended for bound items with preprinted content, such as children's puzzle books or annuai 
directories; An A a  Imposing Dwies of Cksromr, 31 Victoria (1870) ch.44, schedule B. 

12. Lydiatt 's Book 5ed. (19 l7), 90 
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With these qualifications in mind, Table 6.1 may be presented. The annuai value of 

American magazines entering Canada grew relatively slowly before the turn of the century. Indeed, 

the total value of American imports declined between 1889 and 1894. This period, however, was 

marked by the price war fought among the consumer magazines folIowing the arrival of M w e y  's, 

CosmopoIi~m, and McClure's on to the American scene. Before Frank Munsey reduced the price 

of his pubIication to 10C in 1893, the average price per issue for a consumer magazine was 25-356. 

Hence, the do1Iar value of magazines entering Canada dropped during the 1890s - and bottomed out 

in 1893 - but the aggregate n d e r  of magazines probably increased. Where one dollar usually 

represented three or four magazines in the 1880s, it often represented ten by 1900. In t e m  of 

absolute numbers of magazines entering Canada, then, the figures for total value entering each year 

probably understate the m e  magnitude of the increased American presence. This consideration 

makes the figures for the period after the tum of the century ail the more remarkable. From 1900 

to 1921, the average annual rate of growth in the value of American magazines entering Canada was 

16.4%. 

British magazines provide an interesting contrast to the American imports. From 1900 to 

1915, the value of British magazines entering Canada tripled. There are two possible explanations 

for this. First, the increased sale of American periodicals certainly indicated that Canadians had 

become magazine enthusiasts. No doubt, this benefitted d l  periodical publishers, whether American 

or otherwise. Second, the period fiorn 1905 to 1914 also saw a significant increase in the number 

of British immigrants to Canada, who probably sought news of the home country. Either way. not 

even the war sustained this demand over the long an. The importation of British magazines fell off 

drarnatically through the l920s, despite a small gain in 1922. While the value of their impom 



Total DolIar Value of Newspapers and Magazines entering Canada 
for Home Consumptioa by Country of ûrigin, 188û-193 1 

Data fkom Canada, Department of Customs, Tables of the i d e  and Navigation of ccuu2da 
(ûttawa: Queen'sKing's Printer, [ 188 1-1932]), and 

Canada, Dominion Year Book (Ottawa: Queen'sKing's Printer, [ 1898-193 11). 
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stagnateci, their share of the Canadian market in foreign periodicals was destroyed. In 1900 they held 

a 20.3% share, which comparecl respectably with the 79.0% held by the Americans. In 1921 the 

British barely scratched 1.6% out of a market smothered by the Americans' 98.2% share. French 

magazines played almost no role in these aggregate statistics, although they usually accounted for the 

tbird largest share. Total impom from countries other than the United States and Great Britain 

represented 0.7 % of the total in 1900, and 0.1 96 in 1921. Lydiaa 3 Book never bothered to include 

information on European periodicals. Their reach as advertising media in Canada was negl igible. 

It might be interesting to speculate on the actual number of American periodicals in Canada. 

Given the aggregate value of imports fiom the United States, one could estimate that some 

17,500,000 entered Canada in 1921 alone." This number compares favourably with the estimated 

total for the top ten American consumer magazines in Canada for 1921, some 10,692,000 ('ïable 

6.2). The comparable figure for Canadian magazines for the same year was, roughIy, 11,446,000 

uable 6.3). Such a cornparison reflects fiivourabiy on the Canadian publishers, but it should be 

rernembered that afier these ten there was no other consumer magazine published in Canada with a 

circulation above 25,000. Even then, the list has been padded with one fiaterna1 organ and one 

religious paper, both of which made valiant attempts at mainstream acceptance: The Veterm and ï5.e 

Chrisrian Guardim. Without their 2,000,000 copies in annual circulation, the Canadian list would 

have lost its edge to the Americans. In t e m  of revenue, it lost regardless. The Canadian circulation 

of American magazines was strict1 y bonus revenue. Their costs - barring paper, inL, and distribution 

- were recouped in the United States before any copies were shipped for export. nie Canadian 

circulation of Canadian magazines had to cover the entire cost of production and distribution. As 

such, the $940,000 emed by American magazines must have dwarfed the profit margins of their 

13. Balancing the higher number of5-10c magazines against the higher prices of the less popular 
magazines, 15C might be taken as an arbitrary figure for the average price of ail of these periodicals. 
This is probably conservative. 



Table 6.2 

Ten Highest CircuIating American Magazines in Canada, 
and Estimated Value of Circulation, 

192 1 

r i e  total annual 
circulation 

prict/ 
insue in 
dollars 

Ladies' Home J o u d  1 .lO 1 12 / 84,000 1 1,ûû8.000 1 100.8ûû.W 

iPsucs/ 
ycar 

average 
circuIationf 

issue 

Saturday Evcning Post 

Butterick Trio* 

Pictorial Rcvitw 

.O5 

Women's Home Cornpanion 

McCall'i Magazine .10 1 12 1 29,000 1 348,ûûO 1 34,800.00 
l I 1 I 

-15 

.10 

CoEcr's Wcckly 

Good Housckttping 

* Butterick Trio was composcd of t h  quartcrly magazines: Dciincator, N m  Idca, and Designer. 

52 

2 0  

Circulation figures rounded to nearest 1,000. 
Circulation figures taken from Lydian's Book 9ed., floronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1922). 
Cover prices &ken from F.L. Mott, A History of American Magazines, vols.4 & 5 

(Cambridge, Massachussens: Harvard UP, [1957 & 19681). 

12 

12 

.O5 

-15 

64,OOo 

12 

54,000 

53,000 

52 

12 

3,328,000 

53,000 

166,400.00 

648,000 

636,000 

4 4 , m  

32,000 

97,200.00 

63,600.00 

636,000 127,200.00 

2,288,000 

384,000 

1 14,400 .O0 

57,600.00 



Table 6.3 

Ten Highest Circulating Canadian Magazines in Canada, 
and Estimated Vdue of Circulation, 

192 1 

II Nonhem Masenger 1 .10 52 54,000 2,808,000 280,800.00 

11 Christian Ourdian 1 82-00 52 32,000 1,664,000 1 64,000.00 

Jack Canuck 

Western Home MonthIy 

* Magazine did not have ntwsstand du; total annuai value in dollars calculatcd by 
multiplying annual subscripiion rate by the average circulation pcr issue. 

CircuIation figures rounded to nearwt 1,000. 
Circulation figures and cover pnces taken fiom Lydian's Book 9ed. 

(Toronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1922). 

-10 

.15 

52 

12 

49 ,000 

43,000 

2,548,000 

516,000 

254,800.00 

103,200.00 



ten Canadian counteqa-6 in 1921 ." 

C a ~ d i a n  Attempts at ansumer Magazines 

There was one other major difference between the rise of the American consumer magazines and 

those in Canada. South of the border, a large number of national advertisers had emerged in the 

pages of the daily press More  the magazines themselvû came into being. Literary journals such as 

the AtIdc and Hiuper'r had done nothing ta develop this advertising. Rather, it was an outsider, 

the advertising agent J. Walter Thompson, who convinced them that advertising would not detract 

from the prestige of their editorial content." Even then they did wthing to alter the tone of their 

periodicals to encourage increased patronage from advertisers. Quite the opposite, they restricted the 

number of pages of advertising that could appear in each issue, and then relegated these pages to the 

very back of the magazine, presumably where they would do the least harm.16 C y m  Curtis and 

Frank Munsey exploited this situation by offering manufacturers national advertising media willing 

to serve the advertiser's interests. Editorial content would no longer reflect a desire to atuact an 

élite, intelieaual audience connected by its interests in belles lemes. ùistead, it aimed to attract the 

largest audience possible, an audience connecte. by its need to purchase the kinds of cummodities 

that manufacturers advmised." The editorial content was no less topicai or politicai, but it was far 

less pretentious in its literary reach. It was middlebrow rather than dite, and never pretended to be 

14. Mary Vipond, 'Canadian Nationalism and the Plight of Canadian Magazines in the 1920s,' 
Canadian Historical Review, 58: 1 (March 1977), 43-63 

15. S tephen Fox, lhe Mirror Maken: A History of Arnericm Adverthhg and Ils Oeators (New 
York: Morrow, 1984), 29-34 

16. Eltery Sedgwi* ïhe Atlantic MonMy, 1857-1509: Y&e H w ~ n L n  at High ïïde ami Ebb 
(Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massachuserts Press, 1994) 

17. Harold S. Wilson, McClure's M~gazine und the Muckrczkers (Princeton: Princeton UP, 
1970). 60-1 0 1 ; Jan Cohq Creating America: George Horace Lurimer and the Smrday Evening Post 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh, 1989), 2 1-46 
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othenvise." To advertisers, the appeal of tbeir circulation done was perfectly rational and 

economic. Rather than placing ads in dozens of newspapers, an advertiser using one magazine such 

as the Mies' Home Jounial couId confidently expect to reach a significant percentage of American 

homemakers in every region. 

In Canada, many publishers hoped to recreate the success of their American counterparts, but 

they did not enjoy the same base of advertisers from which to draw their support. Even if a literary 

journal such as S a ~ d a y  Nighr had wished to replicate the success of Munsey's, there were too few 

advertisers to support it if it chose to reduce its cover price. A weekly number of Sc~t~rday Mghr 

might carry 32 pages altogether in the late 1890s. By contrast, Mmey's and the M e s '  Home 

Journal regularly carried over 150 pages of advertising alone. As such, there seemed to be two 

routes open to Canadian publishers withstanding the American cornpetition. The first option was ta 

sirnply maintain the statu quo, and shrug off the rising number of imports as a simple fad. The 

second option was to crafi a Canadian magazine in a format popular~ed by the Americans. 

Among those magazines which stood their ground was the Canadian Maguzine. Like 

H ~ t p r ' s  and Scribner 's south of the border, Cpnadian Magaine was the monthly standard of a book 

publishing firm - in its case, the Ontario Publishing Company of Toronto.19 Among other things, 

Ontario Publishing produced textbooks for the provincial school system. Whether its editors were 

attempting to live up to its educational reputation, or simply trying to compete with Hurper's, the 

magazine was self-consciously literary from the outset. In the same year that M m e y ' s  led the 

respectable consumer magazines into the 10c arena, the cover price of Chnadian was a solid 2% 

Certainly, nothing was scrimped on materiais. It was printed on heavy stock paper in digest size, 

18. Wilson, 104-140; Cohn, 2 1-46; Jennifer Scadon, Inarricuiae Longings: ï&e Ladies ' Home 
Journal, Gender. and the Promises of Conrumer Culture (New York: Routledge, 1993, 1 1-48 

19. It was the eighth magazine to use that name; A.H.U. Colquhoun, 'A Century of Canadian 
Magazines,' &nudian Magazine, 17:2 (May 1901), 141-149. 
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its pages included a srnattering of half-tone photographs, and advertising was kept strictly to its back 

pages. This advertking was removed completeiy when year-end volumes were bound for sale. The 

cuver itself epitomized tradition: a bdd,  solid black masthead frarned by double lines - sturdy, 

balanced, and symmetrical. Like many of its contemporaries in Canada, its masthead and 

ornamentation remained unchanged from month to month, Save for the date of the issue. 

Through its first thirty years, the magazine changed remarkably little. Two eompetent editors, 

John A. Cooper and Newton MacTavish, guided it through the trernendous surge of American 

Mports and the appearance of Canadian imitations. In essence, each editor clung to the tradition of 

belles lenres established by Haver 's in the 1 860s. In many ways, the Canadian market had on1 y just 

become capable of sustaining this kind of magazine in the 1890s, both in terrns of an audience 

suscient to sustain it and contributors sufficient to keep it Wh. Nonetheless, it was its orientation 

towards au élite, highbmw readership that uItimately led to its decline. As a traditionai literary 

magazine, it never cracked the top fifty periodicds sold in Canada. With a small, if loyal, 

readership, its appeai to advertisea was the potential prestige of that group - presumably men of 

affairs and professionals - and its l o n g e ~ i t y . ~  

By far the easiest way to compete with the Americans was to follow the second route: to 

irnitate them. As writer Fraser Sutherland has noted, this was usually done by taking American 

formats and füling them with Canadian content." One of the most enduring in this regard was a 

magazine created by John A. Cooper himself, entitIed Carradian Co-. Courier was to Canadim 

what Mumey's had been to Haver's; a streetwise weekly magazine dealing with many of the same 

topia and issues as the older, more sedate monthly journal, but with a lighter touch. The prose was 

l e s  academic, the cover and look of the magazine incorporated more use of white space to give it 

20. advertisement, Gmdian Newspaper Directory 3ed. ( 1  90 1). 78 
2 1. Fraser Sutherland, n2e Monrhiy Epic: A Nistory of Canadian Magazines eoronto: Fitzhenry 

& Whiteside, 1989), 113 



an airier feel, and photographs fomed a more integral part of the fare. Its twenty-four pages were 

printed throughout on a good quality bleached paper, and it was generously sized. Its appeal to 

advertisers was immediate, and Cooper soon had ads for various foods, office supplies, and home 

products, as well as the paennial advertisements found in the middle-brow magazines: insurance, 

banks, and books." 

Beyond its content and rnaterids, Cou& also offered advertisers better service. In a major 

shift fiom the traditional journal, Cooper adopted one of the new techniques of the American 

magazines: he integrated ditorid and advertising content on the same page. While newspapers had 

always donc this, the literary journals had kept the two strictly separate. The new general magazines 

of the 1890s had bepn  to drop this practice in favour of ruming them side by side. Eventually, tùis 

developed into the practice of 'tailing:' ruming the end of an article through the thickets of ads at 

the back of the magazine to generate reader trafic. Courier kept the front half of the magazine free 

of advertising, then integrated or tailed its articles in the back half. This attention to the needs of 

advertisers was crucially important in the development of the mas magazines to follow: few things 

could have better signalled the shift of editorial priorities fiom subscribers to advertisers? 

The difTerences between C a d i a n  Magazine and Canadian Courier could not have been more 

stark." Regardless, the Candian remained just as it had been. Their respective ads in McKim's 

directory for 19 15 highlights this fact. The Conndian ad relied heavily on its prestige, and practically 

concluded that some advertisers' goods might not be up to the standards of their lofty publication. 

It intoned 'If your product is worthy of introduction to the permanent homes of Canada from coast 

22. & d i a n  Courier, vol. 1 (1 906-1907) 
23. For a description of these trends in American magazines of the 1890s, see Ellen Gniber 

Garvey, Ihe Adman in the P a r k  Magazines and the Gendering of Cùnsumer Cdture, 1880s ro 
1910s (New York: Oxford UP, 1996), 80-105 

24. Sutherland argues in his history of Canadian magazines that Gznaùian best represented the 
transition fiom the traditional literary journal to the modem mass magazine, but the Courier stands 
as a far better candidate. See Sutherland, 96-1 11. 
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to wast, you will find the "Canadian Magazine' a profitable medium? Meanwhile, the Courier 

drew mention to its regular editorial departments, which closely paraIleIed emerging consumer 

patterns. Manufacturers of pianos, sheet music, pianolas, phonographs, and recordings would have 

appreciated the 'Music' section, whiie other businesses would have found cornfortable niches in one 

of the 'Motoring,' 'Travel,' or 'Women' sections. in 1917, the editor even included a List of 

national aâvertisers and recommended that readers patronize thern. If readers could not readil y find 

the brand names mentioned, then the editor would be happy to send them instructions on how to get 

thern? 

Advertisers had a reason to prefer Courier, and so apparently did readers. By 1910, the 

weekly Courier had 25% more circulation per issue than the monthly Canodian. By 1920, the 

Courier had more than doubled the circulation of its elder counterpart. While the Conadion published 

one issue per month with sales of 17,250, the Cùurier (by then a bi-monthly) published two with 

cornbined sales of 90,000? 

Another magazine which took the American route was the Home Jownol, established by 

James Acton. Acton was a Toronto publisher whose trade journals rivalled those of J.B. Maclean. 

In 1905 he broke new ground by plunging into the consumer field. In the space of two years, the 

Jouftl(21.s circulation grew to 2O,Oûû, a signifiant number for any magazine then sold in Canada.' 

However, with a format Iitîie different from that of its American model, it offered nothing - other 

than the citizenship of its writers - to set itself apart. Its advertising manager, confident of future 

growth, bought it from Acton only to see its circulation stail. Five years later, he in hrrn soId it to 

advertisement, Lancrdian Newspaper Direaoty 9ed. (1915), 43 
advertisement, Conadian Newspaper Directory 9ed. (19 19, 37 
'The National Directory of Standard Products,' Canadian Corrrier, 21:25 (19 May 1917), 

olnadian Newspaper Directory 9ed. ( 1  9 1 5); Canadian Newspaper Direnory 14ed. ( 1  920) 
advertisement, C a d i a n  Newspaper Directoq 5ed. (Montreal : McKim, 1907)' 1 16 
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Harold Gagnier, the publisher of Sonrday Mg&. Gagnier rechristened the magazine, in a rather 

unsubtie fahion, CruUrdian Ludies' H u m  J ~ u n i n l . ~  The Curtis Publishing Company did not look 

kindly on the theft of its name. n i e  Philadelphia publisher immediateiy filai suit in a Canadian court 

for copyright infringement, and claimed th8 the upstart magazine had interfereû with its own 

magazine's Canadian circulation." Gagnier soon reaeated, and s d e d  out of coua. He changed 

its name again, finally settling upon m i a n  Home Journal." Under that title, it remained a 

stalwart national enay in the magazine wan untii 1958. That year, Maclean-Hunter Publications 

bought it and folded its operations into those of its own Qlcrrdaine. 

This tendency to imitate specific American magazines did not serve Canadian publishing 

houses particul arl y well . Canadian Courier and the hadian Hum Jounral provided modest success 

stories, but several other entries were not sa fortunate. Among these were Natiunol Monrhly (1904- 

1906), Canadian Pictonal (1906-1916), Canadian Courier (1906-i920), CarUrdian Collier's (1908- 

19 1 l), Canadian Cemry (19 10-19 1 l), and Vie CaMdienne (19 18-19 19). The prohision of national 

tags in the mastheads is immediately noticeable. It points to a persistent belief arnong publishen that 

merely by being 'Canadian,' magazines would attract readers. Apparently, the failure of these self- 

same magazines did nothing to discourage such hopes. That said, there were a few success stories 

beyond the Courier and the Home Juurnd: Ornadian MotorrSt (1914), the Conadian F m  (1920), 

and Canadim Homes & Gordens (1922) have al1 survived into the present day in varying f o m ,  but 

only the 1 s t  could daim to be a consumer magazine. Cimudian MoroRst was adopted by the 

Canadian Automobile Association to becorne ia chatty promotional newsletter, now called 

30. Sutherland, 156 
31. Canadian circulation figures for both magazines are not available for 1914; the earliest 1 have 

found are for 19 16, when Ladies ' Home Jownal had 107,000 readers and the Canadian Home 
Journal had 26,000. Figures from Lydinn's Book, 4 4 .  floronto: Lydiatt, 1917). 

32. 'Men and Media,' Economic Advenising, 7:8 (August 1914), 34; 'Men and Media,' 
Economic Advertising, 7: 1 1 (November 19 M), 34 
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Leisweways. The F o m ,  ever the darling of the intellecbial left, survived the Great Depression as 

an ally of the League for Socid Reconstruction and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation? 

Canadiun ÇoIlier 3 d m e s  an honourable mention. It was not simpl y a Canadian imitation 

of the American magazine, bi a Canadian edition owned by the American publisha. Peter F. 

Collier had made his name p d c i n g  bargaia-priced editions of classic book in the 1870s. He added 

to this success in 1888 when L started a breezy, well-illustrateci paper, eventuaily titled Collier's 

WeeWy. Guided by the success of M m e y  3 and McUure 3, Collier had hû editors p u m e  more hard 

news through the 1890s. Slovly his magazine gained a reptation for its unique combination of 

muckraking journalism, topnach cummentary, and quality illustrations and photography? 

The magazine that set op shop in Toronto offered the same brand of progressive jouroalism 

and short fiction as its namesake. Indeed, more often than not, it offered the same progressive 

joumdism and short fiction as ia namesale. H. Franklin Gadsby, a miter fiom St Catharines, was 

given the task of editing the Canadian edition? Despite the introduction of some Canadian 

material, he drew heavily u p  the editorial content and advertking of the Americau edition u, f l l  

out its pages. Their eoven w w  the same, and the volume numbering remained synchronized - there 

was no first issue to launch the 'new' magazine? Thaî said, the Canadian materiai he acquired 

gave the magazine a very high profile. One series of articles featured biographical sketches of native 

sons who had become 'Captains of Indumy;' another had selected premiers and lieutenantgovemors 

peering into the hure  to describe their respective provinces in the year 1950. Noted Quebec 

joumdists such as Olivar Asselin provided occasionai pieces on Quebec, and during its fim few 

33. Sutherland, 122; J.L. Granatstein, Forum: Conadim Life and andners, 19204970 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto, 1970) 

34. This description is indebted to Frank Luther Mott, A History of Amercan Magau'nes, vo1.3. : 
l885-IP05 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1967), 453479. 

35. Sutherland, 93 
36. Chudian Collier's, vols.61-64 (1908-1910) 
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monîhs of publication these articles appeared in French untransiamLn M e r  articles and poetry 

were written by the likes of Bliss Carman, George F. Chipman, and Hector Chariesworth. Perhaps 

the most provocative piece the magazine ran was a contest: in 1909, the editor offered $100 for the 

best English lyrics written to Calixa Lavallée's national hymn, ûh M a ?  This contest proved 

so popular that some 200 versions of the unofficial anthem entered einilation across the country, and 

six of these gained popularity at public events.lP Dûpite this respone. Gadsby's editorial policies 

were not to last. AAer a year, his name disappeared from the tide page and was not replace-. 

Canadian contributions waned after that. The same year, Collier dkd and left the publishing house 

to his son Robert. Robert ambitiously set his sights on the industqdeading S w d q  Evemkg Posr 

and reorganized the American Collier's as a Iowerquality, Sc pper in a bid to attract a wider 

working-class audience. By coincidence or design, Canadian ColZiv's closed mon der." 

Everywoman 's Worid 

The m e  success story in Canada before 1920 was undoubtedly E v q u o m ' s  World. E w ~ ~ ~ m a n ' s  

was founded in 19 13 by a new Toronto finn, the Continental Publisiing Company. Continental was 

formed by a parmership between Isidor Simonski and Charles C. m o n .  Of the two, Nixon had the 

more extensive background in publishing and took a more public d e  in the magazine's promotion. 

He had served a lengthy period as the managing editor of F m  & Dairy, then joined the Gagnier 

organization to work on its trade papes. Simonski came to Mlishing from a background in 

37. See for example A.D. DesCeIles, 'Les FCtes de Quebey' Lanodian Cbllier's, 61:19 (1 
August 1908). 32. 

38. 'Wanted: A National Anthem,' Canadian Collier% 632 (17 April 1909), 7; 'Canadian 
Magazines,' Economic Advem'sing, 1 : 10 (June 1909). 3û-3 1 ; Noel Robert Barbour, î b s e  Amojng 
People! Ihe Sfmy of the Cbnadiun Mogazine Indusrry. 177&1%7(romnto: Cnicible, 1982). 85-86 

39. 'Sing 'O Canada," Ine Maple LeaJ 1:7/8 (September/Oaober 1922). 18-19. 52 
40. Mon, vo1.3, 1885-1902, 465; the American edition of Collier 3 retained some 30,000 

Canadian readers into the 1930s; see various editions of Lydim 's Book after 19 16. 



marketing. 

In a talk to the Toronto Ad Club, Simonski said the idea for the magazine had corne to him 

while marketing a fiavouring essence through the existing Canadian magazines. After the campaign 

was over, he anaIyzed the response rate from each periodical and discovered thaî the cost of obtaining 

each response ranged fiom 40C to $1.19. This figure was far too high to be justifieci by the retail 

price of the product. Looking over the r e t u m  a second thne, he concIuded that there was too much 

waste in his sdection of media. He believed that the product was rnainly of interest to women, yet 

the proportion of women reading any one of the magazines on his list was no more than 60%. 

Clearly, he thought, there was room in Canada for a new periodical which spoke oniy to womenll 

The name they chose was a dever alteration of Everybody's, a popular American magazine and then 

part of the Butterick empire? 

Over the next seven years, Simonski and Nixon hammered away at readers and advertisers 

on this sarne theme. To readers, the magazine was pitched as the oniy national medium that spoke 

to ail women as women, regardles of their station or cl as^.^ Certainly, it was priced within reach 

of many homes, at 10C per copy and SOC for an annual subscription. When addressing the readers, 

the magazine's 'national' identification was not described as an economic utility for advertisers, but 

the product of a genuinely patriotic spirit. Canadianism was a moral imperative which any good 

Canadian publisher would strive to fulfd. It was a common mantra among d l  of the consumer 

magazine publishee of the day, and it was a rhetorical language that Everywomon 's editors ued 

~ e l l . ~  A Dominion Day editorial in 1920 waxed on the substantial contributions that magazines 

made to the task of nation-building. 'Something nationally human,' it pronounced, 'must be built 

41. 'What's Doing in the Clubs,' Ecommic Adve~sing,  8:2 (Febniary 19 lS), 29 
42. Mott, ~01.4: 1N5-1930, 72-87 
43. Charles C. Nixon, 'Twixt Us & You,' Everywomn's, 1: 1 (February 1914), 38 
44. Mary Vipond, 'Canadian Nationalism and the PIight of Canadian Magazines in the 1920s,' 

Canadian Hisroncal Review, 58: 1 (March 1977), 43-63 



upon what politicians, railway builders, manufachirers, and bankers laid down? Magazines 

reaching from the Pacific to the Atlantic could supply the culturai content necessary for a country 

buiit of money and steel. 

The word 'national' meant somettiing slightiy different when publishers spoke to advertisers. 

A national magazine was everything that a daily newspaper or a country weekly was not: nation-wide 

in its circulation, potentidly exclusive in its readership, and geared towards the delivery of 

advertising raîher than news. Everywoman's had not been created to cash in on readers' interest in 

things domestic; Everywom 's had been created to cash in on the number of advertisers who wanted 

to reach Canadian women. It did so by offering them a medium which did that as effîciently as 

possible. The magazine was planned with a clear conception of a specific market composed of 

advertisers rather than readers. Nixon hirnself made this point explicit in Ecommic Advertising. To 

the question 'Are Women's Magazines Justified?' Nixon replied with a decided yes? His reasons, 

however, paid no mind to the growing strength of women's voices within Canadian society, nor did 

he care to provide them with a forum of their own. Full justification could be found in the simple 

fact that women controlled household spending. Nixon pointed to a recent study done by the Home 

Economics Department at the University of Wisconsin which claimed that 90% of household 

expendinires were made by women. With or without statistics, this belief had long been held by 

publishers in the United States. Nixon felt it was insufficientiy appreciated in Canada." 'Women 

45. Murray Simonski, 'Power of a National Press,' Everywoman 's, 13: 1 Quly 1920), 1 
46. Charles C. Nixon, 'Are Women's Magazines Justified?' Econamic Advenising, 7:6 (June 

1914), 53-54 
47. Jackson Lem, encountering the same claims regarding the importance of women shoppers, 

suggests b a t  such statistics were nothiag more than mythical representations of commonly held 
beliefs; most writers rarely mentioned the source of their data. In this instance, Nixon cita the 
University of Wisconsin, whose economics department was a recognized leader in marketing thought. 
This also seems like the kind of information that seîtlement houses wouid have generated. Jackson 
Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America (New York: Basic, 1994). 
209 
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folk are the ultimate buyers of aimost ail of all kinds of merchandise for food, shelter, and dothing, 

and to a great extent also of so-called limiries,' wrote Nixon. For that reason done, a medium was 

necessary that would provide advertism with a single, direct introduction to their homes. That a 

magazine such as Everywonm's could also give its reader 'vital information about her everyday 

ne& and desires, and which also ematains, elevates and points her to new fields of freedom and 

accomplishment,' was a notable side eftèct? 

The efforts of Sirnonski and Nikon, combineci with those of an aggressive sala staff, paid 

off. Within a year, Everywoman's had the highest circulation of any Canadian magazine. Within 

two yean, it became the fust to aattai a circulation of 100,000." Part of this success may be due 

in part to the magazine's own policy of advenising advertising. Nixon relied heavily on printer's ink 

rather than salesmen to reach manufacbrers. In the summer of 1915, he cut a deal with NOK~S- 

Patîerson Lirnited that gave him the entire first page of Economic Adverrising - a page previously 

reserved for the paper's lead editoriaI - îhrough the coming fa11 and winter. Then, month after 

month, Nixon used this space to barrage bis prospective clients with endless facts and statistics. 

describing in detail the location, sire, spending Fower, and influence of the magazine's readers. Two 

years on, Nixon struck again with the fint four-culour advertisernent in Economic Advertising a 

demonstrate the effeaiveness of colour printing in advertising ." 

In his own pages, Nixon constantiy drew attention to the advertising columns. Where other 

magazines opened their careers with impirational messages fiom the editor proclaiming a new star 

in the firmament of the magazines heavens, Everywomn's had a message from the advertising 

manager. Tucked among the peonies and ribbons of an artfully set page, came a sober essay on the 

48. Nixon, 54 
49. K.S. Fenwick, 'The Magazine md Farm Paper S iîuation in Canada,' Ecommic Adwrtising, 

8:6 (June 1915), 25; Lydicrn's Book 4ed- (1917), 14 
50. Economic Advenising, 8:9-12 (1 9 15); Economic Mvenising, 9: 1 4  (19 16); Econonùc 

Advenising, 10: 12 (Decernber 19 l7), 1 
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emnomics of publishing and the beneficence of the magazine's advertisers. If readers enjoyed the 

magazine, Nixon intoned, there was something they could do to ensure its sumival. 

Perhaps our interested people who get 'Everywoman's World' this month can best 

show their appreciation for b i s  great Canadian enterprise by writing to and 

patronizing the advertisers whose advertisements appear in this issue. Advertisers 

have been rather timid about taking space in this medium, thinlcing that you might 

not favor 'Everywoman's World.' We would be glad if in addition to writing to any 

of Our advertisers ..., if you would write to us pointing out other advertisers whom 

you would like to see as advertisers in 'Everywoman's World.' This will al1 help us 

to make 'Everywoman's World' better and better for you?' 

Nothing was said of the magazine's articles and stories of love. Readers with favourite recipes or 

tiousehold tips could keep them to thernselves. What the editors really wanted was a clear 

demonstration that their advertising columns were r a d .  

A regular feature which began that month made the circle of editorid and advertising columns 

complete. 'The Romance of Modem Business' drew brief biographical sketches of well-lcnown 

manufacturers and their leading products. Al1 of them became famous through the same measure: 

advertising. Readers of the Valentine's issue in 19 14 were treated to the story of Waterman's 

Fountain Pen. An unquestionably usefbl item, it had languished in obscurity until its inventor had 

a chance meeting with a quick-witted advertising man. A union ensued, and their progeny were 

multitude. The unnamed author concluded the story thus: 

It has been shown that through the force of national magazine advertising a large 

industry was createâ. But there is another side . .. , 

There is a broad, ethical mission to the development of an industry such as 

51. Charles C. Nixon, 'Twixt Us & You,' Everywomn 3, 1:2 (Febmary 1914), 38 
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the L.E. Watennan Company. Thousands of people are served, office and written 

work is fkciiitated, time is saved and life generally is made easier and happier for 

many the wodd over? 

This was advertising dressed as romantic fiction, complete with an instructive message and wrapped 

in a convenient package? 

The appearance of the new magazine made news in Economic Mwnising, which announced 

that Everywomun's would become the first 'low-price, highquality' journal of its Lind in Canada.* 

The comment was not made Iightly. The Co124dian Home J o m d  frequently patronized the 

advertising columns of the advenising trade paper. Clearly, the editor saw in the new magazine 

sornething which made it categorically different from its predecessors. It might be suggested that its 

mntemporaries recognized it to be the first consumer magazine produced in Canada. 

MacLean 's M~gaake  

When J.B. Maclean entered the general magazine field, he did so with al1 of the guile and reserve 

that characterized the rest of his business. Rather than starting a magazine from scratch, as the Acton 

Press and Continental Publishing had done, Maclean bought an existing niche-market magazine and 

dlowed it to develop a new editorial voice, though aiways under the understanding that t would 

become something geared to the mass market. In 1905, Maclean bought Business Magazine fkom 

the Toronto bookseller and advenising agent J.S. Robertson. Robertson had established the magazine 

ten years before to supply local businessmen with articles of interest on commercial affairs, 

52. 'Romance of Modern Business, No. 1: The Story of a Fountain Pen,' E v e y o m n  's, 1 :2 
February 1914), 20 

53. See dso Garvey, 80-105; Jennifer Scanlon, inoniculaie bngings: nie M e s '  Home 
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54. 'A New Canadian Magazine,' Economic Advenising, 6:9 (September 1913). 37 



paninilarly on the subjen of advertising? 

Maclean had in mind a magazine that would apped to the new corporate ernployee of the 

twentieth century: urban, white-collar, ambitious, well educated, and engaged in the affairs of the 

worldJ6 M e n  he bought Business, Maclean was primarily acquiring its subscription list and the 

goodwill of its readers. Robertson had targeted those whom he believed were buyers of advertising, 

precisely the kind of progressive business people that Maclean wanted to reach. This was the same 

market that the enormous1 y popular Saturday Evening Post was developing in the United States. Not 

the socid élite, and not the urban working class, but go-getters ruming their own small businesses, 

professionals, and managers finding their niche in the new corporate structures of monopoly 

capi tal i~m.~ Even so, Maclean's magazine would not be a trade paper for white collar workers. 

Quite the opposite, Maclean had in mind a consciously home-oriented magazine, more akin to an 

agricultural journal such as Farm & Home than any of his own papes. Initially, Maclean kept 

Robertson's masthead, but he attached a telling subtitle: 'the Home Magazine of the Busy Man and 

His FamiIy.' 'Busy Man' had a good ring to it; Maclean made that the new title with the third issue. 

Despite the new masthead, however, Maclean knew that women were an hcreasing segment of the 

d a n  white collar workforce, and he considerd them a part of his potential readership fiom the 

outset.' Taken altogether, these readers composed the 'leadership families,' which he described 

as 'the moa cultureci and prosperous homes in Canada, homes which influence the buying habits and 

55. Copies of Robertson's magazine could not be found. That said, the first three issues under 
MacIean's imprint carried articles on advertising, as well as several ads promoting the rnerits of local 
p a p a  as advertising media. Since these gradually stopped appearing, it would seem that they were 
nin under contractual obligations incurred by Robertson, and reflect his vision of the periodical rather 
than Maclean's. 
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practices of the communities in which they are found? 

The magazine began as a digest of other periodicals, particularly those fkom the United States 

and Great Britain. Canadian material was not a priority in the early going. Instead, his editon 

reviewed the British and American press for the best new writing on politics, business, and society, 

then reprinted it for the benefit of Canadians. The idea was pitched to readers as a convenience, 

saving them both t h e  and money. Occasionaily, an original piece written in Canada would 

a p ~ e a r . ~  

To build up the magazine's circulation, Madean had two advantages. First, he had 

Robertson's subscription list, and this he honoured with the new magazine. Second, he had extensive 

hts of his own, one for each of his ten vade papers. These lists comprised exactly the market that 

Maclean was hoping to develop: the literate, urban folk engaged in commerce and industry. A letter 

was sent to each one, describing the new magazine and asking his or her indulgence of a subscription, 

sight unseen. According to compaoy advertising, this campaign met e~pectations.~' 

For advertisers, the appeal of the new magazine was the subscription list that Maclean had 

put together. Here was a magazine that reached a decidedly attractive market. Certainly, its readers 

should have occupied a higher income bracket than most magazines, and they should have provided 

a ready market for consumer goods. Further, it was not something aimed at the reader while at 

work, distracted by the hustle and bustle of work-a-âay life. It was intended for the quieter moments 

&ter hours in the privacy of the home. Better still, the subscription Iist was genuinely national in 

scope, and made no appeals to reaâers on the basis of gender, ethnicity, party, or faith. In the 

terminology of the day, it was purely a 'class' magazine. The appeal apparently worked. By 19 1 1, 

the magazine boasted nearly 100 pages of advertising per issue, carefûlly segregated fiom the 

59. advertisement, Lydiatr 's Book 5ed. (19 18), 102 
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editorial matter. The Febmary number had 17 pages of advertising at the front, and another 80 pages 

at the backs2 

Over its first six years, B u r y m  's slowly increased the amount of original Canadian material 

it carried. This may well have been prompted by the cornpetition from the Saturday Evening P m ,  

~ ~ i a n  m e r ,  and Conadim Collier's; they al1 aied to appeal to the same market. In terms of 

sheer numbers, the Post was the clear leader in North America - although it is impossible to state 

how well any American magazine did in Canada before the Audit Bureau began to supply these 

statistics. So long as Bruymn's continued to run reprints fiom other sources, however, it competed 

head-to-head with its more polished counterparts. With p a t e r  amounts of Canadian content, it 

slowly created its own niche within the consumer magazine market: Canada itself. Care should be 

taken to note that this was no mere marketing ploy. Maclean was a nationalist at heart, and keen to 

serve the country with a good magazine. In the same year that he bought Business, he was offered 

a controlling interest in two top American consumer magazines: Women's Home Cornpanion and 

F m  & Fireside. Between them, they had a monthly circulation of 1,200,000 in the United States 

and Canada." Maclean chose to purchase the lowly Business - with its circulation of 1,500 in 1901 

- instead? 

In 19 1 1, Maclean's understanding of American publ ishing practicû, American magazine 

design, and Canadian content, came together. That year, Maclean refashioned the journal-sized, 

Busyman's digest into a standard sized magazine entitled M a d e a n  's. The magazine now rigorously 

pursued new material fiom Canadian sources, increased its use of illustrations, and adopted a four- 

coIour cover. From 1913 to 19 17, it also appears that Maclean elected to run M a b a n ' s  on a deficit 

in order to build it up. The magazine weathered five successive deficits during this t h e .  Given that 

- 

62. Busymn's, 21:4 (February 191 1); Sutherland, 141-142 
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Maclean enforced strict austerity masures during the war, his willingness to suffer these losses - 
and their relativeîy consistent values despite great fluctuations in revenues - c m  only be seen as 

deliberate. 

Table 6-4 

Profit and Loss Statement for M a c h  's Magazine, 1912-1918 

advertising subscriptions 
1912 $42,726.00 $20,161.00 
1913 45,713.03 47,276.9 1 
1914 48,254.46 13,863.49 
1915 36,849.01 18,618.65 
1916 40,636.94 30,284.13 
1917 56,640.23 44,174.34 
1918 90,038.96 74,086-39 

10% profit 
$4,009.12 

$25,576.32 
20,595.70 
25,209.27 
15,288-90 
29,100.30 

9,767.3ga 

Beyond hlaclean's deep pockets, the magazine was also helped by the appointment of a new 

editor, Thomas B. Costain. Costain had joined the company in 19 1 1, when Maclean put him in 

charge of Hardwre & Metal. His editorial talents quicWy became evident, and he was soon 

promoted to the &air of the company's flagship magazine. Together with Maclean, Costain slowly 

crafted a recognizably distinct and competent mixture of muckraking joumalism, light fiction, and 

The editor did not aiways agree with his publisher on the magazine's overall direction. 

Costain was indined to infuse the magazine with serious comrnentary; he had in mind articles on 

Keynes's anaiysis of the Versailles Treaty and the lingering tensions between French and English 

Canada. Maclean insisted that the magazine strive for a lighter rather than more serious tone? 

In one gentIe rebuff of his editor, Maclean wrote that the magazine needed: 

65. M-H records, b.50, tTB-Costain, K.T. Hunter to J.B. Maclean, 16 October 1947; T.B. 
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,.. ariicles that will interest the great majority of Canadians, and interest them so 

effixtively, mat they will talk to every one they meet about the article .... We don? 

want to disaiss problems of any End at the present time in MacLean's, but to give 

the most informing, the most exciting, the most curiosity arousing specials we can 

secure from Canadian writers on Canadian topics, and after that the same dass of 

matter fkom American, British, and other publications. ... It is not what you and 1 

IiLe best, but rather what the readers like b a t  that we rnust give." 

ARer a tour of the western provinces, Costain came to agree with his publisher. He had spoken with 

hundreds of people at luncheons, meetings, and while travelling by train, and he concluded that the 

magazine had a definite following: 

1 believe, however, that in order to make them really look forward to the magazine 

we rnust provide them with considerable entertainment. 1 base this on the fact that 

everywhere I heard references to certain features. Unquestionably the most popular 

thing that we have been ruming this year from the Western standpoint is the series 

of Bulldog Camey stories? 

Maclean had learned to give his readers what they wanted, at a price they were willing to pay. It 

was a formula that worked, and it paid off handsomely over the long run. Such was the success of 

their Pffom that Maclean's greatest rival took notice. In 1921, Costain was offered the position of 

assistant editor at the Sufurday Evening Post, where he became heir apparent to its legendary chief, 

George Horace Lorimer." When he left MacLaon 3, it was second only to E w ~ v o ~ M ' s  arnong 

Canadian magazines. By 1930, it was the head of its class, outsold in Canada oniy by the American 

67. M-H records, b.50, f.TB-Costain, J.B. Maclean to T.B. Costain, 21 April 1917 
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Picturial Review, and the peremiai weekend papers, the Family Heraid & Weekly Star and the Star 

W e e k i ~ . ~  

The Newspapem Respond 

The appearance of magazines such as Everywom's and Madaan's did not sit well with the 

publishers of Canada's newspapers. American magazines had affected neither their subscription bases 

nor their advertising revenue. Canadian magazines were an entirely different story. The aggressive 

cultivation of advertisers by Charles C. Nixon and J.B. Maciean pointed to a whole new era for the 

periodical industry. Nixon's sales pitch to manufacnirers did not portray the magazine as a useful 

supplement of newspaper advertising, but as an extraordinarily effective replacement. Newspapers 

countered this assertion with a host of arguments in their advertisements to the trade, but their most 

potent weapon was the circulation strength of their weekend editions. 

The weekend papers were supplernents to the regular Saturday editions of the large 

metropolitan dailies. In the United States, these papers were usually issued on Sundays and featured 

articles and stories of a l a s  newsy character than that found in the same papers fiom Monday to 

Friday. Serialued fiction, children's pages, comic strips, travel writing, Iengthy politicai discussions, 

perhaps a rotogravure section, characterized the pages of the popular Sunday papers. Due to 

Canada's persistent sabbatarianism, its publishers shied away from Sunday print mm and issued their 

papers on Thursday or Saturday instead. 

American weekend papers at the turn of the century resembled consumer magazines. Tbeir 

Canadian counterparts resembled f m  papers. Competition between the metropolitan dailies of the 

1860s prompted some publishers to look beyond their native cities into the wider province for 

70. Lydian's Book 9ed. (1922), 14; Lydiatr's Book 18ed. (1931), 14; see also David Mackenzie, 
Arthur Inuin: A Biography poronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 63-76, 79-87 
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readers." mile  outlying districts offered greater circulation, the cost of obtaining these readers 

could be prohibitive. The weekend edition offered a tidy solution to this problem. With a higher 

price and a greater print run than a daiiy paper, the weekend edition could be profitably marketed 

to a rurai population. George Brown of the Toronto Gobe enhaaced his hm apped by gearing bis 

editorial content to the supposed interests of a nirai readership. In 1863, he bought a floundering 

monthly entitled CoMda Fanner and made it the basis for his own weekend paper. The result was 

the Weeky Globe & Oviada F~nt~er? 

George Brown was not the o d y  publisher to employ this tactic. In Quebec, it was undertaken 

by French- and English-language papers with equal zeal. Farmers' editions were started at both of 

the major French papers in Montreal, La Pattie in 1880 and Lo Presse four years later. The daily 

Canadien made its ambitions perfedy clear when it named its Saturday ditionLe Cultivateur (1884). 

The grand dame of the field, however, was the Fmily  Herdd & Weekiy S m ,  the weekend 

cornpanion of Hugh Graham's Star. Founded in 1869, the Fmily  HeraZd became a popular 

institution in Canada whose readenhip attended its weekly ministrations of sensible advice and 

romantic fiction for over eighty years." By the 1890s, it had attained an average weekly circulation 

of 70,000, and individuai issues ocwionally broke the 100.000 mark. In 1926, it became the first 

periodicd in Canada to break the 200,000 mark, and it enjoyed a readership spread from the Prairie 

West to the Maritimes." Until World War II, it had the highest circulation of any periodical in the 

country. 

The Su@ WorZd and its crosstown rival, the Toronto Star Weekly, were not airned at the 
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farm market. Both papers embraced the urban working class, and courted the growing number of 

families locating in the suburban belt surrounding Toronto after 1900. The Wudd was the older 

paper, owned by the Tory MP William F. Maclean. In the shadow of two other Conservative Party 

papers - the high Tory Maii & Empire and the populist conservatism of John Ross Robertson's 

Telegrun - the World and its Sunday edition served a steady diet of sensationalist news in the style 

of the American yellow press. By al1 accounts, it perfectly suited Maclean's own personality? 

The Toronto Star under Joseph E.  Atkinson emerged as a voice of new Iiberalisrn, a 

distinction which set it apart from the more classically liberai Globe. Atkinson took the editor's chair 

in 1899 when the paper was a distant sixth in a six-paper town. He rapidly rebuilt the paper 

according to his own vision, and afier ten years it becarne the top Toronto daily." AI1 that 

remained in terms of cornpetition was the weekly field, where the S w z d q  WorM snapped in the wind 

like a red fl ag before the bullish editor. When it started in 1909, the Star Weeky offered a bookish 

selection of fine arts and cultural reporting, dong with the usual selection of commentary and fiction. 

While this definitely set it apart from the Worid, it placed it against Smrday Mght, and won few 

readers away fiom either. Things changed in 19 10, when J.H. Cranston was appointed its editor. 

With Atkinson's blessing, he began to introduce ever more photographs, comics, colour rotogravures, 

short pieces, and humorous stories; he aiso began to budget more lavishly for the work of better- 

known writers. By the time he was done, it looked nothing like the paper he had inherited. It paid 

off. In 1920, the Smr Weekly overtook the daily in circulation and became the third ranking 

Canadian periodical. OnIy the Fmily  Herdd and the daiiy La Presse topped it. W.F. Maclean's 

operation depended upon the strength of its weekend edition; when that was overtaken, he boweù out 

75. Walkom, 21-72, esp. 39-40; Hector Charlesworth, Candiid Chronicles floronto: Macmillan, 
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of publishing al t~gether .~  

From the advertiser's perspective, the Iine separating the weekend papers from the emerging 

consumer magazines was fine indeed. Atkinson himself equivocated in his own description of the 

SM WeeWy." Both the papers and the magazines sought the widest readership possible by o f f e ~ g  

wbat was essentially entertainment ratber than news. Both skirted around the more contentious issues 

separating Canadians to offer articles geared to lifestyle and recreation. in terms of specific content, 

this meant current movies, popuIar writers and their novels, home decorating, fashions in clothes, 

recipes, sports - al1 those things that occupied readers in their leisure hours rather than their work-a- 

day Iives. Of course, each provided a leisure-tirne activity itself. That said, the look and arnbience 

of the weekend papers differe. from the magazines. Weekend papers were definitely the poorer 

cousins of the periodical press, printed as they were on regular newsprint, typeset with the standard 

linotype, and sold without any binding. Photographs and d o u r  printing appeared, but the quality 

of these was limited by the quality of the paper itself. Weekend papers were, at bottom, newspapers 

- and they looked like it, cheap and ephemeral. The aewspaper was a literary cigarette, the 

magazine a cigar. The pages of the best, magazines such as Everywoman 's, were presented in stylish 

fonts on hi@-grade paper and bound for the ages. Where the weekend paper might serve a fecund 

variety of tasks by the end of the week, the magazine retained a place of honour in the reader's 

pariour or den, a sign of distinction as surely as a well-selected piano. 

Ultimately, there was perhaps one difference that media buyers recognized when choosing 

between tfiem: where a consumer magazine was capable of targeting a specific national market very 

eacienîiy, the weekend paper was capable of blanketing an entire region regardles of its interna1 

market segmentation. Both types of circulation were useful to advertisers, depending on the produn 

77. Harkness, 72-73; J.H. Cranston, Ink on My Fïngers (Toronto: Ryerson, 1953), 74-77, 86-88 
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and its marketing strategy. Despite their quibbling among each other, papers and magazines would 

both continue to attract advertising dollars. 

The Politics of Pubiishing 

As the cornpetition bmeen tbe newspapers and the magazines intensifiai during the 19 los, hostilities 

spilled over into the Canadian Press Association. Few things better revealed the extent of the 

magees '  sudden rise and the new importance of advertising. The association had reorganized itself 

before 1910 to address the problems created by the increased volume of advertising. Its success with 

this and other concerns had led to its amalgamation with the other press associations of the 

country? Now the competition among the publishers for advertising would drive them apart. 

Prior to 1910, a group of daily publishers had t r i 4  to hobble the trade papers' ability to do 

business. J.B. Maclean believed that the man behind this effort was Joseph AtLinson.'D He was 

probably right. Atkinson was an acutely shrewd newspaperman, ruttiless with his friends and rivals 

alike, and driven to make the Star the Iargest paper in Canada." Three years into his tenure at the 

paper, he identified the uade press as a signifiant obstacle. It begm with his efforts to build its 

circulation. Atkinson pursued suburban readership to increase his advertising revenue; the more 

readers he had, the more he could charge for advertising space? Nonetheless, suburban readership 

would lack value for his urban advertisers unlâs they actually came into the city to shop. It was in 

Atkinson's inter= to portray m a l  and small-town retailers as backward and inept, if not outright 

79. 'Men and Media,' Econornic Advenising, 6:8 (August 1913). 35; W.A. Craick, A History 
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ctiarlatans, to encuurage readers to patronke his advenisers. At the same time, the trade press 

laively promoted new ideas and techniques that allowed small shops to remain cornpetitive. ln 

particular, Maclean's Cimadion Grocer active1 y assisted independent suburban retailers in their 

StniggIes with the department stores and the mail-order houses. Among other things, it carried an 

extensive series of articles teaching the basics of window display." 

A second cornplaint lobbed at the trade press emanated fiom John Ross Robertson. For some 

time, wbispers had suggested that aade papen were little more than blachai l  schemes whose peny 

extractions were enforced through the collection of advertising fees. An editor's contacts throughout 

a parti-dar industry gave him great influence. If potentially embarrassing information were 

publicized, devastating consequences could ensue for those dependent on the goodwill of clients, 

supplien, and c red i to r~ .~  On the other hand, the trade press aiso attracted a useh1 readership for 

those companies interested in managing theu corporate image. As such, advertising contracts made 

with the trade press were seen by some as little more than smart pubIic relations, an attempt to 

remain on the good side of the papers' editors. Robertson shared this opinion. To his mind, the 

trade papers were 'barnacles' on the 'Canadian Industrial ship,' 'beggars at the feet of organized 

graft,' 'court jesters' of the 'kings of commerce' - dl epithets he directed at Hugh MacLean in a 

private letter. 'No one knows better than yourself what the trade paper of today really is,' he added, 

'nobody knows better the contempt it has eamed.'a Robertson believed that the trade press was 

a parasite feeding off the vitality of the legitimate press. By vitaiity, he meant nothing more than 

advertising. 

Atkinson and Robertson were united on this point: the trade papers were damaging the 

-- 
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incorne of the daily newspapers. In 1901, they found ready allies arnong their p e r s  in Toronto and 

blontreai, and together they agitated for a re-classification of the trade papers' postal statu. If this 

had occumed, it would have increased the annuai subscription price of each trade paper drarnatidly, 

and seriously undermined their ability to do business? Maclean threw himself into the fight. He 

00mnered that the tracle papers were indeed a progressive force in Canada, for al1 the same reasons 

mat Atlllason had condemned them." Whether or  not the governent  was convinced, it did not act, 

ad the dailies withdrew. In the meantirne, the trade publishers were prompted to wnsider a 

seaional meeting of their own, either within or without the association.' 

Ten years Iater, Atkinson and Robertson took up their cudgels once again. By this time, the 

&nadian H u m  Jourrral, Canadiun Courier, C a d i a n  Collier's, Everywoman 's, and MacLean 3 had 

Kit the newsstands, and were beginning to attract more national advertising than the trade press had 

ever had. What's more, most of the new magazines were owned by the major players in the trade 

press, a f a a  underlined by the acquisition of S w d a y  Night and Conadtan Home J o u d  by Harold 

Gagnier. Together with the agricultural and religious papers, these magazines then formed their own 

Eectioa of the Press Association in 1912. Atkinson and Robertson began a second agitation soon 

after. This time it was to oust the 'Trade & Class' Section fiom the a~sociat ion.~ 

Ousting the magazines was the first step in a strategy designeci, once again, to impose 

eumomic sanctions on the magazines. Half of this strategy addressed postal rates again, but the other 

balf addressed the newspapers' own weals spot: paper quality. The Trade & Class section were 

seking tariff reductions on fine paper stock which was not readify available in Canada. The Daily 

d o n ,  by ridding itself of the magazines, wanted a united front when they took their opposing 
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representation to the federal go~ernment .~  m i s  plan assumed the co-operation of the Weekly 

section, which was not necessarily fo~thcoming.)~' 

Five years later, the daily publishers got their wish, in a manner of speaking. Instead of 

simply ousting the magazines from the Press Association, each of the sections decided to f o m  its own 

organization, with its own constitution, executive, and meetings. As of 1920, these new bodies were 

the Canadian Dai1 y Newspaper Association, the Canadian WeekI y Press Association, and the 

Canadian National Newspapers and Periodicds Association. The CPA remained solely as an over- 

arching parent body receiving delegates from each. At that point, however, Atkinson and 

Robertson's plan went horribly wrong. In 1920, the govemment tripled postal rates on al1 

periodicals, both magazines and newspapers. I w o  years later, it doubled them again." 

A month before the legislation passed, ao attempt was made to hold a meeting of the 

reformed CPA. It failed to make quorum. Among the topics to be discussed was the upcoming 

conference of the Imperia1 Press Association, a gathering of publishers representing the largest and 

most prestigious papers in the British Empire. This body had first met in London in 1909; the next 

meeting, its second, was to be held in Canada. The daily men wanted strict control of the event. 

By refusing to attend the CPA that year, they effectively commandeered the conference for 

themselves. Among those who did attend the scheduled meeting was J.B. Maclean, eager to know 

why the CNNPA had been lefi out of the planning cornmittees for the conference. Among those not 

in attendance was Joseph Atkinson, who strongly opposed their inclusion. The 

to meet again." 

CPA never atternpted 
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The Traditional Magazine Genres Respond 

If the new consumer magazines had an effect on the newspapers, they had an equal effect on the 

traditional magazines. The consumer magazines had evolved out of the domestic and literary 

magazines of the nineteenth century. Those that succeeded in maLing the transition to consumer 

magazines with a m a s  audience were those that expanded their horizons, from the respectable, 

rniddle-class readership of the Victorian era to the more broad-based, new rniddle class of the early 

twentieth century. Those periodicals which clung to their traditional editorial voices and traditional 

markets did manage to retain those markets, but they grew increasingly marginal as the readership 

of the mnsumer magazines vaulted past 10,000. 

Instructive on this score was the fate of &nadian Courier and Canadian Magazine. As 

previously noted, Canadian was getting dong with 17,500 readers per month in 1920, while John 

A. Cooper's magazine attained a circulation of 45,000 twice monthly." The Courier's nurnbers 

were impressive, but even it was rapidly losing ground to Everywoman's and MacLean 'S (Appendix 

IV). Where Courier offered a section devoted to women, Everywom 3 offered an entire magazine - 
- reaching at least 100,000 readers every month. Once Madean's created the same scaie audience 

for a general magazine appeaiing to men as well as to women, the days of the traditional literary 

magazine - and its middlebrow progeny - were numbered. While Maclean had begun selling 

advertisers on the merits of his 'leadership families,' Cooper described his magazine in the following 

tenns in Lydiart 3 Book: 

CarUrdian Courier - brhging the East and West together in a compact, interesting, 

compelling review of Canadian Events - set out to enlarge the conimon 

understanding and expand National Sentiment throughout the Nine Provinces.* 
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Space-buyers may have admired bis ccat-to-coast patriotism, but he offered them nothing in the way 

of market information. Apparently, reders preferred Modeun's as well. In 1920, MacLean's had 

a circulation of 65,ûûû per issue, twice a month, and it appealed to the same well-informed, patriotic 

audience as the Cozuier.% Cooper decided to cal1 it a day, and closed out his magazine in 1920. 

He won a e r  joined the Toronto advenising agency of Smith, Deme, & Moore." 

Perhaps it is ironic tbat Ccrnodion Magazine outlasted its breakaway editor and his upstart 

magazine. It did not have long to gloa, however. M a d a n ' s  continuai to rise, and broke 80,000 

circulation within three years. GInodian hovered at 15,000. The next year, 1924, it was finally 

revamped as a generai magazine. Ca;rradion adopted al1 of the innovations that the CDurier and 

B.ymon's had almost twenty years More: it increased its size, added four-colour printing, adopted 

a glossy cover, and placed the illustrations on an equal footing with the text. To attract advertisers, 

it also decided to integrate the editoriai and advertising content for the fust tirne. The changes were 

not well received by its traditional readership, and the more alienated among them lefi. Its owners 

decided to cut their losses, and in 1926 sold it to Hugh MacLean." 

MacLean changed the magazine yet again. When he bought it, he was well aware that he 

would be competing head-to-head with his brother J.B., and Hugh was nothing if not cornpetitive. 

He immediately stnick a blow a .  'Jack's' company by hiring one of its rising editors, Joseph Lister 

Rutledge. Together, MacLean and Rutiedge crafted a magâzine that would rival M a u ' s  both in 

its content and its service to advertisers? Within four years, the magazine had a monthly 

circulation of 91,000, a distant but respectable showing against Madeun's and its twice-monthly 

164,000.'* 
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L a d i a n ' s  transformation fiom a serious literary journal into consumer magazine did not 

signal the end of serious periodical writing in Canada. There were two havens for the readers of this 

genre: the university joumds and a new breed of political magazines. The university journals had 

existed for some time, and were very much in the same format as the Canadian Magazine of otd: 

digest size, with few illustrations and a predileaion for political and social commentary and W e s  

lemes. Such journals inc1ude.à Queen 's Q w e r l y  (1 893) and the McG il1 University Magazine (190 1- 

1920)." Although the latter ended in 1920. its place was soon taken by the Dalhousie R&ew 

(1921). Unlike Cariadim Magazine, however, these journais were not marketdriven. They were 

not private enterprises run for profit, but the standard bearers of academic institutions keen to 

maintain a comection with the outside world.lm The genre was able to ignore the marketing 

imperative precisely because they did not rely on advertising to pay their biIls. Rather, they took in 

what advertising was available, had higher subscription rates than most other magazines, and 

subrnitted their operating deficits to their universities. 

The second group mentioned, the political magazines. tried to respond to the demands of the 

market while retaining a serious, literary tone. The McGilZ Fonnighty Review (1920-1921), 

Onlooker (1920-1 922), CPnadian F m  (1920), Willison 's Monthly (1925- l929), and Lanadiun 

Mercury (192â-1929) each trieci to crafk a similar paper, a hybrid of the serious journal and the 

modem consumer magazine. Each entry came in a large magazine format, with modem dress in 

masthead, typeface, and layout. Nonetheless, al1 of them remained subdued in their use of 

illustrations, preferring to run woodcuts or reproductions of contemporary artworks rather than 

photography . 
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WZlhn 's was the magisterial soapbox of its namesalce, Sir John Willison. In his youth, 

Wiilison had risen quickly to become d i tor  of the formidable Globe at the age of 34. After twelve 

years there, Willison grew tired of the ceaseless paaizanship of the daily press. Together with Joseph 

Ravelle, he bought the derelict Toronto Novs in 1902 and tried to make it over into a politically 

independent evening paper appealing to an up-market readership. It was the worst marketing decision 

imaginable, and the paper was crushed in the competition between its popular evening counterparts 

and its up-market morning rivals. After six years, ownership was sold to a Conservative party 

backer, and Willison, still editor, was enchained again.'" The magazine was his 1st  attempt, at 

age 69, to write serious and independent political commentary. Everything about it reflects a 

classical image of politics, from the clean symmetry of its cover and the Roman lenering of i n  

typeface, to the sober and institutional tone of its advertising. FoIlowing the style of the London 

Tunes, none of the articles were signed - a signal statement of the periodical's seif-assured sense of 

authority.'" Looking at the ads, from companies such as Eaton's, Simpson's, and the Canadian 

Pacific Railway, as well as severai banks, insurance firms, and trust cumpanies, it is readily apparent 

that none of them used hard sel1 methods in the magazine. ,411 of them ran glosses on their firms as 

important Canadian firms. One wonders if they were placed out of courtesy, to pay respect to a 

fading warrior. (Willison's former business manager at the News was by then the president of 

McKim Limited; Willison's son was hired by McConnelI & Fergusson in 1922). Few of them ever 

bought space in the 0 t h  political magazines. It is impossible to gauge the value of its pages or the 
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size of its readership, since the magazine never reveaied these figures to the newspaper 

di recto rie^.'^ For three years Willison held forth. Death took him in 1927, and the magazine in 

1929. 

None of WJIrron 's peers rose above its meagre existence. Willison, having lefi the Globe, 

the Liberds. and the Conservative press behind, provided an independent conservative voice in bis 

magazine. Durhg its last year, it faced some cornpetition from a younger group at the Condian 

Mercwy. HL. Mencken's notorious Amencan Mercury enjoyed a sizable vogue in the late 1920s 

among a class of cranky young intellectuaWo The Caruzdian Mercury was a none-too-subtle 

imitation that attracted the same class of readers and contributors in Canada. Among these could be 

counted the iconoclastie copywriter and artist Bertram Brooker, as well as poets Dorothy Livesay, 

A.M. Klein, and Leo Kennedy.'* The Mercury did not last long; both it and Willison's were 

eclipsed by their 'new liberal' counterpart, the Gznadian Fonun. Begun in 1920 by a group of 

professors at the University of Toronto, the Fonun smggled dong with the sarne cluster of 

advertisers to which most of its peers had resorted: book publishers and other firms desiring to reach 

the dusty hails of academe. The Forum was the only one to survive the period, perhaps because its 

brand of liberalism was in its ascendancy.lm That said, it was never financially self-sufficient. It 

survived the 1930s not as a truly marketdependent magazine but as an associational organ for a left- 

wing think tank, the League for Social Reconstruction. Even then, it took a generous cash donation 

and business advice from a wealthy member to keep it afloat - Carlton McNaught, a staff member 
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of McKim's Toronto 

Similarly, the religious periodicals carved out a new niche for themselves in the 1920s. At 

the height of Protestant influence in Ontario, between 1880 and 1910, there were several periodicals 

representing each denomination. There were also several Catholic magazines. Advertisers had 

traditionally used thwe in Canada in the absence of a national, middlebrow magazine. It was 

generaily assumed that subscribers to such papers were nothing less than the most upstanding 

members in their respective cornmunities, 'the leadership class.'lm As such, it was they that 

advertisers of new consumer goods and luxury items most wanted to reach. As an added bonus, the 

respectability of a religious paper reflected well on the advertiser. Presumably, no such editor would 

allow his pages to be sullied by charlatans and quach. 

The arriva1 of Canadian Courier and Conudian Collier 's must have thrown a wrench into the 

accustomed business of the religious periodicals. Leaving faith aside, they appealed to similar groups 

defïned demographically by their income and social standing. Advertisers who did not identiQ theû 

markets with denominational labels could now use one appropriation in place of seven or eight - and 

would probably reach the sarne number of readers."' Advertisers could ais0 avoid any appearance 

of religious prejudice by using the secular magazines. The whisper of bigotry inevitably hounded 

an advertiser if it used any one religious paper to the exclusion of the others. 

As a result, denominational organs went through a long period of adjustment afier 1905. 

They could either compete with the new magazines on their own terms, or they could withdraw fiom 
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the fight and concentrate solely on denominational matters. The Chrisrian Gwdim chose the former 

route. Created by Egenon Ryenon in 1829, the paper had been the voice of the Methodist 

esbblishment for eighty yean. Around it had been built one of the largest publishing finns in the 

country, which became the Ryerson Press in 1920.112 Throughout that t h e ,  the Gwdian was a 

sterniy Protestant weekl y newspaper, printed on full-sized newsprint with no illustrations. Its 

masthead was a mught-iron work of Victorian gothic type, its front page nothing but news and 

commentary on topics religious, social, and literary. By 1910, Ryerson would no longer have 

recognized it. Reduced to the size of a small magazine, it sported a front cover in keeping with 

contemporary trends, a ruler-straight box framing a different inspirational passage each week. The 

masthead appeared above it in a simplified gothic shadow of its previous self. With these changes 

in place, the weekly retained a minimum circulation of 20,000 until 1920. At that point, inspired by 

the success of MacIem 's, it changed again, this time to a full-size magazine with colour covers. It 

then ernbarked on a two-fold campaign to increase its revenues. First it targeted readers by pitching 

itself as a wholesome Christian paper for the home, Methodist in origin but ecurnenical in spirit. 

Then it targeted manufacturers by pitching its new advertising-friendly façade as well as iîs 

application to the ABC. Its readership rose to 40,000 during certain rnonths of the campaign, but 

ody haJf of the new readers stuck wiîh it. Circulation levelled out at 30,000.'* 

This was the magazine inherited by the United Church of Canada. In 1925, the Methodist 

Church of Canada, the Congregationd Church of Canada, and roughly two-thirds of the 

congregations of the Presbyterian Church of Canada came together to form a 'united church' 

representing the mainstream of liberal evangelicaiism. In this spirit, New Oulook was created to 

supenede each of the concurring denominations' own organs: the Presbyterian Wtness (1848-1925), 

1 12. United Church of Canada Archives, LC83.061c, Board of Publications records, b. 12, f.2, 
'The Methodist Book and Publishing House ... What It 1s and What It Does' [1929 

113. Chnadian Newspaper Direcîory 14ed. (1920). 160; L y d b  's Book 7-12eds. ([192û-19251) 
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chnadian Congregationalist (1854-1925), and the Guardian itself. The new magazine's editor aad 

printing house were those of the former Guardian, and it continued to hold the same conception of 

its ideal reader: natiodist to a fault, socially conscious, politically engaged, and welcoming of al1 

faiths. The new magazine looked like an explicitly Christian MucLem's. It was printed on 

newsprint, but was a full-sized quarto page and wore a heavy stock cover. Its layout inside was 

smart and clean, and brightened by a liberal use of white space and photographs. Both Lydiaît and 

McKim felt cornfortable including it with their lis& of general magazines as well as theù religious 

periodicals. Its own title, of course, made no reference to religion at dl,  while its subtitle only 

declared that it was 'A Paper for the Whole Farnily.'"' 

Despite its best efforts, New Outlook never achieved the sarne success as MacLean 's. Part 

of the explanation may lie in the fact that Madaan's already existed, and the broad-based consumer 

magazine could not have been reinvented as a denominational organ. After 1926, there was also the 

redesigned Chudion Magazine with which to contend. Second, the churches themeIves were losing 

membea through the 1920s. Church membership in Canada had not kept Pace with population 

growth, and was falling away in many urban congregations. It should have surpris& no one if their 

magazines suffered a similar fate.lls 

Beyond thâe  two market-oriented reasons, a third, more cultural reading presents itself. One 

might wonder if the ethical prescriptions implicit in the magazine's editorial stance were conducive 

to the atmosphere of consumption encouraged by magazines such as Everjwoman 's and MacLean 3. 

There was no special department set aside for cooking, sewing, or practical housekeeping tips, no 

sections devoted to spectator sports, music, or automobiles. It would have been dificult for the 

1 14. New Outlook, 1:2 (17 June 1925), 1 ; Canadian Newsp~per Directury 24ed. (1930), 573; 
Lydiazt's Book 174.  (1930), 14. The title rnay well have been inspired by a long-running American 
religious paper cwn journal of cornmentary, the Ourlook; Mott, vol.4, 1885-1SU5, 59. 

115. John Webster Grant, A Profusion of Spires: Religion in Ninereenh Cemwy Omrio 
(Toronto: University of Toronto, 1988) 
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advertking manager of any religious paper to solicit appropriate advertisers for regular columns on 

d d y  bible readings, overseas missions, or spiritual growth. (Not that they didn't try: Canadian 

Pacific Steamship Lines created one of the greatest advertising slogans of ail tirne with their 

invocation to prospective travellers to 'See this World before the Ne~t. ')"~ The encouragement 

to consume that pwaded the editorial matter of the generd magazines simply was not present in a 

rel igious paper devoted to personal piety and self-sacrifice. Readers of New Ourluok were asked to 

consider each a a  of their dail y lives as a service to God's plan, to seek spiritual growth, and a 

participate in church groups and voluntary societies. They were not encouraged to keep up with the 

Joneses. Assertions of the importance of otherworldly priorities did not establish the atmosphere 

sought by manufacturers desiring greater concern for material interests. 

Despite its failure to secure a mass audience, New Outlaok eventually recognized the loyal 

audience it did attract. It then adjusted itself accordingly, and became in essence a newsletter for 

members of the United Church. While it did not aitogether drop its interests in current events, its 

comrnentary on issues concerning secular society and politia were reduced to a secondary role within 

its pages. In so doing, it resigned itself to the same role that its counterparts serving other faiths had 

previously accepted. Magazines such as Canadian Baptisi (1854), Canadian Churchman (1868), 

Presbyrerian Record (1 876), and Guholic Record ( 1  878), had all made this transition. The gradua1 

waning of denominational animosity had removeù the need to interpret the world through the peculiar 

lenses of the sectarian, and secular periodicais were now covering the world's affairs to the 

satisfaction of readen. If once the church organs had ofTered literary and political fare, they now 

settled into the task of merely reporting the afYaÙs of church councils, recent appointments, and new 

1 16. E.J. Hart, nie Selling of &nuda: nie CPR and the Beginnings of Canadion Tourism 
(Banff, Alberta: Altitude, 1983), ch.8 
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ïhere were two genres which resisted the move to consurner~riented generai magazines. the 

trade papers and the agriculniral press. Of the two. the fonner proved much more resilieat. Beyond 

M a c h  Publishing, Hugh C. MacLean Publications, and Consolidated Press, Toronto was home 

to at least seven other trade paper publishers with three or more papers during the 1920s. Several 

others only operateù one, such as W.A. Lydiatt and Marketing. Most of these papers relied on 

circulations between 1,000 and 7,000 subscriber~.'~~ They may not have been numerous, but such 

readers tended to be the managers of firms in their respective fields. For this reason alone, they 

served a purpose among those who advertised in them. They held îheir readers by fulfilling a role 

which in no way asked them to compete with the consumer magazines.'18 

The agricu1turaI press was another matter. Farming was never simply a business, and the 

papes wbich served farmen and their communitiâ rarely confined themeIves to the business of 

farming. AgricuItural papers tended to address dl matters affecting the household economy of the 

h, both inside and outside of the home. Those editors which had domestic columns were very 

well situateci to amact the advertising for many household items after 1890.'" They were no doubt 

aided by the fact that the rural population of Canada was numerically greater than the urban 

population until the 1910s. Even after that date, however, more Canadians were employed in the 

agricultural field than in any other. If advertisers wanted to reach breadwinners and their families, 

then the f m  papers offered them a sure place to start. As previously noted, this was a fact 

embraced by many of the largest urban dailies, who designed their weekend ditions as agricultural 

117. See the Toronto listings in any volume of Lydian's Book or the Canadian Newspaper 
Directov for the 1920s. 

118. Studies that include brief discussions of the trade press include Walden, 285-310; Michael 
Bliss, A Living Pr@: SSniies in the Social History of Condian Business. IW-1911  (Toronto: 
McCIelland and Stewart, 1974); David Monod, Srore Wars: Shopkeepers c d  the Culture of M a s  
Marketing, 18WI939 (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1996) 

119. Lewis, 'Goose Grease,' 234-248 
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#en the increased volume of national advertising began to affect Canadian magazines afier 

1900, a nurnber of publishers appeared in the agricultural field willing to adapt just as John A. 

Cooper had when he established Gm&m Cowier. One of the highest circulaiing farm papers 

throughout the period was the monthly J o d  dXgriculnue et H~~cuZzzire. The journal was the 

official organ of the Council of Agridture of the Province of Quebec, and published two editions 

simultaneously each month, one in French and the oîher in EngIish. The council served as an 

executive body for d l  of the local agriculhiral societies in the province, and had semi-oficial status 

through an affdiation with the provinciaI Department of Agriculture. 

The J o d  of Agriculture began in 1898, and had the look of a contemporary trade paper. 

In particular, its masthead resembled those of the MacLean hblishing Company at that time. The 

title was superimposed over placid scenes of Quebec farm life, its bold, threedimensionai lettering 

beaming out towards the reader fiom a hidden point on the horizon like the morning's fust sun at 

daybreak. Inside, the editorid content covered every possible angle of fimn life and every major 

form of farming; it offered the laiest news in crop management and animal busbandry, as weIi as  

maintenance tips for machinery and the farm itself. The 'Women's World' section offered advice 

on such domestic manen as sewing, canning, and candle-making. From the outset the journal had 

carried photos and cuts, but they were not significant other than as illustrations for articles they 

accompanied. In sum, the journal was practical, straightforward, and edifying - concerned more 

with the serious business of m i n g  a family f m  than the quality of life of those who lived on it. 

As an official organ of the Council of Agriculture, the journal was maüed automatidly to 

every member of a local agricultural society in Quebec. Advertisen usually discounted the 

circulation of fratemal newsletters because they assumed that readen were indifferent to them. in 

t e m  of news or entertainment value, such publications were negligible. and eminently disposable, 
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no matter how polished their editoa triai to make them.'" Advertisen did not think this of the 

JomuZ of Agnculnire. lu instructive articles made it usehil to h e r s  whetber or not they read its 

awerage of the councii and its affiliated sociezies. In the 1910s, it enjoyed the largest circulation of 

any French Canadian periodical Save for the daily La Presse. In 1913, its French circulation stood 

at 90,000 while its English circulation was 9,000. If one sets aside the Family Herdd & W e d y  Star, 

then it was the largest circulation farm pape in Canada? Not surprisingly, then, it was fille. 

with advertking. In the February 19 13 issue, advertking covered five pages at the front, eight pages 

at the back, both inside covers, the back cover, and most noticeably of dl ,  the front cover itself 

(under the masthead). Advertisers included al1 hnns of farm implement malcers as well as consumer 

durables and foods: effervescent salts, machinery, seeds, stock feed, rifles, oil larnps, potash, stoves, 

tobacco, fencing, hand tools, concrete, Kodak cameras, indoor plumbing, and Post Toasties al1 found 

reason to publicire themeIves in its pagesLP 

Despite its success, the journal still adapted itself to the changing conditions of the periodical 

market. The look of the journal was modernized in 1914 when the cover was altered to reflect the 

new fashions in consumer magazines. Its masthead was no longer a cluttered pastiche of pastoral 

scenery; now its titie was printed in a stylized roman font on a plain white background. Elegant, 

certainly, but it carried none of the symbolism of the fann that had characterized its predecessor. 

Beneath it, the advertisements for shinglw and paint were removed. There now appeared the box 

design which became comrnon among popdar magazines in the 19 10s. Inside, the topics and tone 

of its articles remained fundamentally unchangeci. As the editor stated in his brief explanation to 

readea, 'The Journal of Agriculture stands for progress not only in al1 lines of fanning but also in 

the production of a high grade, anistic magazine, which will be both instructive and pleasing to the 

120. Sutherland, 9 
121. Journal of Agriculnue, 163 (Fe6nia.q 1913), fiont cover; Lydien's Book led. (1914), 14 
122. lounial of Agriculture, 16:8 (February 1908) 
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reader.'" Quality of content would not be saaificed for the quaiity of the package. Othenvise, 

the journal also adopted several standard techniques to appease advertisers. By 1920, it no longer 

segregated its editorial and advenising content, but tailed its Ionga pieces into the back." 

The way in which the J o d  of Agriculture adapted is notable in itself. Like its approach 

to editorial content, its approach to format and design was above al1 pragmatic. Rather than resisting 

the changing tidâ of the magazine industry, Ï t  incorporateci new ideas one at a time. Essentially, it 

only z6opted those ideas tbat made it more visuaily interesthg or of5ered better service to advertisers. 

In this way, it probably avoided the situation faced by Ccurcrdiun in 1924 when that magazine 

radically dtered its format and design only to alienate thousands of readers. Instead, the J o d  of 

Agn'cdfure managed to retain a great proportion of its readers throughout the 1920s, despite the 

growing urbanization of Quebec and the rise of French-Ianguage consumer magazines. By 1930, the 

journal had Iost only 25-30% of the circuIation it had in 1913. This placed it well behind the 

weekend farmer's editions of Lo Presse and La Potne, but among magazines it remained second oniy 

to a Jesuit religious paper, Le Messager CoMdien du Sacre-Couer (1892).'= 

After 1905, a number of agricultural papers appeared in the Prairie West that would challenge 

the Journal of Agriculture for suprernacy. Most of them developed in format and design following 

the sarne pattern as their Québkois counterpart. Among the most successful were the Fariner's 

Journal & Home Advocate (1866), Nort-West F a m r  (1882), Conadian lhreshennan & Fanner 

(1903), and the Grain Growers' Guide (1908). Among this Winnipeg quartet may dso be placed the 

F m  & Ranch Rmèw (1905) of Calgary. Some were associational organs, like the Grain Growers ' 

Guide, but most were the products of private publishing houses. Regardless of their affdiations, 

- 

123. 'The Journal's New Dress,' Jouniol of Agriculture, 17:7 (January 1914). 129 
124. Journal of Agriculture, vo1.28 (1920) 
125. Lydiun's Book 18ed. (1931), 14 
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however, ail of them sought to cultivate suable readerships and maintain profitaMe operatiom. The 

Grain Growers' Guide, the most political of the group, was no different. Under the able direction 

of George F. Chipman, the Guide became one of the most rwïignizable voices of western Canada, 

quoted by rival papers across the country for its astute editorials. 

The Guide's format appeaied to the progressive, commercial farmer of the new West. In 

terms of status this readenhip did not identiQ bel f  with country bumpkins and rubes but with the 

solidly respectable middle class. m a t  said, it was wt a middle class that articulated solidarity with 

the inhabitants of Canada's eastem cities. This was Chipman's niche; his columns articulated the 

political and cultural fiustration of westerners, and he crafied an editorial identity unique from eastem 

periodicals." His defence of reciprocity with the United States, in complete opposition to eastem 

manufacnirers who opposed it, was only the most notorious of his stands. It paid off. Founded in 

1908, the Guide gradually built up its circulation over the next decade, reaching 29.000 in 1913 and 

75,000 in 1920. Its success was matched among agricultural papes only by the less outspoken Nor'- 

West Fanner, which had achieved 74,000 by 1920. Among al1 Canadian magazines, they were 

topped on1 y by Everywoman 's and Madean 'S. ln 

Advertking writers in Primer & Publisher and Marketing argued that the readership of the 

agriculnird press was compose. of thoroughly modern consumers. Although the western famer's 

opinions were not those of his industrial counterpart in Ontario or Quebec, he nonetheless shared the 

same interests in the buming political, economic, and religious questions of day . The f imer also 

126. Davis, 'Country Homemaken,' 163-174 
127. Lydian's Book led. (1914); Lydiarr's Book 8ed. (1920) 



shared the same taste in consumer goods.lp An American advertising manager writing in 

Ecunomic Advertising was dumbfounded by just how few of his pers  knew this. G .B. Sharpe wrote: 

That the farmer has more surplus money than the average city clerk and 

mechanic, we must d l  admit. .- . 
That he can best be reached through the farm papers, in fact, c w t  

successfuIly be reached in arry other way, and that he is worth interesting, is also a 

fact that seems not to have percdated to the inner consciousness of many of ouf 

national advertisers .Ilp 

The farm papers themselves set out to re-educate them. C a d i a n  Fam advenised itself by 

suggesting that through its pages, manufacturers would be 'Discovering a New, Big Field for a 

P r o d ~ a . ' ~  Rurd Conclda bluntly told advertisers that it would reach 'the greatest, most 

responsive market there is.' It deftly handled its knowledge of markets and market segmentation to 

argue that farm women and their families needed 'a great borne journal edited exclusively for her and 

their own peculiar farm and home interests - a great, Canadian, National farm paper?" The 

Guide, assening that advenising agents knew their markets and used the best media, simply listed the 

names of ninety-four agencies that has used its pages in 19 19." 

The burgeoning market in fann papers was the one field that J.B. Maclean did w t  enter 

successfilly. Recognizing that his trade papers did not reach this audience, he created Famr's  

128. See for instance 'The Farmer as a Factor in Local Advertising,' Primer & Publisher, 24:3 
(March 19 15). 3 1-3 1; 'American Magazines No Menace,' Marken'ng, 13: 1 1 (November 19 19). 496; 
T.J. Tobin, 'Do Farm Folks Buy Your Brands?' Marketing, 19:ll (1 December 1923). 338; G.A. 
Gamsby, 'What Kind of Advertising Will The Farmer Read?' Marketing, 22: 13 (27 June 1925), 373, 
385; C.M. Pasmore, ' F m  Consciousness Less Obvious in Farm Paper Advenising,' Marketing, 
28: 11 (26 May 1928)' 390 

129. G.B. Sharpe, 'Advertising from the Dealer's Standpoint,' Economic Adverrising, 4: 12 (Dec 
191 l), 36-37 

130. advertisement, Ecommic Advenising, 9: 1 (January 19 16)' 16 
13 1. advertisement, Economic Advenising, lO:4 (April 1917), 1-2 
132. advertisement, Marketing, 1 4 5  (May 1920)' 254-255 
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Magazine in 1910. His intention was to build a national fm magazine, an agricultural cornpanion 

for Bu~yman's that would N e  above the provincial attitudes inherent in the Journul of Agriculture 

and the Grah Growers' Guide. However, it was not a field in which Maclean or his staff was 

experienced. M i l e  it offered the full date of MacLean company services to advertisers, it never 

provided the national circulation which it had sought. This failure might be traced to its inability to 

develop a unique or compelling presence in a cornpetitive market. Readen would have found nothing 

to differentiate its coverage of national flairs fkom that of their locai newspapers, let alone Chufian 

Courier or MacLean 'S. Nor couId it overcome regional difFerences in agricultural production and 

markets in its coverage of fann news. After twelve yean of constant lossû, Maclean folded the staff 

and subscription list of Fariner's into MacLean 'S. When he did, he justifiai it with a fascinating 

argument: 

The automobile has made it convenient for farmers to drive ten, fifteen, or twenty 

miles into the best shopping centres where they buy first-class merchandise, attend 

public meetings, and in other ways keep themselves abreast of the times just as do 

the best of the town and city people. ... 

This means that the time has corne when they are asking for and wül 

appreciate a good magazine such as Maclean 3 . . .. the time had corne when Canada's 

mral denizens no longer wanted special treatment.lg 

According to Madean, Canadian farmers wanted the sarne mix of topicd articles, short fiction, and 

consumer advertising as their urban countrymen. Not only that, but they wanted it in the same 

package. Perhaps. After this date, Madeun's did rise to become the biggest circulation magazine 

in the country. But dogging its every step were the Guide and Nor'-West Fanner. 

133. advertisement, Marketing, 16:3 (1 Febmary l922), 10 1 ; see also Primer & Publisher, 3 1 :2 
(February 1922), 50 
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Conclusions 

After 1905, Canadian magazine publishers re-oriented their editorial and business depanments around 

the new logic of advertising supplied by applied psychology and market research. If once they had 

appealed diredy to readers, now the fiscal demands of modem technology and distribution systems 

prompted them to a p p d  ody indirectly to readers through the interests of corporate advertisers. Not 

ail magazines embraced this transformation. A notable group of university, religious. and aade 

papers held to the5 traditionai formats. Nonetheless, those interested in maintaining a siZable flow 

of advertising patronage either supplied the services and circulation-boosting techniques which 

advertisers wanted, or they bowed out. The appearance of Canadian Courier was the tirst sign of 

things to corne; Everywom's was the future arrived. 

A certain view of the magazine industry has emerged in the historiography of Canada's 

culture. This view portrays an industry under seige which was barely capable of resisting the 

invasion of American magazines that swept across the border. This view has been rooted in the work 

of Mary Vipond, and her studies of both the writers* and the publishers' trade  association^.'^ 

Vipond desmies a set of nationalist intellectuais and businesspeople who organized in the 1920s to 

protect their mnomic  interests in the face of foreign cornpetition. Believing that their work as 

writers and publishers was crucial to the formation of national consciousness, they Iobbied the federal 

governrnent to intervene on their behalf. Above all, they sought a protective tariff that would 

increase the m e r  price of American magazines and allow their own products to compete where it 

134. Mary Vipond, 'Canadian Nationalism and the Plight of Canadian Magazines in the 1920s.' 
Caruzdian Hisron'cal Review, 58: 1 (March 1977), 43-63; Mary Vipond, 'The Canadian Authors' 
Association in the 1920s: A Case Study in Cultural Nationalism,' J o u d  of Cànadian Srudies, 15 
(Spring 1980). 68-79; Mary Vipond, 'The Nationalist Network: English Canada's Intellectuals and 
Artists in the 1920s,' Canadian Rm*ew of Studies in Naionaiism, 7 (Spring 1 NO), 32-52; see also 
J.H. Thompson with A. Seager, (.anada 1922-1939: Decades of Discord Voronto: McClelland & 
Stewart, 198S), 158- 192; Paul Audley , LalUlCIa 's Culturd Industries: Broadcerting, Publishing, 
Recordr. and Film (Toronto: Lorimer, 1983), 54-84 
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counted: on the newsstands. While these lobby efforts were significant, to focus upon them alone 

distorts the larger picture that has emerged in the preceding pages. 

Canada had an astonishingly wide md vital periodical publishing industry both before and 

afler the market was transformeci by national advertising. The o d y  components of this industry 

which did not meet the expectations of their publishers before 1905 were the literary and consumer 

magazines. Until that date, until Canadian advertisers wanted national media to cover the country, 

these genres did languish in the shadow of their American counterparts. After that date, however, 

Canadians developed the skills, capital, and marketing orientation required to produce magazines that 

were cornpetitive with the American genres they consciously mimicked. Publishers such as John A. 

Cooper, J.B. Maclean, Harold Gagnier, and Isodor Simonski were enormously important in this 

regard. Nonetheless, it should not be forgonen that theirs were not the only periodicals produced in 

Canada. While these four craAed magazines that found a wide appeal in the large, urban centres of 

central Canada, there emerged in Quebec and the West numerous f m  papers that doubled as 

domestic magazines. Add to these the weekend papers, political and artistic magazines, academic 

journals, associational organs, and religious papers, and there emerges a great variety of periodicais 

seming large markets and small. 

Ironically, the publishers behind the tariff lobby of the 1920s were the publishers of the 

consumer magazines. Chief among them, offering both his staff and 6is financiai backing, was J.B. 

Maclean. A lobby of publishers opposed to a tariff also forrned, and it was led by the publisher of 

the Grain Growers' Guide, George F. Chipman. Vipond argues that the difference between the two 

camps was infonned by traditional regionai politics, a protectionist central Canadian manufacturer 

facing off against a free-trade western fanner. This explanation completely overlooks the underlying 

structure of the industry in which both participated. Chipman and his peers supplied periodicais 

which had evolved in the communities they served, be it the academic tone of the Journal of 
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Agdculfure in Quebec or the barber shop pragmatism of the Guide itself. Ofien, the publishers and 

contributors had been or were still engaged in agriculture. The same could be said of al1 of the trade 

papers when they began. More ofien than not, they were s t a n d  by someone fiom within the trade 

who saw an opportunity to serve a Iarger field. Similar points could be made of the religious, 

fratemai, and other associationai periodicais. The consumer magazines were not inspired by the same 

urge. They were fomed fkom a desire to recreate the succas of a genre of magazines that had 

developed in another country with a different social and economic structure. They had to create the 

audience they intended to reach, and for this reason they were constantly dependent on its whims and 

desires. When these pubIishers compareci the circulation figures of their own magazines to those of 

their American rivals, they had good reason to be disappointed. In most cases, the American 

magazine of the same genre outsold the Canadian version in Canada itself. 

The content of the Canadian consumer magazines made them vulnerable. Their editoriaI 

voices tended to emphasize an urban, modern world of new technologies, convenience goods, and 

ample leisure-tirne distractions. Much of their culturai content was cosmopolitan in nature, offering 

c a n  fiom Detroit, songs from New York, an fiorn the continent, movies from Hollywood, and 

clothing fiom London or Paris. No matter where one lived, the emerging culture of industriai society 

was relatively homogenous, and media such as magazines, cinema, and radio made this culture widely 

recognizable - if not yet widely available. Toronto and Montreal simply were not centres in this 

network of creativity. If a magazine that discussed such things was available h m  London, New 

York, or Paris, it probably made more sense to buy it rather than a pale Canadian imitation. This 

was true even if the topics discussed were entirely irrelevant in Canada, even if the specific goods 

advenised were utterly unavailable. Perhaps the greatest lesson that the Canadian publishers of 

consumer magazines had to leam was this: that their cornpetitors' products were not necessarily 

bought for their news value or even their relevance to the work-aday l ivâ  of their readen. They 



Table 6.5 

Ten Highest Circulating Canadian Magazines in Canada 
inchding Farm Papers, 

and Estimated Value of Circulation, 
192 1 

Evcrywornan'r World 1 -20 1 12 1 106,OOO ( i,272,0oO ( 254,400.00 

T i  

Le Journal d'Agriculture '1 .O0 12 89,000 1,068,000 89,ûûû.ûû 

Canadian Homc Journal .20 12 55.000 660,000 132,000.00 
I 

1 

prictl 
issue in 
d o h  

Farm & Ranch Rcvim -20 24 50.000 1,200,000 240,M30.00 

isoues/ 
ycar 

Famer's Sun .O5 1 104 1 46.000 1 4,784,000 1 239200.00 
1 I E I 

Jack Canuck 

Magazine did not have ncwsstand d e s ;  total annual value in douars caiculatcd 
by mulûplying annual subscription rate by the average circulation per issue. 

average 
circulation/ 

issue 

Circulation figures rounded to nearest 1,000. 
Circulation figures taken from Lydim 3 Book 9ed, (Toronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1922). 

-10 

total annual 
circulation 

totpIuuiual 
vrlutin 
douar0 

52 49,000 2,548,000 2!54.800.00 
* 
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were often bought simply for their entertainment value. Appeals to the supposai higher moral 

qualities of Canadian magazines or their patriotic value were useless. Such was the lesson that 

MacLean taught Costain. 

By contrast, the political economy of famiing in Canada was significantly different from that 

m the United States. Periodicals that offered insightful discussions of farm life, as well as recipes 

and short fiction, picnires and humour, found readers in every province of the Dominion. Tbeir 

publishers did not seek tariff protection because they could compete against their American 

counterparts without it. Unlike the consumer magazines, the farm papers did not simply recreate 

successful formats found elsewhere and expect similar results in Canada. Rather, they matched a set 

of editorial services with an exceptionaily large readership; they recreated - either intuitively or 

intentionally - the successful marketing fadas of the American consumer magazines. Perhaps 

better than Cooper or Collier, Chipman lmew who composed the largest m a s  market in Canada. 

Further, he had a large group of advertisers who wanted access to that readership. By matching a 

set of advertisers with its ideal market, the Grain Growers' Guide and its rivals were more successful 

as consumer magazines than most of the actuai consumer magazines themselves. If one includes them 

in the portrait of Canadian consumer magazines drawn in Table 6.3, one gets a decidedly different 

impression of the Canadian magazine market; the five top-selling f m  papers displace five consumer 

magazines from the list (Table 6.5). One might also note the Advertising Service Company in this 

regard. In 1928, they appointai a director of 'Agr~.cultural Markets Advertising.' The man they hired 

to fil1 this post was a former minister of agriculture for the province of Alberta, Duncan 

M a r ~ h a i l . ~  As such, the farm papers cannot be dismissed from the ranks of Canadian magazines 

before 1930. They were a popular, nation-wide collection of periodicals that reflected 

of the country's economy, society, and culture through the eyes of its rural citizenry. 

the redities 

- - 

135. Marketing, 29: 10 (10 November 1928), 337 
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Hence. the perception of an industry under siege has for its focus an exceptiondly narrow 

view of the periodical market. It only takes into account the situation of  a Iimited group of  consumer 

magazines consciously recreating the Arnerican formats they were intended to displace. By focusing 

on the nationai appeal in their pitch to readers. so-called 'mass magazines' such as MacLean 's simpl y 

boxed themselves into a niche market: Canada itself. 



Conclusions 

Among the constructive economic forces in business, 
dongside the engineers, the architects, and the 
manufaauring experts, the genuine and experienced 
Advertising Agency takes its place. 

McKim Limited, 1923l 

Every now and then somebody compares us  
advertising men unfavourably with doctors, lawyers, 
engineers, and other earthworms of thaî sort. ... 
They Say that these professional men are welcomed 
and their pronouncements weighed with much 
gravity in the cuunsels of the mighty. Personaily, 1 
doubtit. ... 

It's the bu&! But there is one place, it 
seems to me, where advertising men might leam 
something. And that is the theatre. And especially, 
the vaudeville theatre. 

Bertram Brooker, 192S2 

Bertram Brooker could afford to be flippant. By the mid-1920s, advertising had achieved a certain 

cachet within the publishing industry, and advertising agents were riding what was probably the 

Iargest volume of appropriations ever seen in Canada. It was both curious and reveaiing that he 

should compare himself and bis peers - even in this backhanded fashion - to the l e m &  professions, 

as opposed to, Say, skilled tradesmen or businessmen. Clearly, Brooker was having some fun at the 

expense of his readers by exposing their yearnings for a respectable public image while distancing 

thernselves from the past. A less charitable analysis might conclude that he was picking at a scab. 

Littie wonder then that he publishd this piece under a pseudonyrn, 'Mark E. Ting.' 

There was no doubt about it, however. Advertising agents had successfully tumed an 

1. Canadian Newspaper Directory 17ed. (1923), vi 
2. Mark E. Ting p. Brooker], 'Hoist the Saies!' Marketing, 22:6 (21 March 1925), 168 
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opportunistic, marginal nineteenth-century trade into a service-oriented, vital twentieth-century 

economic sector. They alone were not responsible for the revolutionary changes that had overtaken 

the economy, the publishing industry, or the very nanue of the periodicais themselva. Nor, 

noîwithstanding the c l a h  of agents such as H.E. Stephenson and Carlton McNaught, had the 

nineteenth-century agents truly participated in the movement to national advertking as it occurred 

after 1900? Rather. a younger generation of entrepreneurs, who had witnessed the changes 

overtaking the Amencan periodical industry, opened shop just as a simiiar movement began in 

Canada. They then re-invented the idea of agency service and, through their success, forced the 

older agencies to adapt or bow out of the field. In the wake of J.J. Gibbons, the older space 

brokerages of Ansom McKim and Eduoard Desbarats adapted; J.S. Robertson and Frederick Diver 

eventuaIIy bowed out. 

Just as the agents were not the sole instruments of the changes overtaking the publishing 

industry, they were not the only occupational group goping towards a new conception of expertise 

and respectability. Rather, they were part of a Iarger phenornenon affecting the structure of Canadian 

society. As central Canada developed a modem industrial econorny afier 1870, a new class of white- 

collar workers and professional managers stepped in to administer it. 

Where much of the professional middle class were indirectiy dependent on the expansion of 

the industrial economy for their material support, adworkers and other managerial employees were 

directiy dependent upon it. Indeed, the development of advertising as a unique career path was the 

product of the division of labour within the white collar worldorce. Adworkers followed the patterns 

of professionalization to a remarkable degree. The writings on advertising that appeared in the 

regular and aade press after 1860 demonstrated that a new field of expertise was emerging even at 

3. H.E. Stephenson and C. McNaught, rite Story ofAdvemrttsing in Conada A Qvonicle of F i f i  
Years (Toronto: Ryerson, 1940), 18-35, 337-353 
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that early date. Notably, this occurred among publishers and their advertising departme- tint. 

Publishers such as Hugh Graham at the Srar, the Riordans at tbe MaiZ, and E.E. Sheppard at 

Saturday Night deployed their understanding of advertising in order to generate more business long 

before the agencies were a signifiant force in îhe trade. Out of their advertising depaments, 

however, the first generaîion of advertising agents came, and their expertise was similady 

demonstrated through their own publications: more often than not, made journals and directories. 

With the recognition of common experiences and problems came organization. Again, it was 

the publishers who used their existing body, the Canadian Press Association, to initiate discussions 

concerning the trade in advertising. Once the agencies began to feel that their problems too coutd 

be met through co-operation, they also organized, through the Canadian Association of Advertising 

Agencies. Both groups of adworkers then joined, though les formally, with their p e r s  in corporate 

advertising departmens through the Associated Clubs movement, and in partinilar the local ad clubs. 

While this latter group addressed the broad interests of the trade, and perfonned public relations 

duties, it couId not act to improve the trade without comprornising its cu-operative structure. 

Recognizing this, the Press Association and CAAA continue- to gain members and play an important 

role after 191 1 because they continued to represent the ecunomic interests of their members. By 

1916, the Toronto Ad CIub had dissolved; in 1916, the Association of Canadian Advertisers took 

definite shape as the representative trade association for corporate advertising managers. 

Through the associations and the discussions they fostered came an articulate sense of this 

new field of expertise. Both through the Tmth in Advertising movement and the campaigri to 

Advenise Advertising, adworkers rationalized the contribution that their jobs made to their industry 

and to society at large. At a time when public esteem for their eade was exceptionally low, Truth 

in Advertising allowed adworkers to stand the wmmon notion of advertising on its head. In their 

eyes, advertising became the transparent shop window of m a s  saiesmanship in which al1 gmds were 
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hdd up to the acid test of public scrutiny. By contrast, it was the non-advertking business that was 

to be questioned. The Advertising Advertising campaign then broadcast this new, articuiated sense 

of themselves to the rest of Canada- 

Kand-in-hand with this attempt to elevate their position in the public eye was thei. attempt 

ho reform the commercial basis of their trade. Herein was the reason for the continuing strength of 

the trade associations and the faltering interest in the Associated Clubs. As economic actors with 

compeîhg interests, adworkers used their associations to hammer out internai and inter-sectoral 

agreements that set out standards of conduct for practitioners. The discussions surrounding rate 

cards, commissions, rebating, cost accounting, and ciradation audits exposed the problems which had 

made the trade disreputable in the eyes of its own workers. Whether or not the agreements which 

amcluded these discussions brought these questionable practices to an end is debatable. Certainiy, 

thae were representatives in each sector who claimed that rebating, secret commissions, and price- 

aming continueci to be problems into the 1920s. That said, real gains were made. Three stand out. 

Fi, even a reduction in the number of questionable practices stood as a sign of victory among many 

adworkers. The cmsading publisher Hal Donly, who beiieved that co-operative effort was the only 

way to place the weekiies on a rational business foundaîion, never stopped emphasizing this point. 

Second, the agency agreement of 1907, and the recognition cornmittee that administered its terms, 

provided a stable environment within which the full-service, independent agencies could establish 

theu domination over the field in advertising service. Until they were assured that their commissions 

would not be undercut b y fieelancers, corporate in-house agencies, or fi y-b y-night operators, agents 

sach as Gibbons, Norris-Patterson, and McConneIl & Fergusson could not invest in the personnel 

and plant necessary to run a full-service agency. Third, the adoption of the Audit Bureau of 

Circulations above al1 else placed advertising appropriations on a secure foundation. Advertisers 

might not know just how effective their publicity was, but they would know without a doubt the 
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approximate number of potentiai readers they would reach. Further, the bureau set a new benchmark 

in market research. It provided a lasting mode1 of statistical expertise employai in the service of 

advertisers. 

The question of the effectiveness of advertising was better addressed by the development of 

applied psychology and market research. Neither introduced totally new concepts to the field of 

commerce during this period, but they did offer means to consolidate and standardize existing 

practices. What had once been left to intuition or chance could now be purposefully planneci. Both 

provided adworkers with the vocabularies and tools necessary to understand and explain their work 

in the terms of a modem social science. Once these vocabuIaries and tooh were integrated into the 

trade, it became possible to formulate clearer principles regarding it, and even to teach these 

principles as aspects of a nascent social 'science.' Just as the business reforms placed the stmcture 

of the trade on a secure economic foundation, the iniegration of applied psychology and market 

research placed the content of the trade on a secure social and intellectml foundation. Each gave the 

adworkers - but especiaily agents - a clearer sense of their role within the publishing industry. It 

was a sense that those outside of the trade were begiming to share, as increasing numbers of 

industrialists and politicians, before approaching the public, consulted agents for their advice. As T. 

Johnson Stewart put it, the trade was 'emerging fiom cloudland' in the 1910s. It was no longer 

dealing wirh a totally imaginai audience and its intuited thought-processes, but rather with 

statistically-verifiable constnicts that followed scientificallydocumented consumption patterns. 

With the integration of market research into the repertoire of agency services, the chief 

characteristic that set the Canadian agencies apart from their American cornpetitors began to erode: 

their shared nationality with the intended readership. In the 1890s, McKim could set himself apart 

from the likes of Ayer, Rowell, and Thompson through his better understanding of the Canadian 

periodicals market. His agency took great pride in the sheer number of periodicais it listed in its 
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directory. The fact that it named more than the Americans was proof positive that the Americans 

were poor judges of the Canadian scene. Then, with the advent of copywriting and illustration, it 

was argued that a Canadian agency would be better familiarized with the vernacular of Canadian life 

&an Americaus. Few things could have demonstrate- the adworkers' felings better than their self- 

co~cious use of Scoaisb regalia at the conventions of the Associated Clubs. They were even 

indignant when 'a band of imitation kilties' fiom St Petersburg, Florida, arrived at the 1925 

convention.' Extending this logic, it was simiiarly pragrnatic to hire a woman to handle campaigns 

targeting female consumes, and French Canadiam to handle the same in Quebec. One could not 

expect a man to fully understand the intricacies of the female thought processes, any more than one 

could expect that a slogan drafted in English would carry the same impact if translatai literally into 

French. With the new social science techniques at their disposal, however, the Arnericans were as 

well-equipped to handle the particularities of the Canadian market as they were the handling of 

various regions of the United States. Further, they hired much of their Canadian-bas& stafF away 

fiom Canadian firms. Until 1929, however, none of the American agencies in Toronto had cultivated 

Canadian accounts. Rather, they placed business ia Canada for American clients of the head office, 

or they placed business in Canada for Canadian branch plants of those American clients. J. Walter 

Thompson signalled the end of those praaices. With the most celebrated market research department 

of any agency in the United States, it entered Canada after having snidied the Ontario periodical 

market in great detail, and staffed its Montreai office with adworkers from McKim and Norris- 

Patterson. Within the year, it had landed a handful of plum Canadian accounts. 

Still, it would be wrong to read this peneuation of the Canadian market simply as another 

example of American imperiaiism. Publishers and agents such as ?.W. Dyas, J.B. Maclean, J.J. 

Gibbons, and W.A. Lydiatt consciously adopted techniques they had learned in the United States, and 

4. Charles W. Stokes, 'What a Canadian Saw,' Marketing, 22: 11 (30 May 1925), 3 17 
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it was they who had niltivated the interest of Canadian advenisers in the new services. They did not 

deploy h e m  because they were 'American,' but because they accomplished the tasks they were 

intende- to do. Industriai capitalkm and a fkee press had developed on both sides of the border. It 

would have been more surprishg had the Canadian trade not adopted similar outlooks and techniques. 

Canadian agents coutd comfortably consort with their American counterparts in the Associated Clubs 

and adopt the practices they pioneered because they fundamentally shared the same outlook towards 

the trade in which they were engaged. Contrary to much nationalist myth-making, they aiso shared 

the same outlook towards industrial capitalism.' The Americans were generally conceded to be 

world leaders in the field of advenising; Britain and France did not offer comparable role models on 

which to drawP 

The modem trade in advertising was the product not of any one group or evenr, but of the 

convergence of interests of four groups: publishers, advertisers, agents. and readers.' Each of them 

had their own reasons to encourage the massive development of advertising that occurred between 

1900 and 1930. Publishers, competing for greater numbers of readers with greater numbers of 

editions, required greater cash flow to cover the increasing capital costs tied up in new technologies 

and raw materials. Manufacturers, blûsed with new transportation and communications media that 

dlowed them to integrate vast territories into their marketing strategies for the first time, required 

a means to get news out about their products. Adworkers, but especially agents, recognized the 

financially lucrative possibilities of joining the publishers and advenisers in a mutually beneficial 

5. This point has been made about Canadian business 
'Toryism and Public Ownership in Canada: A Comment.' 
(September 1983), 404419. 

more broadly by Kenneth Dewar, 
Canadian Histon'cal Review, 643 

6. Henri Vathelet. Lu Public&! d m  le Jounialisme (Paris: Albin Michel, 191 1). 7; Mark E. 
Ting [B. Brooker), 'Hoist the Sales,' Markering, 23:7 (3 October 1925), 202; Raoul Renault, 'Notre 
Program, ' Lu Clé D 'Or, 1 : 1 (Mars 1926), 1 

7. Richard Ohmann has carriecl this thesis for the United States; see his Selling Culture: 
Magazines, Markets, and Uas  ot the Tum of the Cennrry (London: Verso, 1996). 
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relationship. And readers - particularly the new, urban, white-collar readers so intensive1 y cultivated 

by editors and adworkers aiike - benefitted from advertising's system and its magic. First, so long 

as they read periodicals blessed by high circulation and the patronage of advertisers, their favourite 

newspapers and magazines came to them at far below the cost of production. Second, at a time when 

everything about their lives appeared to be in transition, the ads offered a reassuring message: that 

order and meaning were only as far away as the nearest corner store. 

Out of this mix of interests, modern advertising was barn. The scaie of the population to be 

reached and the costs of production determined the costs involved. The costs involved, and the 

cornmon desire to protect the capital invested in the industry, drove the search for an increasingly 

sophisticated understanding of how advertising worked. Such a search was in the adworkers' own 

best interests. Had they been unable to explain their craft to their clients, it is unlikely that they 

would have won the contracts that they did. 

This knowledge in turn wrought a transformation in tbe character of the periodicals. The sue 

of the periodicals changed with the amount of new advenising matter published. Beyond this, there 

was a decided shih away fkom the previously predominant concem of politics and religion, and 

towards more fiction, illustrations, sports, domestic affairs, and cartoons. Periodicais were evidentiy 

no longer considered to be purely the means through which good burghers participateâ in the public 

sphere. They were no longer solely the vehicles of partizan opinions and theological debates. Now, 

periodicds were viewed in a much lighter vein, as reading matter, a medium of leisure-the activity 

in themselves. Where the trade and agricultural papers might still have hewn to a traditional set of 

generic formulas, the most popular dailies and the consumer magazines had made the transition to 

the deIivery of entertainment as well as news. 

The news that was report4 was decidedly l a s  panizan and acrimonious in its outlook than 

ever before. Again, where publishers were seeking the largest audiences possible, it no longer paid 
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to marginalize the interests of any sizable, affluent group within the mainstream of society. 

Controversy could be profiitably aimed as groups outside of the middle-class mainstream to generate 

sales, but controversy was counterproductive if it stirred animority among majority members of the 

same community. Hence, muckraking journalisrn that exposed the foibles of a widely-derided 

capitalist class could be effective for a popular paper such as the Telegram or the Star; championhg 

the Orange Lodge against Roman Catholics might have been l e s  so. At the same tirne, advertisers 

became attuned to the faa  that consumers responded to advertking in accordance witb the character 

of the papers in which it appeared. This had originally been rioted witb religious periodicais, but it 

was an idea that could be generally applied. An even-tempered and fair-minded journal of record 

would likely provide a valuable placement for the publicity of a Company seeking a respectable 

readership. 

hblishers made themselves most useful to advertisers with the array of new services they 

developed after 1900. Technically, there were severai inmvations that irnproved the look of 

advertising over the previous century: half-tones, better papers, better inks, and colour printing were 

the most obvious advances here. There was also the provision of more conscientious composition 

and layout in the preparation of ads, not to mention a ready supply of ülustrations if such were 

required. In a broader sense, however, nothing could have better demonstrated the publishers' new 

pursuit of advertising than the magazines' decision to integrate their ad content with editorial content, 

and to tail reading matter in their back pages. Over time, publishers leamed not simply to place 

advertising alongside complementary reading matter, but to create such material fiom scratch to 

generate interest for key advertisers. Within a newspaper or general magazine, it could be as simple 

as estabIishing a domestic coIurnn to advertise foods and household products. Most notable were the 

ubiquitous radio departmena in urban dailies of the mid-1920s, as manufacturers began to market the 

first ready-built set for iisteners, and stations began to divasifj the entertainmena available on 
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regular schedules.' 

It was oniy a short step fkom a department in a daily newspaper or a general magazine to the 

creation of a new periodicd. At one time in the mid-1920s, there were five radio magazines serving 

Canada, filled with ads for electrical components, batteries, antennae, ready-made sets, stations, 

broadcast schedules, and listeners' clubs. Ottier magazines were aimed at boaters, automobile 

owners, travellers, photographers - any number of pastimes that required a serious financial outlay 

before participation was possible. Each of them carried helpîùl advice and stories of interest to those 

who engaged in the featured pastirne, but more importantly they camied advertising for any produn 

integral to pmicipation. They also carried advertising for products which were not integral but 

thought to be of interest to people who enjoyed the Iifestyle choices associated with the magazines' 

key subject of interest. 

By reconstructing theu publications around lifestyle choices centred on consumption, the 

publishers were responding to the demands of advertisers and agents who sought these kinds of pages 

to enhance the appeai of tHeir ads, but the publishers were also making their own businesses more 

lucrative. At the same time, the content of these changes - the actual periodicals and ads that 

emerged - panicipated in the wider culnird project of middle-class formation. Evangelicai religion, 

voluntary associations, and progressive political movements helped to articulate a new set of values 

for the emerging industrial capitalist society, and in the process they ailowed their middle-class 

participants to articulate a sense of themselves and their relationships with one another, the state, and 

civil society? Advertising performed a similar set of functions, but in a different realm. Rather 

8. 'Taking Radio Tide at the Flood,' Markring, 205 (8 March 1924), 131-2 
9. Paul Johnson, A Shopkeeper's Millenniwn: Society a d  Raivais in Rochester, New York, 

1815-1837 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1978); Stuart Blumin, nie Ernergence of the Middle C7a.s~ 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1989); Marianna Vaiverde, The Age of Light, Soop, curd Water 
Coronto: McCleIland & Stewart, 1991), 15-33; Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrowhwbrow: l7ze 
Ernergence of Culturd Hierarchy in Americcl (Cambridge, Massachusens: Harvard UP, 1988); John 
F. Kasson, Rudeness & CiviZio: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urban America (New York: Hill & 
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than prescribing ethical d e s  and political relations, it prescribed codes of material possession and 

social relations. Through their selective use of psychological motivations, lifestyle vignetîes, and 

reason-why argumentation, copywriters could graft ont0 any product or service a particular set of 

meanings which would dlow consumers to integrate that product or service seamlessly into theu 

lives. Io 

The practice of insnibing everyday objects or actions with culturaily specific meanings was 

not new in itself, as Jackson Lears has made abundantly clear in his examination of advertising.ll 

Rather, it was the commeraal intent behind the deployment of this practice that was new. Adworkers 

were in the business of graffing rneaning ooto products purely for the commercial gain that could be 

realized. Where the goods and services of previous generations may have found their meaning 

through socialiy-mediated processes and the vagaries of the marketplace, it was the conscious intent 

of adworkers to short-circuit that process by supplying the meanhg for products ready-made - in a 

way that Walter Diil Scott likened to hypnotism. Their success in maintaining that meaning beyond 

the point of purchase may be debated, but this was never their intektuai function. 

Bertram Brooker believed that adworkers had progresse. a great distance in the twenty years 

leading up to 1924. To his mind, however, there was still one thing left to accomplish, though this 

too would soon be in hand. 'We are slowly acquiring,' he wrote, 

the 1st and most difficult lesson in the curriculum of art, the method of concealing 

art. The advance in naturalness, in human appeal, in selling force, when a i s  lesson 

Wang, 1990) 
10. Ohmann, 8 1-1 17, esp. 9 1-94; Jackson Lears, 'From Salvation to Self-Realization: 

Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of nie Consumer Culture, 1880-1930,' 2 7 ~  Culture of 
Ommption,  eds. R.W. Fox and J. Lears (New York: Pantheon, 1983), 1-38 

11. Jackson Lears, Fobles of Abundonce: A Cultural History of Advertising in America (New 
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is learned, wül be incalculable.'* 

Brooker, iike any good magician, h e w  that half the trick was maLing it look as if there were no trick 

at dl .  Leaming that lesson would fall to the next generation of Canadian adworkers. 

12. Richard Surrey [B. Brooker], 'The Copy Outlook for 1924,' Marken'ng, 20:l (12 January 
1924), 11 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Selected Advertising Agencies in Toronto Handling National Accounts, 1890-1930 

rnmirram: 
WPLvodEmpLqdRiacipl - 
CbPntP~k-Yrmmrr;rtm - 
F d p I  mrmu8 

R C  SaG& & Sm 

GpaiiarAdvarLiiSavioc - 
. e c r u y w n i o d p r ~ b l ; l D C h  
d H.K. M d h m  Co. New Yak. 
rftr 1923 - 
eombiœd virh NYiainl RibGdy 
In C a m  Cndcfttld. Eimi~i & Co 

Tamirr - 

f a a d b y ~ d b & a u i  
PubIicymd15dvtttiriïSavieio 

H.K. MeCIM Co. New Yak 

- - 

Wbipq F m  Phrrr - 
ùmgb by JJ. C h i  iA 

romrir0 T'&&ml 

Smith. Damc.&Mant ttd 

E. SicrGng Dein AdWltkiEg Ateoy 

AJ. h &Co. W 



F d c k k  H. H a y b a  y= 

F.W. Hum ria 

TJ. Tobin 
T. SirrPir 

The F.H. Fbyùum Co U 

F.W. Hm Advarrkinf JtMos 

JJ. ûibbœm Uà 

RC. B k i m l l  1 - 

. - - 

W.B. W I - 

J.H. Woodi 
C.C. Nari 
khn P. hucnal 



Data taken fiom Primer & Publishm, vols.1-33 (1892-1924), 
CaBadian Admir ing  Daru, vols. 1-5 (1928-1932), 

Ewnomic MvertisinglMarkering, v01s.l-31 (1908-1930), 
Ihe Toronto Ci9 Diremry (Toronto: Cpublisher varies], 1 880-1930), and 

H-E. Stephenson and Carlton McNaught, n e  Srory of Advmrising in Canada (Toronto: Ryemn, 1940). 



Appendix II 

Canadian Press Association, Foreign Adve~ising Rates, 1 89 1 

Cicul ation 

1,000 or under 
Each subsequent 1,000 or fraction over 500 

DAILY PAPERS 
Circulation 

1,000 or under 
Each subsequent 500 or fraction over 250 

Per inch display 
Pet Y= 

$ 4.00 
$ 2.00 

Per inch display 
Pet Y= 

$10.00 
$ 3.00 

Every other day and every other week, or six months, 60 per cent. of above 
rates. Three months, 33 1/3 per cent. of above rates. Top of column or next reading 
matter, 10 per cent. exaa. Top of column, next reading, or first following and alongside 
reading, 20 per cent. extra. 

Reading notices, 50 per cent. increase on above rates. 
These prices net, except to approved advertising agents, who shail be ailowed a 

commission of 25 per cent. 

Taken fiom Primer & Publisher, 13: 1 1 (November 1904), 8. 



Appendix ID 

Canadian Press Association, Advertising Rates, 1904 

WEEKLY PAPERS 
1. mat d l  publishers of weeklies who are members of our Association shall charge not less 

than a minimum gros rate for 'foreign' advenising as distinguished fkom 'local' advenising. 
2. That for the purpose of this understanding the papers shall be divided into five classes- 

A. with a circuIation of 1,000 or less 
B. 1,000 to 1,500 
C. 1,500 to 2,000 
D. 2,000 to 2,500 
E. over 2,500 

3. That the following shall be the minimum gross rates for each of these classes: 
A B C D E 

Per inch, 3 months $0.75 $1.13 $1.50 $1.87 $2.25 
m 6 "  1.33 2.00 2.67 3.25 3.92 
m 12 " 2.40 3.60 4.80 6.00 7.20 

This on the basis of 5.75 cents per insertion on three months contracts, 5 cents per insertion 
on 6 months conaacts, and 4.6 cents on yearly contracts. ... 

4. That these rates are to be a minimum below which each publisher must not go; but each 
will be entitled to charge as much more as the quality of his circulation entities him to, or as his 
circumstances justiQ, nor are these rates intended as a substitute for a rate card; they are simply 
the basis fiom =ch publisher may build a rate card. 

5. m a t  in December of each year each publisher shall sign a declaration that during the 
preceeding 12 months he has not taken a contract below the minimum gross rate. 

6. That he shall also declare that he has not directly or indirecdy alloweù more than 25 per 
cent. commission on any any contract. 

REVISION, February 1905 
A B C D E 

Per inch, 12 months $3.00 $3.60 $4.40 $5.20 $6.00 

Taken fiom P r i m  & Publisher, 13:11 (November 1904): 9; 14:2 (Febniary 1909, 23. 



Appendù IV 

Agreement between the Canadian Press Association 
and 

the Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies 
1 April 1907 

(a) It is rmmmended that the publishers adopting these regulations for a subsidiary section of 
the Canadian Press Association appoint a cornmittee to act on their behalf in the enforcement of these 
regulations and the adjustment of any disputes which may aise as to any violation of these regulations - 
- and also authorize some one of their members to sign on their behalf their agreement to adopt and 
enforce theses regulations and receive from the various advertising agencies properly signed agreements 
to comply with these regulations. 

@) It is further recommended that, in order to avoid unnecessary work, a11 advertising agencies 
recognized b y the publishers adopting these regulations authorize the secretary of the Canadian 
Association of Advertising Agencies to sign on their behalf their agreements to comply with these 
regulations. 

(1) Every advertising agency quoting rates for advertising service shall quote such rates exactiy 
as given in the rate card supplied him by the publisher, and he shall not allow nay commission, discount, 
or rebate to any person fiom such card rates. 

(2) Every advertising agency quoting rates for advertising service in any publication that may 
adopt these regulations shall quote separately for such paper and exactly in accordance with the rate card 
supplied by the publisher. 

(3) Any advertising agency who shdl not complete his contract shall pay the publisher for the 
actual space us& according to the publisher's rate w d ,  but an advertising agency wiil not be liable to 
pay such shon rates should the advertiser become insolvent. 

(4) Each advertising agency to be furnished with a rate card giving full particulan of the rates 
for al1 classes of advertising which the publisher wiIl accept, such charges being the lowest the publisher 
will accept, from any person other than h m  qualified and recognized advertising agencies, to whom the 
regular commission will be allowed. 

(5) The advertising agency shall not allow to any person any discount, commission, rebate, or 
deduction upon or from said card rates. 

(6) The publishers *ail not charge a qualified and recognired advertising agency for advertising 
service in his publications a higher gross price than the least publisher will accept net for similar 
advertising service placed by an advertiser direct. 

(7) The publishers shall, under al1 conditions whatsoever, short rate every direct advertiser who 
shail not complete his contract, and the publisher shall collect h m  the advertiser for the actual space 
used according to the publisher's rate card, and this short rating shall be a condition of every contract. 

(8) 'Advertising Agency' shall mean a person, fum, or Company who or which is not a salaried 
employe of any advertiser, and who or which has an ofice or offices properly equipped for carrying on 
as his or their principal business a general advertising business, and who is, by experience and in the 
possession of financial resources qualified to carry on the business of an advertising agency, and who or 
which has at least three bona fide new general advertisers or clienîs, whose advertising is to be placed 
in Canadian newspapers. 

(9) [List of specific agencies eligible for recognition.] 
(10) Before according recognition to any additional advertising agency, the cornmittee of 

publishers shall notify the secretary of the Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies that an 
application ha been made for recognition as an advertising agency, stating the name and qualifications 



of the applicant. If the association shall noti@ the cornmittee within ten days afier receipt of such notice, 
that, in its opinion, such person is not a properly qualified advertising agency, no advertising shall be 
accepted fiom the applicant at other than regular card rates net, and the commission shail not be allowed 
until the objections of the Canadian Association of Advertising Agencies as to the eligibility of such 
epplicant shall have been considerd by the committee of publishers. 

(11) No one shall be accorded agency recognition as an advertising agency until he enters into 
an agreement to conform to these regulations. 

(12) These regulations to apply immediately upon adoption by the publishers, to al1 business 
accepted from date of adoption; but in order that d l  existing obligations shall be completed, it wiil not 
apply to existing advertising but wiil apply to al1 advertking published subsequent to twelve months fiom 
the date of the adoption of these regulations by the publishers, subject to the right of any publisher or 
agency to complete any contract existing at date of adoption. 

(13) These regulations are not to apply to local advertising. A general advertiser, no matter 
where his place of business or head office may be Iocated, is one who advertises in three or more journais 
in three or more towns or cities in the Dominion, but whose product or merchandise does not constitute 
the major porîion of any local retail store. A branch store or office devoted wholly or the greater part 
thereof to the business advertised, and which is in cornpetition with businesses already in existence and 
paying local rates, U to be classified as a local advertiser and cornes under local rates, with commission 
to any qualified and recognized advertising agency. 

(14) Should any advertising agency violate these regulations, the advertising agency shall be du1 y 
warned by a cornmittee representing the publishers - and, should he again violate these regulatioos or 
bave ceased to be a properly qualified agency within the rneaning of these regulations - the publishers 
shall refuse to accept any advertising from the agency, at other than the regular card rates net. 

(15) Should any publisher violate these regulations, he shall be duly wamed by a cornmittee 
representing the publishers, and should he again violate these regulations he will c e se  to be a member 
of the subsidiary section of the Canadian Press Association comprising the publishers who have adopted 
these regulations. 

These recommendations and regulations were adopted by the following papers: 
W.M. O'Bieme, for the Stratford Beacon 
L.H. Dingman, for the St Thomas Times 
W.B. Burgoyne, for the St Catharines Standard 
A.E. Bradwin, for the GaIt Reformer 
J.I. Mchtosh, for the Guelph Mercury 
WJ. Taylor, for the Woodstock SentineI-Review 
AlIan Gillis, for the Stratford Heraid 
Frank Adams, for the London Advertiser 

Certified to be correct, 
A.G. Donaidson, 

Secretary Daily Newspaper Section 
Canadian Press Association 

Toronto, April lst, 1907. 

Taken fiom Primer & Publisher, 16:4 (April 1907), 12-13. 



Appendix V 

Kighest Circulating Canad i a .  Magazines in Canada, 
with Circulation Above 25,000, 
for Selected Years, 1915-1930 

Table of Symbols: 
d = daiiy 
w = weekly 
m = rnonthly 
sm = semi-monthly 

Family Herald & Weekly Star 
Le Journal d'Agriculture 
Sunday World 
Everywornan's World 
Canadian Butterick Trio' 
Western Home MonthIy 
MacLean's 
Grain Grower's Guide 
Famer's Advocate & Home Journal 
Farrner's Advocate 
Canadian Home Journal 
Nor'-West Farmer 
Canadian Counuyman 
Canadian Thresherman & Farmer 
Canada Monthly 
Canadian Courier 

farm = agriculniral journal 
mag = consumer magazine 
nppr = weekend newspaper 
rel = reIigious paper 
fiat = fraternd organ 

Montreal 
Mon tr eal 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
W imipeg 
London 
Toronto 
W imipeg 
Toronto 
Wimipeg 
London 
Toronto 

* The Canadian Butterick trio was composed of three quarterly magazines: Butterick's, 
Standard Fashion, and New Ideas. 

Figures taken fiom: 
K.S. Fenwick, 'The Magazine and F m  Paper Situation,' 

Economic Advertking, 8:6 (June 19 15): 23-27. 
Figures rounded to the nearest 1,000. 



Family Herald & Weekiy Star 
Star Weekly 
E v e w o m ' s  World 
Canadian Messenger 
Le Journal d'Agriculture 
MacLean's Magazine 
Grain Grower's Guide 
Canadian Butterick Quarterlies 
Nor'-West Fanner 
Veteran 
Northern Messenger 
Canadian Home Journal 
Farm & Ranch Review 
Farmer's Advocate & Home Journal 
Western Home Monthiy 
Canadian Countryman 
Fanner's Advocate 
Fmer 's  Magazine 
Sattxday Night 
Christian Guardian 
Catholic Record 
Canadian Farmer 
Farrner's Sun 
Sailor 
La Canadienne 

Montreai 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Montreal 
Montreal 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Montreai 
Toronto 
CaWY 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
London 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
London 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 

Figures taken from: 

w nPPr " nPPr 
m mag 
m rel 
m farxn 
sm m g  
w farm 
m mag 
sm farm 
m frat 
w rel 
rn mag 
sm fann 
w farm 
m rnag 
w farm 
w farm 
w farm 
w mag 
w rd  
w rel 
w fann 
sm fann 
m mag 
m mag 

Lydian's Book 1921 8ed, (Toronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1921). 
Figures rounded to the nearest 1,000. 



1925 

Star Weekiy 
Famiiy Heraid & Weekly Star 
MacLeanYs Magazine 
Canadian Butienck Quarteriies 
Canadian National Rwys Magazine 
Grain Grower's Guide 
Nor1-West Farrner 
Canadian Home Journai 
Le Journal d'Agriculture 
Canadian Messenger 
Western Home Monthly 
Famer's Advocate 
Presbyterian Record 
Canadian Countryman 
Farm & Ranch Review 
Ontario Farmer 
Northern Messenger 
Maple Leaf 
New Outiook 
The Veteran 
Catholic Record 
Saturday Night 
Saskatchewan Co-operative News 
Western Producer 
Le Samedi 
Farm & Home 
Canadian Motorist 
Sentine1 

Toronto 
Montreal 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Montreai 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Montreai 
Montreal 
Winnipeg 
London 
Montreal 
Toronto 
c&wY 
Toronto 
Montseal 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
London 
Toronto 
Regina 
Saskatoon 
Montreal 
Vancouver 
Toronto 
Toronto 

Figures taken from: 

w nPPr 
w nPPr 
sm mag 
m rnag 
m mag 
sm fbm 
sm fann 
m mag 
m fann 
m rel 
m rnag 
w farm 
m rel 
w farm 
sm farm 
sm farm 
w rel 
m frat 
w rei 
sm frat 
w rel 
w mag 
m fann 
w farm 
w mag 
w fann 
m mag 
w fia 

Lydian 's Book 1926 13ed., (Toronto: W.A. Lydiatt, 1926). 
Figures rounded to the nearest 1,000. 



Famiîy Heraid & Weekiy Star 
Star Weekiy 
MacLean's Magazine 
Canadian Home Journal 
Country Guide 
Chatelaine 
Western Home Monthly 
Nor'-West Farmer 
Canadian Magazine 
Canadian National Rwys Magazine 
Ontario Farmer 
Farm and Ranch Review 
Canadian Messenger 
Canadian Countryman 
Le Journal d'Agriculture 
Northem Messenger 
Saskatchewan Farmer 
United Farmers of Alberta 
Farmer's Advocate 
Farm & Dairy 
La Voix NationaIe 
Presbyterian k r d  
GobIin 
Western Producer 
Le Samedi 
The Legionary 
Scoop Shovel 
Catholic Record 
Saturday Night 
Bulletin de la Ferme 
Maritime Farmer & Co-op Dairyrnan 
New Outfmk 
Canadian Motorist 
Western Farmer 

Montreal 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Montreal 
Toronto 
C N W Y  
Montreal 
Toronto 
Montreal 
Montreal 
Regina 
C a m Y  
London 
Peterborough 
Montreal 
Montrd 
Toronto 
Saskatoon 
Montreal 
Toronto 
Winnipeg 
London 
Toronto 
Quebec 
Sussex, N.B. 
Toronto 
Toronto 
C a W Y  

Figures taken from: 

w nPP= 
w nPPr 
sm mag 
m mag 
m fann 
rn mag 
m rnag 
sm fana 
m mag 
m mag 
m farm 
m farm 
m rel 
w farm 
m farm 
w rel 
s m  fam 
sm farm 
Sm farm 
sm farm 
m mag 
m rel 
m mag 
w farm 
w mag 
m frat 
m farm 
w rel 
w mag 
w farm 
sm farm 
w rel 

m g  
sm farm 

Lydian's Book 1931 18ed., (Toronto: W.A. Lydiaît, 193 1). 
Al1 fimires rounded to the nearest 1.000. 




